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Preface to ”State-of-the-Art Avian Viruses Research in
Asia”

To date, the rapid progression in avian virus research in Asia has resulted in abundant

achievements. This has mainly contributed to the development of some innovative techniques,

advanced approaches, and the timely resolution of urgent issues. More and more new research

topics focusing on emerging novel viruses have been found in various avian species. As the source

of an important food supply, retaining the health of the birds remains the first priority for the

poultry industry and research teams around Asia. Therefore, the accumulated knowledge about

the fundamental biology, pathogenicity, epidemiology, antiviral strategies, vaccination schemes, and

exceptional applications of avian viruses built up by expert research groups in Asia has accelerated

the overall understanding of those key pathogens. Thus, the research articles on all research aspects

of avian viruses from Asia were collected in this Special Issue. These valuable studies surely

demonstrated some parts of advances in the research on modern avian virology.

Chi-Young Wang

Editor
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Phylodynamics of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza A(H5N1)
Virus Circulating in Indonesian Poultry
Desniwaty Karo-karo 1,2 , Rogier Bodewes 3 , Restuadi Restuadi 4 , Alex Bossers 1,5 ,
Agustiningsih Agustiningsih 6 , Jan Arend Stegeman 1 , Guus Koch 7 and David Handojo Muljono 8,9,10,*

1 Department Population Health Sciences, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Utrecht University,
3584 CL Utrecht, The Netherlands

2 Centre of Diagnostic Standard Indonesian Agricultural Quarantine Agency, Ministry of Agriculture,
Jakarta 13220, Indonesia

3 National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 3720 BA Bilthoven, The Netherlands
4 Great Ormond Street Institute of Child Health, University College London, London WC1N 1EH, UK
5 Institute for Risk Assessment Sciences (IRAS), Department Population Health Sciences, Faculty of Veterinary
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6 National Agency for Research and Innovation of The Republic of Indonesia, Jakarta 10340, Indonesia
7 Wageningen Bioveterinary Research, 8221 RA Lelystad, The Netherlands
8 Faculty of Medicine, Universitas Hasanuddin, Makassar 90245, Indonesia
9 Faculty of Medicine and Health, University of Sydney, Camperdown, NSW 2006, Australia
10 Eijkman Institute for Molecular Biology, Jakarta 10430, Indonesia
* Correspondence: davidmuljono@med.unhas.ac.id; Tel.: +62-8161-923-563

Abstract: After its first detection in 1996, the highly pathogenic avian influenza A(H5Nx) virus has
spread extensively worldwide. HPAIv A(H5N1) was first detected in Indonesia in 2003 and has
been endemic in poultry in this country ever since. However, Indonesia has limited information
related to the phylodynamics of HPAIv A(H5N1) in poultry. The present study aimed to increase
the understanding of the evolution and temporal dynamics of HPAIv H5N1 in Indonesian poultry
between 2003 and 2016. To this end, HPAIv A(H5N1) hemagglutinin sequences of viruses collected
from 2003 to 2016 were analyzed using Bayesian evolutionary analysis sampling trees. Results
indicated that the common ancestor of Indonesian poultry HPAIv H5N1 arose approximately five
years after the common ancestor worldwide of HPAI A(H5Nx). In addition, this study indicated that
only two introductions of HPAIv A(H5N1) occurred, after which these viruses continued to evolve
due to extensive spread among poultry. Furthermore, this study revealed the divergence of H5N1
clade 2.3.2.1c from H5N1 clade 2.3.2.1b. Both clades 2.3.2.1c and 2.3.2.1b share a common ancestor,
clade 1, suggesting that clade 2.3.2.1 originated and diverged from China and other Asian countries.
Since there was limited sequence and surveillance data for the HPAIv A(H5N1) from wild birds in
Indonesia, the exact role of wild birds in the spread of HPAIv in Indonesia is currently unknown. The
evolutionary dynamics of the Indonesian HPAIv A(H5N1) highlight the importance of continuing
and improved genomic surveillance and adequate control measures in the different regions of both
the poultry and wild birds. Spatial genomic surveillance is useful to take adequate control measures.
Therefore, it will help to prevent the future evolution of HPAI A(H5N1) and pandemic threats.

Keywords: HPAI; H5N1; Indonesia; phylodynamic; Bayesian evolutionary analysis

1. Introduction

In 1996, the first outbreak of highly pathogenic avian influenza virus (HPAIv) A(H5N1)
occurred in China. Subsequently, this virus from the goose/Guangdong (Gs/Gd) lineage
spread to multiple other countries. Nowadays, outbreaks of HPAIv A(H5N1) and related
HPAIv have caused economic losses due to the deaths and culling of millions of chickens
and other poultry worldwide. In addition, 865 human cases of HPAIv A(H5N1) infections
were reported with a case-fatality rate of 53% from 2003 to 2022 [1].
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The HPAIv A(H5N1) virus was first reported in Indonesia in 2003 and became endemic
in multiple regions afterward. The introduction to and spread of HPAIv A(H5N1) within
Indonesia was facilitated by several factors [2]. First, Indonesia is located at the crossroads
of international trade between two continents (Asia and Australia) and two oceans (Peace,
the Indian Oceans). Second, two wild bird migratory flyways, the East Asian–Australasian
(EAAF) and the West Pacific (WPF) flyways include Indonesia. Third, the high contact rate
between poultry from different locations [3] and between domestic ducks and wild birds
due to poor biosecurity, particularly for backyard and moving or scavenging ducks [4].
Virus transmission between farms was facilitated by poultry trade and live bird markets
and by human–animal interaction from inbound and outbound visits to poultry farms
and live bird markets. Humans, via contact with poultry, could act as a vector of HPAIv
A(H5N1) and facilitate transmission between poultry flocks [3,5].

Molecular surveillance is an important tool to support the control of HPAIv A(H5N1).
HPAI genome sequence data obtained from avian and human cases can be used to under-
stand transmission pathways [6], identify molecular markers for disease [7,8], expand host
coverage [9], and detect variants associated with vaccine escape [10]. Molecular surveil-
lance can also help to identify possible genetic drift and reassortments of HPAIv A(H5N1)
with other influenza A viruses that may result in newly emerging viruses with possible
increased transmission in poultry and wild birds, different pathogenicity which may also
result in a wider host range [11,12].

Based on the global analysis of genomic data of HPAIv A(H5N1) detected in Indone-
sia, HPAIv A (H5N1) were classified into various clades, starting with clade 2.1, which
subsequently branched into clades 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3.2, and 2.1.3.2a; most clades have been
reported to affect poultry [13–15]. In 2012, a new clade, 2.3.2.1c, was isolated from a duck
farm and live bird markets in Java with high mortality among duck and amino changes
such as a Ser deletion at position 325 in the multibasic amino acid cleavage site, and a
K328R substitution [16]. The detection of HPAIv from this new clade was thought to be the
result of a new incursion from other parts of South East Asia to Indonesia [11,17], as the
clades 2.3.2.1, 2.3.2.1a, and 2.3.2.1b have been reported in other South-East countries such
as China, Vietnam and Bangladesh [13,14,18,19]. Clade 2.3.2.1c subsequently circulated in
poultry, while HPAIv from clade 2.1.3.2a was only detected in Sumatra [11,16,20–22]. A
molecular study of HPAIv A(H5N1) carried out in 2015 and 2016 suggested that this new
clade had diverged into two putative subgroups, clades 2.3.2.1c (A) and 2.3.2.1c (B) [11].

Although the major clades of HPAIv A(H5N1) in Indonesia are known, there is limited
understanding of the evolution of HPAIv A(H5N1) in Indonesia. This knowledge can
be useful to help focus surveillance and strengthen control measures aiming to reduce
future reassortments and transmission of HPAIv among poultry and humans. The present
study aimed to increase the knowledge of HPAIv A(H5N1) evolution in Indonesia from
2003–2016, with a particular focus on the HA gene segment and the jump of the clades
of H5N1v.

To this end, we analyzed the available sequences of hemagglutinin (HA) in the genome
database to improve the understanding of the phylodynamics of HPAIv A(H5N1) in Indonesia.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset Preparation

Complete sequences of HA genes obtained from HPAIV A(H5Nx) detected in poultry
in Indonesia from 2003 to 2016 were downloaded from the genome database, GISAID,
and GENBANK and compiled as Indonesian H5N1 (HA). Another data compilation was
downloaded from all available global sequences including Indonesia from 1966 to 2022
and separated as Global H5 (HA). Additional separated data for clades 2.3.2.1c, 2.3.2.1a,
and 2.3.2.1 were also downloaded from the database. The HA gene was chosen because
the HA protein is located on the outer surface of the virus particle, has a role in the
virus–host cell interaction and is the main target for the protective antibody response [23].
Additionally, HA genes are published most frequently in the genome database, indicating
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that a worldwide phylodynamic analysis of H5N1v using HA genes will provide the
most information.

The sequences were then aligned using MUSCLE [24] and the HA clades of the virus
were phylogenetically analyzed using MEGA 7 [25] as described in a previous study [11].
The clade of HA was confirmed using the Highly Pathogenic H5N1 Clade Classification Tool
of the Influenza Research Database (https://www.fludb.org/brc/home.spg?decorator=
influenza, last accessed on 13 September 2022).

2.2. Clustering HA Gene Segments

The dataset of HA genome sequences was processed with cd-hit-est software of the CD-
HIT Suite (http://weizhong-lab.ucsd.edu/cdhit_suite/cgi-bin/index.cgi?cmd=cd-hit-est,
last accessed on 13 September 2022) to cluster sequences that shared 100% nucleotide
identity [26–28]. The CD-HIT_EST test was performed on the globally available 12,018
HA genome sequences (1966–2022) irrespective of the accompanying NA. To condense the
global taxa of the full genomes of HA genes, 80 to 99% identity thresholds were examined
to obtain the cluster representative sequences. Maximum-likelihood analysis with boot-
strapping was performed at different thresholds, and clusters of representative taxa were
selected from taxa that share a larger identity than 98%. The representative sequences were
used as a dataset for time-scale phylogeny analysis and demography reconstruction.

2.3. Time-Scale Phylogeny of Indonesian HPAIv A(H5N1) Sequences

Divergence times and evolutionary analysis were estimated simultaneously with
Bayesian phylogenetic inference (BI) implemented in BEAST v.2.6.7 [29] (http://www.
beast2.org/). The optimal substitution model was selected by the BEAST-ModelTest (bMod-
elTest) v.1.2.1 package implemented in BEAST using transdimensional Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods [30]. The best substitution model from bModelTest was also com-
pared to the best substitution model selected by the Modeltest in the phangorn package
implemented in the R (version R-4.0.3) environment for statistical analysis. bModelTest was
also used to infer the gamma-distributed rate of heterogeneity, invariable site proportions,
and unequal base frequencies [30].

Tree and clock priors were set on a coalescent Bayesian skyline tree and a relaxed
molecular clock (assuming an uncorrelated lognormal distribution clock model) which
was calibrated by using the sample collection dates. The Bayesian MCMC analysis was
performed for 150–300 million generations sampled every 1000–3000 generations.

The parameter convergences were viewed and evaluated using Tracer v.1.7.1 [31] (http:
//tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/). The maximum clade credibility (MCC) phylogenetic
trees were constructed by TreeAnnotator v.2.6.7 (BEAST package) by removing the initial
10–25% (burn-in) trees (burn-in settings depend on convergence). Then, phylogenetic trees
were visualized by using FigTree version 1.4.4 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).
The calendar date of origin of tMRCA of Indonesian HPAIv A(H5N1) estimated in the
BEAST analysis was converted using the lubridate package (https://lubridate.tidyverse.
org/) implemented in R (version R-4.0.3).

The first step of BEAST was to analyze the Indonesian HA HPAIv A(H5N1) gene
segments from viruses collected from 2010 to 2016. Then, HA gene segment analysis was
performed separately on viral sequences of three different HA clades, clades 2.1.3.2, 2.1.3.2a,
and 2.3.2.1c, collected from 2005 to 2016. To confirm the evolution in 2010–2016, MCMC
analysis (BEAST) of the Indonesian HA HPAIv A(H5N1) gene was performed over the
extended period of 2003–2016. The BEAST analysis over the period 2003–2016 is displayed
in the results of Indonesian HA (H5).

In the final stage, we performed BEAST to analyze the worldwide HA of all available
avian influenza viral sequences (2005–2021). The full length 12,018 HA sequences were
downloaded from GISAID and clustered using CD-HIT-EST as described above. the
Reference sequences closely related to Indonesian HPAIv H5N1 according to the maximum
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likelihood tree were selected and aligned using MEGA 7 [25] before proceeding to the
BEAST analysis.

3. Results
3.1. Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis of HA of Indonesian H5N1

The number of taxa used for the BEAST analysis performed on HA sequences from
Indonesia and worldwide with different times of collection and the number of sites is
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The substitution rates of Indonesian HPAIv A(H5N1) 2003–2016 and representative world-
wide HA of H5N1v with the estimation of root height.

Hemagglutinin Gene Collection Time
(Year)

Taxa
(n)

Sites
(Character)

Evolutionary
Models

Substitution Rate
(10−3 s/s/y) Number of Substituted

Sequences (Subst/Genome/Year)
Mean 95% HPD

Interval

Geographical Zone

Indonesian H5N1 (HA) 2003–2016 502 1559 TVM + Γ + I 0.0042 0.0038–0.0046 6
Global H5 (HA) 2005–2021 284 1723 TVM+ Γ + I 0.0065 0.0061–0.0070 11

HA clade (Indonesian HA (H5N1))

Clade 2.1.3.2 2005–2010 203 1559 TIM1 + Γ + I 0.0046 0.0036–0.0056 7
Clade 2.1.3.2a 2008–2016 73 1730 TIM1 + Γ + I 0.0049 0.0032–0.0069 7
Clade 2.3.2.1c 2012–2016 94 1707 TIM1 + Γ + I 0.0036 0.0026–0.0046 6

The mean of rates is posteriorly estimated based on Bayesian MCMC analysis using evolutionary models. The
number of sequences is labeled as a taxon (taxa). The character of the number of differed sites is normalized
from the length of a sequence to get the proportion of differences between two sequences [24]. Abbreviations:
TVM (transversion model), TIM (transition model), Γ (gamma), I (Invariant), bp (base pair), s/s/y (substitu-
tion/site/years).

Time-measured phylogenetic analysis of 1707 sites from 94 taxa using the substi-
tution model TIM1 + Γ + I showed the evolution of various clades HPAIv A(H5N1) in
Indonesia (Table 1).

Time-measured phylogenetic analysis (Figures 1 and A1) estimated that HPAIv A(H5N1)
clade 2.1-like, 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.1.3.1, 2.1.3.3, 2.1.3.2 and 2.1.3.2a evolved from a common
ancestor in the year 2002. In addition, the analysis indicated that some of the HA clades
2.1.1 shared a common ancestor with 2.3.2.1c in the year 2001. Subsequently, the HPAIv
A(H5N1) clade 2.1.1 in 2003 diverged into HPAIv A(H5N1) HA clade 2.3.2.1c, which was
detected mostly in 2015/16. A significant divergence in 2011 was also observed between
HA subgroup 2.3.2.1c (A) and 2.3.2.1c (B) (Figure A1) in the phylogenetic analysis, with
posterior values of more than 0.7 (Figure A2).

In 2015–2016, HPAIv A(H5N1) clade 2.1.3.2a was still detected. In contrast, the clades
2.1-like 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.1.3.1, 2.1.3.2, and 2.1.3.3 were no longer detected in Indonesia after 2012.
Detection of clades of HPAIv A (H5N1) in Indonesian poultry varied between years. From
2005 to 2007 (2 years), the HA clades 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3 were detected. Between 2005 and
2012 (7 years), the HPAIv H5N1 clade 2.1.3.1 was detected. From 2005 to 2010 (5 years),
the virus HA sequences were classified as clades 2.1.3.2 and 2.1.3.3. Of the subclades of
HPAIv A(H5N1) clade 2.1, only 2.1.3.2a was still detected in 2016, while subclade 2.3.2.1c
was mostly detected after 2010.

Spatiotemporal analysis indicated that various HA clades of Indonesian HPAIv
A(H5N1) were detected in different areas (Figure 2). Most viruses were detected on
Java Island. HA clades 2.1.3.2 and 2.1.3.2a were detected in most of the regions of Indonesia,
while some clades were only detected in specific regions. For example, HPAIv A(H5N1)
clade 2.1-like viruses were only detected in Jakarta and Yogyakarta, and HPAIv (AH5N1)
clade 2.1.3 was only detected in Central Java, East Java, Yogyakarta, and Bali.
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Figure 1. Time-scale phylogeny of selected worldwide HA of H5N1v. The estimated origin of the 
divergence of the HA 2.3.2.1c clade is highlighted in the asterisk symbol. The tMRCA of HA clades 
2.3.2.1b and 2.2.3.1a are pointed out by the arrow. The blue colour highlights the HA of H5N1v from 
Indonesia. The node labels display the posterior value. The original sequences (GISAID ID) for 
worldwide HA of H5N1v phylogeny are displayed in Supplementary Table S1. 

Figure 1. Time-scale phylogeny of selected worldwide HA of H5N1v. The estimated origin of the
divergence of the HA 2.3.2.1c clade is highlighted in the asterisk symbol. The tMRCA of HA clades
2.3.2.1b and 2.2.3.1a are pointed out by the arrow. The blue colour highlights the HA of H5N1v from
Indonesia. The node labels display the posterior value. The original sequences (GISAID ID) for
worldwide HA of H5N1v phylogeny are displayed in Supplementary Table S1.
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The BEAST analysis estimated that the mean nucleotide substitution rate of HA was
0.0042 substitution/site/year (s/s/y) (95% Interval, 0.0038–0.0046) over the course of
13 years. The mean substitution rate of clade 2.1.3.2a was 0.0042 (s/s/y) (95% Interval,
0.0031–0.0054) over an 8-year period, not statistically significant different than that of clade
2.3.2.1c (0.0036 s/s/y; 95% Interval, 0.0026–0.0041) over 4 years (Table 1).

3.2. Indonesian Viruses in the Phylodynamic of Indonesian Worldwide Avian Influenza H5N1
Virus (AI H5N1v)

The phylogeny of the worldwide HA including the Indonesian viruses is depicted in
Figure 1. Based on analysis of representative sequences, H5N1v clade 2.1 and its subclades
were only detected in Indonesia, while clade 2.3 viruses were detected in multiple countries
in Asia, Europe, and Africa, including Indonesia, since 2009. Other subclades of clade 2,
such as 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5, were circulating in multiple countries, such as China, Egypt,
Germany, India, and Japan, but were not detected in Indonesia. These different geographic
distributions of viruses also indicate geographic imbalances in virus spread and geographic
leaps of multiple viruses from various clades.

The BEAST analysis estimated that the mean nucleotide substitution rate of global
HA was 0.0065 substitution/site/year (s/s/y) over the course of 16 years (95% Interval,
0.0061–0.0070) (Table 1).

3.3. Molecular Dating of HPAIv A(H5N1)

Results of molecular dating indicated that the common ancestor of HPAIv A(H5N1)
detected in Indonesia occurred in May 2001, around 5 to 7 years after the common ancestor
of HPAIv A(H5N1) worldwide. The common ancestor of HPAIv A(H5N1) clades 2.1.3.2.
and 2.1.3.2a occurred in the first months of 2002 according to this analysis, while the
common ancestor of clade 2.3.2.1c occurred in February 2011. Results of the tMRCAs of HA
of HPAIv A(H5N1) detected in Indonesian poultry and worldwide, determined by using a
relaxed clock, with 95% HPD and posterior values, are displayed in Table 2.

Table 2. tMRCA of HA of HPAIv (H5N1) Indonesian poultry and worldwide H5, determined by
using a relaxed clock, with 95% HPD and posterior values.

HA Gene tMRCA
95% HPD Interval

Posterior
Begin End

Geographical zone

Indonesian H5N1 (HA) 27 May 2001 13 September 1999 2 July 2002 1.00
Global H5 (HA) 4 April 1996 27 May 1995 28 December 1996 1.00

HA clade (Indonesian HA (H5N1))

Clade 2.1.3.2 8 January 2002 27 May 1997 13 September 2004 1.00
Clade 2.1.3.2a 15 March 2002 2 July 1997 1 January 2006 1.00
Clade 2.3.2.1c 6 February 2011 13 September 2009 13 September 2011 1.00

4. Discussion
4.1. Temporal Dynamic of Indonesian HPAIv A(H5N1): Time-Measured Phylogenetic Analysis

In the present study, a time-measured phylogenetic analysis was performed to in-
crease the understanding of the HPAIv A(H5N1) detected in Indonesia from 2003–2016.
While phylogenetic analysis of HPAIv A(H5N1) was the focus of a number of studies
already [11,22,32], a study including all available Indonesian virus sequences has, to
our knowledge, not been performed previously. Posterior analysis of Indonesian HPAIv
A(H5N1) 2003–2016 estimated that the HPAIv A(H5N1) clade 2.3.2.1 evolved from the HA
clade 2.1.1. In addition, the posterior analyses using BEAST with bModeltest, instead of
the maximum likelihood approach, which is used as a criterion in a unified nomenclature
system for HPAIv, confirmed the finding of our previous study [11] that HA clade 2.3.2.1c
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consists of two different clusters [13–15]. The time-measured analysis also showed that
after 2012, mainly HPAIv A(H5N1) viruses classified as clade 2.3.2.1c were detected. The
observed evolution of HPAIv A(H5N1) viruses, the emergence of new clades, and the
emergence of reassortments may have been caused by biosecurity gaps leading to reas-
sortment and limited vaccine efficacy and poor vaccination coverage, although we cannot
exclude circulation of these viruses in wild birds due to the very limited surveillance of
avian influenza in wild birds in Indonesia [11,33–35].

The substitution rate of avian influenza viruses worldwide has been studied exten-
sively [18,36,37]. A previous study [38] estimated viral RNA substitution rates in the
range of 0.01 to 0.001 s/s/y. Additionally, the rapid evolutionary dynamics of avian
influenza viruses were estimated by a previous study with a substitution rate range of
0.0018–0.0084 s/s/y [39]. The estimated substitution rate in this study showed the fast
substitution rate of Indonesian poultry HPAIv A(H5N1) and HA of worldwide H5, which
was in line with previous reports by Duffy et al. (10–2 to 10–5 subs/site/year) and Chen et al.
(1.8 to 8.4 × 10−3 subs/site/year) [38,39], but different from those reported by Ducatez
et al. (3.32 ± 0.05 × 10−3 subs/site/year) [40]. The variation in the substitution rates
between the HPAIv A(H5N1) genes can be caused by many factors, such as the differences
in viral biologies such as viral genome architecture, replication speeds within-host and viral
polymerase enzyme fidelities [41], and environmental selectivity related to the host factors
such as species [38], vaccination status [37], contact rate, and age of infection, epidemic,
and endemic status in a region during infection [41]. Positive selection pressures related to
environmental selectivity have been identified at several antigenic sites of the HA gene in
the previous study [22]. Meanwhile, the mean substitution rate of global HA was higher
than in Indonesian poultry HPAIv A(H5N1); this observation might, however, be biased by
sampling differences.

The phylogenetic analysis estimated that HA clades 2.3.2.1a and 2.3.2.1c shared a
common ancestor and were rooted in the clade 2.3.2.1b. The H5N1v clade 2.3.2.1c and
2.3.2.1a diverged from clade 2.3.2.1b in agreement with a previous study [13,15]. A gap in
the H5N1v clades in Indonesia is indicated by the lack of report of clade 2.3.2.1b, the clade
that has been reported in Vietnam and Hong Kong [15,42]. This clade gap was assumed
based on the finding in Indonesia that the HPAIv A(H5N1) clade 2.3.2.1c was rooted in HA
clade 2.1.1. Bird migration and/or poultry trade could have driven the transmission and
evolution of the H5N1v clade 2.3.2.1a to clade 2.3.2.1c. Additionally, unrecognized clinical
signs in poultry and the reluctance of farmers to report the H5N1 outbreaks, particularly in
sector 1 farms, might have contributed to the absence of some clades of H5N1v in the data
set. This gap shows the need for regular and intensive surveillance to control the evolution
of H5N1v, not only in poultry but also in wild birds.

The most recent ancestor of the H5N1 influenza virus in Indonesia has been previously
studied [22,32]. The first study [22] estimated the tMRCA of Indonesian H5N1 HPAIV
in June 2003 (November 2002 and October 2003) and the second study [32] estimated the
tMRCA of reassortant H5N1v in July 2005. This study revealed that the common ancestor
of Indonesian poultry HPAIv H5N1 was introduced into Indonesia 5–7 years (2001; 95%
Interval: 1999–2002) after the original ancestor of HPAI A(H5Nx) arose worldwide (1996;
95% Interval: 1995–1996). The introduction of HPAIv A(H5N1) 5–7 years after worldwide
outbreaks suggested the importance of sustainability of surveillance and control measures
in around 5–7 years before the new introduction of new emerging and re-emerging HPAIv
into Indonesia, either from outside Indonesia via wild birds or poultry trading of the virus,
evolves within themselves in Indonesia.

4.2. Limitations and Benefits of the Study

We acknowledge several limitations in this study. First, the limited data, particularly
the number of taxa or samples, may have affected the inferences of evolutionary analysis.
Surveillance data and avian influenza virus sequences in wild birds in Indonesia are very
limited or absent. All avian influenza sequence data in public genome databases were
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obtained from domesticated birds. Differences in sampling over time and space may affect
the outcomes of the analysis. Therefore, improved surveillance with good competency for
clinical and laboratory diagnosis and collection of metadata, as well as the willingness to
share the information, is crucial to raise the number of viral genomes in the public database.
Surveillance in wild birds is also crucial to reveal the clade gap and study the evolution
of the avian influenza virus. Furthermore, additional studies are needed to identify key
amino acid changes and evaluate their impact on the viral phenotype, and also on the
relationship with the possible role of vaccination programs on the observed evolution of
HPAIV A(H5N1).

This study is of importance not only for virus identification but also for studying
virus evolution in Indonesia. This study shows that probably only two introductions
occurred, after which HPAIv A(H5N1) continued to circulate among poultry in Indonesia.
Continuous surveillance of poultry farms in all sectors and live bird markets in Indonesia
with global support and collaboration are essential to take adequate measures and prevent
further evolution of the virus. In addition, compartmentalization, inspection, and certifica-
tion [43,44] of poultry farms are also important to control the evolution of HPAIv A(H5N1)
in Indonesia. Estimation of temporal characteristics of HPAIv A(H5N1) across Indonesia
in association with the viral dynamics is essential in conducting prevention controls such
as quarantine, movement restriction, diagnostic tools, surveillance systems, and vaccine
development [45,46] for future outbreaks. The discovery of different clades in only a few
regions and the fact that some Indonesian HPAIv A(H5N1) clades were not detected in
other countries indicates the importance of area- and country-specific preventive measures
for HPAI outbreaks [45]. The Indonesian archipelago, with the ocean as a geographical
barrier between islands and between continents, can be an advantage for the country and
region-specific preventive measures, as well as reconstructions of intensive poultry farming
locations and mapping of wild bird captive areas. In parallel, capacity building is of great
importance for each country, and an agreed consensus between countries is a necessity in
studying the viral phylodynamics, combined with regular genomic surveillance, to prevent
future HPAIv pandemics.

5. Conclusions

This study demonstrated that introductions of HPAIv A(H5N1) into Indonesia are
infrequent and most of the observed changes in the virus originate from within Indonesia.
The lack of detection of H5N1v clade 2.3.2.1b and the limited Indonesian HPAIv A(H5N1)
genomic sequences in the database indicate that there is room for improvement in molec-
ular surveillance of HPAIv in Indonesia. Furthermore, the evolutionary dynamics of the
Indonesian HPAIv A(H5N1) highlight the need for continuing genomic surveillance and
adequate control measures to prevent viral introduction and evolution, within and between
farm transmission in different regions.
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Figure A1. Time-measured phylogeny of HA genes of Indonesian poultry HPAIv A(H5N1) 2003–
2016. The estimated root of HA clade 2.3.2.1c was highlighted by asterisk symbol, the tMRCA of HA 
clade 2.3.2.1c is pointed out by the red arrow, and the tMRCA between HA clade 2.1.1 and 2.3.2.1c 
is pointed out by the green arrow. The HPAIv A(H5N1) clade 2.3.2.1c diverged into subgroups (A 
and B). The node labels display the posterior value. The two gray lines between the clades 2.1.1 and 
2.3.2.1c represent the presence of multiple viruses between these two clades as presented in Figure 
2. The original sequences (GISAID ID) of HA genes of Indonesian poultry HPAIv A(H5N1) 2003–
2016 phylogeny is displayed in Supplementary Table S1. 

Figure A1. Time-measured phylogeny of HA genes of Indonesian poultry HPAIv A(H5N1) 2003–2016.
The estimated root of HA clade 2.3.2.1c was highlighted by asterisk symbol, the tMRCA of HA clade
2.3.2.1c is pointed out by the red arrow, and the tMRCA between HA clade 2.1.1 and 2.3.2.1c is
pointed out by the green arrow. The HPAIv A(H5N1) clade 2.3.2.1c diverged into subgroups (A and
B). The node labels display the posterior value. The two gray lines between the clades 2.1.1 and
2.3.2.1c represent the presence of multiple viruses between these two clades as presented in Figure 1.
The original sequences (GISAID ID) of HA genes of Indonesian poultry HPAIv A(H5N1) 2003–2016
phylogeny is displayed in Supplementary Table S1.
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Figure A2. Time-scale phylogeny of Indonesian HA of H5N1v of HA genes of Indonesian poultry 
HPAIv A(H5N1) clade 2.3.2.1c. The clade 2.3.2.1c subgroup A is highlighted in red and clade 2.3.2.1c 
subgroup B is highlighted in blue. Another clade, 2.3.2.1c, is highlighted in pink. The node labels 
display the posterior value. 
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Correction: Mase et al. Genetic Analysis of the Complete S1
Gene in Japanese Infectious Bronchitis Virus Strains. Viruses
2022, 14, 716
Masaji Mase 1,2,3,* , Kanae Hiramatsu 4, Satoko Watanabe 1 and Hiroshi Iseki 1

1 National Institute of Animal Health, National Agriculture and Food Research Organization, 3-1-5 Kannondai,
Tsukuba 305-0856, Japan

2 United Graduate School of Veterinary Sciences, Gifu University, 1-1 Yanagido, Gifu 501-1193, Japan
3 Graduate School of Life and Environmental Sciences, Osaka Prefecture University, Izumisano 598-8531, Japan
4 Oita Livestock Hygiene Service Center of Oita Prefecture, 442 Onozuru, Oita 870-1153, Japan
* Correspondence: masema@affrc.go.jp; Tel.: +81-29-838-7738

Error in Table

In the original publication [1], there was a mistake in “Table 2. List of RT-PCR
primers” as published. The primers in Table 2 are not for infectious bronchitis virus,
and the sequence of avian reovirus amplification is mistakenly listed. The corrected
Table 2 appears below. The authors state that the scientific conclusions are unaffected. This
correction was approved by the Academic Editor. The original publication has also been
updated.

Table 2. List of RT-PCR primers.

Name Sequence (5’-3’) Position a Length
(bp) Reference

Forward Reverse
15F AGGAATGGTAAGTTRCTRGTWAGAG 20343–20367 671 Mase et al., 2004 [11]

26Rm GCGCAGTACCRTTRAYAAAATAAGC 21013–20989 Mase et al., 2004 [11]
19F GCAGTGTTTGTTACGCATTG 20689–20708 1333 in this study

1R CATAACTAACATAAGGGCAA 22021–22002 in this study
a Position is given for the S1 gene of strain Beadette42 (Acc.No.NC001451).

Reference
1. Mase, M.; Hiramatsu, K.; Watanabe, S.; Iseki, H. Genetic Analysis of the Complete S1 Gene in

Japanese Infectious Bronchitis Virus Strains. Viruses 2022, 14, 716. [CrossRef]
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Pathogenicity of Avian Polyomaviruses and Prospect of
Vaccine Development
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Abstract: Polyomaviruses are nonenveloped icosahedral viruses with a double-stranded circular
DNA containing approximately 5000 bp and 5–6 open reading frames. In contrast to mammalian
polyomaviruses (MPVs), avian polyomaviruses (APVs) exhibit high lethality and multipathogenicity,
causing severe infections in birds without oncogenicity. APVs are classified into 10 major species:
Adélie penguin polyomavirus, budgerigar fledgling disease virus, butcherbird polyomavirus, canary
polyomavirus, cormorant polyomavirus, crow polyomavirus, Erythrura gouldiae polyomavirus, finch
polyomavirus, goose hemorrhagic polyomavirus, and Hungarian finch polyomavirus under the
genus Gammapolyomavirus. This paper briefly reviews the genomic structure and pathogenicity of
the 10 species of APV and some of their differences in terms of virulence from MPVs. Each gene’s
genomic size, number of amino acid residues encoding each gene, and key biologic functions are
discussed. The rationale for APV classification from the Polyomavirdae family and phylogenetic
analyses among the 10 APVs are also discussed. The clinical symptoms in birds caused by APV
infection are summarized. Finally, the strategies for developing an effective vaccine containing
essential epitopes for preventing virus infection in birds are discussed. We hope that more effective
and safe vaccines with diverse protection will be developed in the future to solve or alleviate the
problems of viral infection.

Keywords: avian polyomavirus; Gammapolyomavirus; genomic structure; pathogenicity; vaccine

1. Introduction

Avian polyomaviruses (APVs) have a nonenveloped, icosahedral capsid with a diam-
eter of 40–50 nm and encode a double-stranded circular DNA genome of approximately
5000 bp in length. Because budgerigar fledgling disease virus (BFDV) persistently infects
many bird species globally, we used BFDV as a typical example (Figure 1) to describe
the common genomic structure of avian polyomaviruses. The genome has early and late
coding regions, with a noncoding regulatory control element located between the two
regions for DNA replication and gene regulation (Figure 1, top). The early coding region
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encodes two proteins, large tumor antigen (large T-Ag) and small tumor antigen (small
T-Ag), while the late coding region encodes structural proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3. Some
polyomaviruses have a putative VP4 or a putative open reading frame (ORF) X that is
located between the start and stop codons. In BFDV, the late coding region expresses
VP4, and the VP4 ORF contains genes for VP4 and VP4 delta [1,2]. APVs have 5–6 ORFs
depending on the species. The number of amino acid residues of putative ORF-X products
may have functional similarities with the VP4 of BFDV. Using BFDV as a typical example,
the physiologic properties of each gene are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1. A genomic structure of avian polyomavirus using budgerigar fledgling disease virus as
a typical example. In general, all polyomaviruses containing 5–6 open reading frames (ORFs) are
composed of an early coding region, which encodes the large T-Ag (colored in gray) and small T-Ag
(yellow), and a late region, which encodes structural proteins VP1 (blue), VP2 (green), and VP3
(violet). The VP4 (red) in the genome of the budgerigar fledgling disease virus is not always present
in APVs. Some APVs (e.g., butcherbird polyomavirus, cormorant polyomavirus, crow polyomavirus,
Erythrura gouldiae polyomavirus, finch polyomavirus, goose hemorrhagic polyomavirus, and Hun-
garian finch polyomavirus) have a putative VP4 or ORF-X protein. The key biological role of each
gene is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Name of the genes with respect to their nucleotide size, amino acid residues, and functions
of Avian Polyomaviruses.

Nucleotide Size (bp) Amino Acid Residues Functions [Reference]

Gene: gp5
Protein: Large T-Ag 1995 (1995–2166) * 599 (599–660) *

Interacts with the tandem repeat
sequences in the noncoding control

region to regulate DNA replication and
RNA transcription [3,4]
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Table 1. Cont.

Nucleotide Size (bp) Amino Acid Residues Functions [Reference]

Gene: gp6
Protein: Small T-Ag 483 (483–537) 145 (145–178)

The large T-Ag from the same ATG
codon shares an N-terminal domain [5]
and is involved in cell transformation

and tumorigenicity [6,7]

Gene: gp4
Protein: VP1 1032 (1032–1083) 343 (343–360) VP1, a capsid protein, binds to the host

cell receptor for infection and forms a
pentamer for its stability [8,9], which is
further reinforced with a single copy of

VP2 and VP3.

Gene: gp2
Protein: VP2 1026 (981–1110) 341 (331–369)

Gene: gp3
Protein: VP3 708 (654–738) 235 (217–245)

Gene: gp1
Protein: VP4

675 (485–755)
except canary

polyomavirus and Adélie
penguin polyomavirus

176 (112–205)
except canary polyomavirus

and Adélie penguin
polyomavirus

Suppresses immune responses, induces
apoptosis, and increases in

pathogenicity [1,10,11] and scaffolding
function during virion assembly [1].

Gene: gp1
Protein: VP4d 675 112

VP4 delta (deleted a.a. 69–132 in VP4)
contains a leucine zipper-like motif [10].

Induces cell apoptosis and affects
releases of viral progeny [1].

* BFDV is used as a typical example. Numbers in parenthesis indicates the ranges in other nine APVs.

In 2015, the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses conducted a comprehen-
sive revision of polyomavirus taxonomy in order to clearly define virus species and created
a nomenclature using the combination of host name and viral genomic sequence. Even
though the virus name is used to highlight the host specificity, there are few APVs including
BFDV, finch polyomavirus (FPyV), and goose hemorrhagic polyomavirus (GHPyV) that
can infect many other birds [12–16].

In 2017, based on gene differences among various viral proteins, the International
Committee proposed using the relatively conserved large T-Ag amino acid sequence
as a base for the classification of polyomavirus genus and species [12,17]. The family
Polyomaviridae is classified into six genera. All the APVs mentioned in this review under the
genus Gammapolyomavirus and their classification with the MPVs are illustrated in Figure 2.
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The Polyomaviridae family is generally divided into six genera: Alphapolyomavirus,
Betapolyomavirus, Gammapolyomavirus, Deltapolyomavirus, Epsilonpolyomavirus, and
Zetapolyomavirus [12,18]. Different polyomavirus genera usually infect different types
of animals with some host specificity: alpha, beta, and delta polyomaviruses mostly infect
humans and other mammals, while gamma, epsilon, and zeta polyomaviruses infect birds,
whales, and dolphins, respectively. Further, the study by Burck et al. (2016) revealed
that some polyomavirus-like sequences detected by the shot-gun approach were found in
several fish species, but they are not classified as polyomaviruses [19].

Under the genus Gammapolyomaviruses, there are 10 APVs officially identified as Adélie
penguin polyomavirus (AdPyV), BFDV, butcherbird polyomavirus (Butcherbird PyV),
canary polyomavirus (CaPyV), cormorant polyomavirus (CoPyV), crow polyomavirus
(CPyV), Erythrura gouldiae polyomavirus (EgouPyV), FPyV, GHPyV, and Hungarian finch
polyomavirus (HunFPyV) [2,17,20–22]. The nucleotide size and the number of amino acid
residues corresponding to each gene and its potential biological role using BFDV as a
typical example are listed in Table 1.

2. Major Pathogenic Difference between Avian and Mammalian Polyomaviruses

MPVs often cause subclinical or asymptomatic infection in their natural hosts; some
symptoms appear only in severely immunocompromised hosts. Interestingly, these viruses
can live in their hosts for life [23]. Compared to MPVs, APVs have unique biological
characteristics, including a broad host range, substantial pathogenicity, and a preference
for tissue tropism [24]. In addition, VP4 is relatively important in APV infection and is
thought to be associated with viral genome packaging and cell apoptosis in cell cultures
(Table 1). A previous study showed that deleting or inactivating VP4 attenuates BFDV
virulence [1,10]. Another reason MPVs, such as JC polyomavirus, are less or not lethal
in terms of pathogenicity is that they may induce the expression of interferon (IFN)-α
and IFN-β (two components responsible for host innate immunity) in various human
primary cells, thereby inhibiting their own replication [25,26]. On the contrary, in an ex
vivo study, it showed that APV replicated efficiently in chicken embryo fibroblast cells.
It also showed that BFDV proteins (VP4 and VP4 delta) could directly bind to the IFN-β
promoter and downregulate the expression of IFN-β, allowing the virus to replicate in
host cells. It provides the molecular mechanism by which BFDV can escape the host’s
innate immunity [27].

3. Clinical Signs and Disease Progression of Avian Polyomavirus Infection

An overview of the 10 APV species with respect to their hosts and the clinical symp-
toms that they cause is summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Overview of avian polyomaviruses with their hosts and clinical symptoms developed.

Virus Host Clinical Symptoms [Reference]

Adélie penguin
polyomavirus (AdPyV) Adélie penguins (Pygoscelis adeliae) Feather loss [28]

Butcherbird polyomavirus
(Butcherbird PyV) Grey butcherbird (Cracticus torquatus)

No apparent signs were observed except for
periocular nodule growth. It is unclear whether

these symptoms are directly associated with
Butcherbird PyV [29]

Budgerigar fledgling disease
virus (BFDV)

Parrots, chickens, vultures, falcons,
canaries, ostriches, pigeons, ducks, geese,
finches, gulls, common ravens, pheasants,

Eurasian jays, and starlings

Development of hepatitis, ascites, pericardial
effusion, and abdominal distension [30,31];

abnormal feather growth often occurs in adult and
chronically infected parrots
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Table 2. Cont.

Virus Host Clinical Symptoms [Reference]

Canary polyomavirus (CaPyV) Canaries (Serinus canaria)

Subcutaneous bleeding; patosplenomegaly;
extensive centrilobular degeneration with

hemorrhage in the liver; splenic depletion; or
polyomavirus-like intranuclear inclusion bodies in

the liver and spleen, occasionally found in the
epithelium of some renal glomeruli [32]

Cormorant polyomavirus
(CoPyV) Great cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo) Detection in the liver, but detailed pathological

findings are not available [21]

Crow polyomavirus (CPyV) Western jackdaws (Corvus monedula) Enteritis and death with
Salmonella co-infection [2]

Erythrura gouldiae
polyomavirus (EgouPyV) Gouldian finch (Erythrura gouldiae) Detection in the liver, but detailed pathological

findings are not available [20]

Finch polyomavirus (FPyV) European goldfinches, grey-headed
bullfinches, and Gouldian finches

Liver necrosis, membranous nephropathy, liver
and renal cell nuclei hypertrophy, large amounts of

transparent-to-basophilic intranuclear inclusion
bodies, with no inclusion bodies in periarteriolar

lymphoid sheaths [13,14]

Goose hemorrhagic
polyomavirus (GHPyV) Geese and ducks

Subcutaneous edema, ascites, renal pallor, and
swelling; gastrointestinal hemorrhage in some
cases [15,33–35]; in acute cases, hemorrhagic

necrosis in the small intestine, with endothelial
and vascular wall necrosis in the proventriculus,

gizzard, and intestines; inflammatory cell
infiltration, with mucosal bleeding in gizzard; in
subacute and chronic disease cases, gout [35,36],
renal and intestinal vascular necrosis, bleeding,

and edema [15,33,35] are seen; distal renal tubule
necrosis is more severe than proximal tubule

necrosis, resulting in urate deposition, calcification,
and fibrosis [36,37]; ducks are considered

asymptomatic carriers [16,38]

Hungarian finch
polyomavirus (HunFPyV) White-headed munia (Lonchura maja) Liver failure, nephritis, and myocarditis [22]

In 1981, BFDV was reported in budgerigars and identified as the pathogen responsible
for causing BFD. The genomic structure of BFDV is depicted in Table 1 [1,2]. The signs of
BFDV infection symptoms include hepatitis, ascites, pericardial effusion, and abdominal
distension [30,31]. Adult and chronically infected parrots often exhibit abnormal feather
growth [39]. The virus is shed in feces for up to 6 months after infection [40]. In addition,
budgerigars are suspected to be a bird species that can be persistently infected with this
virus and existed for life. However, another study showed that the progeny of serum-
positive adult budgerigars housed in a completely clean and BFDV-free environment for
7 months before breeding are clinically normal without the presence of antibodies [40].
BFDV has no strict host specificity and can infect many birds, including chicken, vulture,
falcon, canary, ostrich, pigeon, duck, goose, finch, gull, common raven, pheasant, Eurasian
jay, and starling [30,41,42]. According to the literature, BFDV infection has been observed
globally in parrots in Canada, Australia, Germany, the US, Switzerland, Slovakia, Italy,
Japan, Taiwan, China, Thailand, Costa Rica, Turkey, Pakistan, Peru, and Chile [43–52].
Alignment with viral genomic sequences from Asia, North America, Europe, and Australia
revealed that BFDV is widespread globally. The lack of host specificity is concerning as
it may both transmit and contribute to the virus being widely spread. In addition, the
possible routes of BFDV transmission, including bird migration, free trade in poultry, and
bird transportation, have been highlighted and discussed by Kou et al. [49].
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GHPyV is the pathogen responsible for hemorrhagic nephritis and enteritis in geese,
which has a prevalence rate of 4–67% in 3–10-week-old geese [15,34]. A study conducted
in 2004 found that neurological symptoms appeared in 1-day-old goslings after GHPyV
inoculation, with a 100% mortality rate [35]. The full-length genomic DNA of this virus
is approximately 5252–5256 bp [53]. The disease in geese was first reported in Hungary
in 1969, and the main symptoms included subcutaneous edema, ascites, renal pallor, and
swelling, with occasional gastrointestinal hemorrhage [15]. Histological examinations
commonly reveal renal and intestinal vascular necrosis, bleeding, and edema [15]. In acute
cases, hemorrhagic necrosis is observed in the small intestine as well as in the endothelial
and vascular walls of blood vessels. It is often accompanied by vasculitis with bleeding
and inflammatory cell infiltration as well as occasionally by mucosal bleeding in the
proventriculus and gizzard. Necrotizing vasculitis is observed in subacute or chronic cases.
In term of renal lesions, distal renal tubule necrosis is more severe than proximal tubule
necrosis. Uric acid deposition, calcification, and fibrosis occur as the disease progresses
are responsible for the gout formation. These symptoms are more severe in subacute and
chronic cases than in acute cases [35–37]. In addition, in situ hybridization results revealed
that GHPyV is primarily found in the nucleus and cytoplasm of endothelial cells in systemic
arteries, veins, and capillaries, but it is absent in cells from other tissues. This also explains
why GHPyV infection results in anemia, subcutaneous edema, ascites, or intestinal bleeding.
Furthermore, it damages vascular endothelial cells, resulting in vascular dysfunction,
thereby increasing vascular permeability and causing edema, hematoma, vessel rupture,
and bleeding [37,54]. Although it was previously thought that GHPyV caused lymphoid
depletion in the spleen and bursa of Fabricius, the in situ hybridization conducted in 2021
suggested that GHPyV is not present in the lymphocytes of these organs [35,36].

Initially, GHPyV was predominantly found in Europe, with the clinical cases of
hemorrhagic nephritis enteritis associated with geese [35]. In 2008, it was found that
GHPyV could infect ducks [19]. Currently, it is believed that geese that have survived
GHPyV infection can continuously transmit this virus, while ducks are asymptomatic
carriers [30,34,36,38,55]. Subsequently, in 2018, GHPyV was identified in ducks across
China via polymerase chain reaction; however, it was not identified in geese [56]. In 2021,
the first case of this disease was reported in Taiwan from geese outside of Europe [37].
Furthermore, GHPyV has been suspected of being able to infect geese indefinitely [55].

The genomic sequence of FPyV from Eurasian bullfinches isolated in 2006 revealed
that it is remarkably different from BFDV and was thus named finch polyomavirus [2].
The FPyV genome is 5278-bp long [2]. Subsequently, identical or similar FPyV sequences
were reported in European goldfinches [57], grey-headed bullfinches [58], and Gouldian
finches [13,22]. Earlier research had identified polyomavirus infections in various finches;
however, there was no way of determining whether these infections were caused by FPyV
or BFDV. Examples include canaries, European goldfinches, European greenfinches, and
other Fringillidae birds [59–61], as well as Gouldian finches, seed crackers, western bluebills,
tricolored munias, cordon-bleu finches, and painted finches [14,47,62]. Infected finches
developed typical lesions, such as liver necrosis, membranous nephropathy, and liver
and renal cell nuclei hypertrophy, in which a large number of transparent-to-basophilic
intranuclear inclusion bodies were found but not in periarteriolar lymphoid sheaths [63].

In 2006, a study on the clinical outcomes of CPyV was conducted [2]. Spleen samples of
dead wild western jackdaws collected in northeast Spain in early 2005 were found to carry
this virus. The genome of this virus is 5079-bp long [2]. Clinically, it was speculated that
the death of jackdaws from CPyV was mainly associated with Salmonella co-infection [2].

CaPyV was discovered in 2010 as a result of a decrease in egg laying and hatching
rates of canaries. The offspring of the animal were found dead at 40 days of age, with a
50% mortality rate. The genomic DNA of this virus is 5421-bp, and the most critical differ-
ence between CaPyV and other APVs is that CaPyV does not express VP4. VP4 promotes
apoptosis in host cells and accelerates the infection rate [1]. It appears to be controversial
because CaPyV lacking VP4 can still cause gross lesions, including subcutaneous bleeding
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and hepatosplenomegaly, in host animals. In the liver and spleen, there was extensive
centrilobular degeneration with hemorrhage and intranuclear inclusion bodies. Some
inclusion bodies were found in the renal glomerular epithelium [32].

Butcherbird PyV is 5084-bp long. The clinical symptoms of Butcherbird PyV differ
from those of typical APVs. The source of the virus was accidentally discovered in wild
adult grey butcherbirds with no apparent signs other than periocular nodule growth. It is
unclear whether these symptoms in the periocular nodule were related to Butcherbird PyV;
the animal recovered after the nodule was resected [29].

AdPyV was discovered in the Cape Crozier colony on Ross Island in Antarctica in
2014, primarily causing feather loss in Adélie penguins [28]. Its genomic DNA is 4988-bp
in length [28]. Varsani et al. found that AdPyV has a direct relationship with Adélie
penguins in that south polar skuas prey on Adélie penguin eggs and fledglings; therefore,
south polar skuas may carry the polyomavirus and spread it in the environment of the
South Pole [64].

EgouPyV was discovered in Gouldian finches (Erythrura gouldiae) and reported in
2015. The genome of the virus consists of 5172-bp, and its nucleotide sequence has the
highest homology (71%) with CPyV but only 41% with Butcherbird PyV. The associated
clinical signs have not yet been thoroughly reported [20].

HunFPyV was first discovered in white-headed munia (Lonchura maja). The virus
genome is 5284-bp long and shares 91% homology with FPyV. In EgouPyV (the other
FPyV), the values were less than 65%. Clinically, liver failure, nephritis, and myocarditis
are associated with the affected birds [22].

Most recently, in 2022, Feher et al. reported a novel polyomavirus called cormorant
polyomavirus (CoPyV) in great cormorants (Phalacrocorax carbo) [21]. The DNA is 5133-bp
in length and has a genome similar to that of GHPyV (Figure 3). There were no detailed
clinical signs reported [21].
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic analyses using amino acid sequences of the large T-Ag (A) and VP1 (B) from
the Gammapolyomaviruses. The phylogeny, which uses the large T-Ag, can distinguish between APVs
and MPVs. Interestingly, using VP1 for the analysis, Butcherbird PyV and AdPyV show the closest
relationship with MPVs on a common branch. Pathogenically, their clinical symptoms are mild and
there is no mortality (Table 2) [28,29]. Virus names and GenBank accession numbers are shown on
the phylogenetic tree. * The bootstrap value on the branch represents the percentage while using
1000 bootstrap replicates.

4. Some Molecular Characteristics Involved in the Pathogenicity of
Avian Polyomaviruses

As shown in Figure 1, the polyomavirus genome is divided into two regions: the early
region, which encodes the large T-Ag and small T-Ag, and the late region, which encodes
the structural proteins VP1, VP2, VP3, and VP4; a noncoding control element is present
between these two regions [1,2]. The noncoding control region contains a bidirectional
replication domain with an element for binding virus and host cell transcriptional factors
to regulate the expression of early and late genes of the virus [65]. In all BFDV genomic
sequences, two sets of the unique palindromic tandem repeats (TCC(A/T)6GGG/A) are
present in the noncoding control region, while NCC(A/T)6GGN is present in GHPyV, CPyV,
FPyV, and CaPyV [2,66]. Further studies on the palindromic sequence of BFDV reveal that
this tandem repeat may bind to the large T-Ag. The nuclear localization sequence in large
T-Ags could specifically bind to the replication region in the noncoding control region. In
BFDV and FPyV, nuclear localization sequences contain both lysine and arginine residues,
whereas in GHPyV, CPyV, and CaPyV, they contain only lysine. Insertion, deletion, and
point mutations in the noncoding control region are thought to be one of the main and
critical mechanisms by which polyomaviruses change their adaptive behavior, such as host
jumping [67]. In short, the main function of large T-Ag in APVs is to interact with tandem
repeat sequences in the noncoding control region to regulate DNA replication and RNA
transcription for the virus [3,4,68].

BFDV has been proven to infect many bird species. These animals can also be si-
multaneously co-infected by other APVs [30,41,42]. Related studies found that one MPV
species could recombine with other MPV species in the host animal. For example, a
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2017 study demonstrated that African bat mammalian polyomavirus might recombine in
the bat. This recombination is usually associated with hotspots that are expressed for viral
capsid proteins [67]. As mentioned above, the polyomavirus VP1 is involved in host cell
recognition [69], and thus recombination could alter the specificity for host transmission.
In 2017, Carr et al. showed that recombination events in polyomavirus evolution require a
long period of time [67]. As recombination hotspots include the domains of capsid proteins
(e.g., VP1), it may increase in changing the host preference and in the probability of species
jumps. It may also make the APV infection more complex and concerning.

In MPV, the large T-Ag has functionally conserved domains, such as the DnaJ-, LXCXE,
nuclear localization sequence, helicase, and p53-binding domain, which are found in
most polyomaviruses [70]. One study reported that these domains can bind to tumor
suppressors in the host (p53 and Rb), thereby promoting cell cycle changes to enhance
tumorigenesis [71]. In contrast, these mechanisms are rarely observed in APV. APVs induce
apoptosis in host cells during infection, and this mechanism is thought to effectively spread
progeny viruses, resulting in different virulence [11]. Analysis of the complete sequence
of DnaJ and helicase domains of the large T-Ag gene revealed that these domains play
important roles in the biochemical function of the large T-Ag and that these domains are
relatively stable among different polyomaviruses compared to other domains [72].

The small T-Ag shares an amino-terminal domain with the large T-Ag because both
proteins originate from the same ATG codon [5]. Because the gene sequences of large T-Ag
and small T-Ag overlap to some extent (Figure 1), the two proteins share some functional
similarities. The small T-Ag in MPV also exhibits cell transformation potential in tissue
culture and is tumorigenic in experimental animals [6,7]. In 2022, a study on the sequence
analyses of all available APV isolates in Taiwan found that the large T-Ag was the most
conserved protein, whereas the small T-Ag was the least conserved [66,73].

VP1 is a major capsid protein whose primary function is to bind to sialylated glycan
receptors of host cells. In virus-like particles of Simian virus 40, VP1 forms a pentamer and is
stabilized by calcium ions and disulfide bonds [74,75]. In the cavity of the pentamer, a single
copy of VP2 or VP3 binds to VP1 in a hairpin-like manner [76–79]. VP1 recognizes host cells
primarily through its specific determinant, of which glutamic acid residue at 92 is the most
important for host cell recognition. It plays an essential role in viral tropism, transmission,
and cell targeting [69]. VP1 requires a 12-amino-acid fragment to bind to a calcium ion
to promote capsid formation. This sequence in BFDV is 237-DENGVGPLCKGD-248 and
differs from that of MPV by only one amino acid residue [80,81]. The study showed that
VP4 of BFDV and ORF-X of GHPyV have the highest variation in APVs [66,82]. The VP4
and VP4 delta proteins suppress host immune responses by inducing apoptosis. Variations
in these proteins may thus affect the pathogenicity of BFDV [30,66,73]. The VP4 protein is
enriched with basic amino acids located in the central region between residues 70 and 77 to
mediate DNA binding but not for that of VP4 delta. In addition, VP4 may stabilize itself
via dimerization before binding with DNA [22].

5. Phylogenetic Relationship among Avian Polyomaviruses

In 2021, Kaszab et al. conducted a comprehensive study on APV evolution. They
calculated the evolutionary rates of APV in substitutions/nucleotide site/year (s/s/y) [82].
The mean evolutionary rate of BFDV is 1.39 × 10−4 s/s/y (7.18 × 10−5 – 2.10 × 10−4 s/s/y),
which is 10 times faster than that of GHPyV (mean 3.03 × 10−5 s/s/y; 1.09 × 10−5 – 5.33
× 10−5 s/s/y) but similar to those of FPyV (mean 2.63 × 10−4 s/s/y; 1.60 × 10–8 – 6.26 ×
10–4 s/s/y) and CaPyV (mean 1.41 × 10−4 s/s/y; 5.75 × 10−10–7.17 × 10−4 s/s/y) [82].

Using large T-Ag and VP1 as a base, we performed the phylogenetic analyses using
Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis version 11 (MEGA, https://www.megasoftware.net
in assessed date 1 July 2022) in which the Clustal W method was used for amino acid sequence
alignment, while the maximum likelihood method was employed with the LG model for large
T-Ag and VP1 [83]. The sequence of each GenBank accession number is indicated in Figure 3.
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As shown in Figure 3A, we used the large T-Ag amino acid sequences from 10 APVs
as a model to analyze their phylogenetic relationship because the sequences are conserved
and have been utilized as the key protein for APV classification [12]. As expected, there is a
significant distance in their relationship between the avian and mammalian polyomaviruses,
which is consistent with previous views on their structural differences [23,24]. As shown
in Figure 3B, we used the VP1 protein for the phylogenetic analyses. It showed a unique
result. The Butcherbird PyV and AdPyV have a closer relationship with three MPVs than
with other APVs. Currently, it is unclear whether the sequence similarity identified in the
phylogenetic relationship can be used as a reference to determine some partial similarity
of pathogenicity among the virus species. Additional studies with detailed pathogenicity
among the species are needed because of the limited studies conducted thus far.

6. Historical Development of Vaccines for Avian Polyomaviruses

In terms of vaccine development, some studies on BFDV have been conducted [84–87].
In 1996, an inactivated vaccine against BFDV was developed using a BFDV isolate [84].
The vaccine was safe, capable of neutralizing viruses, and protected the host animals from
infection [84]. In 1998, a study was conducted to further examine the safety, neutralizing
capability, and efficacy of the viral vaccine in parrots (non-budgerigar) of different ages and
species. The results revealed that the vaccine effectively prevents BFDV from infection [88].

The vaccine containing inactivated BFDV was effective, but there were no subsequent
follow-ups to determine the long-term efficacy in terms of host immunity [88]. Because
Kaszab et al. showed that the mean evolutionary rate of BFDV is 1.39 × 10−4 s/s/y,
with the VP1–VP3 genes evolving at the fastest rates, the protection efficacy of previously
developed vaccines would be potentially attenuated with the emergence of new infected
strains [82]. In addition, this vaccine was mainly prepared using primary chicken embryo
fibroblast in cell culture, which is time-consuming, costly, and requires advanced techniques
for production.

Compared to poultry, parrots are more prone to stress and exhibit highly aggressive
behavior, making subcutaneous injection difficult. Injections may be feasible for personal
pets, but it is extremely difficult to inject a large number of parrots on a farm. Under this
situation, it would be better to use alternative inoculation methods (such as intranasal
administration, nebulization, and oral feeding via drinking water) with inactivated viral
particles. Therefore, attenuation of virulence or deletion of major virulent determinants
by creating a live nonlethal virus is needed. For example, fiber-2 was deleted from highly
pathogenic fowl adenovirus serotype 4 in 2022 to protect against this fatal viral infection [89].
Another strategy has been tested in which a nonlethal virus was inserted with a lethal viral
structure protein. A vaccine against highly lethal avian bornavirus was developed using
recombinant virus to protect parrots from Newcastle disease virus [90–92].

An early GHPyV vaccine-related study revealed that this virus cannot proliferate
in cell culture. The viral vaccine was then prepared using the recombinant technique
to express viral protein in yeast or Sf9 insect cells [85,93]. Effective antibodies prepared
against specific epitopes of GHPyV were successfully raised in geese, demonstrating that
this vaccine can induce antibodies in birds [85]. In a recent article, GHPyV production has
been successfully propagated in cultured primary goose embryo fibroblasts, showing the
availability of information regarding the gene expression profile [87]. This should allow for
the future preparation for the GHPyV vaccine when needed.

Another study was conducted using GHPyV vaccines prepared from a recombinant
virus expressing the VP1 gene under the control of the polyhedron promoter in insect
cells. After two vaccinations at days 1 and 18, the survival rate was 100% against a
challenge at week 5. [85]. In 2010, Gelfi et al. found that using Al(OH)3 as an adjuvant for
vaccine preparation resulted in poor immunogenicity, whereas the vaccine preparation
using acrylate polymer carbopol mixed with β-propiolactone-inactivated GHPyV was safe
and immunogenic [84]. Thus, the adjuvant also plays a crucial role in the development
of an effective vaccine. Interestingly, this vaccine also induces the transfer of maternally
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derived neutralizing antibodies to goslings, which can still be detected 15 days after
hatching, indicating that the vaccine effectively protects goslings from GHPyV infection [86].
Although low-cost Sf9 insect cells were used to express the VP1 protein [85], the overall
cost of producing vaccines is still high. Therefore, it is difficult to commercialize these two
vaccines for farm animals. The lack of commercially available vaccines may explain why
many GHPyV cases continue to occur in Europe [33,34,53,87].

The virus-like particles are commonly used in the development of single-virus vac-
cines [85,93–97]. Regardless of vaccine cost, the capsid protein VP1 is successfully expressed
in eukaryotic systems in sufficient quantities for vaccine preparation [98]. The development
of virus-like particles of APV began in 2002, when Sasnauskas et al. used insect and yeast
cells to express recombinant proteins of BFDV, thereby encouraging the preparation of the
VP1 subunit as a vaccine for GHPyV in 2006 [93,98]. It also revealed that, with the exception
of FPyV, the receptor-binding mechanisms of BFDV, GHPyV, and CPyV are similar [94]. We
anticipate that effective polyvalent vaccines will be developed once the molecular structure
of different APV species is better understood.

It has been further hypothesized that some of the receptors, such as the sialylated
glycan receptor, have specifically evolved within polyomaviruses. Because the binding
mechanisms for VP1 are similar across APV species, there is some immunochemical cross-
reactivity [2,15,99]. This could be used to look for the VP1 protein of APVs as well as other
receptor-binding domains for the epitope-based vaccine [100,101]. Polypeptides containing
multiple APV epitopes may thus provide comprehensive protection compared to subunit
fragments alone. It adds a new dimension to vaccine preparation, making it more flexible
and effective. For example, Wang et al. (2017) used a multi-variant epitope ensemble
vaccine to raise antibodies against an avian leucosis virus subgroup J [100].

7. Some Prospects with Respect to the Development of Vaccines Utilizing the Epitope
of Receptor-Binding Domain

It makes sense to develop a vaccine that generates antibodies capable of directly
inactivating or blocking the viral receptor-binding domain involved in the recognition
between the virus and host cells. This functionally based epitope would be an excellent
target for vaccine development. However, using monoclonal antibodies prepared against
human low-density lipoprotein (LDL), Mao et al. first demonstrated that the binding of
one specific monoclonal antibody to LDL can drastically enhance the binding of another
specific monoclonal antibody via cooperative binding. This enhancement is not additive
but synergistic, with a 10-fold increase in binding to LDL [102,103]. It has also been
discovered that a single monoclonal antibody can even precipitate LDL by altering its
conformation, presumably by exposing the hydrophobic region of the apolipoprotein of
LDL [104]. Notably, LDL, one of the largest proteins in human plasma, has a diameter of
approximately 30 nm, which is comparable to those of avian polyomaviruses (40–50 nm).
The current life-threatening pandemic virus, SARS-CoV-2, is approximately 120 nm in size,
which is four times larger than LDL. Because of the constant mutations in SARS-CoV-2 [105],
it is clear that a new strategy for developing a new generation of vaccines using additional
epitopes other than those epitopes involved in the receptor-binding domain is required.
Some considerations are as follows:

1. One monoclonal antibody can enhance the binding of another monoclonal antibody
via cooperative binding, as proposed by Mao et al. (1983) [102,103]. This should not be
limited to two antigenic domains because each epitope is relatively small, containing
only approximately seven amino acid residues [106].

2. The selection of a specific region of a viral protein for vaccine preparation should
not only be made against a functional domain, but other structural proteins with
“constant” regions or regions with minimal mutations should also be considered as a
target to stabilize the antigen–antibody interaction. Other region(s) that will cause
a drastic conformational change in the virus structure could also be considered as
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targets, such as precipitating antibodies found against LDL [104] that could directly
immobilize viral activity.

3. Finally, because the genomes of the 10 major avian polyomaviruses are relatively
small, containing only six genes, it is possible to prepare a “cocktail” multivalent
vaccine to produce “APV-capturing antibodies” within a single preparation.

8. Conclusions

APVs have a broad host range appearing to be almost distributed worldwide and
may be highly pathogenic (Table 2). Although there is currently no evidence that an APV
will recombine with another APV species, awareness must be maintained because APVs
cause high mortality in birds. Using the VP1 protein sequence for phylogenetic analyses,
both Butcherbird PyV and AdPyV of APVs and MPVs have low pathogenicity in terms of
developing clinical symptoms and they are closely related on the phylogenetic tree (Table 2).
It is unknown whether these two avian species will cause cross-species infections between
avians and mammals. Nevertheless, the Newcastle disease virus found in fowls has been
confirmed to be transmissible to humans, causing fatal encephalitis in a child [107].

Migration of birds is not the only route through which viral infections can spread
globally. The overlap among bird transportation, intensive farming, the existence of wild
animals, human routine travel activities, and genome exchange may increase the chances
of viral infection and pandemics. Therefore, preventive measures must be implemented to
prevent viruses from spreading among susceptible animal hosts [82]. In addition, breeder
biosafety assays, pathogen testing, and effective quarantine measures can also be involved
in preventing infection by APVs [108].

Vaccines still play an indispensable and reliable role in the prevention of viral infection.
In the APV vaccine study, the traditional, subunit, and inactivated vaccines and virus-like
particles were developed. However, owing to the recent outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 (CoV-19
infection), the most recently developed mRNA-based vaccine has received much atten-
tion and has demonstrated remarkable efficacy in humans to protect against coronavirus
infection [105].

Regardless of the techniques already developed for APV vaccine preparation, an
mRNA-based vaccine could be another option in APV vaccine preparation because it is
convenient and safe to synthesize without causing too much biohazard. The information
described in Section 6 is also essential for providing the basis and strategy for future
mRNA-based vaccine designs. They can also provide the specific protein motif contain-
ing the epitope in the receptor recognition determinants without using tissue culture to
prepare recombinant protein [109]. The desired synthetic mRNA may not be restricted to
the epitope located within the host recognition site but may also include other epitopes
within structural proteins or other functional proteins that can enhance the binding of
antibodies via cooperative binding [101,103] or immobilize the virus via precipitation [104].
Although it has not been applied to animals, it provides us with the opportunity to utilize
such technology and experience in the future development of bird vaccines containing
the key domain with virus recognition [109] and the domains undergoing drastic con-
formational changes upon binding of specific antibodies from a given host [102–104]. If
the overall cost is reasonable, it could also produce a cocktail vaccine by combining with
several desired mRNAs corresponding to several avian polyomaviruses. Furthermore,
mRNA can be designed to trigger specific T cell or B cell recognition in order to optimize
the immune response in a short time [110,111]. We hope that more effective and safe
vaccines with diverse protections will be developed in the future to alleviate the problem of
viral infection.
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Abstract: Infectious bursal disease (IBD), caused by IBD virus (IBDV), threatens the health of the
poultry industry. Recently, a subtype of genogroup (G) 2 IBDV named G2d has brought a new threat to
the poultry industry. To determine the current status of IBDV prevalence in South Korea, active IBDV
surveillance on 167 randomly selected broiler farms in South Korea from August 2020 to July 2021
was conducted. The bursas of Fabricius from five chickens from each farm were independently
pooled and screened for IBDV using virus-specific RT-PCR. As a result, 86 farms were found to
be infected with the G2d variant, 13 farms with G2b, and 2 farms with G3. Current prevalence
estimation of IBDV infection in South Korea was determined as 17.8% at the animal level using
pooled sampling methods. G2d IBDV was predominant compared to other genogroups, with a
potentially high-risk G2d infection area in southwestern South Korea. The impact of IBDV infection
on poultry productivity or Escherichia coli infection susceptibility was also confirmed. A comparative
pathogenicity test indicated that G2d IBDV caused severe and persistent damage to infected chickens
compared with G2b. This study highlights the importance of implementation of regular surveillance
programs and poses challenges for the comprehensive prevention of IBDV infections.

Keywords: infectious bursal disease virus; antigenic variant; broilers; nation surveillance;
random sampling

1. Introduction

Infectious bursal disease (IBD) is a highly contagious viral disease that is responsible
for significant losses in the poultry industry worldwide [1]. The disease is caused by
infectious bursal disease virus (IBDV) which attacks and destroys B-lymphocytes in the
bursa of Fabricius (BF), leading to not only the surge of mortality in young chicks but also
the increase in immunodeficient flocks vulnerable to secondary pathogen infection [2]. The
IBDV genome consists of two segments, A and B, and the hypervariable (hv) VP2 region
(amino acids 206–350) in segment A has been widely used as the primary determinant of
the genetic evolution and antigenic variation of IBDV [3,4]. IBDV was first reported in
Gumboro, Delaware in 1957 [5]. Since then, two serotypes (I and II) have been identified,
of which only serotype I IBDV causes immunosuppressive disease in chickens.

Based on their antigenicity and pathogenicity, serotype I strains were originally catego-
rized into four phenotypes: classic virulent (cv), antigenic variant (av), highly virulent (vv),
and attenuated (at) [6]. However, owing to rapid genetic mutation in the hvVP2 region, a
new classification of IBDVs with seven genogroups (G) has been proposed [7,8]. According
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to this improved scheme for IBDV genotype classification, the cv/atIBDV, avIBDV, and
vvIBBV strains were identified as G1, G2, and G3, respectively. G2 was mostly prevalent
in poultry farms in North America and Europe and further geographically distributed
into three sub-lineages: G2a, G2b, and G2c [8,9]. Other genogroups G4 to G7 were later
isolated and classified according to their geographic distribution or distinct molecular
characterization from the original ones, indicating continuous mutation and recombination
of the IBDV genome [8,10].

The first IBD outbreak in South Korea was reported in 1980, and since 1992, the
prevalence of G3 IBDV has caused severe damage to chicken farms [11–13]. To prevent
damage caused by G3 IBDV, the intermediate/intermediate plus vaccine is widely used
in Korea. Nevertheless, a number of outbreaks of a novel type of G2 IBDV have been
reported in several farms in South Korea [14]. This novel variant of IBDV was first found
in China and was later classified as sub-lineage G2d, whose molecular characterization
was different from that of the early variant IBDVs originally reported in America [9]. G2d
IBDV has become widespread in China, mostly driven by evading the immune protection
conferred by available vaccines [15–17]. More recently, G2d IBDV epidemics have also
been reported in other Asian countries, including Japan [18] and Malaysia [19]. Under
these circumstances, the lack of effective antigen-matched vaccines has contributed to the
increasing prevalence of this new sub-genogroup in poultry holdings.

Under the potential circumstances that G2d IBDV may also dominate in South Korea,
it is urgent to understand the prevalence rate of IBDV and evaluate its potential adverse
impact on poultry production. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the prevalence of
IBDV in broiler farms across the nation from 2020 to 2021 and to identify high-risk areas for
infection. Furthermore, the impact of IBDV infection on either productivity or secondary
infection susceptibility and comparative pathogenicity between the two subgroups of G2
IBDV were also examined. This study provides a scientific basis for the development of an
intervention strategy optimized for new variants of IBD outbreaks.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. IBDV Surveillance

Nationwide surveillance of IBD in poultry farms across the nation was performed
from August 2020 to July 2021. Two hundred meat-type chicken farms were randomly
selected, taking samples from five chickens at slaughterhouses with ages ranging from 24
to 38 days that originated from each farm in nine municipalities. The number of farms for
IBDV surveillance at slaughterhouses was determined based on the proportion of chickens
slaughtered per abattoir in 2019 [20]. Details on the calculation of the designed sample size
and the actual sample size can be found in Table S1.

During the surveillance period, 33 meat-chicken farms were excluded from this study
for the following reasons. First, 15 meat-chicken farms were excluded because 6 slaugh-
terhouses were not in operation at the time of surveillance. Second, a sample from one
farm could not be used because of poor storage conditions. Furthermore, among meat-type
chicken farms, 17 farms raising minor chicken types such as White semi or Korean Native
Chicken were excluded from the surveillance due to differences in age and weight at
slaughter, and only commercial broiler farms such as Arbor Acre, Cobb, and Ross were
investigated. As a result, a total of 167 farms were included in this study.

2.2. Animal Husbandry Status

The geographical location and number of birds at slaughter of the study farms were
obtained from the livestock production safety management system. The production index
(PI) at the study farm, which corresponds to productivity, was assessed using the following
equation [21]. The PI for individual farms was obtained from companies operating slaugh-
terhouses. This indicator was compiled from 108 broiler farms, except for 59 farms, where
the company did not know or refused to provide information. The PI is defined as follows:
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Production index (PI) =
mean weight at slaughter(kg)× (number o f live birds ÷ number o f one− day chicks)

days at slaughter× ( f eed intake ÷ total body weight)
× 100

2.3. Laboratory Diagnosis

For the detection of IBDV, BFs of five chickens from each farm were collected during
necropsy examination and pooled as one sample. BF samples were homogenized in 10%
(w/v) phosphate buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 50 µg/mL gentamicin. The
homogenate was then centrifuged at 3000× g for 10 min at 4 ◦C, and the supernatant
was collected for subsequent IBDV detection and analysis. IBDV in these samples was
detected using a virus-specific RT-PCR assay as described previously [8]. Briefly, viral RNA
was extracted from bursa homogenates using TANBead nucleic acid extraction kits (Tai-
wan Advanced Nanotech Inc., Taoyuan City, Taiwan). RT-PCR was then conducted using
Maxime RT-PCR Premix (iNtRON Biotechnology, Gyeonggi, Korea) under the following
thermocycling conditions: 48 ◦C for 30 min; 94 ◦C for 5 min; 35 cycles of denaturation
at 94 ◦C for 40 s, 57 ◦C for 40 s, and extension at 72 ◦C for 1 min; and final extension
at 72 ◦C for 5 min. Primer05/01/95s 743-F (5′-GCCCAGAGTCTACACCAT-3′) and 1331-R
(5′-ATGGCTCCTGGGTCAAATCG-3′) were used to amplify the 579-bp fragment of the hy-
pervariable region of the VP2 gene (hvVP2). Amplified PCR products were electrophoresed
on 1.5% agarose gels to detect an amplification of hvVP2 fragments.

Positive RT-PCR products were purified using a QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIA-
GEN, Hilden, Germany) and sequenced by Sanger sequencing (Bionics, Seoul, Korea). A
545-bp fragment of hvVP2 was assembled and aligned with reference IBDV strains using
the CLC Workbench version 6.7.2 (CLC bio, Aarhus, Denmark). Sequences with 100%
nucleotide similarities with those of IBDV live vaccines commercially used in South Korea
were excluded from the prevalence study, and these farms were subsequently consid-
ered as negative for the virus infection. A phylogenetic tree was constructed using the
neighbor-joining method and 1000 bootstrap replications using MEGA X software [22] and
then displayed with iTOL (Interactive Tree Of Life) [23]. The partial VP2 gene sequences
used in this study were deposited in the GenBank database under accession numbers
ON715016-ON715115.

To diagnose colibacillosis caused by pathogenic Escherichia coli (E. coli), typical macro-
scopic lesions of colibacillosis were observed in organs such as the liver, air sac, and
pericardium during necropsy. If such lesions were observed, pathogen isolation and identi-
fication were performed subsequently. Samples of the organs were cultured on a blood agar
plate and MacConkey agar plate per sample, and the plates were incubated for 24 h at 37 ◦C.
Bacterial species identification was performed using the VITEK-2 system (VITEK2 GN-card;
bioMérieux, Marcy-l’Étoile, France) according to the manufacturer’s instructions [24].

2.4. Prevalence Estimation of IBDV

As pooled testing commenced with collection of BF samples from the 167 farms, we
followed the protocol of animal prevalence estimation using pooled sampling methods,
where 100% sensitivity and specificity for the test was assumed because the golden standard
of virus detection by RT-PCR assay was applied to diagnose the infection. One to five
BF samples were collected randomly from each broiler farm. Given these sample sizes,
we assumed that the dilution did not affect the sensitivity of the test. Additionally, we
assumed that all pooled samples were independent of each other. Under this assumption,
the outcome of testing IBDV infection at farm i was denoted by yi, which was coded as
one for positive and zero for negative from sample size si, and followed a pooled Bernoulli
distribution as follows [25]:

∏
i

Bern (yi|si, p) = (1− p)
∑
i

si(1−yi)

∏
i

(
1− (1− p)si

)yi
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where p is the animal prevalence, which is related to the probability of a positive result
from the pooled sample, 1 − (1 − p)si. Using these likelihood functions, we inferred animal
prevalence using Bayesian inference with the Hamiltonian Markov-chain Monte Carlo
method. The PoolTestR package version 0.1.2. was used based on the R software version
4.2.1. (Vienna, Austria, R core Team 2020).

2.5. Identification of Risk Area of IBDV Occurrence in Broiler Farms

Since the novel antigenic variant IBDV infection (i.e., G2d) has recently been reported,
the geographical distribution of outbreaks could be limited to small areas, which is in-
dicative of the initial phase of infectious disease outbreaks. Therefore, we conducted a
spatial analysis to identify whether IBDV occurrence in broiler farms was clustered in a
specific area. Three broiler farms were excluded from the cluster analysis because their
geographical information was not available. For this analysis, the elliptic scan statistics
were employed to calculate Bernoulli likelihood ratio (coded as one if the farm had a
certain genogroup of IBDV infection (i.e., G2b, G2d, G3, or mixed infection of G2b and
G2d) of interest, otherwise zero) for searching candidate clusters, limiting the maximum
size to 50% of the total population of study at risk as default setting. The significance for
the detection of clusters was determined by the p-value, which was obtained from a Monte
Carlo simulation of 999 iterations based on the Bernoulli likelihood ratio function. The
SaTScan software version 10.0.2 was used for spatial cluster analysis [26].

2.6. Adverse Effect of IBDV Infection on Broiler Production

IBDV is known to mainly attack B lymphocytes in the BF, leading to suppression of
immunological function in chickens, increased vulnerability to secondary infection [27],
and consequently declines in productivity, such as low feed conversion. Therefore, we
conducted Bayesian multivariate mixed-effects linear regression to identify the association
between IBDV infection and PI at the study farm.

Furthermore, Bayesian multivariate mixed-effect logistic regression was applied to ex-
amine the contribution of IBDV infection to E. coli infection. E. coli infection was diagnosed
using samples collected from the same farms for IBDV testing.

E.coli in f ectionij ∼ B
(
πij

)
, E

(
E.coli in f ectionij

)
= πij

logit
(
πij

)
= α + β1 ∗ G2dij + β2 ∗ G2bij + β3 ∗ G3ij + β4 ∗mixed in f ectionij + random e f f ectj

random e f f ectj ∼ N
(

µj, σ2
j

)

The mixed regression model assigned the farm location with respect to the spatial
cluster to the random effect to account for different prevalence levels. In turn, E. coli
infection ij corresponds to the outcome of E. coli infection at broiler farm i located inside
or outside spatial cluster j for IBDV infection. The goodness of fit for the Bayesian logistic
regression model was assessed using the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve for IBDV infection. R2jags package version 0.6–1 with
R software was used for logistic regression using Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling with 3 chains, 50,000 iterations, 4000 burn-in, and thin of 10. The Rubin-Gelman
index (<1.05) was used to check the convergence of the MCMC chains [28].

2.7. Comparative Pathogenicity Study of IBDV Strains Belonging to Different G2 Sub-Genogroups

IBDV isolates used in this pathogenicity study, G2b strain 19D38 and G2d strain 20D39,
were isolated from a passive surveillance performed in 2019 and 2020, respectively [14].
Isolation and titration of IBDV strains were performed in 10-day-old specific pathogen-
free (SPF) chicken embryonated eggs via the chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) route, as
previously described [29]. Viruses were harvested from CAMs and examined to exclude
contamination by other avian pathogens using molecular assays. Determining the median
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embryo effective dose (EID50) was performed by virus titration following the method
described by Reed and Muench [30].

All experimental animal procedures were approved and supervised by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of the Animal and Plant Quarantine Agency of Korea.
Sixty-three one-day-old SPF chickens were purchased from a local company (Namduk
SPF, Gyeonggi, Korea) and divided into three groups (n = 21 birds/group) housed in
separate isolators provided with feed and water ad libitum. At 21 days of age, chickens in
group 1 and 2 were challenged through oculo-nasal route with a dose of 105 EID50/0.1mL
of IBDV G2b strain 19D38 and G2d strain 20D39, respectively. Chickens in the control
group were used as negative controls and mock-inoculated with phosphate-buffered saline
solution. At 1, 3, 5, 7, and 14 days post-challenge (dpc), three birds from each group
were euthanized, weighed, and examined for macroscopic lesions post-mortem. BFs
were weighed to calculate the bursa:body weight (B/BW) ratio and bursal body weight
index (BBIX). The mean BBIX value was calculated along with the standard deviation
[BBIX = (B/BW ratio in the infected group)/(B/BW ratio in the control group)]. BF with
a BBIX value less than 0.7 was considered as atrophy [31]. Viral loads in BFs and viral
shedding in cloacal (CL) swabs were examined by fluorescent quantitative real-time RT-PCR
(qRT-PCR) using IBDV-specific primers and probes. The same titrated stock of challenge
virus was used to establish the standard curve for viral load calculation, and data were
indicated in EID50/0.1 mL. BF samples collected at 1, 3, 5, and 7 dpc were stored in 10%
neutral formalin for histopathological examination. Briefly, paraffin-embedded tissues were
routinely processed, and 4-µm-thick sections were prepared and stained with hematoxylin
and eosin. Microscopic lesions in BFs were scored in order of severity from 0 for normal
BFs to +4 for severely infected birds, according to a previous study [32]. The mean lesion
scores (MLSs) were calculated for each group. At 7 and 14 dpc, blood was collected from all
chickens, and their sera were tested for anti-IBDV antibodies using the commercial ELISA
IBD-XR Ab test kit (IDEXX Laboratories, Maine, USA) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.

All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 8.4.3 (GraphPad
Software, San Diego, CA, USA). The statistical significance of the differences among the
different groups was determined using two-way analysis of variance. Differences were
considered significant at p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**) and p < 0.0001 (****).

3. Results
3.1. IBDV Detection from Surveillance and Its Genogroup

Out of 167 broiler farms in this study, 103 farms were confirmed to have infection with
field IBDV, which accounted for 61.67% of tested farms. There were 33 farms not infected
with IBDV in which BF samples were negative for IBDV-specific RT-PCR assay. Samples
collected from 31 farms were detected with commercial live vaccine strains, which were
also considered as not infected with field IBDV. According to the phylogenetic analysis
based on hypervariable regions of the VP2 gene, 86 farms were infected with the G2d
variant, 13 farms were infected with the G2b variant, 2 farms were infected with G3, and
1 farm named 21RI008 was found to be concurrently infected with both G2b and G2d
variants (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic analysis of the nucleotide sequences of the hypervariable region of the VP2
gene. Broiler farms infected with IBDVs found in this study were indicated as bold with a solid
circle mark.

3.2. Prevalence Estimation of IBDV Infection

Table 1 provides the prevalence estimates of IBDV infection in broilers in South Korea,
based on randomly sampled pooled tests. At the animal level, approximately 17.8% of
broilers in South Korea were infected with various genogroups of IBDV. Specifically, there
was evident discrepancy in G2-specific prevalence where the G2d viruses (mean = 0.140,
95% credible intervals [95% CrI] = 0.113− 0.168) predominantly infected broilers than other
genogroups of IBDV.

Table 1. The prevalence estimation of infectious bursal disease of broilers in South Korea.

Category Mean
95% Credible Intervals

Lower Upper

IBDV
G2d infection 0.140 0.113 0.168
G2b infection 0.017 0.087 0.026

All IBDV infection a 0.178 0.148 0.209
a All IBDV infection consisted of G2d, G2b, G3 and mixed infection (G2b and G2d).
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3.3. Identification of Risk Area of IBDV Occurrence in Broiler Farms

As shown in Figure 2, one spatial cluster for G2d IBDV outbreaks in broiler farms
located in the southwestern part of the country was identified. Inside the cluster, 77.4%
of total G2d variant incidence was confirmed, resulting in relative risk of 2.02. In con-
trast, other genogroups of IBDV did not display a geographically clustered outbreak in
broiler farms.
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3.4. Association of Productivity of Broiler and Secondary Infection to E. coli

Table 2 summarizes the regression coefficient estimates of IBDV infection for the
productivity index estimated using Bayesian multiple mixed-effect linear regression. Ac-
cording to the results, the broiler farms infected with the G2d IBDV showed a decline in
their PI, but not a significant drop compared to non-infected farms. G3 viral infection
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decreased the PI of broiler farms by the highest number, but no significance was reported.
In addition, G2b virus-infected broiler farms showed a lower decline in PI than other types
of IBDV infections.

Table 2. Association of IBDV infection with productivity index at broiler farms (n = 108) by Bayesian
linear mixed effect regression.

Variables

Coefficient Estimates a

Mean
95% Credible Interval

Lower Upper

G2d infection −8.651 −28.243 10.941
G2b infection −5.340 −38.189 27.510
G3 infection −30.550 −93.171 32.067

No. of chicken slaughtered 0.081 −0.212 0.374
a The coefficient estimates of G2d, G2b and G2c infection for productivity index (PI) represents the change of PI
value when the corresponding genogroup of infection occurred against the non-infection.

The association between IBDV infection with E. coli infection is shown in Table 3. The
broiler farms with G2d IBDV infection reported 2.64-times higher risk of E. coli infection
(95% Crl = 1.16–6.24) compared to IBDV non-infected premises. However, the other
genogroups (i.e., G2b or G3) of IBDV infection did not have a significant impact on E. coli
infection, with a broader CrI containing an odds ratio of 1.

Table 3. Odds ratio of infectious bursal disease infection for the presence of Escherichia coli in
commercial broiler farms (n = 167) by Bayesian mixed-effect logistic regression.

IBDV Infection (Reference = Not
Infection)

Odds Ratio

Mean
95% Credible Interval

Lower Upper

G2d infection 2.64 1.16 6.24
G2b infection 3.05 0.74 11.90
G3 infection 5.09 0.13 20.60

Mixed infection (G2b and G2d) 0.02 0.00 17.20

3.5. Comparative Pathogenicity Study of IBDV Strains Belonging to Different G2 Subgroups

Considering the high prevalence rate of G2 IBDV in South Korea and the possible
adverse effects of IBDV infection, an in vivo pathogenicity trial was performed in SPF
chickens. During the study, neither clinical signs nor mortality were observed in any
of the experimental groups. Atrophy of the bursa was observed from 3 dpc in all virus-
challenged groups and lasted until the end of the experiment. No post-mortem lesions were
observed in the control birds at any time point. BBIX values for virus-challenged groups
were <0.7 from 3 dpc and continued to decrease to 0.25 and 0.27 at 14 dpc in the 19D38 and
20D39 virus-challenged groups, respectively, confirming the results of the post-mortem
examination (Figure 3).

Histopathologically, typical lesions of BFs infected with IBDV, including loss of ep-
ithelium, lymphocyte depletion, and lymphoid follicle diffusion, were found in the G2
IBDV-infected BFs, although no lesions were found in the BFs of the control group (Figure 4).
In particular, according to the mean lesion scoring, the G2d 20D39 strain caused more
severe microscopic lesions in the BFs than the G2b 19D38 strain at 5 and 7 dpc (Figure 5).
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Figure 3. The bursa:body weight index (BBIX) of chickens challenged with IBDV strains 19D38
and 20D39. The dotted horizontal line indicates threshold of bursal atrophy. Error bars indicate
standard deviation.
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Figure 4. Histopathology of the bursas of Fabricius of specific pathogen-free chickens at 7 days
post-challenge (× 100 magnification). (A) Control birds: normal lymphoid follicles of the bursa.
(B) 19D38 virus-infected birds: moderate atrophy in bursal lymphoid follicle is diffuse. (C) 20D39
virus-infected birds: severe atrophy, bursal lymphoid follicle diffusion and exfoliation of epithelium.
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Figure 5. Mean lesion scores in bursas of Fabricius of chickens challenged with variant IBDV strains.
Error bars indicate standard deviation. *, p < 0.05; ****, p < 0.001.

The viral loads in the BFs and CL swabs were determined using qRT-PCR analysis.
Viral RNA was not detected in the control group. The virus started to replicate in BFs
at 1 dpc in both virus-challenged groups, and the viral loads peaked at 3 dpc, then gradually
declined over the course of the experiment. There was no significant difference in viral
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replication in BFs infected with the different IBDV G2 subgroups. Viral shedding also
peaked at 3 dpc for the virus infection groups, and viruses were detected in cloacal swabs
until 7 dpc (Figure 6).
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Antibody responses in chickens infected with IBDV strains are shown in Figure 7. No
IBDV-specific antibody was obtained for the control group at all time points. A positive
antibody response to both variant IBDV strains was observed from 7 dpc onwards, and an
increasing antibody titer was observed at 14 dpc. Remarkably, chickens infected with G2d
strain 20D39 had significantly higher antibody titers than those infected with G2b strain
19D38 at 14dpc (p < 0.05).
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4. Discussion

In an effort to keep track of the current IBDV status in South Korea, we attempted to
conduct active surveillance on 167 commercial broiler farms randomly selected across the
country. This diagnostic approach could be considered reliable for monitoring the current
prevalence of the disease, since the detection of IBDV is not traditionally focused on birds
with clinical signs of IBD or any other diseases. Remarkably, 61.67% of tested farms were
confirmed to have IBDV infections. Attempts to determine prevalence estimates at the
animal level, based on random sampling pooled test, revealed that 17.8% of broilers in
South Korea had been infected with IBDV. Moreover, three genogroups, G2b, G2d, and
G3, were found to be present in poultry farms across the nation. Notably, G2b continues
to circulate in South Korea since two G2b strains were isolated in 2019 [12]. Specifically,
there was an evident discrepancy in genogroup-specific prevalence, where the G2d virus
predominantly infected broilers compared to other IBDV genogroups. These findings
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reflect the characteristics of the current IBDV epidemic in South Korea, where there has
been an outbreak of IBDV infection in domestic broiler farms with the G2d virus becoming
the dominant genogroup.

IBDV G2d infection in broiler farms, the most prevalent genogroup of infection,
showed a geographically clustered pattern. This clustered area is known to have the highest
density of chicken farms in South Korea and has experienced several highly infectious
disease outbreaks, such as highly pathogenic avian influenza [33]. A similar finding was
reported in China, where G2d IBDV was also prevalent in the major poultry-raising regions
of this country [17]. This implies that the novel sub-genogroup of IBDV is likely to harbor a
vulnerable area and facilitate inter-farm transmission at close distances during the course of
the epidemic. Our findings highlight the urgent need to formulate an intensive biosecurity
standard for highly vulnerable areas to prevent the spread of infectious diseases.

Concerted efforts to control domestic G3 IBDV outbreaks for nearly 30 years, mainly
including widespread vaccination and improved poultry feeding management, might
have contributed to effectively controlling the G3 epidemic in South Korea. Although
vaccination information on the farm could not be fully obtained in this surveillance due
to a lack of or wrong information from farm owners, this situation was confirmed by our
surveillance results with only 2 out of 167 randomly examined broiler farms across the
country found to be infected with this genogroup. However, a recent study showed that
current commercial vaccines against G3 IBDV were unable to provide complete protection
to chickens against G2 variant viruses [34]. This finding correlated with the fact that
G2 variants were isolated from poultry flocks immunized with commercial intermediate
vaccines [14,19,35,36]. Several attempts to developing vaccine candidates against G2d
variants has been done [37,38]. Moreover, some commercial recombinant vaccines have
been reported to induce protection against a wide range of IBDV strains, including G2
variants [39]. The fact that genogroup 2 IBDV, especially G2d, is currently becoming a
dominant genogroup in South Korea poses an urgent need for a proper update on the
current vaccination program.

Antigenic variant IBDV infection-induced immunodeficiency in chickens has been
well reported to make the flock susceptible to secondary infections [6,40]. In this study, we
found that broiler farms with G2d virus infection reported a higher risk of E. coli infection
compared to IBDV non-infected farms. This finding was consistent with a recent study
that found that high mortality observed in 30 day-old chickens in low-performance broiler
farms infected with G2d IBDV in Japan could be due to secondary infections such as E. coli,
probably one week after IBDV infection, which was at the time of immunosuppression in
these broilers [18].

Due to high resistance to most disinfectants and environmental factors, IBDV contin-
ues to be present in poultry houses and tends to reappear in subsequent chicken flocks.
Consequently, acute or chronic IBD in the flock reduces the efficiency of broiler production
and net profitability. A 5-year study of the incidence and economic impact of various IBDVs
on broiler production in Canada found that IBDV prevalence was probably attributed to
substantial economic losses of approximately 3.9 million kg per year to the poultry in-
dustry [41]. Although the data were not significant, our findings confirmed the possible
adverse impact of IBDV infection on poultry productivity, with broiler farms infected with
the G2d variant showing a decline in their productivity index compared to non-infected
farms. Some data in our study did not show a significant difference. This may have been
due to the exclusion of more than 30 farms during the survey (Figure 1). Furthermore, G2
IBDV infection has been considered a subclinical infection; therefore, it may be difficult
to see the remarkable adverse association of G2 IBDV with productivity with short-term
surveillance.

Since the G2d variant was first identified in China and has been widespread through-
out Asian countries, several studies on its pathogenicity have been performed [16,19,42,43].
In this study, we compared the pathogenicity of two IBDV strains belonging to different
IBDV G2 sub-genogroups: IBDV G2b strain 19D38 and G2d strain 20D39. Neither strain
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caused any obvious gross clinical symptoms or mortality, which correlated with previous
studies considering variant IBDV infection as a subclinical infection. Moreover, the two
isolates showed relatively similar effects on bursal atrophy, viral shedding, and replication
efficacy in the bursa. However, at a histological level, G2d isolate 20D39 caused more severe
lesions in BFs than G2b isolate 19D38. A protective antibody response occurred from 7dpc
for both virus-challenged groups despite the potentially immunosuppressive effects on
the bursa. Antibody titers against IBDV in chickens in the G2b-challenged group were
slightly higher than those of G2d group at 7dpc, whereas at 14dpc the antibody response
was significantly reversed. A similar pattern of antibody response was observed in a recent
comparative pathogenicity study of a variant of very virulent IBDV [43]. The results may
suggest that there was a weaker humoral immune response to G2b strain than the G2d
strain at the acute phase, but a reverse incidence was observed at the chronic phase. Fur-
thermore, in a study evaluating the antibody response against IBDV vaccines with different
level of pathogenicity, an intermediate plus vaccine induced higher antibody response than
an intermediate vaccine [44]. These findings may indicate that higher pathogenicity levels
of IBDV G2d than G2b may correlate with the antibody response against those sub-lineages.
To our knowledge, this is the first report to evaluate the pathogenicity of two sub-lineages
of G2 IBDV.

5. Conclusions

We found that IBDV was highly prevalent in South Korea, with G2d the dominant
genogroup, particularly in dense areas with a high density of broiler farms, and had an
adverse impact on productivity efficiency as well as susceptibility to secondary infection.
Pathogenicity studies revealed that both G2 sub-genogroups induced bursal atrophy, lead-
ing to an immunosuppressive effect, with G2d causing more severe histopathological
lesions. Furthermore, many studies have provided adequate evidence that current com-
mercial G1-derived vaccines against G3 IBDV do not effectively protect poultry against
variants of IBDV, underscoring the urgency for an updated vaccine program. Without phar-
maceutical interventions available for the emergence of novel viruses, this study suggests
the development of a control strategy that includes intensive risk management in clustered
areas and underscores the importance of the implementation of regular surveillance pro-
grams. Therefore, it is necessary to develop systematic intervention strategies to minimize
nationwide disease transmission.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
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Abstract: Gyrovirus galga 1 (GyVg1, previously recognized as avian gyrovirus 2), which was first
reported in chicken in 2011, is a new member of the genus Gyrovirus. The presence of GyVg1 has also
been confirmed in different regions of Europe, South America, Africa, and Asia, indicating its global
distribution. However, because there are no reports of examining the distribution of GyVg1 in animals
in Japan, the epidemiology of this virus is unknown. In this study, we attempted to retrospectively
detect GyVg1 in cryopreserved chicken materials derived from different two commercial broiler
flocks in 1997. The GyVg1 genome was detected in organ materials derived from both flocks by PCR.
GyVg1 detected in both flocks was classified into four genetic groups by analyzing the nucleotide
sequences of the detected PCR products. These results suggest that diverse GyVg1 strains were
present in commercial chicken flocks as early as 1997 in Japan.

Keywords: Gyrovirus galga 1; Japan; PCR

1. Introduction

Gyrovirus galga 1 (GyVg1, previously recognized as avian gyrovirus 2) is a new member
of the genus Gyrovirus with similarity to chicken infectious anemia virus (CAV). GyVg1
was first detected in the sera of chicken exhibiting clinical signs such as apathy and loss
of weight in 2011 in Brazil [1]. The GyVg1 genome is approximately 2.3 kb in length
and consists of circular single-stranded DNA, and it mainly comprises three overlapping
open-reading frames encoding VP1, VP2, and VP3 [1,2].

Abolnik et al. stated that GyVg1 infections in chickens can result in brain damage,
mental decline, and weight loss [3]. Although other specific symptoms of GyVg1 infection
have not been observed, autopsy-based studies reported clinical manifestations such as
hemorrhage, edema, glandular gastric erosion, and facial and head swelling in infected
chickens [3].

Although chicken is considered the natural host of GyVg1 [4], experimental infection
in chickens using isolated has have not been conducted because the isolation of virus using
cultured cells has not been described. Thus, the pathogenicity to chicken of GyVg1 are
still unknown.

GyVg1 has also been detected in different regions of Europe [5], South America [5],
Africa [6], and Asia [4,7], indicating its global distribution. In addition, Sauvage et al. [8]
identified human gyrovirus, which shares 96% nucleotide identity with GyVg1, from
the skin swab of a healthy individual, indicating that GyVg1 might also infect humans.
Subsequently, GyVg1 was detected in human blood samples [9,10], human feces [11,12],
ferret feces [13], snakes [14], ticks [15], and dogs [16], suggesting that the virus can infect a
broad range of animals.

In Japan, since the distribution of GyVg1 in animals including chicken has not been
investigated at all to date, the epidemiology of this virus in animals is unknown. In this
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study, we attempted to retrospectively detect GyVg1 in various organs of chicken obtained
from two different commercial broiler farms in 1997. To our knowledge, this study is the
first report to show the presence of GyVg1 in Japanese chickens. The GyVg1 genome was
detected in the examined samples, and thus, we further conducted detailed genetic analysis.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cryopreserved Chicken Organ Samples

At two commercial broiler flocks (Farms M and N) in Japan in 1997, sampling was
periodically performed four times for routine viral surveillance (Tables 1 and 2). Significant
clinical signs were not observed in these flocks. Major organs, such as the trachea, lungs,
liver, spleen, kidneys, pancreas, and rectum, were collected from five birds, and 10–20%
tissue homogenates were prepared from these organs. These homogenates were stored at
−80 ◦C at our laboratory.

Table 1. Detection of GyVg1 in various organs in chicken from farm M.

Age (Days) Positive
Birds/Examined Birds Chick no. Trachea Lung Liver Spleen Kidney Pancreas Rectum Genetic

Groups

18 0/5 1–5 - - - - - - -
Detection rate 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5

27 2/5

1 - - - - - - -
2 - - - - - - -
3 - - + + - - - G1
4 + + + + + + + G1
5 - - - - - - -

Detection rate 1/5 1/5 2/5 2/5 1/5 1/5 1/5

35 5/5

1 - - + + - - - G1
2 + + + * + + + + G1
3 - + + + + + + G1
4 - + + + + + + G1
5 - + + + + - - G1

Detection rate 1/5 4/5 5/5 5/5 4/5 3/5 3/5

48 5/5

1 + + + + + + + G1
2 + + + + + + + G1
3 - - + + + - - G1
4 - + + + + - - G1
5 + + + + + + + G1

Detection rate 3/5 4/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 3/5 3/5

Total
Detection

rate
12/20 5/20 9/20 12/20 12/20 10/20 7/20 7/20

* used as representative strain.

Table 2. Detection of GyVg1 in various organs in chicken from farm N.

Age (Days) Positive
Birds/Examined Birds Chick no. Trachea Lung Liver Spleen Kidney Pancreas Rectum Genetic

Groups

14 0/5 1–5 - - - - - - -
23 0/5 1–5 - - - - - - -

Detection rate 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10

31 2/5

1 - - - - - - -
2 - - - - - - -
3 - - - - - - -
4 - - + * + - - - G2
5 - - - + * - - - G3

Detection rate 0/5 0/5 1/5 2/5 0/5 0/5 0/5

44 5/5

1 + + + + * + + + G4
2 + - + - + + + G4
3 + - + + + - - G4
4 + - + - + - - G2
5 + - + + + + + G2

5/5 1/5 5/5 3/5 5/5 3/5 3/5

Total
Detection

rate
7/20 5/20 1/20 6/20 5/20 5/20 3/20 3/20

* used as representative strain.
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2.2. Detection of GyVg1 by PCR

The homogenates were then centrifuged at 3000× g for 10 min. Total DNA was
extracted from each organ homogenate using a QIAamp DNA Micro Kit (Qiagen Inc.,
Valencia, CA, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The DNA was resuspended
in nuclease-free water and used as the template for PCR.

PCR to detect GyVg1 was conducted using GyVg1-specific primers (F,
5′-CGTGTCCGCCAGCAGAAACGAC-3′; R, 5′-GGTAGAAGCCAAAGCGTCCACGA-3′;
nucleotides 656–1001). These primers were previously designed from the highly coserved
region of the GyVg1 genome, and they amplify a 346-bp fragment and target a genomic
region that encodes part of the VP2 and VP3 genes [7]. The PCR mixture contained 5 µL of
10× PCR buffer, 0.5 µL of each primer (20 pM), 1.25 U of Ex Taq DNA polymerase (Takara
Bio Co., Ltd., Shiga, Japan), 4 µL of 10 mM dNTP, 1 µL of the sample DNAs, and sterilized
Milli-Q water to a total volume of 50 µL. The PCR protocol consisted of 35 cycles of 94 ◦C
for 30 s, 60 ◦C for 30 s, and 72 ◦C for 30 s. The PCR products were analyzed by 1.5% agarose
gel electrophoresis. The obtained PCR products were purified with Montage (Merck, Darm-
stadt, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The PCR products were
sequenced directly in both directions using Sanger sequencing and confirmed to be derived
from GyVg1 by BLASTn searches.

2.3. Near-Complete Nucleotide Sequence for Representative GyVg1 Strains

The near-complete genome sequences of GyVg1 for representative detected strains were
determined using primer sequences based on previous studies [4,8]. The sequenced fragments
were assembled using ATGC-Mac ver.5 (GENETYX CORPORATION, Tokyo, Japan). The
obtained sequences were deposited in GenBank (accession number: LC716405-8).

2.4. Genetic and Phylogenetic Analyses

The obtained nucleotide sequences were analyzed using GENETYX-Mac software
(GENETYX CORPORATION, Tokyo, Japan) and compared with known GyVg1 sequences
deposited in GenBank.

We conducted phylogenetic analysis of the nucleotide sequences of GyVg1 with avail-
able sequences from GenBank using the ClustalX sequence alignment program, and a
phylogenetic tree was constructed by the neighbor-joining method using MEGA7 soft-
ware [17]. All tools were run with default parameters unless otherwise specified.

3. Results
3.1. Detection of GyVg1 from Cryopreserved Chicken Organ Samples

The results of GyVg1 detection in the organs examined in this study are presented in
Tables 1 and 2. Figure 1 presents an example of agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR products.
The obtained sequences revealed that all PCR products were derived from GyVg1 genomes.
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Figure 1. An example of PCR products analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. PCR was performed
using samples obtained from chicken no. 1 (44 days old) on farm N. M, 100-bp ladder marker;
1, trachea; 2, lung; 3, liver; 4, spleen; 5, kidney; 6, pancreas; 7, rectum.

GyVg1 was detected in chicken older than 27 days at both farms (Tables 1 and 2). The
virus was detected in 12 chicken on farm M and 7 chicken on farm N. The organ with the
highest detection rate was the liver (18 samples/19 positive birds), followed by the spleen
(17 samples/19 positive birds) (Tables 1 and 2). However, in some samples, GyVg1 was
detected in all major organs examined, such as chicken No. 1 and 5 (48 days old) on M
farm and chicken no. 1 (44 days old) on N farm. The detection rates of GyVg1 were lower
in the trachea and lungs than in the liver and spleen.

3.2. Sequence Analysis of GyVg1 Detected in Organ Samples by PCR

By determining the nucleotide sequences of the PCR products derived from each organ,
GyVg1 samples detected on farm M were identical (Table 1). Conversely, GyVg1 samples
detected on farm N could be divided into three genetic groups (Table 2). Interestingly, two
different groups of GyVg1 were detected in 31-day-old chicken, and two other groups were
detected in 44-day-old chicken (Table 2). Based on phylogenetic analysis, four different
groups were identified and termed G1–4 (Figure 2).

All GyVg1 samples detected in chicken on farm M were type G1. Conversely, regarding
samples obtained from 31-day-old chicken on N farm, the GyVg1 sample detected in
chicken no. 4 was type G2, and the sample detected in chicken no. 5 was type G3.
Furthermore, among 44-day-old chicken, GyVg1 samples detected in chicken Nos. 1–3
were type G4, and samples detected in chicken Nos. 4–5 were type G2 (Table 2).

GyVg1 detected on farm M (G1) displayed 100% nucleotide sequence identity with
G13 and HLJ1506-2 in BLAST searches [2,13] (Figure 2, Table 3). GyVg1 detected in the
liver of chicken no. 4 (31 days old) on farm N (G2) exhibited 100% nucleotide sequence
identity with strains JL1511 and HLJ1508, which were isolated from chickens in China [2].
GyVg1 detected in spleen of chicken no. 5 (31 days old) on farm N (G3) displayed 99.7%
nucleotide sequence identity with strains GZ1601 and HLJ1506-1 [2]. GyVg1 detected in the
spleen of chicken no. 1 (44 days old) on farm N (G4) exhibited 100% nucleotide sequence
identity with strain G17 [13], which was isolated from a ferret in Hungary. Thus, the four
genetically different strains of GyVg1 detected on two different farms examined in this
study displayed high genetic similarity to foreign strains. Additionally, multiple genotypes
existed in the same farm, and multiple genotypes were present in chickens of the same age.
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic trees based on the partial gene of GyVg1 strain G13 (GenBank accession
no. KJ452214). Nucleotides 678–978 were subjected to phylogenetic analysis. Subsequently, a tree
was generated using the neighbor-joining method in MEGA 7 [17] with 1000 bootstrap replicates.
All tools were run with default parameters unless otherwise specified. Then, horizontal distances
were proportionally set to the minimum number of nucleotide differences required to join nodes and
sequences. The Japanese GyVg1 strains are indicated by black circles.

Table 3. Genetic comparison of nucleotide sequences of PCR products detected in first screening PCR
by GenBank searches.

Representative Strain Name Chicken GyVg1 Groups in This
Study

Viruses with the Highest
Homology Percent Homology

JP/KGSM/M0313-2Li/97 Farm M, 35 days old,
no.2 chicken liver G1 G13(KJ452214), HLJ1506-2

(KX708522) 100

JP/KGSM/N0313-4Li/97 Farm N, 31 days old,
no.4 chicken liver G2 JL1511 (KX708516), HLJ1508

(KX708510) 100

JP/KGSM/N0313-5S/97 Farm N, 31 days old,
no.5 chicken spleen G3 GZ1601 (KX708518),

HLJ1506-1 (KX708506) 99.7

JP/KGSM/N0326-1S/97 Farm N, 44 days old,
no.1 chicken spleen G4 G17 (KJ452213) 100
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3.3. Near-Complete Genome Analysis of Representative GyVg1 Strains

To obtain an in-depth understanding of the genetic characteristics of GyVg1 in Japan,
nearly complete genome sequences of selected samples including the VP1, VP2, and VP3
coding regions were determined excluding the GC-rich region of approximately 40 bp in
the 3′-untranslated region (UTR). It has been reported that GyVg1 can be classified into
different clusters based on the amino acid sequences of VP1, VP2 and VP3 proteins [2].

Via comparisons with GyVg1 nucleotide sequences available in GenBank by BLASTn
searches, GyVg1 detected on farm M (G1, representative strain JP/KGSM/M0313-2Li/97)
exhibited 99.8% nucleotide sequence identity with strain G13 [13] (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic trees based on the near-complete genome of GyVg1 strain G13 (GenBank
accession no. KJ452214). Nucleotides 1–2335 were subjected to phylogenetic analysis. Subsequently, a
tree was generated using the neighbor-joining method in MEGA 7 [17] with 1000 bootstrap replicates.
All tools were run with default parameters unless otherwise specified. Then, horizontal distances
were proportionally set to the minimum number of nucleotide differences required to join nodes and
sequences. The Japanese GyVg1 strains are indicated by black circles. The genotypes were defined as
described by Yao et al. [2].

Conversely, GyVg1 detected in the liver of chicken no. 4 on farm N (G2, representative
strain JP/KGSM/N0313-4Li/97) exhibited 98.5% nucleotide sequence identity with a strain
from chicken meat (GenBank accession no. MT671981). GyVg1 detected in the spleen of
chicken no. 5 on farm N (G3, representative strain JP/KGSM/N0313-5S/97) exhibited
98.9% nucleotide sequence identity with strain G17 [13]. GyVg1 detected in the spleen of
chicken no. 1 on farm N (G4, representative strain JP/KGSM/N0326-1S/97) displayed
99.8% nucleotide sequence identity with strain G17 [13].

3.4. VP1 Amino Acid Sequences of Representative GyVg1 Strains

VP1 is the major viral structural protein of CAV, and it contains an abundant neutral-
ization antigenic epitope and plays a key role in virus growth and transmission [18]. All
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VP1 amino acids sequences currently reported are 460 amino acids in length [2], including
those found in Japan. At present, the reported GyVg1 strains have been classified into three
genetic clusters (I–III) by phylogenetic analysis using the VP1 amino acid sequence [2], but
the Japanese strains detected in this study were divided into two genetic clusters (I and II)
(Table 4, Figure 4A). Strains JP/KGSM/M0313-2Li/97 and JP/KGSM/N0313-4Li/97 classi-
fied into cluster I exhibited 100% identity with the HLJ1506-2 strain detected in China. In
addition, JP/KGSM/N0313-5S/97 and JP/KGSM/N0326-1S/97 classified into Cluster II
exhibited 100% identity with the G17 strain detected in Hungary [13].

Table 4. Summary of classification based on different genetic regions.

Representative Strain
Name

Cluster

Regions Detected by
First Screening PCR Near Complete Genome VP1 VP2 VP3

JP/KGSM/M0313-
2Li/97 G1 I I I I

JP/KGSM/N0313-
4Li/97 G2 I I III III

JP/KGSM/N0313-
5S/97 G3 II II IV V

JP/KGSM/N0326-
1S/97 G4 II II II II
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Figure 4. Phylogenetic analysis of the amino acid sequences of VP1 (A), VP2 (B), and VP3 (C) of
GyVg1. The predicted amino acid of complete sequences of each protein was subjected to phylogenetic
analysis. Subsequently, a tree was generated using the neighbor-joining method in MEGA 7 with
1000 bootstrap replicates. All tools were run with default parameters unless otherwise specified.
Then, horizontal distances were proportionally set to the minimum number of nucleotide differences
required to join nodes and sequences. The Japanese GyVg1 strains are indicated by black circles. The
genotypes were defined as described by Yao et al. [2].
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3.5. VP2 Amino Acid Sequences of Representative GyVg1 Strains

Most reported VP2 amino acid sequences are 231 amino acids in length, and those
found in Japan, excluding one strain (JP/KGSM/N0326-1S/97, G4), were also this length.
This strain is identical to the G17 strain, which has a serine insertion at amino acid 162 as re-
ported previously. The VP2 sequences were well conserved within their major phylogenetic
clusters [2]. The currently reported GyVg1 strains were classified into four genetic clusters
(I–IV) by phylogenetic analysis using the VP2 amino acid sequence, and interestingly,
the Japanese strains detected in this study were also divided into four clusters (Table 4,
Figure 4B). The JP/KGSM/N0326-1S/97 strain was classified into Cluster II similarly
as the G17 strain. The sequence of phosphatase motif WLRQCARSHDEICTCGRWRSH
(amino acids 95–115) was also conserved in Japanese GyVg1 strains, which indicated the
importance of VP2 for GyVg1 [2].

3.6. VP3 Amino Acid Sequences of Representative GyVg1 Strains

The VP3 protein in CAV is also known as apoptin, which was demonstrated to induce
apoptosis of hematopoietic cells, causing the observed anemia in infected chicken [19].
It was revealed that GyVg1 VP3 protein can also induce apoptosis of tumor cells [20].
Regarding the predicted protein sequences of VP3 of GyVg1, three strains, excluding the
JP/KGSM/N0326-1S/97 strain, were 124 amino acids in length. The JP/KGSM/N0326-
1S/97 strain had an arginine insertion at amino acid 122, similarly as the G17 strain.
Currently reported GyVg1 strains were classified into five genetic clusters (I–V) by phy-
logenetic analysis using the VP3 amino acid sequence, but interestingly, the Japanese
strains detected in this study were divided into four clusters (Table 4, Figure 4C). The
aforementioned JP/KGSM/N0326-1S/97 strain was classified into Cluster II similarly as
the G17 strain.

3.7. Analysis of Direct Repeats (DRs) of Representative GyVg1 Strains

A previous study described novel motif patterns in the DR region in the 5′-UTR [2].
The 5′-UTR of GyVg1 is by definition located between the canonical polyadenylation site
(AATAAA) and the transcription site. Although the function of the noncoding region is
not yet known, it may have the same promoter-enhancer function as its CAV counterpart,
which includes four or five 21-base DRs and an indispensable 12-bp insert. According to
these criteria [2], we observed three different types of DR sequences in Japanese GyVg1
strains. G1 was classified as pattern E, G2 was classified as pattern D, and G3 and G4 were
classified as pattern B.

4. Discussion

The existence of GyVg1 was first confirmed in 2008 in Brazil [1], but the present study
revealed that it was already present in commercial broiler flocks in the 1990s in Japan.

In this report, we detected GyVg1 in materials collected periodically at two different
farms. The results illustrated that chickens older than 27 days were infected by the virus.
GyVg1 was detected in many organs in infected chickens, most commonly in the liver and
spleen. This is consistent with findings that GyVg1 in chickens in China is most commonly
isolated from the liver and spleen, suggesting that these organs are suitable for detecting
this virus.

GyVg1 was not detected in younger chickens, but it becomes detectable as chickens
age. Regarding CAV infection in commercial broiler flocks, at 35 days of age, the virus was
detectable by PCR in 16 of 20 chickens, and by 42 days of age, the virus was detectable in 18
of 20 chickens [21]. This suggests that the mode of infections of GyVg1 in commercial broiler
flocks is similar to that of CAV. Importantly, the existence of multiple genotypes of GyVg1
in the flocks, even at the same farm and in chickens of the same age, indicates that viral
surveillance should be conducted using individual samples as opposed to pooled samples.

GyVg1 can be classified into multiple genotypes by phylogenetic analysis based on
the amino acid sequences of VP1, VP2, and VP3, but the Japanese GyVg1 strains detected
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in this study were also classified into multiple genotypes. This indicates that multiple
genotypes were already present on Japanese farms in the 20th century. Additionally, the
amino acid sequences of VP1, VP2, and VP3 remain well-conserved within their major
phylogenetic clusters [2].

To date, the epidemiology, host range, transmission route, and pathogenesis of GyVg1
remain poorly understood. In addition, the pathogenicity of GyVg1 against chicken is
unclear. The only report suggesting the pathogenicity of this virus is a case reported in
South Africa [3]. Low-pathogenic NDV and GyVg1 were detected in this case, but their
involvement, including interactions, was not clarified. The possibility of a synergistic
pathogenic effect between avirulent NDV and GyVg1 requires further investigation. Inter-
estingly, as GyVg1 infection in ticks was reported recently, it may also be possible that the
virus spreads among flocks via ticks [15]. Furthermore, Varela et al. reported the detection
of GyVg1 in poultry vaccines, indicating the potential role of contaminated vaccines in the
spread of GyVg1 [22].

Most GyVg1 strains are detected mainly in chickens, but they have been also de-
tected in various hosts such as ferrets, snakes, and dogs, suggesting possible cross-species
transmission [7,11–14,16]. Additionally, GyVg1 has been detected in the blood of healthy
humans, transplant recipients and HIV-positive patients [9,10]. Cases of infection ap-
parently caused by the consumption of infected chicken have been reported in humans
and snakes.

Therefore, it is important to understand the epidemiology of GyVg1 in chicken; how-
ever, little is known about the viral infection or antibody production in chicken. As the
genomic information of GyVg1 has been determined, antibody testing using proteins ex-
pressed using recombinant gene techniques would be useful for clarifying the infiltration
status in animals. However, the isolation of the virus from clinical samples is absolutely
necessary to evaluate its pathogenicity in animals. CAV is known to grow in some cell lines
such as MDCC-MSB1 cells [23]. To evaluate the pathogenicity of a virus in animals, it is
necessary to establish an effective culture system for GyVg1.

In conclusion, this is the first report to show the presence of GyVg1 in Japanese
chickens. GyVg1 was detected in chicken materials derived from two different commercial
broiler flocks in 1997. These results suggest that GyVg1 was already present in commercial
flocks prior to the first report of GyVg1 infection in 2011 in Brazil. Furthermore, multiple
genotypes existed in the same farm, and multiple genotypes were present in chickens of
the same age. Unfortunately, the current status of GyVg1 infection in chickens in Japan is
unknown. The findings obtained in this study should be useful for further epidemiological
research of GyVg1 in commercial flocks.
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Abstract: The pigeon circovirus (PiCV), first described in the literature in the early 1990s, is con-
sidered one of the most important infectious agents affecting pigeon health. Thirty years after its
discovery, the current review has employed bibliometric strategies to map the entire accessible PiCV-
related research corpus with the aim of understanding its present research landscape, particularly in
consideration of its historical context. Subsequently, developments, current knowledge, and impor-
tant updates were provided. Additionally, this review also provides a textual analysis examining
the relationship between PiCV and the young pigeon disease syndrome (YPDS), as described and
propagated in the literature. Our examination revealed that usages of the term ‘YPDS’ in the literature
are characterizations that are diverse in range, and neither standard nor equivalent. Guided by our
understanding of the PiCV research corpus, a conceptualization of PiCV diseases was also presented
in this review. Proposed definitions and diagnostic criteria for PiCV subclinical infection (PiCV-SI)
and PiCV systemic disease (PiCV-SD) were also provided. Lastly, knowledge gaps and open research
questions relevant to future PiCV-related studies were identified and discussed.

Keywords: bibliometrics; circovirus; pigeon circovirus; young pigeon disease syndrome
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1. Introduction

Published in 1992 in the “In my experience . . . ” section of the Journal of the Association
of Avian Veterinarians is a five-sentence report marking the earliest record on circovirus
infections in pigeons. The report describes an infection that is morphologically diagnosable
by examination of the presence of inclusion bodies in necropsy tissues, commonly or
sometime only found in the bursa of Fabricius of the birds. It was noted that the virus is
“apparently distinct from the psittacine virus” [1]. Of importance here is that neither the
psittacine virus mentioned, which was later renamed as the beak and feather disease virus
(BFDV), nor the family Circoviridae were officially recognized yet [2].

While no earlier records were recoverable, the report mentioned above also seemingly
reflects what is then an on-going circulation of information among practitioners regarding
the existence of and diagnostic methods for the detection of this virus. According to subse-
quent reports, this virus was first recognized in the late 1980s in Canada and Australia [3].
It is similarly from this report that the current review started tracing the progress in pigeon
circovirus (PiCV) knowledge in the 30 years of research and studies that followed up to
this day.

Aided by bibliometrics, the current review sought to map the PiCV research landscape
as it expanded for the past three decades. Bibliometrics, a multidisciplinary approach
crossing fields of mathematics, statistics, and philology to analyze knowledge carriers
quantitatively, is commonly employed to assist in organizing records from a field of study
or a specific research topic to identify historical trends and locate research hotspots and
frontiers. Bibliometric tools are employed to perform a variety of analyses producing
measures related to authorship, sources of records, collaborations, citations, and keywords
association and co-occurrence, among others. Previously, reviews employing bibliometrics
and original bibliometric studies on several viruses, including coronaviruses, oncolytic
viruses, human immunodeficiency virus, norovirus, Japanese encephalitis virus, African
swine fever virus, and other veterinary and human pathogens, have been published in
various scientific journals [4–13].

Primarily divisible into three general goals, this review aims to (1) present a bibliomet-
ric assessment of the entire accessible PiCV-related research corpus, and in tandem with
bibliometrics; (2) present a synthesis of the historical developments, current knowledge,
and important updates; and (3) provide a critical analysis to identify new perspectives,
knowledge gaps, and open research questions.

2. PiCV-Related Knowledge Production—Bibliometrics

Preliminary searches for this review were conducted on the Dimensions, PubMed,
and Scopus databases. The search terms included were ‘pigeon circovirus’, ‘columbid
circovirus’, ‘young pigeon disease syndrome’, and a combination of these three terms
joined by the operator ‘OR’. The searches were conducted in February 2022, and all studies
were included for evaluation regardless of publication time or form. Additional records
were retrieved by manual searches in Google Scholar and ResearchGate. Upon retrieval of
the potentially relevant articles from the databases, a unified list was generated following
the Dimensions database format, and records were deduplicated. Preliminary assessments
of the records based on the title and abstract were performed by four reviewers working in
two independent groups. Differences were resolved by discussion after the assessment of
the recoverable information of each of the records.

Articles were selected if they were at least able to demonstrate detection of pigeon
circovirus (either as the main virus of interest, or as a virus concurrently investigated with
other pathogens concerning a disease or condition), or if they were able to at least show
an appreciable discussion of aspects directly related to PiCV research, for original and
review papers, respectively. Bibliometric analyses were performed, and visualizations were
created using VOSViewer version 1.6.18 [14].
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2.1. Research Corpus: Records, Growth and Sources

The search for pigeon circovirus-related records conducted in February 2022 yielded
1648 potentially relevant records. After the creation of a unified database of all these records
following the format of the Dimensions database, 1049 records were removed as duplicates,
while an additional 79 entries were deemed as erroneous database entries from the sources.
Therefore, 520 records were screened for eligibility based on the minimal criteria set above,
wherein 389 records were determined as out-of-scope, and two others were eliminated as
they only contain correction notes of relevant records that were already part of the eligible
entries. A diagram of the flow of records through the steps of this review is presented in
Figure 1.

Fig. 1

Figure 1. PiCV-related records retrieved from different sources.

Of these 129 included records, 99 (76.7%) were original articles including research
publications in journals, short/brief/preliminary communications, a government agency
report, a conference paper, a dissertation manuscript, and two pre-prints, while the remain-
ing 30 (23.26%) were review papers and book chapters. A total of 117 records were retrieved
in full text, while the remaining 12 were mostly either older records or in languages other
than English or Chinese. Regardless, other pertinent information (abstracts, publication
type, publication year, source title, authors, authors’ institutional affiliations, author’s
county of affiliation, etc.) on all the 129 records was retrieved as much as we could for
subsequent bibliometric analyses.

From the earliest record that we were able to retrieve [1], PiCV-related publications
consistently grew in a linear manner in the following three decades, as shown in Figure 2a
provided below.
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  Figure 2. PiCV-related records retrieved from different sources shown as (a) cumulative number of

records over the years, and as (b) new records per year.

While the first decade of PiCV research saw just a couple of new records per year,
remarkable is the first peak in the number of new records (Figure 2b) at the turn of the
millennium that saw the first use of polymerase chain reaction for the detection and
cloning, and the subsequent sequencing, alignment, and phylogenetic analyses of the PiCV
genome [15–19], as well as the first report of pigeon circovirus detection from Africa [20] and
Asia [21]. It must be noted that the record of PiCV detection from the African continent [20]
was not recovered by our search strategy but was however found during the examination
of the texts of the included records. This thereby highlights one of the necessities for this
review because this record has also been missed in some of the most recent reviews [22–24].

A few succeeding years following the availability of the first whole genome sequence
of PiCV seemingly looks like a lull in the history of PiCV research. However, examination of
the records produced during the years 2001 to 2004 revealed a period wherein the apparent
focus of research works seemed to be the utilization of the sequence information for the
development and evaluation of new and more specific molecular methods for the detection
of this circovirus infection [15–19,25–29]. The adaptation of these developed methods
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manifested in the studies that soon followed that demonstrated other potential host of the
virus, its transmission, epidemiology, and organ/cellular tropism [30–36].

One hundred fourteen (114) of the 129 included records for this review were made
available through publications in peer-reviewed academic journals, and further examina-
tion revealed that almost a third (31/114; 27.2%) of all these peer-reviewed publications
were published in only three journals. The 11 journals with the greatest number of PiCV-
related publications also account for 49.6% (64/129) of all included records even though
there were 51 journals identified, suggesting possible authorial preference for highly spe-
cific and specialized journals, like Avian Pathology, Avian Diseases, and Journal of Avian
Medicine and Surgery, over more general veterinary- or virology-related journals (Table 1).

Table 1. Sources with the greatest number of records.

Sources Count

Avian Pathology 15
Avian Diseases 8

Veterinary Record 8
Journal of Avian Medicine and Surgery 5

Archives of Virology 5
Medycyna Weterynaryjna 5

Journal of Veterinary Diagnostic Investigation 4
Veterinary Microbiology 4

Journal of General Virology 4
Virus Research 3

PLoS ONE 3

2.2. International and Institutional Collaborations

Co-authorship analysis by country showed that there are 39 countries listed as the
authors’ affiliations. Most productive among which are the United States with 27 records
retrieved and included for this review and collaborating with 20 other countries, Northern
Ireland with 25 records and 8 international collaborations, and Germany with 17 records
and 3 collaborating countries (Figure 3a). These countries are followed by Belgium, Poland,
China, Taiwan, Australia, and Italy.

On the other hand, several records were also observed to have been produced, or
co-produced from countries that have not had outside collaborations (Figure 3b). Among
these countries are Netherlands [37], Japan [21,38], Iraq [39], Czech Republic [29,32], and
Brazil [40].

Meanwhile, ranking institutions/organizations by productivity, the Department of
Agriculture and Rural Development for Northern Ireland, University of Liege, University
of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, Queen’s University of Belfast, University of California,
Davis, National Pingtung University of Science and Technology, Leipzig University, the
Agri-food and Biosciences Institute in Stormont, and the Robert Koch Institute in Berlin
produced the most number of records. Additionally, both the Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development for Northern Ireland, and University of Liege are both linked
with 10 institutions, while University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn has links with six
(Figure 3b). However, when ranked by total link strength, Blood Systems Research Institute
and University of California, San Francisco were the two top institutions, each with a total
of 30 points. Total link strength is defined as “the total strength of the co-authorship links of
a given [organization/institution] with other [organizations/institutions] (p. 5)”, whereas
links are defined as “number of co-authorship links of a given [organization/institution]
with other [organization/institution] [41]. These observations highlight the central role
of the western countries and institutions both in terms of number of record production
(in extension, knowledge production), and international institutional collaborations in the
field of PiCV research, compared to countries and institutions from other regions.
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Figure 3. PiCV research collaboration maps among (a) countries and (b) institutions scaled by number
of documents produced and colored by average publication year.

2.3. Author Collaborations and Citations

Visualized in Figure 4 is the collaboration map among authors who worked on PiCV-
related research. In total, 455 individuals were identified to have authored or co-authored
the retrieved records included in the current review. In general, as observed in institutional
collaboration mapping above, clusters of collaborations were identified among authors.
Most notable among which is the extensive collaboration cluster of Todd, Daniel of the
Agri-Food and Bioscience Institute of the Department of Agriculture, Environment and
Rural Affairs (DAERA), which succeeded the Department of Agriculture and Rural De-
velopment for Northern Ireland, shown above to have the most number of institutional
links (Figure 3b). Previously working on other viruses with circular genomes, particularly
chicken anemia virus, psittacine beak and feather disease virus, and porcine circovirus,
Todd’s first publication released in 2000 is also the most cited record retrieved in this re-
view [42] based on the data gathered from the Dimensions database. Detailed in Table 2 are
the top authors ranked by the number of retrieved records, with their respective citations,
total link strength, and year of last publication.
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Fig. 4 Figure 4. PiCV research collaboration map among authors scaled by number of documents produced
and colored by average publication year.

Table 2. Authors with the greatest number of records.

Author Documents Citations a Total Link
Strength

Most Recent
Record (Year)

Todd, D. 21 865 85 2012
Smyth, J.A. 12 460 57 2011

Duchatel, J.P. 11 169 54 2011
Stenzel, T.A. * 10 140 38 2021

Chuang, K.-P. * 6 26 39 2021
Koncicki, A. * 6 75 24 2017
Mankertz, A. 6 192 19 2011

Shivaprasad, H.L. * 5 134 33 2019
Tykalowski, B. * 5 59 23 2020

Muller, H. 5 200 22 2008
Raidal, S.R. * 5 127 18 2019

Soike, D. 5 304 15 2002
a as indexed in the Dimensions database; * authors with new records within the last five years.

Inspecting the details of the author collaboration networks, it is also notable that
among the authors listed in Table 2, Todd is linked with Smyth, J.A., Duchatel, J.P., Raidal,
S.R., and Shivaprasad, H.L., which demonstrates the tightly knitted network of the most
prolific PiCV researchers (Figure 4). Important however is that this network published
most of their work in the early years of PiCV research as indicated by the year of their most
recent record (Table 2), except for Raidal, S.R. and Shivaprasad, H.L, who both published
in 2019. While the previously mentioned cluster had links in other European countries,
in two separate other networks, Mankertz, A. and Soike, D., and Muller, H., were also
leading central roles in PiCV knowledge production in Germany in the first two decades
of the PiCV research field. In Poland, Stenzel, T.A., Koncicki, A., and Tykalowski, B. were
also working on PiCV-related research since 2012 and currently active in producing new
publications. On the other hand, among the workers in Asia, only Chuang, K.-P. of Taiwan
ranked within the top 10 most prolific authors (Table 2).
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Cursory assessment of the most cited records showed a higher number of citations
on reviews with a wider topic, i.e., not exclusively about pigeon circovirus, and those
that were published earlier. Among the most important were two reviews on avian cir-
coviruses by Todd and co-workers in 2000 and in 2004 [42,43], and the review on important
viruses of pigeons by Marlier and Vindevogel [35]. Interestingly, two original articles
exclusively on PiCV were also among the most cited documents. These were the papers
that reported the first cloning and sequencing of the PiCV genome [15], and the paper
that effectively formalized the association between PiCV and the young pigeon disease
syndrome (YPDS) [44].

3. PiCV Knowledge—Current Understanding and Updates

With a wider understanding of the landscape of PiCV research across the world, this
review also aims to systematically synthesize the current knowledge of the field from
its historical development to locate its status and the gaps that should be addressed in
the future.

3.1. The Virus

Pigeon circovirus belongs to the species Pigeon circovirus, genus Circovirus of the family
Circoviridae. The species was formally recognized as a new member of genus Circovirus in
2005. According to the taxonomic report of the International Committee on Taxonomy of
Viruses (ICTV) July 2019 release (EC 51, Berlin, Germany), the family Circoviridae is included
in the order Cirlivirales, class Asfiviricetes, phylum Cressdnaviricota, kingdom Shotokuvirae,
and realm Monodnaviria. No changes were made on these taxonomic assignments during
the most recent report released in 2021 (ratified in 2022) [2].

Assignment to a given genus within the family Circoviridae, either as a member of
genus Circovirus or Cyclovirus, is based on the location of the putative origin of replication
ori. Circoviruses have the ori on the same strand encoding the replication-associated
protein (Rep), while the ori is located on the capsid protein (CP)-encoding strand for the
cycloviruses. An 80% genome-wide nucleotide sequence identity is set as the demarcation
criteria for circovirus species based on the distribution of pairwise identities [45,46].

Primarily understood based on studies on porcine circoviruses, members of the
family Circoviridae are characterized to have non-enveloped virions with icosahedral
T = 1 symmetry. Pigeon circovirus virions were observed to be ranging from 14–25 nm in
diameter [16,47]. Circovirus genomes are monopartite, circular, single-stranded DNA of
approximately 1.7–2.1 kb in length which are replicated via rolling circle replication [46].
PiCV has approximately 2030 bp genome, relatively larger than other circoviruses [22].
A nonanucleotide motif ‘(T/n)A(G/t)TATTAC’ marking the ori is found at the apex of
a potential stem-loop structure located at the intergenic regions between the 5’-ends of
Rep- and Cp-encoding open-reading frames, which are also known as ORFs V1 and C1,
respectively. It is held that the Rep initiates the rolling circle replication by creating a nick
on the virion-sense strand between the 7th and 8th positions in the conserved nonanu-
cleotide motif. Except for the chicken anemia virus genome, all circovirus genomes have an
ambisense organization with the Rep encoded on the virion-sense strand, while the Cp is
encoded on the complimentary strand of the replicative form dsDNA [22,46,48]. The PiCV
genome also encodes three other ORFs; the functions of the corresponding proteins are still
yet to be known [22,49].

3.2. Geographic Epidemiology, Host Range, and Genetic Diversity

Prior to having the sequence of the pigeon circovirus, detection and diagnosis of
infection were heavily reliant on histopathological examinations and electron microscopy
findings of intracytoplasmic and/or intranuclear inclusion bodies in lymphoreticular and
hepato-intestinal tissues. There were no means of verification for viral identification, and
earlier studies can only rule out the possibility that the infecting agent is the Beak and
Feather Disease Virus (BFDV) by employing immunologic assays, in situ hybridization, and
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PCR techniques specifically targeting this previously characterized pathogen [47,50–55]. In
the early 2000s, Mankertz et al. provided the first complete sequence of the PiCV genome,
opening an avenue for a more accurate detection of the virus in infected pigeons [15].
Following its publication, development and evaluation of nucleic acid-based detection
methods, such as PiCV-specific PCR techniques, in situ hybridization, and dot blot analysis,
soon followed [18,26,27,31,34].

Later on, detection methods coupled with quantification strategies were developed
into real-time quantitative and digital droplet PCR assays with the aim of correlating
viral load to the clinical status of the host [56–58]. Rapid and accurate detection was also
developed employing loop-mediated isothermal amplification that was reported to have no
cross-reactivity against porcine circovirus 2 (PCV2), which is unlike the in situ hybridization
technique that not only detects PCV2 but also the more closely related BFDV [19,59]. High-
throughput sequencing is by far the most advanced technology ever used that detects PiCV,
but the complexity, cost, and duration of result turn-out make this method unsuitable for
diagnostic applications [60].

Columba livia domestica, either kept and bred for different purposes (sporting/racing,
fancy, or utility) or feral, is known for its cosmopolitan distribution [61], and so are PiCV
infections [23]. Considering that racing, the most common reason for pigeon breeding
and raising [61–64], allows for the close interaction of pigeons from different local and
even international lofts during transport and the actual competition, it is not surprising
therefore that pigeon circovirus has also been detected in many countries across the world.
Sporting events also provide opportunities for intermingling among feral and racing
pigeons. Additionally, international trade for pigeons with good pedigree to be used as
breeding stocks has also been suggested to facilitate the international distribution of this
virus [22,65–67].

Retrieved records for this review showed that the first descriptions of case exami-
nations demonstrating the presence of circovirus infections in pigeons were first made
available in 1993 from studies in the United States and South Africa [20,50,68]. Although,
based on other accounts, the virus has also been observed as early as the late 1980s in
Canada and in Australia [3,54].

Within the first decade after the short report of Schmidt [1], retrieved records showed
detection of the virus in several other countries including Northern Ireland [16,34,69,70],
Germany [15,44], Italy [31,71], France [72], Belgium [30,33,34], and Japan [21,38]. Mean-
while, between 2003 and 2012, researchers in Czech Republic [29,32], Poland [36,58,67,73–80],
Denmark [30], Slovenia [81,82], Hungary [66,83], United Arab Emirates [84], Libya [85],
Nigeria [83,86], and Taiwan [59,87–93] reported first local detections of PiCV. Lastly, during
the most recent decade of PiCV research, new publications and reports were also produced
from Brazil [40], Iran [94,95], Iraq [39], and Turkey [96]. Other than the first local detection
report for each country indicated above, succeeding reports demonstrating detections of
PiCV were also cited to add to, if not complete, previous reviews.

Additionally, while no literature records were retrievable from Croatia and Alge-
ria, sequences of PiCV detected from these two countries in 2010 (KP773230.1) and 2017
(MH932546.1), respectively, were available in the National Center for Biotechnology Infor-
mation (NCBI) database. Shown in Figure 5 is a world map indicating countries with reported
detection of PiCV colored according to the earliest retrieved record of detection report.

Attempts to identify infecting circoviruses in other avian species have also uncovered
evidence of PiCV cross-species infection. Relying only on serological assays using hemag-
glutination targeting BFDV in wild Senegal doves (Streptopelia senegalensis syn. Spilopelia
senegalensis) presenting similar symptoms to psittacine beak feather disease has proven
that the infecting agent is a different circovirus [52]. In a retrospective study later on,
PiCV infection was confirmed in S. senegalensis after performing sequence comparison [49].
Relying on a combination of clinico-histopathological observations and probe hybridiza-
tion techniques, other earlier studies on circovirus-like infections in other bird species
also drew suspicion of PiCV infection. However, unlike the case of PiCV infection in
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Senegal doves, these other cases were later proven to be caused by entirely new circovirus
species [42,53,97,98].

Fig. 5 Figure 5. Countries with reported detection of PiCV colored according to the earliest retrieved record
of detection report.

A shift in diagnostics occurred when the PiCV whole genome sequence was made
available, allowing sequence comparison as a form of verification [15]. This was proven to
be useful when PiCV was detected in Eurasian collared dove (Streptopelia decaocto) using
the nested PCR approach targeting the partial capsid gene of the virus [32]. Meanwhile,
degenerate primers targeting the conserved region of the rep gene in circoviruses was
amplified in tissue samples from chicken obtained from Nigeria [86].

Moreover, a recent study involving outbreak of Chlamydia psittaci in aviaries in
Taiwan surprisingly detected PiCV in 12 species of birds (Aix galericulata, Cygnus melancory-
phus, Caloenas nicobarica, Columba pulchricollis, Goura cristata, Ocyphaps lophotes, Spilopelia
chinensis, Streptopelia orientalis, Pavo cristatus, Threskiornis aethiopicus, Phoenicopterus chilensis,
Phoenicopterus ruber) coming from five different orders by amplifying the partial cap gene of
the virus. The authors have correlated the lethal outbreak of chlamydiosis to a concurrent
circulation of PiCV which may have “play[ed] a key role in augmenting [the] disease
progression” although further proof certainly is needed [92]. Moreover, PiCV detection is
not only limited to different species of birds as it was also detected in ticks parasitizing
camels and sheep from Inner Mongolia. The observation was published as a preprint. It is
notable though that the whole genome sequence of PiCV (Accession Number: MN920392)
detected from these ticks was recovered using high throughput and Sanger sequencing
verified by PCR [60].

From these studies, partial or complete PiCV sequences were obtained from 15 avian
species and one from a parasitic arachnid (Figure 6).

Although reportedly first observed in Canada and Australia, the origin and duration
of the circulation of PiCV are unknown. The first whole genome sequence provided a
reference point for its taxonomic classification. In relation to BFDV, PCV1, and PCV2,
genomic sequence homologies between these viruses and PiCV were reported to be 57%,
36%, and 34%, respectively [15,16].
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Fig. 6

Figure 6. A neighbor-joining tree depicting the relationship among PiCV sequences from various hosts.

Using the 371 available PiCV whole genome sequences retrieved from NCBI, a pair-
wise identity calculation showed that the two sequences with the lowest identity similarity
(83.201%) are sequences from Japan (Accession Number LC035390) and China (Accession
Number KJ704801), which is consistent with the study of Khalifeh et al. (2021) that reported
>83% genome-wide identity [73] (Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary Table S1).
The same study reported as many as 95 PiCV genotypes based on a 98% pairwise identity
genotype demarcation criterion [73]. This is also consistent with our observation based on
the previously mentioned 371 whole genome sequences. Shown in Supplementary Figure
S2a,b are the resulting phylogenetic trees from the same dataset. Topology and grouping of
sequences widely reflects that of a previous report [73].

Most of the variability, according to earlier studies, is attributable to differences in
the cp gene sequence [22,49,67,74,99–101]. Between the rep gene and the cp gene, sequence
analyses have shown that the cp sequence undergoes more frequent mutations as an
adaptive response to the hosts’ immune system driving the evolution of circoviruses
primarily by positive selection, although negative selection has also been observed. As
a whole, these mutations in the cp explains the high genetic variability among PiCV
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sequences [22,49,66,67,75,88,99,100]. One the other hand, potential genetic admixture with
other circoviruses has also been observed in Australia [102].

More recently, wider interest and more studies focused on the role of recombination
as an evolutionary driver of circovirus evolution have been published [40,66,73,76,102].
Besides the observed frequent mutations in the cp gene, this observed high genetic diversity
in PiCV sequences is also attributed as a product of constant recombination driving the
evolution of this virus [75,88]. To understand the genetic recombination in PiCV, in an
experimental study, infected and non-infected pigeons were housed in a single loft for a
period of 23 days to observe recombination events [73]. Recombination detection analysis
of the 178 whole genome sequences from this study revealed 13 recombination events,
with event 2 as most common recombination event present in 109 genomes. Recombinant
event 2 was shown to be located at the 5’ portion of the rep spanning a ~100 nt region.
Additionally, localizations of the recombination hotspots were also detected at the 3’ region
of rep and the intergenic region, while a cold spot was identified near the 5’ region of the
cp [73]. The authors note that these observations were different from previously detected
hotspots, which were located near the 3’ end of the rep and cp. It was also reasoned that
the detected recombination cold spot located in the cp might be due to importance of the
capsid protein to the transmission and infection ability of the virus.

Similarly, using the 371 whole genome sequences that we were able to retrieve, we
also attempted to perform a recombination detection analysis of this global dataset. The
analysis was performed as in [73] using RDP5 [103]. Our preliminary analysis revealed
130 detected hypothesized recombination events, of which 105 were accepted based on
the detection of these events by at least three methods employed by the program. In our
analysis, localizations of the recombination hot spots were observed at the 5’ regions of the
rep and cp, as well as the 3’ region of rep up to the intergenic region, while recombination
cold spots were observed at the central region of cp (Supplementary Figure S3). These
observations seemingly merges together previously differing detection of recombinant hot
spots, while at the same time consistent with previously reported observations of cold
spots [73,75]. After removing the accepted recombinant regions, shown in Supplementary
Figure S2c is the resulting phylogenetic tree. We note that the grouping of sequences into
clades remain largely the same relative to Supplementary Figure S2a,b, but the positions
of the clades within the tree differ, particularly the relationships of genotypes 5 and 6 to
genotype 4, and genotype 7 to genotype 4. To explain this, we suggest that an assessment
of each of the recombination events among these sequences be evaluated in more detail.

Up to this point, efforts to group PiCV sequences yielded varying results. Initially,
two main clades were reported, however subsequent reports described phylogenetic re-
constructions with as many as nine clades [38,40,49,67,101,104]. Despite multiple attempts
in classifying PiCV into groups, there was no observed association between clades and
geographic origin or the pathogenicity of the virus [22,49,73,100]. We however note that
from the trees generated in this review, there tends to be clustering of sequences from indi-
vidual studies, which might suggest association of PiCV sequence grouping to temporality,
or geography or location of isolation, or an interaction of both. However, it must also be
emphasized that while the current analysis utilized all available whole genome sequences,
populational representation (or the lack thereof) of the “true” circulating strains might
have also contributed to current observations. Of the 371 genomes used in this review,
around 200 were from Western countries, particularly from Poland, which has contributed
~160 whole genome sequences that are mostly from one single study [73]. More samples of
PiCV whole genomes are encouraged to be sequenced, especially from underrepresented
regions and/or countries to come up with a better resolution of this observed and/or
hypothesized tendencies/associations.

3.3. Transmission, Infection, and Control

Pigeon circovirus can be transmitted through both horizontal and vertical pathways.
Detection of the virus in the intestine, cloaca, and faeces supports faecal–oral route trans-
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mission [18,33,50]. Although, inhalation of other faecal contaminated materials, such as
feather dust, has also been suggested as a potential respiratory route of infection. The virus
has previously been reported to be detected in the pharynx, trachea, and lungs, suggesting
that respiratory tissues may be a major potential site for virus replication and persistence,
especially in older pigeons [33]. On the other hand, vertical transmission was proven by
the detection of the virus in testis and semen samples of breeding cocks, the ovary but not
in the oviduct of the hens, in embryonated eggs, and chicks recovered from eggs shortly
before hatching [18,30,33,56].

Detection of the virus in pigeon embryos was observed to be more common than
previously thought. Reports have shown that about 11–36% of embryos may have already
been infected with the virus before hatching [30,33]. No specific embryonic tissue seemed
to be targeted by the virus infection as DNA of the virus has been detected in pharynx,
trachea, lung, liver, spleen, intestine, kidney, heart, and bursa of Fabricius. Interestingly,
viral DNA is not detected in embryonic bone marrow [33]. Observation of the status of viral
infection during the first few weeks from hatching showed that while detection of the virus
DNA in cloacal swabs of pre-weaning (up to 28 day old) chicks were only ranging from
1–20%, weaning and the subsequent transfer to the rearing loft coincides with the detection
of the virus in 100% of the birds, suggesting high probability of virus transmission and
new infection in rearing lofts [33]. In addition, noteworthy is the observation that although
viral DNA was observed in crop tissues of young birds by in situ hybridization, detection
of the viral DNA by PCR of crop swab samples yielded no positive result, suggesting that
excretion and transmission of the virus through the crop milk is rare [30].

Pigeon circovirus infection is commonly investigated and reported in pigeons less
than 1 years of age, most of which were not exhibiting any clinical sign albeit the high viral
loads observed in multiple tissue samples, particularly in the bursa of Fabricius [19,27,30].
Specifically, the virus has also been detected in varying percentage in different reports
using different methods in tissue samples from the spleen, liver, thymus, kidney, crop,
intestine, brain, trachea, lung, heart, blood, bone marrow, esophagus, Peyer’s patch, nose,
and the third eyelid [19,27,30,89]. Meanwhile, among older pigeons (more than 1 year
old), detection of the virus is more common in spleen, and respiratory tissue samples than
in any other organs. Compared to younger pigeons, detection of the virus in the blood,
pharyngeal and cloacal swabs of older pigeons is lower, while detection in other organs
remains high. Taken together, these observations suggest recovery of these older pigeons
from the infection. However, this also suggests that total elimination of infected pigeons
from the breeding stock would not be possible [30,33].

Demonstration of the capacity of PiCV to cause clinical disease manifestation had
been challenging due to both the absence of a reliable method to propagate this virus and
specific pathogen free-certified pigeons. However, purified virus particles from infected
tissues have been used to experimentally challenge pre-screened pigeons. The challenged
birds did not display clinical disease manifestation, however, the characteristic lesions
in the bursa of Fabricius and the spleen were evident in the challenged but not in the
control pigeons. PiCV DNA was also detected in cloacal swab and tissue samples of the
inoculated birds. These observations support the hypothesized immunosuppressive role of
PiCV in pigeons [105]. More recently, examination of the lymphocyte populations among
symptomatic and asymptomatic PiCV-positive, and PiCV-negative pigeons confirmed this
immunosuppressive role of PiCV. It was observed that PiCV infection induces B lymphocyte
apoptosis thereby suppressing humoral immunity [58]. These two studies are perhaps the
best evidence to settle contentions on the immunosuppressive role of PiCV.

To date, no commercial vaccine is available to control PiCV infections. Experimen-
tal studies on the production of the recombinant capsid protein and the evaluation of
its potential use as an antigen for vaccine formulations have been reported in the litera-
ture [79,93]. Moreover, probiotics and interferons have also been reportedly explored as
alternative and/or supplemental modalities to control the effects of PiCV infections [90,91].
At the moment, protection against potential detrimental effects of PiCV infection relies
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on good biosecurity measures in the loft. However, while biosecurity principles can be
easily adapted in meat pigeon farms, the same is not true for racing pigeon lofts. Import-
ing breeding stocks, flight training, and, importantly, race events all violate biosecurity
principles [22].

3.4. Revisiting Young ‘Pigeon Disease Syndrome’

Like in many historical cases of new virus discovery, the emergence of a new condi-
tion negatively affecting the health of, in this case, pigeons, led to the discovery of PiCV.
Retrieved records for this review show that Woods et al. (1993) provided the first case
report of a circovirus-like infection in a pigeon from a flock that experienced 100% squab
mortality three to four days following observation of anorexia and lethargy. The subject of
the case report, a female racing pigeon, is described as “emaciated, with pectoral muscle
atrophy [50]”. The histopathologic findings of this case remain as one of the most detailed
of the succeeding cases reported in literature. The report also noted distinctness of this
circovirus from PBFD based on the results of immunohistochemistry, DNA in situ hy-
bridization, and polymerase chain reaction with DNA dot-blot hybridization. The findings
contained in this report were echoed by subsequent reports, often with striking similarities
but with unique and appreciable differences.

For the several years that followed, reports of this circovirus infection centered on
the similarities of the cases; thus, distilling unifying features observed. These features
are the observation of: (1) intracytoplasmic/intranuclear inclusion bodies common in the
bursa of Fabricius and the spleen, but are also sometimes observed in other tissues, that are
(2) composed of paracrystalline arrays of tightly packed, nonenveloped icosahedral virions,
and accompanied by (3) lymphoid depletion, evidenced, primarily, by bursal atrophy.
Consistently, PiCV reports also indicated non-specific clinical signs of ill thrift, lethargy,
anorexia, poor racing performance, and diarrhea. These features were often observed
in conjunction with coinfections of other bacterial, fungal, and/or viral agents. These
observations led to the hypothesized immunosuppressive function of PiCV that predisposes
the pigeons to other infections. See [3,37,43,50,54,65,72]. Of exception to this is the paper by
Tavernier et al. (2000) that investigated pigeons that were presented for necropsy after dying
spontaneously or suffering from clinical disease. The report noted that the proportion of
examined cases with concurrent infections and the nature of these coinfections, lesions, and
clinical signs were similar among pigeons whether or not circovirus infection was detected,
but the mortality is more common among circovirus infected pigeons. The paper added
that clinical indications of the immunosuppressive effects of circovirus were not found in
their examinations, but experimental infection and additional immunological study must
be conducted to verify the contending reports [55]. Challenge and immunological studies
conducted years later confirmed immunosuppression [58,105].

Curiously, in 2005, the term ‘young pigeon disease syndrome’ or ‘YPDS’ first appeared
in the literature we managed to retrieve in full-text [44]. The paper also considered what
was then called “swollen gut syndrome” as an equivalent designation, also adding that
other non-infectious and infectious causes, “including Spironucleus columbae, Escherichia
coli and avian adenoviruses, have been considered to contribute to the pathogenesis of
YPDS (Dorrestein et al., 1992; De Herdt et al., 1994; Warzecha, 2002)” [44]. This epidemio-
logical study obtained, among other information, occurrence of YPDS and the observed
clinical signs [44]. Notably, the survey showed that “pigeons affected by YPDS were
mainly between 4- and 12-weeks post-weaning. The clinical signs were not specific and in-
cluded anorexia, depression, ruffled feathers, vomiting, diarrhoea, polyuria, and fluid-filled
crop” [44].

Additionally, the abovementioned paper, also noted that Escherichia coli and Klebsiella
pneumoniae were isolated more frequently from YPDS-affected pigeons, and that depletion
of the splenic and bursal lymphocytes was only observed in pigeons with YPDS. All
investigated pigeons with YPDS in this report were also positive for PiCV infection in at
least one organ, most importantly in the bursa of Fabricius with 100% (45/45) positive
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detection of PiCV DNA by PCR. The report concluded that “YPDS is a multifactorial disease
in which a pigeon might be a crucial factor, possibly by inducing immunosuppression in
infected birds” [44]. This paper is pivotal since it provided a de facto definition of YPDS
that would be cited in almost all subsequent reports.

4. Conceptualizing PiCV Diseases (PiCVDs)
4.1. Perspective—Problematizing ‘Young Pigeon Disease Syndrome’

Prior to the 2005 epidemiologic report [44] that popularized the use of the term
‘young pigeon disease syndrome’ or YPDS, we note that the manner of reporting and the
description of observations flow unidirectionally; that is, by our reading, the provided
clinical picture of having non-specific clinical signs plus the three main unifying features
noted above were describing PiCV infection. We also note that we did not encounter
any specific terminology that referred to a conceptualization of the abovementioned set of
conditions as either a disease (multifactorial or otherwise), a syndrome, a disease syndrome,
or a disease complex. If any, the disease is PiCV infection, or, more specifically, an acquired
immunosuppression caused by PiCV infection resulting to predisposition to secondary
infections. Afterall, these reports were exclusively describing cases of PiCV infection.
See [3,37,43,50,54,65,72].

In our attempt to trace the term ‘young pigeon disease syndrome (YPDS)’ prior
to [44], we tried to retrieve the records cited (i.e., “Dorrestein et al., 1992; De Herdt et al.,
1994; Warzecha, 2002”) that, according to the paper, considered the contribution of other
infectious agents in the pathogenesis of YPDS. It is unfortunate that we were not successful.
It was indicated in the reference list that the first two were conference proceedings, while
the latter was an article in a magazine specializing in racing/carrier pigeons [44]. However,
in another published work by De Herdt and co-workers published in 1995 reporting on an
epidemic of fatal hepatic necrosis, PiCV and its association with immunodeficiency were
also mentioned and the paper also cited the same paper by Dorrestein et al. (1992), but
never positively identifying a condition called ‘young pigeon disease syndrome’ or any
specific terminology that bared similarity in construction [51]. The same is true with the
report co-authored by De Herdt published in 2000 [55]. Considering these observations,
our sense is that ‘young pigeon disease syndrome (YPDS)’ in this exact form or, probably,
in other translational equivalents, as a coined term (as opposed to a describing phrase)
were not mentioned in the cited texts, but the clinical picture of the conditions described
therein and that of YPDS were similar.

With the appearance of the term YPDS in the PiCV literature [44], an apparent reversal
of the flow of attribution was also observed. While reports prior to 2005 were describing
observed clinical presentations and the accompanying histopathological observations of
PiCV infected birds, the epidemiologic report [44] associated what was first observed
as a set of clinical presentations (termed YPDS) to PiCV infection. Nevertheless, the
term ‘young pigeon disease syndrome (YPDS)’ seems to be widely used by 2005, such
that the same report was able to conduct an epidemiological survey on YPDS using a
questionnaire administered to German breeders of racing pigeons. These, to us, suggesting
that the term “young pigeon disease syndrome (YPDS)” might have originated in a lay
characterization among fanciers of an observed illness or set of clinical manifestations that
gained popular currency before it was eventually adapted by veterinary health practitioners
and researchers, and reported in the scientific literature. A paper published later on
supports this hypothesis stating, “In racing pigeons this combination of clinical signs
(i.e., lethargy, weight loss, respiratory distress, diarrhoea and poor racing performance) is
commonly described by pigeon fanciers as ’young pigeon sickness,”’ [33].

As previously mentioned, this paper [44] became pivotal for its influence in the
operational and functional use of the term YPDS, and the understanding and subsequent
research on PiCV in the succeeding years.

We would like to note two key points about the paper [44] at this point:
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i. The phrase “might be a crucial factor” in the concluding statement, nuanced to the limi-
tations of their methodology, did not set PiCV infection as a precondition/requirement
to YPDS. As such, it logically follows that YPDS as, in the words of the authors,
“a multifactorial disease” might also be possible without PiCV infection.

ii. The concluding statement did not categorically identify its use of the term YPDS as
either referring to the set of clinical, histopathological, and molecular observations
reported, or the colloquial use of the term which only involved, in their words,
“clinical signs [that] were not specific.” Hence, to our reading of the text, there exist
virtually two conceptualizations of YPDS: one that is colloquial, and the other that is
more technical in its requirements.

We contend that these two points are crucial to the developments in PiCV research
that followed the abovementioned report, and to the studies that are still to be conducted
in the future. As such, we also investigated how this paper and, in particular, the two key
points noted above, were referred to, and propagated in the literature. Our underpinning
questions are: (1) How is PiCV described to be related to YPDS?; and (2) What is ‘young
pigeon disease syndrome (YPDS)’ as operationalized in the literature?

Examination of the retrieved texts showed that the relationship of PiCV infection to
YPDS has been described in variable terms of associatedness, importance, and/or cruciality.
Specifically, the role of PiCV infection to YPDS has been described in some papers as remain-
ing “uncertain” and that it “has not yet been conclusively clarified”, while also described as
“speculated as crucial”, “might be crucial”, “crucial”, “probably associated”, “associated”,
“strongly associated”, “important”, “central”, “one of the putative factors”, “a key factor”,
“one of the causative agents”, “among the major causative agents”, “the likely aetiological
agent”, and “likely causal agent” in other records. Likewise, other texts also described
PiCV infection to be “caus[al of] YPDS”, or “responsible for YPDS”. While these descriptors
are not mutually exclusive of each other, these are also not equivalents. Additionally, the
mechanism by which PiCV infection contributes to the development of YPDS has also been
described in various descriptions of certainties, ranging from “assumed to induce immuno-
suppression”, “possibly by immunosuppression,” to “causes profound immunosuppres-
sion”. See [22,23,33,40,44,48,58,59,66,67,75,77,79,84,88–90,93–95,100–102,104,106–117]. To
us, these degrees of variability among these descriptors do not seem to correlate with time.
In other words, these variable descriptors, and the timing of their usages in the literature
do not suggest increasing or decreasing acceptance of the importance of PiCV infection to
YPDS, or the perception of certainty of immunosuppression as the mechanism for the PiCV
association with YPDS.

Unsurprisingly, we also found that the descriptions, definitions, and/or operational-
ized usage of the term “young pigeon disease syndrome (YPDS)” also vary, corresponding
to the above noted colloquial and technical conceptualizations. Indeed, in most texts, YPDS
is referred to as a “multifactorial” or “complex disease” characterized by a combination of
symptoms (often described as non-specific), with no to variable level of attributed impor-
tance to histopathological markers. Consistent with this is our observation that YPDS is
used to describe cases (or loft histories) prior to the detection of PiCV infection in numerous
reports. In others, YPDS is a category of viral infections. These are all also while other
records explicitly state that YPDS is a consequence of PiCV infection and subsequent im-
munosuppression, or categorically require specific conditions for YPDS diagnosis, such as
the observation of both clinical symptoms and PiCV-specific histological lesions, presence
of viral particles, and a demonstration of the presence of a large amount of viral DNA.
See [22,23,33,40,56–59,67,77,79,80,90,93,96,100,105,109–111,113,117].

Problematizing PiCV infection and its pathology, YPDS, and their correlation with
each other is not new to this review. These have been, in fact, subjects of several discussions
and opinions before. For instance, Dr. Henk de Weerd pointed out, “As you know, about
10 years ago ‘everyone’ (except me) was extremely alarmed about the circovirus. Accord-
ing to many, that was the cause of ‘just about everything’ in terms of pigeon outbreaks,
including ‘adeno-coli’,” which, still according to Dr. de Weerd, is internationally known as
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the “Young Bird disease” [118]. Similarly, in another perspective piece, Dr. Colin Walker
expressed that, ‘young bird disease’ clusters numerous diseases with similar symptoms
together such that “[f]anciers run the risk of labelling any young pigeon with these symp-
toms simply as having ‘young bird disease’ when, in fact, all they are acknowledging is that
the young pigeon is sick with wasting and diarrhoea” [119]. Indeed, many other agents
were considered to be associated with YPDS, including fowl adenovirus, pigeon herpes
virus, pigeon adenovirus, paramyxovirus, Chlamydia, Escherichia coli, Salmonella, and other
parasites in varying combinations with varying degrees of support [74,96,108,115,120]. Dr.
Walker also opined, “the term ‘young bird disease’ is a poor one and one that I think should
be abandoned” [119].

Most recently, experimental infection with the newly discovered and isolated pigeon
Rotavirus A belonging to a novel clade also produced clinical manifestations that were also
described as YPDS-like [117,121]. Some workers in the field expressed that the discovery
of pigeon Rotavirus A and the demonstration of its capacity to cause a disease that is like
YPDS seem to depreciate the role of PiCV in the etiology of YPDS [58].

Therefore, the questions of what YPDS is, what its relation to PiCV infection is, and
how this term has been used and propagated in the literature, which reflects how veterinary
health practitioners and researchers perceive YPDS, need critical assessment. The current
review revealed that usages of the term YPDS in the literature are neither standard nor
equivalent. YPDS in the literature is a diverse range of characterizations.

In consideration of the complex history of YPDS and PiCV infection, our current
opinion is that YPDS, as colloquially conceptualized pointed above—that is, a combination
of non-specific clinical symptoms, may still be useful as a putative diagnosis pending
identification of the causative and/or confounding agents. We are also under the impression
that PiCV must be categorically identified as a causative agent of the diseases that we
propose below to be identified as PiCV subclinical infection (PiCV-SI) and PiCV systemic
disease (PiCV-SD).

4.2. Proposal—PiCV Diseases Case Definition

From the early days of PiCV research, this virus has been consistently compared and
likened to other related pathogens, most remarkably to porcine circovirus (PCV) and the
associated disease formerly referred to as post-weaning multisystemic wasting syndrome
(PMWS), in terms of basic biology, to genetic diversity, pathobiology, and approaches to
treatment and control [23,42,57,79,88,90,93,99]. While the first case of PMWS was first
recognized in 1991, years later than the observation of clinical cases in pigeons which may
be categorized as YPDS, swine health practitioners were able to come up with diagnostic
criteria fairly early. Notably, this was after much controversy and debate. Regardless, as
early as 1999, three major criteria were set to establish diagnosis of PWMS, which was
later renamed as PCV2-systemic disease (PCV2-SD), one of the porcine circovirus diseases
(PCVDs) [122–124]. These requirements are “(1) presence of compatible clinical signs,
mainly wasting, (2) observation of moderate-to-severe histological lesions in lymphoid
tissues (lymphocytic infiltration and histiocytic infiltration) and (3) detection of moderate
to high amount of PCV-2 within such lesions” [124]. Such strict definition of a case was
considered acceptable by the veterinary and scientific communities worldwide considering
a general reluctance to accept that PCV2 was truly pathogenic. This is in sharp contrast to
the discovery of PCV3 and the acceptance of its causality in associated diseases, which was
accepted much faster probably due to the previous experience with PCV2 [124]. The case
of YPDS and its relationship with PiCV infection has not been similar, which as pointed
above still necessitates a cohesive conceptualization and associated terminologies.

Additional parallels between PiCV infection and PCV2 infection can be long, but
we would like to highlight several important points of similarities related to pathology,
and disease. Like PiCV, early experimental studies with PCV2 sought to demonstrate the
capacity of the virus to produce clinical signs compatible to PMWS. In PCV2, successes
were achieved mostly after inoculation with another infectious or non-infectious agent.
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Together with other field observations, these studies lead to the conclusion that PCV2
is immunosuppressive and a “necessary but not sufficient factor to develop the clinical
disease” [122,123]. While no artificial/controlled co-infection studies on PiCV and other
suspected pathogens had been reported to date, there is preponderance of evidence from
case studies of PiCV infection and YPDS to demonstrate that PiCV infected birds with
clinical symptoms were coinfected with other infectious agents. Additionally, analogously
applied, PiCV infection cases displaying clinical symptoms fully satisfy even the strict
definition of PCV2-SD. Important to point out here is the difference in the characterization
of YPDS and PCV2-SD. While PCV2-SD explicitly necessitates PCV2 and its detection in
associated lesions, YPDS, in most cases of usage, does not require or expresses no same
certainty to the importance of PiCV. This is except in one paper by Duchatel and Szeleszczuk
(2011), which, as noted in the previous section, requires three major requirements for
YPDS diagnosis [23]. Remarkably, this paper has previously been cited by other workers,
but rarely about its specification of YPDS diagnostic criteria. In one recent review, this
diagnostic criteria was cited, but what Duchatel and Szeleszczuk categorically defines as
YPDS, the review identifies as circovirosis [22,23].

From this perspective of the current understanding of PiCV and YPDS research, and
guided by the lessons from PCV2 and PCVD, we draw our proposed PiCV diseases, as
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Proposed terminology for pigeon circovirus diseases together with their case definition
based on clinical and laboratorial findings.

PiCVD Proposed Name
(Acronym) Main Clinical Sign Individual Diagnostic Criteria

PiCV-subclinical infection
(PiCV-SI) No evident clinical sign

1. Lack of overt clinical signs
2. No or minimal histologic lesions in the lymphoid

organs, mainly bursa of Fabricius and/or spleen
3. Detection of PiCV at least from fecal or cloacal swab

samples by standard or quantitative PCR

PiCV-systemic disease
(PiCV-SD)

Lethargy, depression, weight loss,
diarrhea, vomiting

1. Clinical signs
2. Histologic lesions with characteristic intranuclear

and/or intracytoplasmic viral inclusions mainly in
the bursa and/or in the spleen

3. Moderate to high amount of PiCV in damaged
tissue, demonstrable by electron microscopy, ISH,
and/or quantitative PCR

Based on epidemiologic and case studies conducted in multiple countries across the
world, PiCV infection is quite common among both domestic and feral pigeons, with
some reports identifying that most young pigeons in an affected loft would have been
infected before reaching 1 year old. Previously performed experimental infections of pi-
geons with PiCV infected tissue homogenates, as well as documented naturally infected
pigeons without clinical symptoms, confirm that while no clinical manifestations were ob-
served, characteristic histopathologic lesions were present in challenged pigeons [79,93,105].
Therefore, PiCV-subclinical infection (PiCV-SI) is a common disease.

On other hand, PiCV-SD, like PCV2-SD, is a multifactorial disease in which PiCV is the
strictly required factor. Like PCVDs, as PiCV has also been noted for its wide distribution
similar to PCV2, cases of PiCV-SD must be considered to be of complex causality. This
proposal, therefore, functionally reclassifies Duchatel’s and Szeleszczuk’s conceptualization
of YPDS as PiCV-SD. As such, the previously reviewed clinico-pathological picture of PiCV
infection with clinical manifestations and characteristic histological lesions would also be
descriptive of PiCV-SD [22,23]. In this sense, many cases previously identified as YPDS
can be classified as cases of PiCV-SD. In contrast, the proportion of the diagnosed YPDS
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cases that are not PiCV-SD cases cannot be assessed, due to, as pointed out earlier, variable
characterizations of YPDS.

Furthermore, the current proposal is not to deny the involvement of other infectious
agents in PiCV-SD. For instance, consistent with Schmidt et al. (2020), the discovery of
pigeon Rotavirus A does not contradict to its potential importance in the development of
what we are currently proposing as PiCV-SD. What this proposal is trying to resolve and
formalize is the importance of and necessity for PiCV infection to pigeon health and the
development of a particular disease. In extension, the proposal recognizes the pathogenicity
of PiCV, perhaps, best evidenced by the demonstration of the virus’ apoptotic ability to B
lymphocytes confirming its immunosuppressive function [52,92].

Guided by our examination of the literature, we are of the view that this proposal is the
best step moving forward as an attempt to lodge a more cohesive approach to dealing with
matters important to pigeon health management, and in extension, to scientific research.

5. Research Gaps

Perhaps, among the most important research gaps in PiCV research is still the absence
of a reliable and replicated method for isolating this viral agent. We, however, note two
records reporting propagation of PiCV [96,112] achieved by inoculating PiCV-positive
tissue homogenates into specific pathogen free (SPF) embryonated chicken eggs.

In Sahindokuyucu et al. (2022), inoculation of tissue homogenates positive for PiAdV-A
and PiCV into the chorioallantoic cavity and yolk sack of the SPF embryonated eggs yielded
PiCV-positive allantoic fluid at the fifth passage. None of the other tested viruses were pos-
itive by PCR. Additionally, cultivation of the virus from the same tissue homogenate using
primary chicken embryo fibroblast also yielded PiCV- and PiADV-A-positive supernatant.
It was, however, unclear how many cell culture passages were performed [96]. Meanwhile,
in Van Borm (2013), SPF embryonated eggs were inoculated in the allantoic cavity. Notably,
the goal of their investigation is to determine the genetic diversity of pigeon paramyx-
ovirus type 1 (PPMV-1) in their collection using next generation sequencing approach.
However, their sequence data did not only provide information on their PPMV-1 isolates,
but also revealed contaminating PiCV. RT-PCR analysis of their virus stocks, even those
that were passaged in embryonated chicken eggs, were positive for PiCV [112]. Both these
reports provide hope for possible isolation, purification, and cultivation of PiCV isolates.
Replicating these successes would be essential as this would open various opportunities to
investigate this virus in a more controlled and more detailed manner.

Particularly, the establishment of a reliable isolation protocol for PiCV would enable
future research on the more basic understanding of the biology of this virus, including
its specific mechanisms for entry, replication, and release, as well as the functions of the
other proteins encoded its genome. In particular, the role of ORF C3 protein in PiCV is still
unclear. In PCV2 and duck circovirus, ORF C3 has been confirmed to induce lymphocyte
depletion by apoptosis [15,58,125,126]. Additional understanding of these basic facets may
be critical to the understanding of the viral pathogenicity, and to the development of new
approaches for treatment and control. Furthermore, propagation of pure isolates of this
virus would also enable studies related to pathogenesis, virus–host interactions, especially
during coinfections, host immunity, and recovery, among others.

On the other hand, with the reported detection of PiCV in other animals, particularly
in ticks, it is tempting to speculate whether all or some of these species are hosts (definitive
or intermediate) or a vector of PiCV. With most of these reports relying on partial sequences,
it remains to be shown if these detected infections are of a different subtype or strain, or
perhaps a completely new circovirus species that is a very close relative sharing a common
origin with PiCV. Nevertheless, these reports seem to be a prelude to studies needed to
uncover what might be a cross-species jumping in play in PiCV evolution, together with its
implication to PiCV epidemiology, pathobiology, and genetic diversity.

More than thirty years after the discovery of PiCV, there is still a lot to learn about this
viral agent.
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Abstract: Reassortment with the H9N2 virus gave rise to the zoonotic H7N9 avian influenza virus
(AIV), which caused more than five outbreak waves in humans, with high mortality. The frequent
exchange of genomic segments between H7N9 and H9N2 has been well-documented. However,
the reassortment patterns have not been described and are not yet fully understood. Here, we used
phylogenetic analyses to investigate the patterns of intersubtype and intrasubtype/intralineage
reassortment across the eight viral segments. The H7N9 virus and its progeny frequently exchanged
internal genes with the H9N2 virus but rarely with the other AIV subtypes. Before beginning the
intrasubtype/intralineage reassortment analyses, five Yangtze River Delta (YRD A-E) and two Pearl
River Delta (PRD A-B) clusters were divided according to the HA gene phylogeny. The seven
reset segment genes were also nomenclatured consistently. As revealed by the tanglegram results,
high intralineage reassortment rates were determined in waves 2–3 and 5. Additionally, the clusters
of PB2 c05 and M c02 were the most dominant in wave 5, which could have contributed to the onset
of the largest H7N9 outbreak in 2016–2017. Meanwhile, a portion of the YRD-C cluster (HP H7N9)
inherited their PB2, PA, and M segments from the co-circulating YRD-E (LP H7N9) cluster during
wave 5. Untanglegram results revealed that the reassortment rate between HA and NA was lower
than HA with any of the other six segments. A multidimensional scaling plot revealed a robust
genetic linkage between the PB2 and PA genes, indicating that they may share a co-evolutionary
history. Furthermore, we observed relatively more robust positive selection pressure on HA, NA,
M2, and NS1 proteins. Our findings demonstrate that frequent reassortment, particular reassorted
patterns, and adaptive mutations shaped the H7N9 viral genetic diversity and evolution. Increased
surveillance is required immediately to better understand the current state of the HP H7N9 AIV.

Keywords: avian influenza virus; H7N9; highly pathogenic; diversity; reassortment; tanglegram

1. Introduction

Influenza A virus carries enveloped genomes consisting of eight gene segments of
single-stranded ribonucleic acid molecules. When two viruses co-infect the same cell,
the progeny virions may contain heterogeneous segments from different genomic sources.
This process is known as reassortment, which is crucial for viral evolution [1] and adapta-
tion [2]. Reassortment creates epidemiologically significant variants that can influence virus
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propagation, illness severity, antiviral resistance, and vaccine efficacy [3–5]. The combina-
tion of reassortment and genomic mutations increases the viral diversity while also shaping
their short-term evolution [6–8]. Particularly, when a reassortant contains novel antigens
against the naive population and is able to achieve cross-host transmission from other
species to humans (host jump), it meets the critical requirements for a pandemic with high
potential. However, most reassortants are less fit than either parent and then cleaned by
the purifying selection [9]. Occasionally, the reassortment leads to the formation of a gene
combination with mutations under a particular set of selection pressures, resulting in im-
proved fitness [9] and the potential of a pandemic. Almost all influenza viruses responsible
for human pandemics are thought to have evolved through reassortment [2,3,5,10,11].

The reassorted avian influenza H7N9 virus emerged in 2013 with antigenic novelty,
resulting in substantial human mortality (30–50%) and posing a significant threat to public
health [12]. The six internal genes of the H7N9 virus were derived from at least two different
H9N2 virus lineages, and the H7 and N9 genes came from wild birds [13–17]. Nonetheless,
the H7N9 virus has continually undergone reassortment with other subtypes of AIVs
since its emergence, such as seasonal influenza A virus H1N1, H3N2, and even influenza
B virus [18–20], H5N6 [21,22], H6Ny [22,23], H9N2 [23–28], and even H7N9 itself [29].
As a result, multiple novel viruses were generated, including H7N2 [30], H7N3 [31],
H7N4 [32], and H7N6 [33]. However, most of these reassortants were transient except
for the progeny viruses with the H9N2 (especially the G57 or S genotype H9N2 [34]).
The H9N2 virus facilitated the genesis, adaptation, and prevalence of the H7N9 virus [15,35].
Significantly, reassortment with H9N2 has contributed to the onset of the fifth epidemic
wave, which is the largest H7N9 outbreak in humans [36]. Due to the ease of notifying the
intersubtype reassortment with NA, the actual reassortment events and patterns involving
the internal segments may largely remain unknown.

In China, two lineages have been identified and named based on the outbreak sources:
the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) and the Pearl River Delta (PRD). The YRD lineage was
found to be responsible for the majority of H7N9 outbreaks [17]. Based on this existing
nomenclature system, we further divided the H7N9 into eight genotypes. Then, we per-
formed systemic genomic analyses on the eight segments of the H7N9 virus from wave 1
to wave 7. Our study enabled us to estimate the frequency of reassortment and particular
patterns among the H7N9 virus. Therefore, we conclude that reassortment and mutation
co-shaped the evolution and epidemiology of the H7N9 virus. Monitoring reassortment
and mutations in H7N9 virus predominance in chicken flocks is critical for preventing the
virus from spreading to humans.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sequences Collection

We downloaded the H5, H6, and H9 subtypes of avian influenza viruses circulating in
Asia from 2010 to 2019 from the online databases of the Influenza Virus Resource, NCBI In-
fluenza Research Database, and Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (accessed on
1 September 2019). We downsampled the collected sequences with a 0.99 threshold by
CD-HIT (http://weizhong-lab.ucsd.edu/cdhit-web-server/cgi-bin/index.cgi, accessed on
1 October 2019) to minimize the computation resource consumption. Then, sequences were
aligned using MAFFT (v7.453) [37] and trimmed to keep the coding region. As a result,
polymerase basic protein 2 (PB2) (n = 1125), polymerase basic protein 1 (PB1) (n = 1118),
polymerase acidic protein (PA) (n = 1069), matrix protein (M) (n = 883), nucleoprotein (NP)
(n = 1000), and non-structural protein (NS) (n = 884) gene sequences were obtained. For the
genomic sequences of H7N9, the cd99 and cd999 datasets were adopted from our previous
study [38].

2.2. Phylogenetic Analyses and Diversity Estimates

We used Bayesian evolutionary analysis sampling trees (BEAST, v1.10.4) [39] program
to interpret the (cd99 dataset) phylogenetic tree and evolutionary rate (ucld.mean) of eight
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segments. The substitution model was determined by ModelFinder in PhyloSuite [40]
according to the optimality Bayesian information criterion (BIC). The uncorrelated relaxed
molecular clock model was used, and the Bayesian SkyGrid coalescent model was set as the
tree prior [41]. Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chains were set to 200 million
generations with samples for every 20,000 steps to create the XML files. Each XML file
was executed at least three times. Subsequently, the log files were assessed by Tracer
(v1.7.1), and the effective sample size (ESS) values greater than 200 were accepted. Lastly,
the maximum clade credibility (MCC) trees with median node heights were generated after
the first 10% burn-in by TreeAnnotator (v1.10.4). The HA and NA MCC phylogenetic trees
were adopted from our previous study [38]. Meanwhile, we performed the diversity test
with the H7N9 cd999 dataset by the MEGA X (v10.2) to estimate the nucleotide diversity.

2.3. Phylogenetic Clusters Classification

Phylogenetic clusters were firstly classified based on the MCC trees of eight segments.
Phylopart (v2.1) is a methodology for large-scale phylogeny partition [42]. We used it to
define monophyletic clades with posterior probabilities of ≥90% and a median genetic dis-
tance threshold for clusters of 20% [15]. The assignment to these clusters was subsequently
manually merged based on cluster tips containing ≤ 3 and failed to cluster. Then, each clus-
ter was assigned a unique number based on the increasing tree topology. The remaining
7 MCC trees were assigned to clusters using the same processes. The H7N9 genotypes were
classified using the HA clusters result and a previous investigation [17]. Phylogenetic tree
and heatmap were plotted and visualized using ggtree [43,44].

2.4. Reassortment Detections
2.4.1. Intersubtype Reassortment

To investigate intersubtype reassortments across the six internal segments (PB2, PB1,
PA, NP, M, and NS), we integrated the main subtypes (H5, H6, H7, and H9) of avian
influenza viruses that circulated from 2010 to 2019. Multiple sequence alignments were
performed with MAFFT [37]. Then, phylogenetic tree construction was performed by
Mrbayes (v3.2.7a) [45]. The GTR+G+I model parameters were incorporated into the nexus
file. Then, the nexus files were implemented in MrBayes by running 20 million MCMC
chains with a sampling frequency of 5000. The phylogenetic trees were visualized and
plotted using ggtree and ggtreeExtra [43,44].

2.4.2. Entanglegram and Untanglement

Tanglegram is a visual method to draw an association between two phylogenetic trees
with identical tip labels. Tanglegram is also known as the incongruence tree. Theoretically,
when the reassortment event is absent, the twines connect the tanglegram in a noncrossing
or horizontally way [46]. To uncover the H7N9 AIV intrasubtype reassortment, we used
the backronymed adaptable lightweight tree import code (Baltic) to generate incongruence
visualization of eight H7N9 AIV MCC trees. The phylogenetic position of each strain was
traced and colored according to the HA clusters across all segments. Entanglement was gen-
erated from an adapted script (https://github.com/dven42/phylogenetic-incongruence,
accessed on 1 June 2021) and modified to visualize the positions of specific isolates for
our study.

Untanglegram is a visual method to minimize crossings of hybridization networks
between the tanglegram by rotating their branches around ancestral nodes [47]. There is
an arrangement of their branches such that the association edges do not intersect if the
topologies of the two phylogenies are entirely concordant [47]. The untanglegram phy-
logeny reveals the extent of reassortment between the HA and seven other segments (PB2,
PB1, PA, NA, NP, and M). The identical tips were connected across the trees. Tips and
connecting lines were colored according to the HA clusters. Untanglements were plotted
with Dendextend using the step1side untangle method [48] by fixing the left tree (HA)
and rotating the right tree (the other segments) to generate the minimization hybridization
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tanglegram in R (v4.0.5). The bigger the untanglement value is, the worse the reassortment
between the paired tree.

2.4.3. Quantified Investigation Reassortment Events

We investigated the reassortment events over the entire genome by combined ap-
proaches of Graph Incompatibility based Reassortment Finder (GiRaF, v1.02) [49] and
Recombination Detection Program (RDP, v5.05) [50]. In brief, Mrbayes assessed multiple
trees per segment for incompatible splits using the GiRaF. After twenty million genera-
tions and sampling every 5000 steps, a burn-in of 25% samples was established to obtain
trees and subsequently used for input files. Reassortment events with a confidence level
greater than 0.9 were deemed accurate. Meanwhile, we also investigated the reassortment
events using the RDP from the concatenated segments [51]. The algorithms incorporate the
RDP, GENECONV, BOOTSCAN, MAXCHI, CHIMAERA, SISCAN, and 3SEQ techniques.
At least four of the seven detection methods with a p-value of 10−6 were acknowledged
as recombination events. Only strains confirmed concurrently by GiRaF and RDP were
considered putative reassortment events.

BEAST2/CoalRe (v0.05) [51] estimated intralineage reassortment networks between
H7 and N9. Three runs of 200 million MCMC sampling steps were performed following
the tutorial (https://taming-the-beast.org/tutorials/Reassortment-Tutorial/, accessed on
1 June 2021). The embed segment tree was drawn using icytree (https://icytree.org/,
accessed on 1 October 2021) to depict the reassortment network between HA and NA.

2.5. Multidimensional Scaling

We used multidimensional scaling (MDS) to analyze each viral segment’s tree-to-tree
branch variation and investigate the overall level of cross-correlation between all segments
in a two-dimensional space. Generally, the last 500 phylogenetic trees for each segment were
obtained from independently sampled trees in BEAST. The statistical tree-to-tree variation
in branch lengths was calculated. Then, the MDS statistics analysis was performed in
the R (v4.0.5) to determine the cross-correlation of all segments in two-dimensional space.
Only the first two scaling dimensions were plotted using the ggplot2 [52] package for
visualization. Theoretically, the viral segments that share similar evolutionary histories
occupy similar locations in the two-dimensional Euclidean space where the cloud of points
should overlap. Clouds of points in the MDS plot indicate phylogenetic uncertainty based
on 500 sampled trees. In contrast, segments are expected to exhibit uncorrelated features
due to their unlinked evolutionary histories in response to reassortment. Scripts for the
MDS calculation were obtained from Doctor Maude Jacquot et al. [4,53] and modified for
this study.

2.6. Selection Pressure Analysis

We quantified the selection pressures acting on the 10 major protein-coding regions
(M and NS, respectively, encode at least two proteins) under different models. Before
selection analysis, the best-fit model of nucleotide substitution was obtained from Mod-
elfinder [54] based on Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for each segment. The maximum
likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree was interpreted using IQtree in PhyloSuite (v1.2.2). Sub-
sequently, single-likelihood ancestor counting (SLAC) [55], fast unconstrained Bayesian
approximation (FUBAR) [56], fixed-effects likelihood (FEL), and mixed-effects model of
evolution (MEME) [57] were used to infer sites under episodic or pervasive natural selec-
tion on each coding protein. Finally, we recommend the significance levels for FEL (p < 0.1),
SLAC (p < 0.05), MEME (p < 0.05), and FUBAR (posterior probability > 0.9). All methods
were implemented in the HyPhy (v2.5.2) [58] on a high-performance computing cluster.
The selection results of HA and NA were adopted from our previous study [38].
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3. Results
3.1. The Surface Glycoproteins Have Faster Evolutionary Rates but Less Genetic Diversity

Nucleotide analyses revealed that the internal segments have higher diversity than the
surface glycoproteins (Figure 1). PB2 (3.86 × 10−3) has the highest genetic diversity among
all segments, exhibiting a highly heterogeneous genome. The HA gene (1.83 × 10−3) has
slightly more diversity than the NA gene (1.80 × 10−3), which is smaller than internal genes.
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3.2. PB2 c05 and M c08 Were the Predominant Clusters in Wave 5

To study H7N9 reassortment, we investigated the clusters of each segment for H7N9
viruses recovered from all hosts in China from 2013 to 2019 (Figure 2). Segment cluster
numberings were designated, including HA (c1-c8), NA (c1-c8), PB2 (c1-c5), PB1 (c1-c9),
PA (c1-c7), NP (c1-c6), M (c1-c8), and NS (c1-c5) (Figures S1–S7 and Table S1). Cluster 0
(c0) represented the phylogenetic tips that could not be assigned to a cluster. The same
number in different segments is not correlative. Eight genotypes were allocated based
on HA clusters: the early genotype cluster was designated as W1; the Pearl River Delta
(PRD) lineage was divided into two genotypes: PRD-A and PRD-B (Figure 2); and the
Yangtze River Delta (YRD) lineage designated as five genotypes: YRD-A, YRD-B, YRD-C,
YRD-D, and YRD-E. LP H7N9 viruses of the YRD lineage discovered in wave 5 were mainly
assigned within the YRD-E cluster, which was the dominant cluster. In the YRD-E cluster,
the dominating segment clusters were c05 PB2 (79.03%) and c08 M (78.23%) (Figure 3).
Viruses simultaneously containing PB2 c05 and M c08 were determined in 62.10% (77/124
in the cd99 dataset) of the YRD-E cluster. The circulating HP H7N9 AIVs were assigned
to the YRD-C cluster. In the HP H7N9 virus found in waves 6 and 7, the cluster of M c03
was replaced by the c08. Reassortment has a more significant impact on the diversity of
viral genotypes.
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Figure 2. The genotypes heatmap of H7N9 viruses. Each segment’s cluster assignment is based
on MCC trees with a median branch length distance threshold of 0.20 identified using PhyloPart.
The left panel is the time-scaled HA tree with two lineages (Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River
Delta), and tips are colored based on clusters. The right panel displays the heatmap of each segment
cluster. Shared colors and numbers indicate sequences of the same segment assigned to the same
cluster. The same color and number in different segments are not correlative. Detailed clusters are
available in the Supplementary Table S1.
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wave 5. Viruses have PB2 c05, and M c08 account for 62.10%.

3.3. Intensive Intersubtype Reassortments between H7N9 and H9N2

Phylogenetic tree analyses evaluated intersubtype reassortments between cocircu-
lating subtypes of H5, H6, and H9. Surprisingly, the topology of H7N9 and H9N2 was
clustered together in many branches on each tree of internal segments (Figure 4). H7N9
viruses were reassorted in rare cases with other subtypes of AIVs instead of H9N2. Duck-
origin viruses in particular have a more complicated genetic background, with internal
segments derived primarily from wild bird viruses, such as H5N6, H6N1, H6N2, H6N6,
H7N2, H7N3, and H7N7. For example, the M gene of A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016,
the early-raised HP H7N9 obtained on 20 June 2016, is closely clustered with the M gene
of the H5N6 subtype (A/duck/Yunnan/07.15 DQNPH129/2015, EPI668788). However,
all these intersubtype reassortment events were predominantly within the H9N2 subtype
(G57 or genotype S).

3.4. Dynamic and Intricate Intrasubtype Reassortment

Baltic was used to visualize inconsistencies between the MCC phylogenetic trees
(tanglegram). An abundance of intralineage reassortment events was observed from the
tanglegram among the 7 waves (Figure 5). Internal segments in the YRD-E (LP in wave 5)
cluster were highly diverse during the wave 5 outbreak. They usually came from 2–3 main
clusters on each MCC tree topology (Figure S8). Notably, part of HP H7N9 viruses in
the YRD-C inherited their PB2, PA, and M segments from the YRD-E cluster (Figure S9),
suggesting the LP H7N9 contributed to the genesis of HP H7N9 and frequent intralineage
reassortments. There were also intralineage reassortments between the YRD and PRD
lineages. For instance, some YRD-C HP H7N9 viruses obtained the NA gene from the
cocirculating PRD-B cluster. Intralineage reassortment events between the YRD and PRD
lineages were also commonly and consistently identified throughout all H7N9 epidemic
waves by BEAST2/CoalRe (Figure 6). Especially, many intralineage reassortment instances
were also determined in waves 2–3 and 5. Although the H7N9 population was severely
decreased at the time, the HP H7N9 virus isolated in waves 6 and 7 continued to reassort.
For instance, the M gene of A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019 came from c07 rather than the
c03. The M c03 has been the dominant cluster in the previous prevalent viruses since 2018
(Figure 2). Of note, none of the genotypes was predominant in any of the seven epidemic
waves. Our results demonstrated that China’s H7N9 virus has a dynamic and intricate
intrasubtype reassortment pattern.
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Figure 4. Intersubtype reassortment between H7N9 and H5, H6, and H9 subtypes of avian
influenza viruses.
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event. The green dots indicate the tips of the tree.

3.5. HA and NA Have the Lowest Reassortment Rate

To measure the severity of reassortment over the entire genome, we untangled the
tanglegram between HA and the paired trees shown as untanglement values (the bigger,
the worse. Figure 7). The unentanglement values between HA and paired segments (NA,
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PB2, PB1, PA, NP, M, and NS) were 0.0381, 0.1997, 0.2340, 0.0591, 0.3234, 0.0672, and 0.4894,
respectively. The lowest untanglement value (0.0381) was found between HA and NA,
whereas the highest value was found between HA and NS (0.4894).

HA

EPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1
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EPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1
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EPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1

PB2

HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1KT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1MG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1
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EPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1

PB1

EPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1KP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1
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EPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1

NP

KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1KT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1MF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1
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PRD−A
PRD−B
YRD−A
YRD−B
YRD−C
YRD−D
YRD−E
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EPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1

NA

EPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1

w1
PRD−A
PRD−B
YRD−A
YRD−B
YRD−C
YRD−D
YRD−E

HA

EPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1

M

HA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1
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PRD−A
PRD−B
YRD−A
YRD−B
YRD−C
YRD−D
YRD−E
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EPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1
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EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1KT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1HA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BCY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1

w1
PRD−A
PRD−B
YRD−A
YRD−B
YRD−C
YRD−D
YRD−E

HA

EPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1EPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1

NP

KT779566|A/chicken/Wuxi/04030201/2013|w1|w1HA136|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ112/2013|w1|w1HA157|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM34/2014|w3|w1HA135|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ116/2014|w3|w1CY147036|A/chicken/Zhejiang/SD007/2013|w1|w1HA138|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ110/2013|w1|w1KC899669|A/chicken/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU01/2013|w1|w1MF630325|A/chicken/Ningxia/S1152/2014|w2|w1EPI628056|A/Jiangsu/09387/2014|w2|w1EPI627129|A/Zhejiang/36/2014|w3|w1EPI627928|A/Fujian/15/2014|w2|w1EPI534287|A/Zhejiang/3/2014|w2|w1KY415630|A/chicken/Longquan/LQ78/2016|w4|w1CY147140|A/environment/Shanghai/S1437/2013|w1|w1CY147148|A/environment/Shanghai/S1438/2013|w1|w1EPI452260|A/Taiwan/S02076/2013|w1|w1EPI452268|A/Taiwan/T02081/2013|w1|w1KF042102|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P2/2013|w1|w1EPI515778|A/Chicken/Nanjing/759/2013|w1|w1KF226105|A/Jiangsu/2/2013|w1|w1CY146932|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SC099/2013|w1|w1KP455978|A/goose/Jiangsu/1027/2013|w1|w1EPI447609|A/Shanghai/13/2013|w1|w1KT779570|A/chicken/Wuxi/0405005/2013|w1|w1MF629989|A/chicken/Fujian/SD005/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI560398|A/British Columbia/1/2015|w3|YRD−AMF629957|A/chicken/Fujian/S4215/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI1055424|A/environment/Wuxi/Huan/2014|w2|YRD−AHA133|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ137/2014|w2|YRD−AHA132|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ143/2014|w2|YRD−AHA124|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ151/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630277|A/chicken/Jiangsu/SD012/2015|w3|YRD−AHA119|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ159/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418281|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18449/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418318|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18468/2014|w2|YRD−AHA152|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM86/2014|w3|YRD−AHA112|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ170/2014|w3|YRD−AHA148|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM93/2014|w3|YRD−AMF630573|A/environment/Qinghai/S3032/2014|w3|YRD−AKU318989|A/chicken/China/028/2014|w2|YRD−AKU143279|A/chicken/Wenzhou/RAQL18/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1102309|A/Jiangsu/33446/2015|w3|YRD−AMF630029|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD007/2015|w3|YRD−AHA340|A/chicken/anhui/AH258/2014|w3|YRD−AHA170|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM137/2014|w3|YRD−AHA169|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM139/2014|w3|YRD−AHA175|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM114/2014|w3|YRD−AHA173|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM132/2014|w3|YRD−AHA172|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM135/2014|w3|YRD−AHA031|A/chicken/shandong/SDL107/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418436|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18513/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566052|A/Xinjiang/05916/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI566100|A/XinjiangBintuan/99117/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI628704|A/Environment/Hunan/07626/2015|w3|YRD−AKP417853|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13540/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI759816|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH05/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI759792|A/chicken/Shanghai/MH02/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI627185|A/Zhejiang/33/2014|w3|YRD−DEPI1101199|A/Environment/SDDY/07/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI665997|A/duck/Sichuan/04.08 CDLQ143−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628608|A/Environment/Anhui/39280/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628816|A/Zhejiang/11/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100519|A/Anhui/42444/2015|w3|YRD−EKU143282|A/duck/Wenzhou/YJYF24/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI552405|A/Environment/Zhejiang/5/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI657778|A/chicken/Hunan/02.07  YYFQHJ19Y−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI659479|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0681−O/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1055400|A/chicken/Wuxi/7144/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI1055416|A/chicken/Wuxi/8048/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI1055408|A/chicken/Wuxi/5852/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI887740|A/Zhejiang/15/2016|w5|YRD−DMF630357|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S1074/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI971276|A/Jiangsu/11550/2017|w5|YRD−DEPI1103895|A/Jiangsu/03756/2016|w4|YRD−DEPI759881|A/environment/Shanghai/CM01/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918929|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15709/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI918921|A/Duck/Guangdong/GZ15567/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI628544|A/Beijing/40610/2015|w3|YRD−DEPI1100455|A/Anhui/26837/2016|w4|YRD−DMF630333|A/chicken/Shanghai/S4100/2015|w4|YRD−DEPI557100|A/Environment/Changzhou/cz95/2014|w3|YRD−EEPI1103887|A/Jiangsu/03753/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI759847|A/Shanghai/PD04/2015|w3|YRD−EKY751043|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX158/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI1102397|A/Jiangxi/10668/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102437|A/Jiangxi/10673/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054102|A/Fujian/QZ−Th002/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101775|A/Guizhou/18980/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979641|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/02.17 ShRGF219−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103013|A/Zhejiang/25/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971284|A/Jiangxi/10683/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103021|A/Zhejiang/26/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102405|A/Jiangxi/10669/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926857|A/Yunnan/YN001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979549|A/duck/Jiangxi/02.16 ShRSX002−O/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100719|A/Beijing/46530/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630109|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI866561|A/GD−JY/007/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI866545|A/Guangdong/CHN/871/2015|w4|YRD−EMF630237|A/chicken/Jiangsu/S1045/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100815|A/Environment/Guangdong/13921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101607|A/guangdong/17SF011/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI866553|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101039|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/28664/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1295344|A/Xinjiang/04062/2018|w6|YRD−EEPI1100559|A/Beijing/19957/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100911|A/Environment/Hebei/27444/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102277|A/Jiangsu/24150/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102357|A/Jiangxi/10662/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101295|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/08/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101223|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/13/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101255|A/Environment/Shandong−Qingdao/24/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1054126|A/chicken/Jiangsu/05.02 DT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082012|A/Hubei/09911/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102573|A/Shaanxi/32282/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1010115|A/chicken/Liaoning/05.12 SY059/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102677|A/Sichuan/08606/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101287|A/Environment/Shandong−Rizhao/06/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102741|A/Sichuan/24976/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102685|A/Sichuan/09679/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100551|A/Beijing/19955/2017|w5|YRD−EKY751051|A/chicken/Shandong/SD216/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101151|A/Environment/Jiangsu/12058/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979581|A/chicken/Shandong/02.10 QD2−758/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979637|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ298/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100535|A/Beijing/10934/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102151|A/Hunan/08593/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102197|A/Hunan/09921/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887708|A/Zhejiang/7/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI979629|A/chicken/Zhejiang/12.15 HZ293/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101103|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06661/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887828|A/Jiangsu/60466/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI887804|A/Zhejiang/6/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1103364|A/Jiangsu/08207/2016|w5|YRD−EHA048|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD201/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102869|A/Sichuan/27872/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101007|A/Environment/Hunan/09790/2017|w5|YRD−EMG572473|A/Changsha/34/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102174|A/Hunan/09918/2017|w5|YRD−EMF630205|A/chicken/Hunan/S12753/2016|w4|YRD−EMF370255|A/Changsha/44/2017|w5|YRD−EMF370259|A/Changsha/58/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1103975|A/Hunan/25358/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100503|A/Anhui/29176/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101303|A/Environment/Shandong−Zaozhuang/32/2017|w5|YRD−EHA079|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH84/2017|w5|YRD−EHA074|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/YZLH94/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1355649|A/Jiangsu/35344/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102589|A/Shaanxi/32285/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100647|A/Beijing/27869/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100415|A/Anhui/13420/2017|w5|YRD−EHA040|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD8/2016|w4|YRD−EHA053|A/Chicken/Shandong/SD18/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1101367|A/EV/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI887676|A/Zhejiang/19/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1102429|A/Jiangxi/10672/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101135|A/Environment/Jiangsu/06691/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1100799|A/Environment/Guangdong/07104/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100791|A/Environment/Guangdong/07103/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101575|A/Guangdong/17SF001/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1018257|A/Guangxi/6/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102957|A/Yunnan/32293/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971404|A/Anhui/13434/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102365|A/Jiangxi/10663/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971340|A/Anhui/13424/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI971380|A/Anhui/13431/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102581|A/Shaanxi/32284/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100463|A/Anhui/29170/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101975|A/Henan/17867/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI918779|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG042/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1082100|A/Environment/Hubei/12167/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102853|A/Sichuan/27183/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100727|A/Chongqing−dianjiang/61/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1102885|A/Sichuan/29763/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100783|A/Chongqing−Yuzhong/1500/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101503|A/Fujian/45970/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1103831|A/Jiangsu/08173/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI971108|A/Fujian/11/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887612|A/Fujian/02151/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI887852|A/Fujian/56600/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101447|A/Fujian/02150/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101567|A/guangdong/16SF203/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101479|A/Fujian/27871/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI874338|A/Hong Kong/VB17002884/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI926833|A/Shenzhen/Th003/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101671|A/Guangdong/17SF060/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI979517|A/chicken/Guangdong/12.10 DGCPLB032/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI1101591|A/Guangdong/17SF009/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1101623|A/guangdong/17SF027/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI712926|A/Hong Kong/VB16021618/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102549|A/SDYT/01/2016|w4|YRD−EMF630317|A/chicken/Jilin/SD009/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100527|A/Anhui/45322/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1100935|A/Environment/Hebei/40051/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1054142|A/chicken/Hebei/02.22 XT001/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI1100703|A/Beijing/39450/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI926841|A/Shenzhen/Th004/2017|w5|YRD−EEPI930815|A/Shenzhen/Th002/2016|w5|YRD−EEPI833714|A/Fujian/3/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI1102039|A/Hunan/04135/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI918987|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16072/2015|w4|YRD−EEPI918977|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16061/2015|w4|YRD−EKY751050|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JS11/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI919541|A/Chicken/Guangdong/CZ9/2016|w4|YRD−EEPI627177|A/Zhejiang/5/2015|w3|YRD−EEPI628600|A/Environment/Fujian/23611/2014|w3|YRD−AHA116|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ166/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI580379|A/Chicken/Guangdong/SW153/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656354|A/GD−30/2015/H7N9/2015−01−22|w3|YRD−CEPI627025|A/Guangdong/15SF027/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656338|A/GD−27/2015/H7N9/2015−01−21|w3|YRD−CEPI627193|A/Guangdong/15SF020/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656314|A/GD−20/2015/H7N9/2015−01−15|w3|YRD−CEPI656466|A/GD−76/2015/H7N9/2015−02−10|w3|YRD−CEPI566084|A/Guizhou/03240/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656370|A/GD−45/2015/H7N9/2015−01−26|w3|YRD−CEPI658303|A/environment/Jiangxi/05.07  NCJD0005D/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI656394|A/GD−50/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−CEPI656322|A/GD−21/2015/H7N9/2015−01−16|w3|YRD−CEPI1057936|A/Guangdong/15SF052/2015|w3|YRD−CKY751039|A/chicken/Anhui/AH272/2015|w3|YRD−CMF630301|A/chicken/Jiangxi/S11228/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627113|A/Guangdong/15SF043/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI627297|A/Fujian/19/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI665949|A/chicken/Hunan/04.14 YYFQH0680−O/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI1057920|A/Environment/Fujian/41640/2015|w3|YRD−CEPI866569|A/Guangdong/CHN/ST021/2016|w4|YRD−CMF280190|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q1/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1013265|A/Guangdong/17SF062/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013225|A/Guangdong/17SF032/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI919607|A/Guangdong/17SF003/2016|w5|YRD−CEPI917065|A/Taiwan/1/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022649|A/Environment/Guangdong/16609/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1102015|A/Henan/29263/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1352845|A/Yunnan/40430/2017|w6|YRD−CMG575582|A/chicken/Guangxi/GX102/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054118|A/chicken/Shandong/05.05 DZ056/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209555|A/environment/Guangxi/S21458/2017|w5|YRD−CHA193|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/LY17/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209355|A/chicken/Guangxi/SD098/2017|w5|YRD−CHA319|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7279/2018|w7|YRD−CHA318|A/chicken/Beijing/BJ7280/2018|w7|YRD−CEPI1299593|A/duck/Guangdong/F450/2018|w6|YRD−CEPI1431488|A/Environment/Inner Mongolia/23287/2019|w7|YRD−CHA058|A/chicken/Shandong/SD1224/2019|w7|YRD−CHA064|A/chicken/Liaoning/LN1908/2019|w7|YRD−CHA022|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX4748/2018|w6|YRD−CHA024|A/chicken/Shanxi/SX0256/2019|w7|YRD−CEPI1010091|A/Shenzhen/Th008/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1054134|A/chicken/Fujian/06.06 NP0001/2017|w5|YRD−CLC374952|A/duck/Japan/AQ−HE29−52/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252111|A/Environment/Fujian/43639/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252127|A/Environment/Fujian/40843/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1252119|A/Environment/Fujian/40844/2017|w6|YRD−CEPI1013233|A/Guangdong/17SF033/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1018120|A/Guangxi/18892/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252135|A/Environment/Fujian/40791/2017|w6|YRD−CHA069|A/Chicken/Jiangxi/JX3/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209315|A/chicken/Hunan/S1221/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013249|A/Guangdong/17SF039/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022665|A/Hunan/25351/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022633|A/Hunan/17875/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1022617|A/Hunan/11026/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI918736|A/Qingyuan/GIRD1/2017|w5|YRD−CMF280203|A/chicken/Guangdong/Q26/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013273|A/Guangdong/17SF064/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979605|A/chicken/Guangdong/01.08 SZBJ0011−O/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1100831|A/Environment/Guangdong/16661/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1252143|A/Environment/Fujian/36998/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209323|A/chicken/Guangdong/S12669/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI979613|A/environment/Guangdong/03.13 SZBA−E1/2017|w5|YRD−CMH209539|A/environment/Guangdong/S12412/2017|w5|YRD−CKY751060|A/chicken/Guangdong/GD20/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1040471|A/Environment/Guangzhou/K4756−K4776/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1013169|A/Environment/Guangdong/02735/2016|w5|YRD−CMF630117|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD028/2017|w5|YRD−CEPI1057944|A/Environment/Guangdong/15123/2016|w4|YRD−CHA316|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GD11/2016|w4|YRD−CEPI1057928|A/Guangdong/MZ828/2015|w4|YRD−CHA167|A/chicken/jiangsu/TM148/2014|w3|YRD−BEPI660631|A/chicken/Jiangsu/01.20 TCCX014−P/2015|w3|YRD−BMF629981|A/chicken/Fujian/S4518/2015|w4|YRD−BEPI833705|A/Fujian/1/2016|w4|YRD−BHA226|A/Chicken/Jiangsu/JT121/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI759908|A/chicken/Shanghai/QP01/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1101015|A/Environment/Hunan/10086/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI628616|A/Hubei/34007/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628776|A/Zhejiang/7/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI628752|A/Anhui/33225/2015|w3|YRD−BEPI1102063|A/Hunan/06197/2016|w4|YRD−BEPI887636|A/Hunan/02287/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1103967|A/Hunan/25356/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI971308|A/Henan/11158/2017|w5|YRD−BEPI1101023|A/Environment/Hunan/10125/2015|w4|YRD−BMF630557|A/environment/Hunan/S40858/2015|w4|YRD−BKP864442|A/chicken/Huaian/003/2015|w3|YRD−BHA030|A/chicken/shandong/SDLC120/2014|w3|YRD−AKP418262|A/chicken/Jiangxi/18012/2014|w2|YRD−AHA231|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT106/2014|w3|YRD−AHA114|A/chicken/jiangsu/WJ169/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214208|A/WuXi/0423/2014|w2|YRD−AMG214205|A/WuXi/0506/2015|w3|YRD−AKF042101|A/pigeon/Zhejiang/P1/2013|w1|w1EPI628080|A/Fujian/5/2014|w2|YRD−AKP413990|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5146/2013|w2|YRD−AKP413726|A/chicken/Shaoxing/2417/2013|w2|YRD−AEPI477450|A/Zhejiang/DTID−ZJU10/2013|w2|YRD−AKP414048|A/chicken/Shaoxing/5479/2013|w2|YRD−AKP864443|A/Huaian/083/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI528354|A/Chicken/Jilin/13199/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI566124|A/Jiangsu/98342/2014|w3|YRD−AEPI557132|A/Yancheng/1121/2014|w3|YRD−AKP414835|A/silkie chicken/Jiangxi/9469/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI500782|A/Zhejiang/KLED−XS01/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627249|A/Fujian/14/2015|w3|YRD−AKP418208|A/chicken/Shantou/4824/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418200|A/chicken/Shantou/4816/2014|w2|YRD−AKP418234|A/chicken/Shantou/4844/2014|w2|YRD−AKP417765|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13515/2014|w2|YRD−AHA101|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ184/2014|w3|YRD−AHA153|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM85/2014|w2|YRD−AHA098|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ187/2014|w2|YRD−AHA105|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ179/2014|w2|YRD−AHA104|A/chicken/Jiangsu/XZ181/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627145|A/Zhejiang/35/2014|w3|YRD−AKP417470|A/chicken/Jiangxi/13502/2014|w2|YRD−AKP416254|A/chicken/Dongguan/1138/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533259|A/Environment/Zhejiang/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI533250|A/Zhejiang/8/2014|w2|YRD−AMF630229|A/chicken/Hunan/SD019/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI654146|A/Environment/GD−MZ 238/H7N9/2014−4|w2|YRD−AEPI627033|A/Zhejiang/6/2015|w3|YRD−AEPI1102973|A/Zhejiang/1/2016|w4|YRD−AHA011|A/chicken/Zhejiang/JX142/2014|w3|YRD−AHA290|A/chicken/Hubei/HB5/2014|w3|YRD−AHA232|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT105/2014|w3|YRD−AKP416646|A/Shenzhen/SP118/2014|w2|PRD−AHA156|A/chicken/Jiangsu/TM72/2014|w2|PRD−AKJ195797|A/Shanghai/PD−02/2014|w2|PRD−AHA134|A/chicken/Jiangsu/WJ133/2014|w2|PRD−AHA208|A/chicken/Jiangsu/JT98/2014|w2|PRD−AHA033|A/chicken/shandong/SDL105/2014|w3|PRD−AEPI1055432|A/chicken/Wuxi/WX5/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI556832|A/Wuxi/419/2014|w2|PRD−AEPI628152|A/Fujian/14/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI656386|A/GD−55/2015/H7N9/2015−01−27|w3|YRD−AEPI656187|A/GD−124/2014/H7N9/2014−03−06|w2|YRD−AMF629949|A/chicken/Fujian/S1322/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627521|A/fujian/16/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628392|A/Fujian/2/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI628224|A/Fujian/6/2014|w2|YRD−AEPI627377|A/Fujian/21/2014|w3|YRD−AKF259044|A/chicken/Rizhao/871/2013|w1|YRD−AEPI628440|A/environment/Guangdong/02621/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655998|A/GD−62/2014/H7N9/2014−01−27|w2|PRD−BEPI656132|A/GD−114/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BKP416280|A/chicken/Dongguan/1239/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627641|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN09086/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656156|A/GD−121/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BKP416329|A/chicken/Dongguan/1348/2014|w2|PRD−BKP416152|A/chicken/Dongguan/934/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655934|A/GD−31/2014/H7N9/2014−01−11|w2|PRD−BEPI656014|A/GD−66/2014/H7N9/2014−01−29|w2|PRD−BEPI656070|A/GD−98/2014/H7N9/2014−02−06|w2|PRD−BEPI509135|A/Guangxi/08970/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656124|A/GD−112/2014/H7N9/2014−02−18|w2|PRD−BEPI918744|A/Chicken/Guangdong/ZH14073/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI654138|A/Environment/GD−ZS 21/H7N9/2014−3|w2|PRD−BEPI1101535|A/Guangdong/15SF057/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656418|A/GD−57/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI656140|A/GD−119/2014/H7N9/2014−02−19|w2|PRD−BEPI628536|A/Environment/Guangdong/47403/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI656086|A/GD−103/2014/H7N9/2014−02−10|w2|PRD−BKP418183|A/chicken/Shantou/4325/2014|w2|PRD−BKP415618|A/chicken/Dongguan/1051/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627201|A/Guangdong/15SF017/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656306|A/GD−17/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI630230|A/Human/Shenzhen/4/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656274|A/GD−1/2015/H7N9/2015−01−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627273|A/Guangdong/15SF001/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI1489677|A/Hong Kong/56/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI630229|A/Human/Shenzhen/3/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656250|A/GD−154/2014/H7N9/2014−05−28|w2|PRD−BEPI656506|A/GD−120/2015/H7N9/2015−03−10|w3|PRD−BEPI509880|A/Hong Kong/4495/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627665|A/Guangdong−Guangzhou/XN00509/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI627057|A/Guangdong/15SF051/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656402|A/GD−51/2015/H7N9/2015−01−30|w3|PRD−BEPI656498|A/GD−95/2015/H7N9/2015−03−05|w3|PRD−BEPI918873|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15287/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656290|A/GD−10/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI656282|A/GD−2/2015/H7N9/2015−01−06|w3|PRD−BEPI660319|A/enviroemnt/Guangdong/04.23 DGQTXC059/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918953|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ16019/2015|w4|PRD−BEPI1101583|A/guangdong/17SF004/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101631|A/guangdong/17SF028/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI626993|A/Guangdong/15SF082/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI580363|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ068/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI919011|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16402/2016|w4|PRD−BMF630157|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD1433/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI887844|A/Guangdong/60060/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040487|A/Environment/Guangzhou/5258−5259/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101655|A/Guangdong/17SF036/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101599|A/guangdong/17SF010/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI919147|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG16800/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI659383|A/duck/Hunan/04.14 YYGK466−O/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918913|A/Chicken/Guangdong/DG15565/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI918865|A/Chicken/Guangdong/GZ15239/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI866577|A/Guangdong/CHN/023/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI1101647|A/guangdong/17SF031/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1335768|A/Hong Kong/61/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI887980|A/Guangdong/60061/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1101615|A/guangdong/17SF017/2017|w5|PRD−BEPI1101559|A/guangdong/16SF202/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI1040451|A/Environment/Guangzhou/4188/2016|w5|PRD−BEPI730495|A/Hong Kong/VB16049808/2016|w4|PRD−BEPI667229|A/chicken/Guangdong/04.16 SZLGWL001/2015|w3|PRD−BMF630093|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD025/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI559417|A/Hong Kong/2550/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI656298|A/GD−18/2015/H7N9/2015−01−11|w3|PRD−BEPI656410|A/GD−53/2015/H7N9/2015−02−03|w3|PRD−BEPI627065|A/Guangdong/15SF053/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI566044|A/Guangdong/15SF010/2015|w3|PRD−BEPI627281|A/Fujian/9/2015|w3|PRD−BKP416494|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/523/2014|w2|PRD−BKP413451|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/3522/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413675|A/silkie chicken/Dongguan/4127/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413403|A/chicken/Dongguan/3438/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515861|A/Guangdong/DG−02/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI490882|A/Hong Kong/5942/2013|w2|PRD−BKF952508|A/Hong Kong/470129/2013|w2|PRD−BKP413240|A/chicken/Shenzhen/2110/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI655982|A/GD−46/2014/H7N9/2014−01−16|w2|PRD−BEPI630329|A/environment/Shenzhen/01/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI630233|A/environment/Shenzhen/2/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI515869|A/Guangdong/DG−03/2013|w2|PRD−BEPI628112|A/Guangdong/0026/2014|w2|PRD−BEPI655918|A/GD−26/2014/H7N9/2014−01−10|w2|PRD−BEPI439502|A/Shanghai/2/2013|w1|w1MF630397|A/chicken/Zhejiang/S4071/2013|w2|w1CY146908|A/chicken/Guangdong/SD641/2013|w1|w1KP185935|A/chicken/Henan/107/2013|w1|w1KP185933|A/chicken/Henan/103/2013|w1|w1KP185942|A/chicken/Henan/141/2013|w1|w1KP185940|A/chicken/Henan/117/2013|w1|w1CY146948|A/chicken/Jiangxi/SD001/2013|w1|w1KP185948|A/chicken/Henan/F246/2013|w1|w1EPI509086|A/Anhui/04/2013|w1|w1CY147172|A/pigeon/Shanghai/S1069/2013|w1|w1CY147004|A/chicken/Shanghai/S1080/2013|w1|w1KP185945|A/chicken/Henan/96/2013|w1|w1KP185943|A/chicken/Henan/89/2013|w1|w1EPI447598|A/shanghai/05/2013|w1|w1EPI439486|A/Shanghai/1/2013|w1|w1
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Figure 7. Evolutionary relationships of each gene segment with HA. Incongruence phylogenetic
analysis shows interclade reassortment between the HA segment and seven additional genes (NA,
PB2, PB1, PA, NP, and M). Equivalent strains connect across the trees. Tips and connecting lines
are colored according to the HA clusters. Unentanglement is used to minimize crossings of the
hybridization network between the paired trees. The values are determined by the degree of inter-
segment reassortment.

3.6. High Reassortment Rate in Waves 3 and 5

GiRaF and RDP analyses found that 217 of 454 strains H7N9 (cd99 dataset) were in-
volved with reassortment events (Table S2). Following that, we computed the reassortment
rates in different waves. High reassortment rates were discovered in waves 3 (0.76) and
5 (0.79). Wave 1 is notable for having the lowest reassortment rate (0.10).

3.7. PB2 and PA Shared Coevolutionary History

MDS allows for the two-dimensional depiction of the total degree of cross-correlation
between all segments, with overlap between observations indicating shared evolutionary
history (i.e., linkage) between segments. In comparison, segments that split up due to reas-
sortment are expected to occupy separate plot areas. We found that, except for the PB2 and
PA segments, the rest of the H7N9 segments were very distinct (Figure 8). The segments
PB1, M, NP, and NS did not show any association, indicating that they did not have any
coevolutionary relationship. The PB2 and PA genes almost completely overlapped, indi-
cating they shared a strong evolutionary history (i.e., linkage). In comparison, the capsid
proteins of HA and NA only had a weak association.
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sional representation of the total level of cross-correlation between all segments. Cloud points rep-
resent phylogenetic uncertainty based on 500 trees for each segment sampled in the program of 
BEAST, with pairwise comparisons to other segments limited to viruses sampled in the same year. 
In the absence of reassortment, segments are likely to have highly correlated TMRCAs due to shared 
evolutionary history showing as overlapping dots. Reversely, segments split up by reassortment are 
predicted to inhabit various plot regions. Only the first two scaling dimensions are visible. 
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The natural selection acting on all coding regions was estimated using the dN/dS 

ratio. Four site-level detection methods (FEL, SLAC, FUBAR, and MEME) were used to 
assess positive and negative selection codons. M2 (0.5398), NS1 (0.3087), HA (0.2656), and 
NA (0.2946) underwent more substantial selection pressure than other segments, whereas 
M1 protein (0.0752) was the lowest, according to the overall dN/dS values estimated using 
SLAC (Table 1). Except for M2, NS1, and NEP, the other internal proteins were unaffected 
by higher purifying selectivity. MEME was used to find more positive selection sites by 
identifying fixed and sporadic positively chosen codons. As a result, HA (14 codons) and 
NA (13 codons) had more sites under positive selection pressure than other coding re-
gions. PB2 (10 codons), NS1(10 codons), PB1 (7 codons), and PA (6 codons) also detected 
many positive selection sites. 

Table 1. Selection pressures and positively and negatively selected codons of coding regions of H7N9 viruses circulating 
between 2013 and 2019. 

Coding Re-
gion 

No. of Co-
dons 

dN/dS 
No. of Selected Sites (% of Codons) 

Positively Selected 
Negatively Selected (SLAC) 

SLAC a FUBAR b FEL c MEME d 
PB2 759 0.1200 4 4 4 10 670 (88.16%) 
PB1 757 0.0977 5 6 6 7 657 (75.60%) 
PA 716 0.1137 7 4 8 6 573 (79.92%) 

HA [38] 564 0.2656 16 13 16 14 374 (66.19%) 
NP 498 0.1026 2 1 4 3 413 (82.77%) 

NA [38] 465 0.2946 13 8 15 13 280 (60.09%) 
M1 252 0.0752 0 1 1 1 190 (75.10%) 

Figure 8. Correlations in time to the most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) among H7N9 viral
segments as depicted by a multidimensional scaling (MDS) graphic. MDS enables a two-dimensional
representation of the total level of cross-correlation between all segments. Cloud points represent
phylogenetic uncertainty based on 500 trees for each segment sampled in the program of BEAST,
with pairwise comparisons to other segments limited to viruses sampled in the same year. In the
absence of reassortment, segments are likely to have highly correlated TMRCAs due to shared
evolutionary history showing as overlapping dots. Reversely, segments split up by reassortment are
predicted to inhabit various plot regions. Only the first two scaling dimensions are visible.

3.8. High Selection Pressure Acting on HA, NA, NS1, and M2

The natural selection acting on all coding regions was estimated using the dN/dS ratio.
Four site-level detection methods (FEL, SLAC, FUBAR, and MEME) were used to assess
positive and negative selection codons. M2 (0.5398), NS1 (0.3087), HA (0.2656), and NA
(0.2946) underwent more substantial selection pressure than other segments, whereas M1
protein (0.0752) was the lowest, according to the overall dN/dS values estimated using
SLAC (Table 1). Except for M2, NS1, and NEP, the other internal proteins were unaffected
by higher purifying selectivity. MEME was used to find more positive selection sites by
identifying fixed and sporadic positively chosen codons. As a result, HA (14 codons) and
NA (13 codons) had more sites under positive selection pressure than other coding regions.
PB2 (10 codons), NS1(10 codons), PB1 (7 codons), and PA (6 codons) also detected many
positive selection sites.
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Table 1. Selection pressures and positively and negatively selected codons of coding regions of H7N9
viruses circulating between 2013 and 2019.

Coding Region No. of Codons dN/dS

No. of Selected Sites (% of Codons)

Positively Selected Negatively Selected
(SLAC)SLAC a FUBAR b FEL c MEME d

PB2 759 0.1200 4 4 4 10 670 (88.16%)
PB1 757 0.0977 5 6 6 7 657 (75.60%)
PA 716 0.1137 7 4 8 6 573 (79.92%)

HA [38] 564 0.2656 16 13 16 14 374 (66.19%)
NP 498 0.1026 2 1 4 3 413 (82.77%)

NA [38] 465 0.2946 13 8 15 13 280 (60.09%)
M1 252 0.0752 0 1 1 1 190 (75.10%)
M2 97 0.5398 6 7 8 3 26 (26.53%)
NS1 217 0.3087 13 6 14 10 115 (52.75%)
NEP 121 0.2766 0 1 1 2 55 (45.08%)

a p-value < 0.05; b posterior probability of ≥0.9; c p-value < 0.1; d p-value < 0.05

4. Discussion

We estimated the inter- and intra- reassortment, reassortment patterns, and adaptative
evolution of H7N9 viruses from waves 1–7. Our study found that H7N9 viruses have
undergone considerable changes by reassortment, which had a significant impact on the
H7N9 genomic composition since its emergence. Notably, the internal genes presented more
diversified features than surface genes, and even the surface genes had higher substitution
rates. Numerous reassortment events were determined in our study, resulting in a high
level of genetic diversity, especially among the internal genes. The dynamic and intricate
reassortments may shape the epidemiology and genomic evolution of the H7N9 virus and
contribute to its genetic diversity.

The H7N9 haemagglutinin gene evolved faster (6.51 × 10−3 substitutions/site/year)
than the seasonal influenza virus, with an average rate of 3.41 × 10−3 [59]. This substitution
rate is similar to the H5N1 under vaccination pressure (6.13 × 10−3–8.87 × 10−3) but
faster than H5N1 without vaccination pressure [60]. According to recent studies, the nu-
cleotide substitution rate of the H7N9 HA gene under vaccination pressure increased
to 1.963 × 10−2 during 2018–2019 [61]. Considering that reassortment usually leads to
a transient increase in the substitution rate [62], the frequency of reassortments may also
contribute to the rapid evolution of H7N9. According to other research, external genes
of the influenza virus usually have evolved at faster evolutionary rates than its internal
genes [63,64], resulting in more genetic diversity in surface genes. However, the external
genes of the H7N9 virus showed less genetic diversity than its internal segments. This con-
tradiction implies that H7N9 internal genes were reassorted frequently rather than in
a single event since its emergence.

In the study of intersubtype reassortments, we found that the H7N9 virus was primar-
ily associated with the cocirculating H9N2 virus (genotype S or G57). In contrast, they were
rarely reassorted with other AIV subtypes. The H9N2 and H7N9 viruses have been cocircu-
lating in China since 2013. Therefore, numerous opportunities existed for their coinfections.
Several investigations in the first five epidemic waves also confirmed the high prevalence
of H7N9/H9N2 coinfection in chickens [15,25,27,65]. Influenza virus reassortment occurs
with high frequency without segment mismatch [66]. However, most reassortment viruses
produced from divergent parental strains are also frequently outcompeted by one or both
parental viruses [2]. Specific reassortment genotypes may be inefficient in forming due to
incompatibility between the heterologous RNA packaging signals [2,67]. Considering the
high genetic similarity between the internal segments of H7N9 and H9N2 AIVs, it may be
the biological basis for the high frequency of intersubtype reassortment in the absence of
mismatches between their packaging signals. Heterogeneous genome packaging signals
combinations other than H7N9/H9N2 viruses may be deleterious or decrease fitness under
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natural conditions [68], forcing the reassorted progeny virus particles to be eliminated
through purifying selection. Therefore, the high frequency of intersubtype reassortants
between H7N9 and H9N2 AIVs could be expected.

The LP H7N9 virus, unlike the other LP AIV, may cause serious illness in humans and
other mammalian species, demonstrating its exceptional fitness in mammalian hosts [69].
The fifth wave of 2016–2017 was the biggest epidemic to date, with nearly the same number
of human cases (n = 758) as the sum of the previous four outbreaks [36]. Nonetheless,
most human infections in wave 5 were caused by the LP H7N9 virus, which is primarily
associated with YRD-E. Our investigation found that gene clusters PB2 c05 and M c08 have
a large proportion of YRD-E cluster strains, which mainly circulated in wave 5 despite
a highly diverse genetic background. Our previous studies showed that the reassortments
with PB2 and M genes from genotype S H9N2 caused attenuated progeny of H5Nx and
H7N9, resulting in optimizing viral fitness viruses in mice [70] and chicken [71]. Therefore,
we assume that PB2 c05 and M c08 might optimize the viral fitness and contribute to the
wave 5 outbreak. Aside from the PB2 and M, NP c06 and PA c07 have a certain ratio in
YRD-E. It is also impossible to overlook their contribution to viral fitness.

In terms of intralineage reassortment, we found that the intralineage reassortment
occurs considerably frequently rather than as a single event. Usually, intralineage reassort-
ment is subjected to severe negative selection, which becomes more pronounced as the
genetic distance between donor strains increases [72]. Due to the remarkable similarity in
their internal genes and genomic packaging signals between the H9N2 and H7N9 viruses,
the high compatibility between their internal genes makes the reassorts rise rather naturally.
According to our findings, the YRD-E lineage contributed its PB2, PA, and M gene to the
YRD-C lineage, dominated by the HP H7N9 viruses. The frequent reassortment leads to
such a diversity of genotypes of H7N9. Similarly, Cui et al. documented 27 H7N9 geno-
types within 3 months of H7N9 emergence [35]. Nonetheless, it should be highlighted
that intralineage reassortment between pretty similar internal gene cassettes is likely to be
underestimated. Using tanglegram to estimate the reassortment in phylogenies from high
similarity sequences might underestimate or exaggerate reassortment events [46]. Com-
bined with additional pieces of evidence [27–29], we confirmed that the intricate intralineage
genetic reassortment of the H7N9 virus had occurred frequently since its introduction.

Usually, wild birds are the primary source of AIV reassortant [73]. However, we found
that H7N9 reassortment occurred mainly in the chicken host rather than in wild birds.
The most likely reason was that H7N9 and H9N2 were primarily cocirculated in poultry,
while H7N9 only had sporadic spillover to wild birds [74]. The other reason is that national
surveillance relied predominantly on passive reporting systems and less active and systemic
surveillance in wild birds [75]. Therefore, the “sampling strategy” in the H7N9 surveillance
may affect the reassortment interpretation.

Many intersubtype reassortments took place between HA and NA in waves 2–3 and
5, coinciding with the periods of extensive intrasubtype and intralineage reassortment.
Theoretically, H7N2 and H9N9 should have a high probability of detection since the ex-
tensive interlineage reassortment between H7N9 and H9N2. However, the detection of
the H7N2 and H9N9 virus subtypes was limited. Even the reassorted H9N9 virus in the
laboratory has shown increased fitness features in poultry [76]. Although intersubtype
reassortments between H7 and N9 were frequently detected in waves 2–3 and 5, the fre-
quency of reassortment between HA and NA remained low compared to HA with other
segments, demonstrating a robust functional balance between H7 and N9. Similar to other
avian influenza viruses in poultry and wild bird populations, the NS gene encoding the
non-structural protein has a more divergent phylogeny and high reassortment rates [73,77].

Reassortment in the influenza virus is not a random process, which is consistent with
observations from other segmented viruses [4,67]. Except for the PB2 and PA segments,
the other H7N9 segments did not share their evolutionary history segment. However,
the HA-NA capsid proteins and the PB1-PB2/PA RNA polymerase complex proteins
only had a weak association. The times to most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) were
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consistent in PB2 and PA, indicating they were less amenable to reassortment than the
other segments in history. This inherited linkage also implies physical or biochemical
interactions between their encoded proteins since epistatic interactions result in tighter
evolutionary connections. According to a recent study, reintroducing PB2 and PA with
adaptive mutations from cocirculating H9N2 in 2015 resulted in a novel H7N9 genotype,
which increased polymerase activity and became dominant in the fifth H7N9 virus epi-
demic [36]. Because the internal segments primarily arose from genotype S H9N2 [34]
(similarly with G57 genotype H9N2 [36]), this linkage PB2-PA pattern most likely origi-
nated from H9N2. A previous study found that a coadapted PB1-PB2-HA gene pattern was
established during influenza B interlineage reassortment, which has been demonstrated to
be critical for whole-genome fitness [78]. As a result, we assume that the particular PB2-PA
pattern might confer a specific advantage to the H7N9/H9N2-like gene cassette. Further
studies are warranted.

In addition to M2, NS1, and NEP, high dN/dS values were found in the HA and
NA proteins (0.5398, 0.3087, 0.2766, 0.2656, and 0.2946, respectively), which were gen-
erally in agreement with the previous study in H3N2 [46]. Surface proteins (HA, NA,
and M2) are typically more sensitive to positive selection and evolve more rapidly than
internal genes, especially when the influenza virus circulates in a naive population [63,64].
The reassortment events lead to a transient increase in the rate of amino acid replace-
ments on the descendant phylogenetic branches [79]. Therefore, the extensive reassortment
might increase the H7N9 evolutionary rate and result in rapid adaptive evolution at the
molecular level.

In summary, our phylogenetic analyses revealed the comprehensive genetic evolution
of the H7N9 viruses. The particular reassortment patterns indicate that the H9N2-original
internal gene constellation has superior compatibility to the genesis and evolution of H7N9
over the other AIV subtypes. The H7N9 viruses were further diversified by frequent inter-
and intra-lineage reassortment events with adaptative mutation, leading to successful
H7N9 genotypes. The evolution and epidemiology of the H7N9 virus in China may be
shaped by reassortment and adaptive mutations. Further research is needed to understand
the dynamics of reassortment of the circulating H7N9 virus.
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Abstract: Fowl adenovirus serotype 4 (FAdV-4) is the primary causative agent responsible for the
hepatitis-hydropericardium syndrome (HHS) in chickens, leading to considerable economic losses to
stakeholders. Although the pathogenesis of FAdV-4 infection has gained attention, the underlying
molecular mechanism is still unknown. Here, we showed that the ectopic expression of gga-miR-
30c-5p in leghorn male hepatocellular (LMH) cells enhanced apoptosis in FAdV-4-infected LMH
cells by directly targeting the myeloid cell leukemia-1 (Mcl-1), facilitating viral replication. On the
contrary, the inhibition of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p markedly suppressed apoptosis and viral
replication in LMH cells. Importantly, the overexpression of Mcl-1 inhibited gga-miR-30c-5p or
FAdV-4-induced apoptosis in LMH cells, reducing FAdV-4 replication, while the knockdown of
Mcl-1 by RNAi enhanced apoptosis in LMH cells. Furthermore, transfection of LMH cells with
gga-miR-30c-5p mimics enhanced FAdV-4-induced apoptosis associated with increased cytochrome
c release and caspase-3 activation. Thus, gga-miR-30c-5p enhances FAdV-4-induced apoptosis by
directly targeting Mcl-1, a cellular anti-apoptotic protein, facilitating FAdV-4 replication in host cells.
These findings could help to unravel the mechanism of how a host responds against FAdV-4 infection
at an RNA level.

Keywords: FAdV-4; chicken microRNA; gga-miR-30c-5p; apoptosis; Mcl-1

1. Introduction

Fowl adenoviruses (FAdVs), belonging to the genus Aviadenovirus, the family of
Adenoviridae, are generally divided into five species (FAdV-A to FAdV-E) based on their
restriction enzyme digestion patterns [1], including 12 serotypes (FAdV1-7, FAdV8a/b, and
FAdV9-11) as determined by a serum cross-neutralization test [2]. Although FAdVs could
be isolated from healthy chickens, some serotypes of FAdVs were associated with several
notable diseases, such as inclusion body hepatitis (IBH) [3], hepatitis-hydropericardium
syndrome (HHS) [4], and adenoviral gizzard erosion (AGE) [5] in chickens and other birds.
FAdV-4 is the primary causative agent responsible for HHS at mortality of 30–80% [6–8].
The predominant gross lesions of HHS in chicken are hydropericardium, accumulation of
clear or yellowish jelly-like fluid in the pericardial sac, as well as a yellow brown-colored
and swollen, enlarged, congested, and friable liver with foci of hemorrhages and necrosis,
and in a few cases, hemorrhages in spleens, lungs, and kidneys [9,10], and enlarged
bursa of Fabricius could be observed [11]. In the past few years, the occurrence of HHS
in Asia, particularly in China, has gained attention, leading to considerable economic
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losses to stakeholders [12]. FAdVs, highly resistant to inactivation, persistently exist in
the environment for a long period of time and can be transmitted both horizontally and
vertically [13]. Once flocks were infected with FAdVs, the virus would circulate in flocks
for a long time. Thus, FAdVs pose severe threats to the poultry industry around the world.

FAdV-4, a non-enveloped and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) virus, potentially
contains 46 ORFs encoding 11 structural proteins and approximately 32 non-structural
proteins [14]. Among these viral proteins, Hexon, a structural protein with a mass of
107 kD, is the most abundant capsid protein, containing group, type, and subtype-specific
antigenic determinants [15,16] and determining the FAdV-4 pathogenicity [17]. It was
found that the FAdV-4 Hexon interacted with chaperonin containing TCP-1 subunit eta
(CCT7), enhancing viral replication [18]. PX, another structural protein of FAdV, is involved
in attaching the linear double-stranded DNA genome to the capsid during replication [19]
and induces apoptosis in FAdV-4-infected LMH cells, serving as a virulence factor for FAdV-4
infection [20]. In addition, other viral proteins were also involved in the pathogenesis of
FAdV-4 infection [21].

MicroRNAs (miRNAs), small non-coding RNAs, are abundant classes of post-
transcriptional regulators with the length of 20–24 nucleotides that are involved in the con-
trol of a broad range of cellular activities, such as cell proliferation [22], differentiation [23],
apoptosis [24], and metabolism [25], and play a role in the replication and propagation of
viruses [26,27]. The nucleotides 2–7 of the miRNA 5′ end, which is called the seed-sequence,
usually target the 3′ untranslated region (3′-UTR), 5′ untranslated region (5′-UTR), or the
coding sequence (CDS) of mRNAs either fully or partially to degrade mRNA or inhibit
translation [28–30].

However, the role of miRNAs in the host response to FAdV-4 infection remains
elusive. In the present study, we found that the infection of LMH cells with FAdV-4
altered the expressions of miRNAs in host cells, among which gga-miR-30c-5p expression
was downregulated and attracted our attention. We found that the transfection of host
cells with gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced apoptosis in FAdV-4-infected LMH cells by directly
targeting the myeloid cell leukemia-1 (Mcl-1), a cellular anti-apoptotic protein, favoring
FAdV-4 growth in LMH cells, while the inhibition of gga-miR-30c-5p in FAdV-4-infected
cells slows down viral replication. These data indicate that gga-miR-30c-5p serves as a pro-
apoptotic factor in the host response to FAdV-4 infection, uncovering a novel mechanism
of host response against FAdV-4 infection at an RNA level.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cells and Virus

LMH cells, an immortalized chicken liver cell line, were kindly provided by Dr. Jinhua
Liu (CAU, Beijing, China). The LMH cells were cultured in Waymouth MB 752/1 Medium
(MACGENE Technology, Beijing, China) supplemented with 1× Penicillin-Streptomycin
(MACGENE Technology) and 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Grand Island, NE, USA)
in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37 ◦C. The cell culture plates were coated with 0.1% gelatin
solution (Cat. ES-006-B, Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and incubated at 4 ◦C for 10 min
before splitting cells. The FAdV4 HuBWH strain was originally isolated from the liver of a
diseased chicken [18] and was stocked at −80 ◦C till use.

2.2. Reagents, Chemicals, and Antibodies

OPTI-MEM™ I and Lipofectamine 3000 transfection reagents were purchased from
Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). The jetPRIMETM transfection reagent was obtained
from Polyplus-transfection Biotechnology Company (Strasbourg, France). Mouse anti-
GAPDH antibodies (60004-1-Ig) were purchased from Proteintech (Wuhan, China), anti-
Tubulin antibodies from Abcam (Cambridge, UK), anti-Hexon monoclonal antibodies
and anti-PX monoclonal antibodies from CAEU Biological Company (Beijing, China),
anti-Mcl-1 monoclonal antibodies (ab32087) and anti-cytochrome c antibodies (ab133504)
from Abcam (Cambridge, UK), and horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat anti-
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mouse/rabbit IgG antibodies from DingGuoShengWu (Beijing, China). An annexin V-
PE/7-AAD apoptosis detection kit was purchased from BD Pharmingen (Franklin Lakes,
NJ, USA). A dual-specific luciferase assay kit was purchased from 122 Promega (Madison,
WI, USA). Caspase-3 colorimetric assay kits were obtained from BioVision (San Francisco,
CA, USA). The pRK5-Flag plasmid was obtained from Clontech (Mountain View, CA, USA).
The CCK-8 solution was purchased from Beyotime Biotechnology (Beijing, China).

2.3. Plasmid Construction

Gallus gallus Mcl-1 (GenBank accession No. NM_001257283.4) was cloned from LMH
cells with the primer pairs shown in Table 1. The primers were synthesized by Sangon
Company (Shanghai, China). pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1 expression plasmids were constructed by
standard molecular biology techniques.

Table 1. The primers of PCR for Mcl-1sequences.

Sequences (5′–3′)

Mcl-1 sense primer AGGACGACGATGACAAGGGATCCATGTTTGCAGTCAAGCGGA

Mcl-1 antisense primer CGGCCAAGCTTCTGCAGGTCGACTCACCGGATCATGTAGGCCAAGCTC

2.4. Sequences of miRNA Mimics or Inhibitors

Mimics/inhibitors for miRNA were synthesized by Genepharma Company (Shanghai,
China). The sense sequences for miRNAs are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Sheet of miRNAs sequences.

The Name of miRNA Sequences (5′–3′)

gga-miR-30c-5p mimics UGUAAACAUCCUACACUCUCAGCU

mimics negative control UUCUCCGAACGUGUCACGUTT

gga-miR-30c-5p inhibitors AGCUGAGAGUGUAGGAUGUUUACA

inhibitors negative control CAGUACUUUUGUGUAGUACAA

2.5. miRNA Target Prediction

The miRNA targets in host cells were predicted by RNA22.v2 (https://cm.jefferson.
edu/rna22, accessed on 15 January 2022), miRanda (http://www.microrna.org/microrna/
home.do, accessed on 15 January 2022), and Targetscan (http://www.targetscan.org/vert_
70/, accessed on 15 January 2022).

2.6. RNA Isolation and Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR) Analysis

Total RNA and miRNA were prepared from LMH cells using the EASYspin Plus kit
and RNA misi microRNA kit (Aidlab, Beijing, China), respectively, as per the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed
using a PrimeScript RT reagent kit (TaKaRa) on a Light Cycler 480 II (Roche, Basel, Switzer-
land). The primers used for qRT-PCR are shown in Table 3. All primers were designed
and synthesized by Sangon Company. The thermal cycling parameters were as follows:
94 ◦C for 2 min; 40 cycles of 94 ◦C for 20 s, 56 ◦C for 20 s, and 72 ◦C for 20 s; and 1 cycle of
95 ◦C for 30 s, 60 ◦C for 30 s, and 95 ◦C for 30 s. qRT-PCR analysis of gga-miR-30c-5p was
performed with an RT-PCR Quantitation Kit (GenePharma, Suzhou, China). The thermal
cycling parameters for miRNA were as follows: 95 ◦C for 3 min; 40 cycles of 95 ◦C for
12 s, 62 ◦C for 40 s; and 1 cycle of 95 ◦C for 30 s, 60 ◦C for 30 s, and 95 ◦C for 30 s. The
final step was to obtain a melt curve for the PCR products to determine the specificity of
the amplification, and the U6 snRNA was utilized as the reference gene. The expression
levels of gga-miR-30c-5p were calculated relative to that of U6 snRNA and presented as
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fold increases or decreases relative to the control samples. All samples were carried out in
triplicate on the same plate.

Table 3. The primers of qRT-PCR for Mcl-1 and GAPDH sequences.

The Name of Gene Sense Primers (5′–3′) Antisense Primers (5′–3′)

Mcl-1 GGGATCATCACGGACGCATTGG TCCTCAACTCGGAAGAAGTCAACAAAG

GAPDH CAACTACATGGTTTACATGTTCC GGACTGTGGTCATGAGTCCT

2.7. Apoptosis Assay

LMH cells were seeded on 12-well plates and cultured for 24 h, followed by trans-
fection with miRNA controls, gga-miR-30c-5p mimics, or gga-miR-30c-5p inhibitors. At
different time points (24 and 48 h) post-transfection, cells were harvested, double stained
with 7-AAD and Annexin V-PE using an apoptosis detection kit (BD Pharmingen™), and
examined by flow cytometry. To determine the effect of gga-miR-30c-5p on FAdV-4-induced
apoptosis, LMH cells were cultured and transfected with miRNA controls, gga-miR-30c-5p
mimics, or gga-miR-30c-5p inhibitors. Twenty-four hours after transfection, the cells were
infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1 and harvested at different time points (24 and 48 h)
post-infection for further analysis. To confirm the effect of Mcl-1 on cell apoptosis, LMH
cells were transfected with pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1 or empty vectors. Twenty-four hours after
transfection, the cells were harvested. Similarly, LMH cells were seeded onto 12-well plates
and cultured for 24 h before transfection with siRNA against Mcl-1 or RNAi controls using
Lipofectamine 3000. Double transfections were performed at 24 h intervals. Twenty-four
hours after the second transfection, cells were harvested for further analysis. The samples
were subjected to flow cytometry analysis as described above. The data were then ana-
lyzed with CellQuest Pro software (version 5.1, BD) and presented as means ± standard
deviations (SD) of three independent experiments.

2.8. Measurement of FAdV-4 Growth in LMH Cells

Normal cells or cells receiving gga-miR-30c-5p mimics, miRNA controls (80 nM per
well), gga-miR-30c-5p inhibitors, or miRNA inhibitor controls (200 nM per well) were
infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1. Cell culture samples were harvested at different
time points (12, 24, 48, and 72 h) post-FAdV-4 infection. To confirm the effect of Mcl-1 on
FAdV-4 replication, LMH cells were transfected with pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1 or an empty vector.
Twenty-four hours after transfection, the cells were infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1
and harvested after 24 h. The samples were subjected to three rounds of freeze-thawed
treatment. The viral contents in the total cell lysates were titrated using 50% tissue culture
infective doses (TCID50) in LMH cells. Briefly, the viral solution was diluted 10-fold in
Waymouth MB 752/1 Medium. A 100 µL aliquot of each diluted sample was added to
the wells of 96-well plates, followed by the addition of 100 µL of LMH cells at a density of
3 × 105 cells/mL. The cells were cultured at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2 for 5 days. Tissue culture wells
with cytopathic effect (CPE) were determined as positive. The titer was calculated based on a
previously described method [31].

2.9. Western Blot Analysis

All cell lysates were prepared using a lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM
NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1% NP-40, 10% glycerol, 1× complete cocktail protease inhibitor),
boiled with SDS loading buffer for 10 min, and fractionated by electrophoresis on 10% SDS-
PAGE gels. The resolved proteins were then transferred onto polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF) membranes. After being blocked with 5% skimmed milk, the membranes were
incubated with anti-Hexon, anti-PX, anti-Mcl-1, anti-cytochrome c, anti-GAPDH, or anti-
Tubulin antibodies, followed by incubation with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies.
Western Blots were developed using an enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) kit (Kangwei
Biological Company, Suzhou, China) per the manufacturer’s instructions.
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2.10. Luciferase Reporter Gene Assays

LMH cells were seeded on 24-well plates and cultured overnight, followed by trans-
fection with luciferase reporter gene plasmids (pGL3-target-Mcl-1-wt or pGL3-target-Mcl-
1-mutant) and miRNA mimics, miRNA controls, miRNA inhibitors, or miRNA inhibitor
controls. To normalize for transfection efficiency, another plasmid pRL-TK expressing Re-
nilla luciferase reporter gene was added to each transfection as a control. Forty-eight hours
post-transfection, luciferase reporter gene assays were performed with a dual-luciferase
reporter gene assay system. Firefly luciferase activities were normalized on the basis of
Renilla luciferase activities.

2.11. Knockdown of Mcl-1 by RNAi

The small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) were designed and synthesized by Genepharma
Company (Suzhou, China) and used to knock down the expression of Mcl-1 in LMH cells.
The sequences of siRNA against Mcl-1 in LMH cells included RNAi#1 and RNAi#2 and are
shown in Table 4. LMH cells were seeded onto 12-well plates and cultured for 24 h before
transfection with siRNA or controls using Lipofectamine 3000. Double transfections were
performed at 24 h intervals. Twenty-four hours after the second transfection, cells were
harvested for further analysis.

Table 4. Sheet of siRNAs sequences.

The Name of siRNA Sense Primers (5′–3′) Antisense Primers (5′–3′)

RNAi#1 CUCAUCUCAUUUGGUGCCUTT AGGCACCAAAUGAGAUGAGTT

RNAi#2 GCCUACAUGAUCCGAAAGUTT ACUUUCGGAUCAUGUAGGCTT

negative siRNA control UUCUCCGAACGUGUCACGUTT ACGUGACACGUUCGGAGAATT

2.12. Measurement of Cytochrome C Release

The isolation of mitochondria and cytosol was performed using a cell mitochondrion
isolation kit (Beyotime Biotechnology, Beijing, China). Briefly, LMH cells were transfected
with miRNAs for 24 h, followed by mock infection or infection with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1
for 24 and 48 h. Untreated cells or cells receiving miRNAs were incubated in 100 µL of ice-
cold mitochondrion lysis buffer on ice for 15 min, and cell suspensions were homogenized
on ice with a Dounce grinder. The homogenates were centrifuged at 600× g for 10 min at
4 ◦C, and the supernatant was obtained and then centrifuged again at 12,000× g for 20 min
at 4 ◦C. The supernatant was examined for cytochrome c release by Western Blot using
anti-cytochrome c antibodies.

2.13. Caspase-3 Activity Assays

LMH cells were seeded on 6-well plates before being transfected with gga-miR-30c-5p
mimics, miRNA controls, gga-miR-30c-5p inhibitors, or miRNA inhibitor controls. Twenty-
four hours after transfection, cells were mock-infected or infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI
of 1. Twenty-four or forty-eight hours after infection, cell lysates were prepared and
examined for caspase-3 activities using caspase-3 activity assay kits per the manufacturer’s
instructions. The samples were measured at 405 nm with a microplate reader (Tecan:
Sunrise) using the fluorescent substrate DEVD-pNA (synthetic caspase-3 substrate).

2.14. Cell Viability Assay

The LMH cells were seeded on 96-well culture plates and transfected with Mcl-1-
RNAi#1 or control-RNAi. At different time points (24, 48, and 72 h) post-transfection, 10 µL
of CCK-8 solution (Beyotime Biotechnology, China) was added to each well, followed by
incubation at 37 ◦C for 1 h, and the absorbance of the solution was finally determined
at 450 nm using a microplate spectrophotometer. The results are representative of three
independent experiments.
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2.15. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 9.0. The sig-
nificance of the differences between FAdV-4 infection and mock controls and between
gga-miR-30c-5p mimics/inhibitors and miRNA controls in gene expression, apoptosis,
cytochrome c release, caspase activity, cell viability and viral growth was determined by a
Mann–Whitney test or analysis of variance (ANOVA) accordingly.

3. Results
3.1. Infection of LMH Cells with FAdV-4 Reduced gga-miR-30c-5p Expression

To explore the roles of miRNA in the host response against FAdV-4 infection, we
performed deep sequencing to analyze the miRNA expressions in LMH cells infected with
the FAdV-4 HuBWH strain at an MOI of 1 for 24 h. As shown in Figure 1A, 67 miRNAs
were encoded by the FAdV-4 DNA genome, 552 miRNAs were found changed in LMH
cells after FAdV-4 infection, while 132 were unchanged in LMH cells. To explore the role
of miRNAs in the host response to FAdV-4 infection, we selected 12 miRNAs with altered
expression levels and examined their effects on host cell apoptosis and virus replication.
Among them, gga-miR-30c-5p was apparently decreased after FAdV-4 infection (Figure 1B),
attracting our attention. It was reported that gga-miR-30c-5p inhibited glioma proliferation
and invasion via targeting Bcl-2 [32] and regulated cisplatin-induced apoptosis of renal
tubular epithelial cells via targeting Bnip3L and Hspa5 [33]. Thus, we set out to examine
the role of gga-miR-30c-5p in the host response to FAdV-4 infection. We infected LMH cells
with different doses of FAdV-4 and examined the expression of gga-miR-30c-5p at 24 h post-
infection. As shown in Figure 1C, the expression of gga-miR-30c-5p markedly decreased
in a dose-dependent manner 24 h post-FAdV-4 infection, indicating that gga-miR-30c-5p
might play a role in host cell response to FAdV-4 infection.

Figure 1. Infection of LMH cells with FAdV-4 strain HuBWH decreases gga-miR-30c-5p expression.
(A) Venn diagram represents the numbers of miRNAs coded by FAdV-4 and changed miRNAs in
LMH cells 24 h after infection with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1. (B) The heat map illustrating the expression
profiles of 12 miRNAs in LMH cells with FAdV-4 infection and 3 miRNAs encoded by FAdV-4. The
red color stands for the decreased expressions of miRNAs while the green for increased expressions
of miRNAs. (C) LMH cells were mock-infected or infected with FAdV-4 strain HuBWH at an MOI of
0.1, 1, or 10. Twenty-four hours after FAdV-4 infection, the expression levels of gga-miR-30c-5p were
examined by qRT-PCR. The expression of U6 was used as an internal control. The relative levels of
gga-miR-30c-5p expression were calculated as follows: gga-miR-30c-5p expression in FAdV-4-infected
cells/that of mock controls. Data are representative of three independent experiments and presented
as means ± SD. (*** stands for p < 0.001; ** for p < 0.01).
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3.2. Gga-miR-30c-5p Enhances Apoptosis in LMH Cells with or without FAdV-4 Infection

As we previously found that FAdV-4-induced apoptosis in LMH cells [20], it was intrigu-
ing to examine the effect of gga-miR-30c-5p on FAdV-4-induced apoptosis. We transfected
LMH cells with gga-miR-30c-5p mimics or inhibitors and examined apoptosis in cells 24 and
48 h post-transfection using flow cytometry. As shown in Figure 2A,B, the cells receiving
gga-miR-30c-5p displayed marked apoptosis compared to that of miRNA controls (p < 0.01),
while the inhibition of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p with its inhibitors significantly inhibited
apoptosis (p < 0.05), indicating that gga-miR-30c-5p is involved in spontaneous cell death in
LMH cells. To explore the role of gga-miR-30c-5p in FAdV-4-induced apoptosis, we trans-
fected LMH cells with gga-miR-30c-5p mimics, gga-miR-30c-5p inhibitors, or miRNA controls,
and examined apoptosis 24 and 48 h post-FAdV-4 infection. As shown in Figure 2C,D, the
overexpression of gga-miR-30c-5p markedly enhanced apoptosis in FAdV-4-infected LMH
cells (p < 0.01). On the contrary, the inhibition of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p significantly
reduced apoptosis in FAdV-4-infected cells (p < 0.05). These data clearly indicate that gga-
miR-30c-5p serves as a pro-apoptotic factor, enhancing apoptosis in host cells with or without
FAdV-4 infection.

Figure 2. Transfection of LMH cells with gga-miR-30c-5p induces apoptosis and enhances FAdV-4-
induced apoptosis. (A) The LMH cells were seeded on 12-well plates and cultured overnight, followed
by transfection with gga-miR-30c-5p mimics, inhibitors (Inh), or miRNA controls. At different time
points (24 and 48 h) post-transfection, cells were harvested, stained with Annexin V-PE and 7-AAD, and
examined for apoptosis by flow cytometry. (B) The percentage of apoptotic cells in each group shown in
panel A was graphed and statistically analyzed. (C) The LMH cells were seeded on 12-well plates and
cultured overnight, followed by transfection with gga-miR-30c-5p mimics, gga-miR-30c-5p inhibitors or
miRNA controls. Twenty-four hours after transfection, cells were infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1.
At different time points (24 and 48 h) post-FAdV-4 infection, the cells were examined for apoptosis by
flow cytometry as described above. (D) The percentage of apoptotic cells in each group shown in panel
(C) was graphed and statistically analyzed. Data are representative of three independent experiments
and presented as means ± SD. (*** stands for p < 0.001; ** for p < 0.01; * for p < 0.05).
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3.3. Gga-miR-30c-5p Promotes FAdV-4 Replication in LMH Cells

Since gga-miR-30c-5p promoted FAdV-4-induced apoptosis in host cells, we attempted
to examine the effect of gga-miR-30c-5p on FAdV-4 replication. We transfected LMH cells with
different doses of gga-miR-30c-5p and examined the expression of Hexon and PX, structural
proteins of FAdV-4, in gga-miR-30c-5p-transfected cells post FAdV-4 infection by Western Blot
using anti-Hexon and anti-PX monoclonal antibodies. As shown in Figure 3A–C, both Hexon
and PX expressions increased in FAdV-4-infected cells with gga-miR-30c-5p transfection
in a dose-dependent manner (p < 0.05), suggesting that gga-miR-30c-5p promotes FAdV-4
replication. Furthermore, we examined the viral titers in gga-miR-30c-5p-transfected LMH
cells at different time points (12, 24, 48, and 72 h) post-FAdV-4 infection using TCID50 assay.
As a result, the transfection of LMH cells with gga-miR-30c-5p markedly promoted FAdV-4
replication compared to that of control cells (p < 0.05) (Figure 3D). These results indicate
that gga-miR-30c-5p promoted FAdV-4 replication in host cells. To consolidate the above
results, we inhibited the expression of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p in LMH cells by specific
miRNA inhibitors and examined the viral titers in these cells. As shown in Figure 4A, the
inhibition of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p markedly reduced viral titers in FAdV-4-infected
cells (p < 0.05). Consistently, the expressions of both Hexon and PX proteins significantly
decreased in gga-miR-30c-5p inhibitor-treated cells post FAdV-4 infection compared with that
of controls as examined by Western Blot assay (p < 0.05) (Figure 4B–D). These data clearly
show that gga-miR-30c-5p promotes FAdV-4 replication in host cells.

Figure 3. gga-miR-30c-5p facilitates FAdV-4 replication in LMH cells. (A–C) The LMH cells were
transfected with gga-miR-30c-5p mimics or controls at different concentrations. Twenty-four hours
after transfection, the cells were infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1. Twenty-four hours after
FAdV-4 infection, cell lysates were prepared and subjected to Western Blot analysis using anti-Hexon
and anti-PX antibodies. Endogenous GAPDH expression was examined as an internal control. The
band densities of Hexon and PX shown in panel (A) were quantitated by densitometry, as shown
in panels (B,C). The relative levels of Hexon and PX were calculated as follows: band density of
Hexon or PX/that of GAPDH. (D) The LMH cells were transfected with gga-miR-30c-5p mimics
or miRNA controls. Twenty-four hours after transfection, the cells were infected with FAdV-4 at
an MOI of 1. At different time points (12, 24, 48, and 72 h) after FAdV-4 infection, the viral loads
in the cell cultures were determined by TCID50 assays. The significance of the differences between
gga-miR-30c-5p-transfected cells and controls in terms of viral growth was determined by ANOVA.
Data are representative of three independent experiments and presented as means ± SD. (** stands
for p < 0.01; * for p < 0.05).
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Figure 4. Inhibition of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p suppresses FAdV-4 replication. (A) Knockdown
of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p in LMH cells suppressed FAdV-4 replication. The LMH cells were
transfected with gga-miR-30c-5p inhibitor (Inh) or miR-Inh-control (ctrl). Twenty-four hours after
transfection, the cells were infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1. At different time points (12, 24,
48, and 72 h) after FAdV-4 infection, the viral loads in the cell cultures were determined by TCID50

assays. (B–D) The LMH cells were transfected with gga-miR-30c-5p Inh or miR-Inh-ctrl. Twenty-four
hours after transfection, the cells were infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1. Twenty-four hours after
FAdV-4 infection, cell lysates were prepared and subjected to Western Blot analysis using anti-Hexon
and anti-PX antibodies. Endogenous GAPDH expression was examined as an internal control. The
band densities of Hexon and PX shown in panel (B) were quantitated by densitometry, as shown in
panels (C,D). The relative levels of Hexon and PX were calculated as follows: band density of Hexon
or PX/that of GAPDH. The significance of the differences between gga-miR-30c-5p Inh-transfected
cells and miR-Inh-ctrl in terms of viral growth was determined by ANOVA. Data are representative
of three independent experiments and presented as means ± SD. (** stands for p < 0.01; * for p < 0.05).

3.4. The Mcl-1 Gene Is a Target of gga-miR-30c-5p in LMH Cells

Since gga-miR-30c-5p is involved in apoptosis, it is intriguing to explore the underlying
molecular mechanism. Using the RNA22 (version 2) databases, we identified Mcl-1 as a
target of gga-miR-30c-5p in host cells. The region of the Mcl-1 CDS at bp 874 to 895 contains
the target site for gga-miR-30c-5p (Figure 5A). Mcl-1, an anti-apoptotic oncoprotein, is a
member of the Bcl-2 family [34]. It was reported that human miR-30c-5p caused apoptosis
via targeting apoptosis-related genes, such as Bcl-2 [32], and that some miRNAs induced
apoptosis via targeting Mcl-1 [35,36]. Therefore, we hypothesized that gga-miR-30c-5p
might regulate apoptosis by targeting Mcl-1 in FAdV-4-infected cells. To test this hypothesis,
we constructed a firefly luciferase reporter gene plasmid (pGL3-Mcl-1-WT, where WT is
wild type) containing the predicted target site in Mcl-1 and another construct (pGL3-Mcl-1-
Mut) with mutations in the targeted regions as controls, transfected LMH cells with these
reporter gene plasmids and miRNAs and performed luciferase reporter gene assays. As
shown in Figure 5B, the transfection of cells with gga-miR-30c-5p together with pGL3-Mcl-
1-WT significantly reduced luciferase activity of the reporter gene compared with that of
controls (p < 0.01), but this reduction could be completely abolished by transfection with
pGL3-Mcl-1-Mut, indicating that gga-miR-30c-5p inhibited Mcl-1 expression by targeting
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its specific sequence in the Mcl-1 gene CDS. On the contrary, the inhibition of endogenous
gga-miR-30c-5p by miRNA inhibitors promoted luciferase activity of the reporter gene
(p < 0.05), suggesting that Mcl-1 expression is enhanced in cells with a reduced level of
gga-miR-30c-5p. Furthermore, we examined the effect of gga-miR-30c-5p on Mcl-1 mRNA
expression by qRT-PCR. Consistently, our results show that the transfection of LMH cells
with gga-miR-30c-5p decreased Mcl-1 mRNA expression compared with that of miRNA
controls (p < 0.01), while the knockdown of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p increased the
mRNA expression of Mcl-1 (p < 0.001) (Figure 5C). These data indicate that gga-miR-30c-
5p reduced Mcl-1 expression at an mRNA level. To consolidate these findings, we next
examined the effect of gga-miR-30c-5p on Mcl-1 protein expression by Western Blot assay.
As a result, the overexpression of gga-miR-30c-5p in LMH cells markedly suppressed Mcl-1
expression (p < 0.001) (Figure 5D,E), while the knockdown of endogenous gga-miR-30c-
5p by its inhibitors enhanced Mcl-1 expression compared with that of miRNA inhibitor
controls (p < 0.01) (Figure 5F,G). These data clearly show that gga-miR-30c-5p inhibits Mcl-1
expression by directly targeting Mcl-1 gene expression in LMH cells.

Figure 5. The Mcl-1 gene is a cellular target of gga-miR-30c-5p. (A) Diagram of the predicted target
site for gga-miR-30c-5p in Mcl-1 gene. The target sequences of gga-miR-30c-5p are underlined and
were mutated as indicated. (B) The transfection of LMH cells with gga-miR-30c-5p reduced the
expression of Mcl-1 but not its mutant. The LMH cells were co-transfected with gga-miR-30c-5p
mimics (80 nM), inhibitors (Inh) (200 nM), or miRNA controls, together with luciferase reporter gene
vectors (200 ng) and pRL-TK (20 ng). Forty-eight hours post-transfection, the cells were lysed, and
a luciferase reporter gene assay was performed to measure Mcl-1 expression. The relative levels of
luciferase activity (Rel Luc Act) were calculated as follows: luciferase activity of cells transfected
with the reporter gene plasmids together with gga-miR-30c-5p mimics or inhibitors/that of cells
co-transfected with the reporter gene plasmids and miRNA controls. (C) Effect of gga-miR-30c-5p on
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Mcl-1 expression. LMH cells were transfected with gga-miR-30c-5p mimics or miRNA controls at
80 nM or gga-miR-30c-5p Inh at 200 nM. Twenty-four hours after transfection, the mRNA expression
of Mcl-1 was examined by qRT-PCR. GAPDH was used as an internal control. The relative levels of
gene expression were calculated as follows: mRNA expression of Mcl-1 in cells transfected with gga-
miR-30c-5p mimics or miRNA inhibitor or miRNA control/that of Mcl-1 in normal cells. (D,E) The
transfection of LMH cells with gga-miR-30c-5p reduced the expression of Mcl-1 protein. The LMH
cells were transfected with gga-miR-30c-5p mimics or miRNA controls at 80 nM. Forty-eight hours
after transfection, cell lysates were prepared and subjected to Western Blot analysis using anti-Mcl-
1 antibodies, and the band densities of Mcl-1 in panel (D) were quantitated by densitometry (E).
Endogenous GAPDH expression was examined as an internal control. The relative levels of Mcl-1
protein were calculated as follows: band density of Mcl-1/that of GAPDH in the same sample.
(F,G) The knockdown of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced the expression of Mcl-1 protein.
LMH cells were transfected with gga-miR-30c-5p Inh or miR-Inh-ctrl as described in (C). Forty-eight
hours after transfection, the expression of Mcl-1 protein was examined as described in (D), the band
densities of Mcl-1 shown in panel (F) were quantitated by densitometry (G), and the relative levels of
Mcl-1 expression were calculated as described in (E). Data are representative of three independent
experiments and are presented as means ± SD. (*** stands for p < 0.001; ** for p < 0.01; * for p < 0.05).

3.5. Mcl-1 Suppressed gga-miR-30c-5p-Induced Apoptosis in LMH Cells

The facts that gga-miR-30c-5p promoted apoptosis in LMH cells and that gga-miR-
30c-5p inhibited Mcl-1 expression suggest that gga-miR-30c-5p might promote apoptosis
by targeting Mcl-1 and that the overexpression of Mcl-1 in host cells would, therefore,
block gga-miR-30c-5p-induced apoptosis while the knockdown of Mcl-1 would promote
apoptosis as gga-miR-30c-5p did. To test this hypothesis, we transfected LMH cells with
gga-miR-30c-5p alone or together with pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1 and examined the effect of over-
expressed Mcl-1 on gga-miR-30c-5p-induced apoptosis by flow cytometry. As shown in
Figure 6A,B, the overexpression of Mcl-1 markedly blocked gga-miR-30c-5p-induced apop-
tosis in LMH (p < 0.01), suggesting that Mcl-1 is an anti-apoptotic molecule, suppressing
miR-30c-5p-induced apoptosis. Furthermore, we made two Mcl-1 RNAi#1 and RNAi#2
constructs and found that both constructs could effectively lower the cellular level of Mcl-1
(Figure 6C). As shown in Figure 6D, transfection with Mcl-1 RNAi#1 in cells decreased
the viability and proliferation of cells compared to that of control RNAi, indicating that
the knockdown of endogenous Mcl-1 suppressed the viability and proliferation of LMH
cells. We then examined apoptosis in LMH cells receiving the Mcl-1 RNAi#1 or control
RNAi. As a result, the knockdown of Mcl-1 by RNAi markedly promoted apoptosis in
LMH cells as gga-miR-30c-5p did (p < 0.001) (Figure 6E,F), indicating that Mcl-1 serves as
an anti-apoptotic factor in host cells and that gga-miR-30c-5p induces apoptosis in cells by
targeting Mcl-1.
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Figure 6. Overexpression of Mcl-1 blocked gga-miR-30c-5p-induced apoptosis in LMH cells, and the
knockdown of Mcl-1 promotes apoptosis in LMH cells. (A) The LMH cells were co-transfected with
gga-miR-30c-5p mimics (80 nM) or miRNA controls (80 nM), pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1(1 µg), or pRK5-Flag
(1 µg). Forty-eight hours after transfection, the cells were collected, stained with Annexin V-PE and
7-AAD, and examined for apoptosis by flow cytometry. (B) The percentage of apoptotic cells in
each group in panel (A) was graphed and statistically analyzed. (C) Effects of Mcl-1 RNAi on the
expression of endogenous Mcl-1. The LMH cells were transfected with siRNA (RNAi#1 and RNAi#2)
or controls. Twenty-four hours after the second transfection, cell lysates were prepared and examined
by Western Blot using anti-Mcl-1 and anti-Tubulin antibodies. Endogenous Tubulin expression was
examined as an internal control. (D) The knockdown of Mcl-1 by RNAi suppressed the viability and
proliferation of cells. The LMH cells were seeded on a 96-well culture plate and transfected with
Mcl-1-RNAi#1 or control-RNAi at a final concentration of 60 nM. At different time points (24, 48, and
72 h) post-transfection, 10 µL of CCK-8 solution was added to each well, followed by incubation at
37 ◦C for 1 h, and the absorbance of the solution was finally determined at 450 nm using a microplate
spectrophotometer. (E,F) The knockdown of Mcl-1 promotes LMH cells apoptosis. The LMH cells
were double transfected with siRNA (RNAi#1) or RNAi controls at an interval of 24 h. Twenty-four
hours after the second transfection, the cells were collected, stained with Annexin V-PE and 7-AAD,
and examined for apoptosis by flow cytometry. The percentage of apoptotic cells in each group in
panel (D) was graphed and statistically analyzed (E). Data are representative of three independent
experiments and presented as means ± SD. (*** stands for p < 0.001; ** for p < 0.01; * for p < 0.05).

3.6. Mcl-1 Is Involved in FAdV-4-Induced Apoptosis and Suppressed FAdV-4 Replication

Since gga-miR-30c-5p promoted FAdV-4-induced apoptosis and viral replication by
targeting Mcl-1, it is likely that Mcl-1 is involved in FAdV-4-induced apoptosis and affects
viral replication. Thus, we transfected the LMH cells with pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1 or pRK5-
Flag as a control and examined apoptosis and viral replication in LMH cells post FAdV-4
infection. As a result, the overexpression of Mcl-1 in FAdV-4-infected cells markedly
reduced FAdV-4-induced apoptosis in host cells (p < 0.01) (Figure 7A,B), accompanied
by reduced expression of viral proteins Hexon and PX in FAdV-4-infected cells (p < 0.01)
(Figure 7C–E), indicating that Mcl-1 suppressed FAdV-4-mediated apoptosis, suppressing
viral infection. To confirm the results, we transfected LMH cells with pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1 or
pRK5-Flag and examined the viral titers in these cell cultures 24-h-post FAdV-4 infection
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using TCID50 assay. Consistently, the transfection of LMH cells with pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1
significantly inhibited FAdV-4 replication compared to that of controls (p < 0.01) (Figure 7F).
These data indicate that Mcl-1 acts as an anti-apoptotic factor in FAdV-4-infected cells and
suppresses FAdV-4 replication.

Figure 7. The overexpression of Mcl-1 inhibited FAdV-4-induced apoptosis and suppressed FAdV-4
replication. (A,B) The overexpression of Mcl-1 inhibited FAdV-4-induced apoptosis. The LMH cells
were transfected with pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1 or controls. Twenty-four hours after transfection, the cells
were infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1. Forty-eight hours after FAdV-4 infection, the cells were
collected, stained with Annexin V-PE and 7-AAD, and examined for apoptosis by flow cytometry (A).
The percentage of apoptotic cells in each group in panel (A) was graphed and statistically analyzed (B).
(C–E) The overexpression of Mcl-1 suppressed FAdV-4 replication. LMH cells were treated as
described above. Twenty-four hours after transfection, the cells were infected with FAdV-4 at an MOI
of 1. Forty-eight hours after FAdV-4 infection, cell lysates were prepared and subjected to Western Blot
analysis using anti-Hexon and anti-PX antibodies. Endogenous GAPDH expression was examined as
an internal control. The band densities of Hexon and PX in (C) were quantitated by densitometry
as shown in (D,E). (F) The overexpression of Mcl-1 reduced viral titers in FAdV-4-infected cells.
LMH cells were transfected with pRK5-Flag-Mcl-1 vectors or pRK5-Flag as controls, followed by
infection with FAdV-4 as described above. Forty-eight hours after FAdV-4 infection, the viral loads in
the cell cultures were determined by TCID50 assays. Data are representative of three independent
experiments and presented as means ± SD. (*** stands for p < 0.001; ** for p < 0.01).

3.7. Overexpression of Gga-miR-30c-5p Enhanced FAdV-4-Induced Cytochrome C Release and
Activation of Caspase-3

As one of the vital anti-apoptotic molecules of the Bcl-2 family, Mcl-1 interferes in a
cascade of events leading to the release of cytochrome c from mitochondria to promote cell
survival [37]. Since gga-miR-30c-5p inhibits the expression of Mcl-1 and Mcl-1-mediated
apoptosis is associated with cytochrome c release, we hypothesized that gga-miR-30c-5p
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enhanced apoptosis via facilitating cytochrome c release and the activation of caspase-3. To
test this hypothesis, we transfected LMH cells with the miRNAs or miRNA controls and
examined cytochrome c release and caspase-3 activities 24 and 48 h post-FAdV-4 infection.
As shown in Figure 8A,B, the transfection of LMH cells with gga-miR-30c-5p significantly
increased cytochrome c release compared to that of controls (p < 0.01). Similarly, the
overexpression of gga-miR-30c-5p significantly increased caspase-3 activity (p < 0.01),
while the inhibition of endogenous gga-miR-30c-5p by inhibitors suppressed the activity of
caspase-3 (Figure 8C,D). These data demonstrate that gga-miR-30c-5p enhances apoptosis
via facilitating cytochrome c release and activation of caspase-3.

Figure 8. The transfection of cells with gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced FAdV-4-induced cytochrome c
release and caspase-3 activation. (A,B) The transfection of cells with gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced the
FAdV-4-induced release of cytochrome c. The LMH cells were transfected with the indicated miRNAs
or miRNA controls. Twenty-four hours after transfection, the cells were mock-infected or infected
with FAdV-4 at an MOI of 1. At the indicated time points (24 and 48 h) after FAdV-4 infection, cytosolic
proteins were prepared and subjected to Western Blot analysis for the measurement of cytochrome c
in the cytosol of cells. The band densities of cytochrome c in (A) were quantitated by densitometry.
The relative levels of cytochrome c were calculated as follows: band density of cytochrome c/that of
Tubulin. (C,D) The transfection of cells with gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced FAdV-4-induced activation of
caspase-3. The LMH cells were treated as described above in (A). Twenty-four or 48 h after FAdV-4
infection, the activities of caspase-3 were measured at 405 nm with a microplate reader using the
substrates DEVD-pNA (synthetic caspase-3 substrate). Data are representative of three independent
experiments and presented as means ± SD. (*** stands for p < 0.001; ** for p < 0.01; * for p < 0.05).
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Taken together, our data show that the infection of LMH cells with FAdV-4 decreased
gga-miR-30c-5p expression. Importantly, gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced FAdV-4-induced apop-
tosis in LMH cells by directly targeting Mcl-1, facilitating viral replication in host cells.
The overexpression of Mcl-1 inhibited gga-miR-30c-5p or FAdV-4-induced apoptosis in
LMH cells, reducing FAdV-4 replication, while the knockdown of Mcl-1 by RNAi enhanced
apoptosis in LMH cells. Furthermore, gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced FAdV-4-induced apoptosis
associated with increased cytochrome c release and caspase-3 activation. Thus, gga-miR-
30c-5p enhances apoptosis in FAdV-4-infected cells by directly targeting Mcl-1, a cellular
anti-apoptotic protein, facilitating FAdV-4 replication in host cells.

4. Discussion

FAdV-4 is one of the most important pathogens for chickens and was first identified
as a causative agent responsible for HHS in three to six-week-old broilers in Pakistan in
1987 [38], and subsequently, HHS occurred around the world [8,39–41]. In contrast to
mild disease caused by other FAdV serotypes, the outbreaks of HHS in chickens infected
by FAdV-4 caused tremendous economic losses to the poultry industry in China in 2015.
Thus, effective control of HHS by vaccination is crucial to the income of stakeholders. A
complete understanding of the mechanisms underlying FAdV-induced pathogenesis is
required for the development of highly efficacious novel vaccines against HHS. However,
currently, the pathogenesis of FAdV infection is still largely unknown. In the present
study, first, our data show that the infection of LMH cells decreased gga-miR-30c-5p
expression. Second, the overexpression of gga-miR-30c-5p significantly enhanced FAdV-
induced apoptosis and facilitated viral replication in LMH cells, while the knockdown of
gga-miR-30c-5p by specific inhibitors reduced apoptosis and suppressed viral replication
in FAdV-infected cells. Thirdly, and importantly, the overexpression of gga-miR-30c-5p
in LMH cells induced apoptosis by directly targeting cellular anti-apoptotic factor Mcl-1,
while this induction could be blocked by overexpressed Mcl-1. Fourth, the knockdown
of Mcl-1 by RNAi induced apoptosis just as the overexpression of gga-miR-30c-5p did.
Finally, gga-miR-30c-5p-enhanced apoptosis in FAdV-4-infected cells was associated with
increased cytochrome c release and caspase-3 activation. Thus, gga-miR-30c-5p enhances
FAdV-4-induced apoptosis by directly targeting Mcl-1 and facilitates FAdV-4 replication in
host cells, highlighting a critical role of miRNAs in host defense against FAdV-4 infection.

It is well known that miRNAs, small and non-coding RNA molecules, negatively
regulate gene expression by binding to mRNAs and thereby promoting degradation of the
target mRNA or blocking its translation into protein [42]. Studies about the downregulating
expression of miRNAs post-viral infection are relatively rare. In our study, FAdV-4 infection
with LMH cells reduced the expression of gga-miR-30c-5p, and the overexpression of gga-
miR-30c-5p promoted the replication of FAdV-4. FAdV-4 infection triggered host response
against viral infection by downregulating gga-miR-30c-5p expression. It has been reported
that VSV decreased miR-27a in different immune cells and found that the IFN/JAK/STAT1
signal pathway induced downregulation of downstream miR-27a by RUNX1, which was
inhibited by VSV [43]. Therefore, we will focus on the mechanism of regulating gga-
miR-30c-5p by FAdV-4 in the future. miRNAs play important roles in host responses to
pathogenic infection, while some viruses have evolved with the capacity of manipulating
host miRNAs to evade host response to benefit viral replication [44,45]. For example, gga-
miR-181a-5p facilitated FAdV-4 replication via targeting of STING [46], miR-30c promoted
type 2 PRRSV infection by targeting the interferon–alpha/beta receptor beta chain [47],
gga-miR-142-5p attenuated IRF7 signaling and promoted replication of IBDV by targeting
the chMDA5′s 3′ untranslated region [48], and gga-miR-16c-5p induced apoptosis in IBDV-
infected cells via targeting Bcl-2, facilitating viral replication [26]. In the present study, we
found that gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced FAdV-4-induced apoptosis by directly targeting Mcl-1,
promoting FAdV-4 replication in host cells. Thus, it seems that cellular miRNAs could not
only serve as components of host response in maintaining homeostasis but also be taken
advantage of by pathogens for their own survival. In humans, miR-30c-5p was involved in
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apoptosis, inflammation, autophagy, and other physiological processes by different targets,
including ATG5 [49], eIF2α [50], SIRT1 [51], and FOXO3 [52]. As far as we know, this study
is the first report to show that gga-miR-30c-5p is involved in FAdV-4-induced apoptosis in
host cells by targeting Mcl-1, an anti-apoptotic member of the Bcl-2 family.

Apoptosis is a strictly controlled physiological process that eliminates unwanted or
potentially harmful cells. We previously reported that some miRNAs were involved in
apoptosis in host cells, affecting viral replication, for instance, gga-miR-16c-5p enhanced
IBDV-induced apoptosis and viral replication by targeting Bcl-2 [26], and gga-miR-29a-3p
suppressed avian reovirus-induced apoptosis and viral replication via targeting caspase-3 [53].
In the present study, our results show that gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced apoptosis in FAdV-4-
infected cells by targeting Mcl-1, facilitating viral replication. Furthermore, our previous study
demonstrated that PX of FAdV-4 acts as a major viral factor inducing apoptosis in FAdV-4-
infected LMH cells [20]. It is highly possible that FAdV-4-induced apoptosis is attributable
to multiple factors at both protein and RNA levels. Interestingly, we noted that all these
viruses (IBDV, Reovirus, and FAdV) are non-enveloped viruses; apoptosis may be one of the
important means required for their release and spread. Thus, from an evolutionary point of
view, it is very important for FAdV-4 to have the capability of inducing apoptosis in host cells
at both the protein and RNA levels.

Mcl-1, a member of the Bcl-2 anti-apoptotic protein subfamily, was first identified in the
ML-1 human myeloid leukemia cell line in 1993 [54]. Mcl-1 was expressed differentially in
all cells, especially in cancer cells, and its expression was downregulated during apoptosis
in many cell types in contrast to the anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL proteins [55,56]. It has
been reported that several miRNAs, such as miR-101 [57], miR-519d [58], miR-1469 [35],
and miR-26b [59], play a role in apoptosis by targeting Mcl-1. In this study, we found that
gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced apoptosis in FAdV-4-infected cells by targeting Mcl-1, facilitating
viral replication. Of note, there are several questions to be addressed: for example, (1) what
is the mechanism underlying FAdV4-induced gga-miR-30c-5p expression? (2) Is the cellular
sensor, such as c-GAS or ALRs (AIM-2-like receptors), involved in the recognition of
genomic DNA of FAdV-4 to initiate host response? (3) If so, which transcription factors
are involved in these biological processes? More efforts will be required to elucidate the
molecular mechanisms of FAdV-4-induced pathogenesis.

In conclusion, our data show that the infection of LMH cells with FAdV-4 altered
gga-miR-30c-5p expression. Importantly, gga-miR-30c-5p enhanced apoptosis in FAdV-4-
infected cells by directly targeting Mcl-1, facilitating viral replication. Furthermore, gga-
miR-30c-5p enhanced FAdV-4-induced apoptosis associated with increased cytochrome c
release and caspase-3 activation. Thus, gga-miR-30c-5p plays an important role in FAdV-
4-induced apoptosis, favoring FAdV-4 survival in host cells, which might be used as a
potential target for intervening FAdV-4 infection. These findings contribute to the under-
standing of the mechanisms underlying FAdV-4-induced apoptosis at an RNA level.
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Abstract: Highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) clade 2.3.4.4 viruses have been reported to be
the source of infections in several outbreaks in the past decades. In a previous study, we screened
out a broad-spectrum virus strain, H5N6-Sichuan subtype, by using a lentiviral pseudovirus system.
In this project, we aimed to investigate the potential of H5N6 virus-like particles (VLPs) serving
as a broad-spectrum vaccine candidate against H5Nx viruses. We cloned the full-length M1 gene
and H5, N6 genes derived from the H5N6-Sichuan into pFASTBac vector and generated the VLPs
using the baculovirus-insect cell system. H5N6 VLPs were purified by sucrose gradient centrifu-
gation, and the presence of H5, N6 and M1 proteins was verified by Western blot and SDS-PAGE.
The hemagglutination titer of H5N6 VLPs after purification reached 5120 and the particle structure
remained as viewed by electron microscopy. The H5N6 VLPs and 293T mammalian cell-expressed
H5+N6 proteins were sent for mice immunization. Antisera against the H5+N6 protein showed 80 to
320 neutralizing antibody titers to various H5Nx pseudoviruses. In contrast, H5N6 VLPs not only
elicited higher neutralizing antibody titers, ranging from 640 to 1280, but also induced higher IL-2,
IL-4, IL-5, IFN-γ and TNF production, thus indicating that H5N6 VLPs may be a potential vaccine
candidate for broad-spectrum H5Nx avian influenza vaccines.

Keywords: avian influenza virus; virus-like particles; vaccine; H5N6

1. Introduction

Avian influenza virus (AIV) belongs to the Orthomyxoviridae family, Alphainfluenzavirus
genus, and contains eight negative-sense, single-stranded RNA segments as its genome [1].
During viral replication, reassortant genes help the AIVs to overcome the species barrier
to infect humans, thus causing a major threat to public health [2]. The highly pathogenic
avian influenza (HPAI) virus A/goose/Guangdong/1/96 H5N1 (Gs/GD) lineage caused
global epidemics not only in migratory birds and domestic poultry but also in the human
population. Taiwan had previously encountered an outbreak of HPAI clade 2.3.4.4 derived
from Gs/GD lineage in poultry [3]. Clade 2.3.4.4 has evolved since 2008 and had several
reassortant neuraminidase (NA) genes with N2, N3, N5, N6, and N8 variants. Phylogenetic
analysis based on the sequence of hemagglutinin (HA) and M gene reveals that HPAI
H5Nx viruses in October 2014 were related to two HPAI H5N8 viruses identified from
wild birds in Japan. Two subsequent outbreaks in late 2014 and 2016 resulted from seven
H5Nx reassortant genes that spread through Taiwan and eight novel introduced internal
genes mostly derived from the gene pool of avian influenza virus circulating in wild birds
in Asia [3]. In several outbreaks in past decades, it has been reported that the sources of
infection were novel HPAI clade 2.3.4.4 viruses. These newly emerging, highly pathogenic
H5Nx avian influenza viruses, including H5N1, H5N2, H5N3, H5N6, and H5N8, have
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raised great concern worldwide [4–6]. Taiwan also encountered the largest outbreak of
avian influenza viruses in 2015, including H5N2, H5N6 and H5N8 [7]. Genetic analysis
revealed that the HA and NA gene of H5N2 circulating in Taiwan before 2015 outbreaks
were derived from American H5N2 (old Mexican-like lineage), and the other six gene
segments were similar to local H6N1 in Taiwan [8,9]. The HA of the new epidemic strain
H5N2 in 2015 belonged to clade 2.3.4.4 HPAI; therefore, the old vaccine might not be able to
protect against new emerging H5N2, H5N3, H5N8 and H5N6 viruses. Thus, a new strategy
of vaccine platform for rapid application is necessary.

There are three major types of influenza vaccine approved by the Food and Drug
Administration in the United States, including inactivated vaccine, live-attenuated vaccine
and recombinant vaccine. The manufacture of inactivated vaccine or live-attenuated vaccine
is derived from a specific strain of AIV that probably confers only strain-specific immunity.
In addition, inactivated vaccines and live-attenuated vaccines seldom elicit cross-protective
immunity against different subtypes of AIVs. A mismatch between the available vaccines
and the circulating AIV strain may contribute to high mortality and wild transmission in
the avian and human population.

Virus-like particles (VLPs) are non-infectious nanoparticles made up of assembled
viral proteins without viral genetic materials. In comparison to whole inactivated vaccines,
VLP vaccines consisting of different combinations of antigen have the advantage to induce
a broader immune response [10]. At present, highly conserved ectodomain of M2 protein
(M2e) or the stalk of the HA protein have been used as the antigen for a VLP vaccine
candidate for influenza viruses [11,12]. Animals vaccinated with M2e VLP have lower
morbidity and viral titers, while the viral clearance has not been observed. VLP with stalk
HA elicits cross-protective humoral immunity against various strains of AIVs; however, it
is less immunogenic [11,13]. Several studies also posed different strategies. For example,
Wu et al. fused a conserved M2e protein at the N-terminus of HA, or at the N-terminus of
NA in the H5N1 VLP, to protect against heterosubtypic H1N1 and H5N1 [13]. Kang et al.
have expressed two HAs derived from a different clade of AIVs to enhance robust immune
response [14]; however, expression of multiple genes in one vector may also contribute to
assembly instability due to the tandem repetition of similar sequences [15]. In this study,
we supposed that the conformation of VLP presenting the HA and NA may be similar to
the native virions that induced antibodies and will be able to target the HA, which can
effectively inhibit viral replication. VLPs can be produced in several expression systems,
including mammalian cells, plants, insect cells, yeast and bacteria. Since the VLPs generated
from a baculovirus-infected insect cell line have advantages of high expression yield,
good protein folding with glycosylation modification and ease for scale-up production,
we aimed to develop a potential VLP-based vaccine by using the baculovirus-insect cell
expression system.

In our previous study, we analyzed genetic evolution of HA from H5Nx viruses cir-
culating in Taiwan. The phylogenetic analysis performed by PAUP showed that all the
new H5Nx viruses isolated in Taiwan belonged to clade 2.3.4.4, except the old H5N2 circu-
lating prior to 2015. HA and NA gene sequences derived from different avian influenza
viruses, including A/Northern pintail/Washington/40964/2014 H5N2 (clade 2.3.4.4b),
A/duck/Taiwan/1702004/2017 H5N6 (clade 2.3.4.4e), A/duck/Hyogo/1/2016 H5N6
(clade 2.3.4.4e), A/Sichuan/26221/2014 H5N6 (clade 2.3.4.4a), A/gyrfalcon/Washington/
41088-6/2014 (H5N8) (clade 2.3.4.4b) and A/chicken/Taiwan/x37/2016 H5N8 (clade
2.3.4.4b), were used for lentiviral pseudovirus production, as described previously [16]. We
further identified an H5N6-Sichuan subtype that exhibited high neutralizing titers against
different subtypes [16]. A lentiviral vector-based vaccine is able to directly express the
antigen of interest in target cells in vivo, which can effectively induce antigen-specific CD8+
T cell immune response [17]. Although several studies have demonstrated the protective ef-
ficacy in preclinical and clinical trials, it was still not approved to be used in humans to date.
The main concern is the stability of viral integration in the host genome, which may activate
the cellular protooncogene by integrated long terminal repeats (LTRs) or the transcriptional
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interference and suppression by LTRs [18]. Therefore, we developed a potential vaccine
candidate using a virus-like particles expression system that is non-infectious and had been
approved to use in humans. In order to further investigate whether H5N6 Sichuan subtype
would be a potential vaccine candidate for humans, we aimed to establish a virus-like
particle expression system and further evaluate the immune response elicited by VLP and
293T mammalian cell-expressed protein in mice models.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cell Culture

Insect cell lines, Spodoptera frugiperda ovarian cells (Sf21) and Trichoplusia ni ovar-
ian cells (High FiveTM) were cultured at 28 ◦C in an incubator, without CO2 and water
supplement. Sf21 cells were maintained in Grace’s Insect medium (Gibco) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA, USA)
for baculovirus production. For H5N6-Sichuan VLP production, High Five™ cells were
cultured in serum-free HyClone™ SFM4 Insect medium (Hyclone) with 1% penicillin
streptomycin mixtures (P/S).

293T cells and MDCK cells were cultured at 37 ◦C in an incubator with 5% CO2.
293T cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 2% P/S, and 10 µM
sodium pyruvate for the production of H5Nx pseudoviruses and 293T expressed H5+N6
proteins. MDCK cells were maintained in Eagle’s MEM with 1 µg/mL trypsin, 1mM sodium
pyruvate, 100 U/mL penicillin and 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin for titration of pseudoviruses
and neutralization assay of VLP or mammalian cell-expressed proteins immunized mice
serum against H5Nx pseudoviruses.

2.2. Generation of Virus-like Particle Expression Plasmid

PCR products of NA were cloned into pBac-YCCRG3 plasmid containing an M1
sequence from an H7N9 subtype (pFastBac vector, gift from Dr. Yung-Chih Hu, NHRI)
using KpnI and NheI restriction enzyme sites, named as pBac-YCCH7SCN6. By using
BssHII and RsrII restriction enzyme sites, the amplified HA genes were cloned into the
pBac-YCCH7SCN6, named as pBac3-SC. The inserted HA, NA sequences from H5N6
Sichaun subtype and M1 sequence from H7N9 subtype pBac3-SC plasmid were confirmed
by Sanger sequencing. The pBac3-SC plasmid was transformed into a DH 10BacTM
competent cell (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for transposition into bacmid. The colonies
that contain the desired recombinant bacmid were identified by blue-white screening
with 50 µg/mL kanamycin, 10 µg/mL tetracycline, 7 µg/mL gentamycin, 100 µg/mL
Bluo-gal and 40 µg/mL IPTG. Sf21 cells were seeded in 6-well plates (8 × 105 cells/mL)
and transfected with 2.5 µg/well of pBac3-SC plasmid by TransIT-Insect transfection
reagent (Mirus Bio, Madison, WI, USA), and the supernatants were collected at 72 h post-
transfection. The P1 viruses were immediately amplified in confluent 6-well plates of Sf21
cells and titrated by plaque assay for further experiments. The viruses were stored at
−80 ◦C and protected from light.

2.3. Production of H5N6 VLPs

The cultures were performed in 250 mL shake flasks. Each flask was inoculated with
2 × 105 cells/mL with a working volume of 100 mL. After three days, when the density
of High Five™ cells reached 1.6 × 106 cells/mL, the cells were infected with 1 × 108 to
1 × 109 pfu/mL of recombinant baculovirus. The H5N6 VLPs were harvested at 3 days
post-infection by centrifugation at 500× g (Kubota TA3780) at 4 ◦C for 10 min, and the yield
of H5N6 VLPs was further determined by hemagglutination assay.

2.4. Sucrose Density Gradient for Vlp Purification

For VLPs concentration and purification, VLPs were first UV inactivated for 30 min.
It was filtered with 0.45 µm filters to remove cell debris and precipitated by ultracentrifu-
gation at 360,000× g (Beckman L90-K ultracentrifuge, 70Ti rotor) at 4 ◦C for 4 h with a
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20% sucrose cushion and a drop of glycerol at the bottom of the tube. The pellets were
resuspended with PBS and loaded on the top of a 20–60% sucrose gradient. After ultracen-
trifugation at 285,000× g for 2.5 h, the visible band at 45% sucrose was collected (Beckman
L90-K ultracentrifuge, 40Ti rotor).

2.5. SDS-PAGE and Western Blot Analysis for Protein Composition of VLP

Purified H5N6 VLP samples were quantified by Qubit protein assay. Approximately
2 µg of purified H5N6 VLPs were separated on 12% SDS-PAGE. To confirm the purification
efficiency of the sucrose density gradient, the SDS-PAGE gel was stained using silver
staining. To detect the presence of target HA, the separated proteins on the SDS-PADE
were transferred onto the PVDF membrane, blocked with 5% non-fat milk, and incubated
with primary antibody (1:5000, avian flu HA antibody, Mab, Sino Biological, Beijing, China)
at 4 ◦C overnight. The blots were then incubated with secondary antibody (1:5000, goat
anti-mouse IgG, HRP-labeled, KPL) and developed using enhanced chemiluminescence
(ECL, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) substrate. All the images were captured by Amersham
Imager 600.

2.6. Transmission Electron Microscopy for Analysis of VLP Morphology

Purified VLPs were absorbed onto a plasma-discharged copper grid. After washing
with PBS, 2% phosphotungstic acid was applied for negative staining. The particles were
observed under a transmission electron microscope (JEOL JEM-1400), performed by Core
Facility Center, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan.

2.7. Hemagglutination Assay for HA Titer of VLP

Turkey RBCs were washed with ice-cold PBS several times until the PBS remained
clear after centrifugation at 500× g (Kubota TA3780) for 5 min. A 0.75% of turkey RBC
suspension with PBS was then prepared. To measure the hemagglutination titers of VLP,
VLPs were first diluted 10-fold, and a 2-fold serial dilution with PBS was performed on
a 96-well plate at a total volume of 50 µL/well. Afterwards, 50 µL of 0.75 % turkey RBC
suspension was added to each well and incubated at room temperature for 30 min to
1 h [19]. In the presence of VLPs, the HA on the surface of VLPs will bind to the sialic
acid on the RBC, showing hemagglutination. The highest dilution titer that had shown
hemagglutination was regarded as the hemagglutination titer.

2.8. Expression of H5-HA and N6-NA Protein in 293T Mammalian Cell System

293T cells were seeded in 15 cm dishes (0.75–0.9 × 106 /mL, 20 mL/dish). After 16 h
of incubation, plasmids with pTT5 vector (pTT5-SCH5, pTT5-SCN6, Leadgene Biomedical,
Inc., Tainan, Taiwan) were transfected with 15 µg of H5 or N6 plasmid DNA per dish,
respectively, by Hyfect transfection reagent (Leadgene). Dishes were refreshed with cell
medium (FreeStyle 293 expression medium) 24 h later. At 72 h post-transfection, super-
natant was collected and centrifuged at 500× g to remove the cell debris. The supernatant
was further precipitated via ammonium sulfate. The desired HA and NA proteins were
visualized by Western blot with anti-His tag mAb (1:5000, Leadgene). The blots were
then incubated with secondary antibody (1:5000, goat anti-mouse IgG, HRP-labeled, KPL)
and developed using enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA)
substrate. All the images were captured by Amersham Imager 600.

2.9. Mouse Immunization

For H5N6 VLPs and H5+N6 protein antisera, 6- to 8-week-old BALB/c mice (4 mice
per group) were initially immunized with the purified H5N6 VLPs and 293T cell expressed
H5+N6 proteins with adjuvant (Freund’s complete adjuvant), which was performed by
Leadgene Biomedical, Inc, Taiwan (IACUC-11006003). Ten mg of VLP in PBS or recom-
binant proteins emulsified in Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA, Sigma) for priming
and Incomplete Freund’s Adjuvant (IFA, Sigma) for the boost in a total of 100 µL were
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immunized three times at one-week intervals. Serum samples were collected by sub-
mandibular blood collection at three time-points: pre-immunization, day 14 and day 35
post-immunization (antiserum of H5+N6 proteins were not collected at day 14, since these
two immunizations were performed at separate times). At day 35, mice were sacrificed and
the cardiac chambers punctured for the serum sample collection. The end-point serum sam-
ples were used for neutralization assay, and the serums collected at different time-points
were used to measure the induction of cytokine levels. Each serum was collected from
4 BALB/c mice and pooled. All the serum samples were aliquoted and stored at −80 ◦C
until further use.

2.10. Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) for Specific IgG Titer

The 96-well ELISA plates were coated with 50 µL of PBS containing 1 µg/mL of
H5N6 VLP or 293T expressed H5+N6 proteins, respectively. The plates were incubated
at room temperature for an hour and blocked with 3% skim milk in 0.05% PBS-T. Serum
samples were 100-fold and then two-fold serially diluted with blocking buffer. After being
washed several times with 0.05% PBS-T, the coated plates were then incubated with 50 µL
of serially diluted serum, followed by incubating with HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG
antibodies (1:5000, Leadgene) at 37 ◦C for 30 min. Lastly, 50 µL of tetramethyl benzidine
dihydrochloride (TMB) substrate was added in each well and stopped with 50 µL/well of
1 N H2SO4 two minutes later. The absorbance at 450 nm was measured using an ELISA
plate reader (Meter-tech M965+).

2.11. Neutralization Assay for Neutralizing Antibody Titer

To determine the neutralizing antibody titer of H5N6 VLPs and 293T expressed
H5+N6 protein immunized mouse serum against H5Nx pseudoviruses, neutralization
assay was performed as previously reported [16]. MDCK cells were seeded in 24-well
plates with 7.5 × 104 cells/well and incubated at 37 ◦C for 16 h. Mouse antisera were com-
plement inactivated at 56 ◦C for 30 min before neutralization assay. H5Nx pseudoviruses
(5 × 106–1 × 107 TU/mL) were co-incubated with 2-fold serially diluted mouse serum in a
37 ◦C incubator for 30 min. MDCK cells were then infected with the mixture and adsorbed
for 1.5 h. The serum-free DMEM medium was added after adsorption. The medium was
changed to MDCK medium (Eagle’s MEM with 1 µg/mL trypsin, 1mM sodium pyruvate,
100 U/mL penicillin and 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin) after 24 h. Infected cells with fluores-
cence were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde at 4 days post-infection, and the percentage of
fluorescence of infected cells was measured by flow cytometer. The neutralization titers
(NT50) were defined as 50% reduction of transduction unit (TU) in both duplications
compared with the transduction unit of virus control.

2.12. Multiplex Analysis of Mouse Cytokine Productions

Th1/ Th2-related multiple cytokines were measured by BD cytometric bead array.
Five beads with distinct fluorescence intensities had been coated with capture antibodies
specific for IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, TNF, and IFN-γ. Antisera against H5N6 VLPs and 293T cell-
expressed H5+N6 proteins were collected at different time-points and were diluted three-
fold with assay diluent. Standard beads were prepared following the instruction manual.
The captured beads were mixed with the serum samples and the PE detection reagents
and incubated at room temperature for two hours. After washing with 1 mL of wash
buffer for each tube, the tubes were centrifuged at 200× g for 5 min. Lastly, the pellet
was resuspended with 300 µL of wash buffer, and the fluorescence was analyzed by FACS
Calibur flow cytometer.
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3. Results
3.1. Establishment of the H5N6 Virus-like Particles Expression System Using Baculovirus-Insect
Cell System
3.1.1. Construction of the VLP-Expressing Plasmid

In our previous study, we established a lentiviral pseudovirus system, which is able to
rapidly screen out the broad-spectrum virus strain during outbreaks and examine vaccine
immunogenicity. Through the neutralization assay of the generated avian influenza H5
subtypes pseudoviruses antisera, we found that H5N6-Sichuan subtype antisera exhibited
better cross-protectivity among H5N2, H5N6 and H5N8 subtypes [16]. In order to further
investigate whether H5N6-Sichuan strain could be a potential vaccine candidate, we first
generated the virus-like particles derived from H5N6-Sichuan strain by using a Bac-to-
Bac baculovirus expression system. The full-length HA and NA derived from H5N6-
Sichuan were PCR amplified and cloned into pFASTBac vector. The plasmid was then
transformed into DH 10BacTM competent cells, which contain a bacmid DNA. Using mini-
attTn7 site-specific transposition, the inserted foreign genes will disrupt the LacZα gene,
and the recombinant bacmid containing the desired insert can be identified by blue-white
selection (Figure 1A).
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Figure 1. Production of H5N6 VLPs in the baculovirus expression vector system. (A) A schematic
diagram of H5N6 recombinant bacmid construction. The recombinant bacmid carrying the hemag-
glutinin (HA), neuraminidase (NA) and matrix protein 1 (M1) genes derived from the H5N6 subtype
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was generated by mini attTn7 transposition in DH10bac competent cells. (B) Recombinant baculovirus
collected from Sf21 cells were used to infect High Five cells for VLP production. (C) The expression of
the HA, NA and M1 proteins on the VLPs was visualized by SDS-PAGE with silver staining (lane 1)
and confirmed by Western blot using avian flu HA antibody (Sino Biological, 11048-MM06) (lane 2)
and Lenti-H5N6-SC mouse antisera (lane 3) (indicated by red arrow).

3.1.2. Generation of the H5N6 Virus-like Particles from Sf21 and High Five Cells

After we confirmed the inserted gene in the recombinant bacmid by sequencing,
the recombinant bacmid were amplified in LB broth and extracted with Qiagen plasmid
midi kit. Previously, Lai et al. had demonstrated that Sf21 cells are suitable for a large
amount of baculovirus production, while the VLPs are more easily generated by High Five™
cells [20]. Therefore, we transfected the recombinant bacmid with TransIT transfection
reagent into Sf21 cells cultured in an adherent flask to generate the recombinant baculovirus.
After three days of culture, the recombinant baculoviruses budded into the supernatant
and were immediately propagated by infecting High Five™ cells. High Five™ cells were
infected with MOI 1 of recombinant baculovirus from the above culture of Sf21 cells
(Figure 1B). SDS-PAGE was first performed to analyze the production of the H5N6 VLPs.
The results showed the presence of HA (64.08 kDa) and NA (52.4 kDa) proteins, followed
by confirmation by Western blot with specific antibodies of avian flu H5N1 HA antibody
and mouse antisera against lenti-H5N6 Sichuan pseudoviruses (Figure 1C).

3.1.3. Precipitation and Purification of H5N6 VLP by Sucrose Density Gradient

In order to investigate whether the H5N6 VLPs induced immunogenicity, purification
and concentration of H5N6 VLPs is needed for mice immunization. Previous studies have
shown that norovirus capsid VLPs purified by sucrose density gradient obtained high yield
and were more stable compared to other methods [21]. At day three post-infection, 250 mL
of culture supernatant was clarified and precipitated by low-speed centrifugation with
a 20% sucrose cushion and a drop of glycerol at the bottom of the tube. The pellet was
resuspended with 1.5 mL of PBS and loaded onto the 20–60% sucrose density gradient.
After ultracentrifuge, a visible band at 45% sucrose was observed, which indicated the
purified H5N6 VLPs. Fractions from 15%, 25%, 35% and 45% sucrose were collected from
the bottom for further analysis of the purification efficiency (Figure 2A,B).
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Figure 2. Purification of H5N6 VLPs by sucrose gradient. (A) Purification steps for H5N6 VLPs
purification. The H5N6 VLPs were precipitated by a 20% sucrose cushion first and further purified
by a 20–60% sucrose density gradient. (B) A visible band at 45% of sucrose fraction indicated the
purified H5N6 VLPs.

3.2. Characterization of H5N6 VLPs Properties
3.2.1. The Protein Composition of the H5N6 VLPs

In order to verify whether the major immune epitope, HA proteins, still remained in
the H5N6 VLPs after purification, we detected the proteins by Western blot using avian flu
anti-HA antibody. SDS-PAGE with silver stain was also performed to examine the purity of
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H5N6 VLPs. The results showed that the fraction of 45% sucrose not only had the majority
of the HA but also the NA and M1 proteins; furthermore, other proteins derived from the
High Five cells were mostly removed after purification (Figure 3A).
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Figure 3. Protein expression, hemagglutination and structure of H5N6 VLP after sucrose gradient
purification. (A) The expression of the HA, NA and M1 proteins on the VLPs at different percentages
of sucrose fraction was visualized by SDS-PAGE with silver staining and confirmed by Western
blot using avian flu HA antibody, Mab (Sino Biological, 11048-MM06). The pellet of H5N6 VLPs
was precipitated by a 20% sucrose cushion. (B) Comparison of hemagglutination activity between
unpurified and purified VLPs (at 45% sucrose fraction) by hemagglutination assay. The serum sample
started from a 10-fold dilution. (C) The H5N6 VLPs after sucrose gradient purification were imaged
using transmission electron microscopy by negative staining. Scale bars, Left: 200 nm, Right: 100 nm.

3.2.2. The Hemagglutination Property of the H5N6 VLPs Remained

Hemagglutinin glycoprotein was reported as the receptor-binding protein of the in-
fluenza virus. In order to examine whether sucrose gradient purification affects the hemag-
glutination property, hemagglutination assay was performed. Approximately 250 mL of
VLPs in the culture supernatant were precipitated and resuspended with 4 mL of PBS. Then,
4 mL of concentrated VLP was purified and the final volume of purified VLP was about
1 mL. The result indicates that the hemagglutination property of H5N6 VLPs purified from
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sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation can reach 5120 HAU/ 50 µL. In contrast, the HA titer
of H5N6 VLPs before concentration and purification was only 80 HAU/ 50 µL (Figure 3B).

3.2.3. The Morphology of the H5N6 VLPs Remained Structurally Intact after Purification

To examine the formation of the H5N6 VLP, we directly visualized the particles using
negative stain by transmission electron microscopy. The results showed that H5N6 VLPs
were successfully prepared with morphology that resembled the native virions without
genetic materials. The particles were homogenous and approximately 110 nm in size
(Figure 3C). These data suggested that VLPs derived from H5N6-Sichuan strain can be
successfully generated through a baculovirus expression system. After being concentrated
and purified by a sucrose cushion and density gradient, H5N6 VLPs maintained a functional
hemagglutination property and were structurally intact.

3.3. Generation of 293T Mammalian Cell Expressed H5+N6 Protein

To investigate whether the virus-like structure of VLPs is helpful to induce superior
immunogenicity, we also used 293T mammalian cells to express H5 HA and N6 NA
genes derived from the H5N6 Sichuan strain for comparison. The clones of HA and NA
constructed in pTT5 expression vector were performed by Leadgene Biomedical, Inc. The
plasmids were separately transfected into a different dish of 293T cells, the supernatant
containing the desired H5 HA and N6 NA proteins was collected at day 4 post-transfection
and the proteins were precipitated by ammonium sulfate (Figure 4A). The H5 and N6
proteins were observed by Western blotting with anti-His tag antibody and pooled for mice
immunization (Figure 4B).
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Figure 4. Expression of HA and NA proteins derived from H5N6 Sichuan strain in 293T mam-
malian cells. (A) Schematic diagram of mammalian cell expressed H5-HA and N6-NA proteins.
The HA and NA genes were cloned into a pTT5 protein expression vector and transfected into 293T
cells. After 4 days of culture, the H5 and N6 proteins were collected from the culture supernatant.
(B) The presence of H5 (62 kDa) and N6 (56.4 kDa) proteins was verified by anti-His tag antibody in
Western blot.

3.4. Investigation of the Immune Response Elicited by the H5N6 VLPs and 293T Cell-Expressed
H5+N6 Protein
3.4.1. Specific Total IgG Antibodies Were Produced in Immunized Mice

Groups of BALB/c mice were immunized by intraperitoneal route (i.p) with purified
H5N6 VLPs or 293T cell expressed H5+N6 proteins. Serum samples were collected at
pre-immunization and day 35 post-immunization (Figure 5A). The level of total IgG was
measured by ELISA. The results showed that pre-immunized antisera had no specific
IgG antibody against H5N6 VLPs and 293T cell-expressed H5+N6 proteins (Figure 5B,C).
At day 35 post-immunization, IgG antibody end-point titers against their immunized
antigens were both 100 × 210 in H5N6 VLPs and 293T cell-expressed H5+N6 proteins
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antisera, suggesting that mice immunized with H5N6 VLPs and 293T cell-expressed H5+N6
proteins successfully generated the IgG antibodies against the antigens (Figure 5B,C).
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Figure 5. Specific IgG antibody responses in mice immunized with H5N6 VLP or 293T cell-expressed
H5+N6 protein. (A) Experimental design for mice immunization (n = 4 per group). The mice were
immunized and boosted at one-week intervals after 14 days post-immunization (d.p.i). Serum sam-
ples were collected by submandibular blood collection at pre-immunization (Day 0), day 14 and
day 35 post-immunization (Day 35). The total specific IgG level at Day 0 and Day 35 in H5N6 VLP
antiserum (B) and H5+N6 protein antiserum (C) against their immunized antigens were analyzed
by ELISA.

3.4.2. Neutralization Antibodies Were Higher in VLP Immunized Mice

To compare the immunogenicity induced by H5N6 VLPs and 293T cell-expressed
H5+N6 protein in mice, after three rounds of immunization with each immunogen for-
mulated with adjuvant, mice were sacrificed and serum samples were collected by sub-
mandibular blood collection. Neutralization titers of antisera were distinguished by over
50% reduction of virus transduction in duplicate. The results demonstrated that H5+N6
protein antisera only elicited partial cross-reactive antibodies, ranging from 80 to 320 against
different subtypes of avian influenza pseudoviruses, including H5N2, H5N6 and H5N8.
In contrast, H5N6 VLPs antisera exhibited higher neutralizing antibody titers, between 640
to 1280 (Table 1). These findings indicated that H5N6 VLP can induce higher neutralizing
antibodies than 293T cell-expressed H5+N6 proteins, suggesting that the structure of VLP
is helpful in displaying the immune epitope on the surface, which might result in better
cross-reactive neutralizing antibodies.
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Table 1. Neutralizing antibody titers of H5N6 VLP-induced antisera and 293T cell expressed H5+N6
protein-induced antisera against various H5Nx pseudoviruses.

Antisera

Pseudoviruses Tested (Neutralizing Antibody Titer)

Lenti-H5N2
Washington

Lenti-H5N6
TW17

Lenti-H5N6
Hyogo

Lenti-H5N6
Sichuan

Lenti-H5N8
Washington

Lenti-H5N8
TWX37

H5N6 VLP 640 640 640 1280 1280 640
H5+N6 proteins 80 80 80 320 320 80

3.4.3. Cytokine Production

Th1 and Th2 cells play an important role in adaptive immunity. After immunization,
Th1 cells secrete IFN-γ, TNF and IL-2 to mediate cytotoxic T cell and opsonizing antibodies.
Th2 cells stimulate the humoral immune response by secreted IL-4 and IL-5, which can
regulate B cell proliferation and induce antibody production. We measured the levels of
multiple cytokines to investigate the 293T cell-expressed H5+N6 protein or H5N6 VLPs
induced immune response. H5+N6 protein and H5N6 VLPs antisera were collected at
preimmunization, day 14 (H5N6 VLP only) and day 35 post-immunization. The results
demonstrated that H5N6 VLPs can induce a higher production of Th1- and Th2-related
cytokines (Figure 6). These data suggest that H5N6 VLPs have the advantage of particle
formation that can display HA protein on the surface, which stimulated higher levels of
cytokine production to eventually help to generate more neutralizing antibodies.
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Figure 6. Cytokine profiles of mice immunized with H5N6 VLPs or 293T cell-expressed H5+N6
proteins. Antisera of vaccinated mice were collected at different timepoints: pre-immunization,
day 14 and day 35 post-immunization The cytokines (IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IFN-γ, and TNF) in antisera
were measured by cytometric bead array (CBA) multiplex assay. Serum samples collected at each
time-point were measured in duplicates.

4. Discussion

Highly pathogenic avian influenza epidemics pose serious threats to socioeconomic
and animal health. In the past decades, multiple outbreaks of H5 HPAI viruses have
occurred, especially in Asian countries, including H5N1 in China and Vietnam, H5N2 in
North America and Taiwan, H5N6 in China, Laos and Vietnam, and H5N8 in China, Europe,
Japan, North America, South Korea and Taiwan [22]. Recently, reinvasion of H5N8 subtype
viruses in Japan resulted in the cull of 1.9 million birds in October 2020 [23]. In order to
develop an effective vaccine with robust protectivity for epidemic prevention, we estab-
lished a VLP expression system and generated VLPs derived from a broad-spectrum virus
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strain, H5N6-Sichuan subtype, as a vaccine candidate. We compared the immune response
elicited by H5N6 VLPs and 293T mammalian cell-expressed H5+N6 proteins. The results
showed that Th1- and Th2-related cytokines were induced by both antigens, while the
level of cytokines was higher in H5N6 VLPs antisera, which resulted in a higher titer of
cross-reactive neutralizing antibodies. Combined with the lentiviral–pseudovirus system,
we can efficiently produce a large amount of VLPs carrying HA from a broad-spectrum
virus strain during outbreaks, which may be helpful to the poultry industry and public
health in the human population.

Evaluation of humoral and cellular immunity is an essential aspect to examine the
effectiveness of vaccination. CD4+ T cells are activated via the secretion of Th2-related
cytokines (IL-4, IL-5) to stimulate B cells for the production of antibodies to prevent viral
infection. CD8+ T cells, stimulated by Th1-related cytokines, are responsible for killing
the infected cells. ELISA was used to detect all the binding antibodies in the antisera.
In our results, H5N6 VLPs induced a higher production of Th1- and Th2-related cytokines
that lead to higher titers of neutralizing antibody in equal amounts of specific IgG level,
measured by ELISA, in H5N6 VLPs and 293T cell-expressed H5+N6 protein antisera.
We suggested that H5N6 VLP, with the advantage of displaying the immune epitope on
the particle, exhibited a higher titer of neutralizing antibody. A large portion of specific
IgG antibodies detected in 293T cell-expressed H5+N6 protein antisera may be the non-
neutralizing antibody. Although non-neutralizing antibody is not able to prevent viral
infection, it may still contribute to antiviral protection through other antibody-mediated
effects, such as antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC), antibody-dependent
cellular phagocytosis (ADCP) or antibody-mediated complement-dependent cytotoxicity
(CDC) [24].

In our findings, antisera against H5N6 VLP exhibited a neutralizing antibody titer of
1280 against both Lenti-H5N6-Sichuan and Lenti-H5N8-Washington subtypes, which can
be correlated to their close proximity on the antigenic cartography of avian influenza virus
H5Nx pseudoviruses [16]. In addition to generating broad-spectrum VLPs with single HA
as vaccine candidate, scientists had also proposed some other strategies for VLP-based
vaccine development. Kang et al. exploited multi-clade VLPs carrying two HAs derived
from two clades, clade 2.3.2.1c and clade 2.3.4.4c, within a single vector, and found that
multi-clade VLPs not only show high productivity but also induced effective antibodies [14].
In contrast to variable surface antigens of HA and NA, the ion channel protein, Matrix
protein 2 ectodomain (M2e), represents an alternative antigen target for AVI vaccine,
since M2e protein has a relatively conserved sequence and plays a critical role in virus
assembly and budding during replication. Mice intranasally immunized with a pandemic
live attenuated vaccine supplemented with M2e-VLPs were prevented from weight loss
and had low viral titers when challenged with heterosubtypic virus, indicating that the
combination of split vaccine with M2e-VLPs provides cross protection by eliciting IgG,
IgA antibodies as well as M2e-induced T cell response [25]. Apart from targeting the
conserved epitope, Carter et al. have reported a new method, computationally optimized
broadly reactive antigens (COBRA), in order to overcome the deficiency of weak protectivity
induced by M2e or NP antigens when challenged with high-dose viruses. They provided
a consensus HA sequence using multiple rounds of consensus building to generate a
candidate antigen and expressed the COBRA HA proteins on VLP for broadly reactive,
functional antibody responses [26].

Although vaccination is helpful to control the spread of AIV, even highly immuno-
genic AIV strains were not able to elicit sufficient immune response without appropriate
adjuvants. Previous studies had evaluated the immune response between different ad-
juvants for AIV vaccine in poultry [27,28]. In this study, we vaccinated the mice model
with addition of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) and incomplete Freund’s adjuvant
(IFA) to gain a strong and long-lasting immune response. Both of them are a water-in-oil
emulsions mixture prepared at a ratio of 85% mineral oil and 15% emulsifier, as described
by Stone et al. [29]. The difference between IFA and CFA is that CFA contains additional
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heat-killed mycobacteria (Mycobacterium tuberculosis), which dramatically enhanced the
immune responses by trafficking the macrophage and other immune cells to the inoculation
site. In general, CFA was used with initial injection for the potentiation of T helper cells
that leads to the production of immunoglobulins and effector T cells. IFA is for subsequent
immunization following a strong Th2 immune response through the formation of a depot
at the injection site and the stimulation of antibody producing plasma cells. The cytokine
responses to H5N6-VLPs and H5N6 protein were increased to a certain degree when in-
duced by CFA and IFA adjuvants. Since the immune response to CFA, IFA and commercial
oil-based adjuvants such as Montanide ISA 70VG, 71VG, 760VG, GEL01, etc., were in a
large variation [28], the use of CFA and IFA might not be able to exactly mimic the clinical
situations. We used CFA and IFA for the purpose of evaluating immune response between
H5N6-VLPs and H5N6 protein, while ISA 71 VG and Montanide ISA VG70 oil adjuvant
might be a better choice to compare the results with others [14,30].

Taiwan has not approved the use of AIV vaccine to date. The main concerns are that a
higher virus mutation rate may result in gene reassortment triggered by inactivated and
live-attenuated vaccine, and there may be asymptomatic transmission between vaccinated
animals. The distinct host range of AIVs also makes it difficult to raise the population
immunity. Although there is still a wide spectrum of opinions about the issue of whether
vaccination can actually control the spread of virus, Walker et al. have used the Bayesian
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) data augmentation technique to evaluate the impact
of the vaccination in northern Vietnam. The results demonstrated a significant decrease
in the transmissibility of infection following vaccination and the wave of outbreaks were
less intense [31]. They suggested that vaccination is helpful to reduce the transmission
of infection. In conclusion, based on our results, we suggest that H5N6-VLPs might be
a potential vaccine candidate, since they induced potent humoral and cellular immune
response to produce high levels of cross-reactive neutralizing antibodies and cytokines.
The strategy of generating a broad-spectrum VLP with single HA as a vaccine candidate
may be feasible during urgent AIV outbreaks.
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Abstract: Avian reovirus (ARV) causes viral arthritis, chronic respiratory diseases, retarded growth
and malabsorption syndrome. However, the precise molecular mechanism remains unclear. Here,
we report the host cellular proteins that interact with ARV p17 by yeast two-hybrid screening. In
this study, the p17 gene was cloned into pGBKT7 to obtain the bait plasmid pGBKT7-p17. After
several rounds of screening of a chicken cDNA library, 43 positive clones were identified as possible
host factors that interacted with p17. A BLAST search of the sequences was performed on the NCBI
website, which ultimately revealed 19 interacting proteins. Gene ontology enrichment and Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genome analyses indicated that the acquired proteins were involved
in multicellular organismal processes, metabolic processes, and biological regulation. When the
subcellular localization of the host protein and ARV p17 protein was investigated, we observed
colocalization of p17-GFP with IGF2BP1-RED and PQBP1-RED in the transfected cells but not with
FGF1-RED. The direct interaction of ARV p17 protein with IGF2BP1 and PQBP1 was confirmed
by coimmunoprecipitation and GST pulldown assays. We used RT-qPCR to assess the expression
variation during ARV infection. The results showed that IGF2BP1, PAPSS2, RPL5, NEDD4L, PRPS2
and IFI16 were significantly upregulated, whereas the expression of FGF1, CDH2 and PQBP1 was
markedly decreased in DF-1 cells infected with ARV. Finally, we demonstrated that IGF2BP1 had
a positive effect on ARV replication, while PQBP1 had the opposite effect. Our findings provide
valuable information for better insights into ARV's pathogenesis and the role of the p17 protein in
this process.

Keywords: avian reovirus; p17 protein; yeast two hybrid; protein interaction

1. Introduction

Avian reovirus (ARV) belongs to the Orthoreovirus genus of Reoviridae, which are
important pathogens that cause diseases including arthritis, malabsorption syndrome,
immunosuppression and other chronic respiratory diseases in chickens [1–3]. ARVs cause
considerable economic losses in the poultry industry [4].

As an icosahedral nonenveloped virus, the ARV genome consists of 10 double-
stranded RNA segments that express 10 structural proteins and 4 nonstructural proteins [5],
but the functions of many of these proteins are largely unknown. The S1 genome segment
of avian reovirus contains three open reading frames and has been related to immunosup-
pression through interactions with host proteins that interfere with the innate immune
response [6], one of which is the nonstructural protein p17 [7].

The nonstructural p17 protein of ARVs contains 146 amino acids (aa) and has been
reported to play a critical role in virus–host interactions [8,9]. The p17 protein, which
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is known as a nucleocytoplasmic shuttling protein with a unique sequence [10,11] that
specifically shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm to regulate signaling pathways,
including autophagy, gene transcription, and DNA binding, promotes viral replication
and the cell cycle and interacts with several cellular proteins [11–14]. Several studies have
reported that ARV p17 can inhibit cell growth and cause cell cycle retardation by initiating
the p53 pathway in different cancer cell lines and interacting with cyclin-dependent kinases
and different cyclins [11,15]. In contrast, the direct interaction of p17 with CDK1 leads
to its inactivation and to suppression of the serine/threonine-protein kinase Plk1, which
is important for a G2/M transition with oncogenic potential [16,17]. Moreover, the ARV
p17 protein acts as a positive regulator to stabilize PTEN and enhance the Rak-PTEN
interaction to prevent degradation of PTEN [18]. Recently, ARV p17 was reported to
possess antiangiogenic activity by increasing the transcription and release of dipeptidyl
peptidase 4, which is well known as a tumor suppressor molecule [19].

In this study, we identified the host proteins that interact with p17 from a cDNA library
prepared from a chicken liver infected by the ARV GX/2010/1, and all the interactions
between 19 host factors and p17 were reconfirmed by Y2H assays. We further examined
the subcellular localization of some selected factors and assessed the expression of those
proteins after ARV infection. Our study provides valuable information for better insights
into ARV's pathogenesis and role of the p17 protein in this process.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cells and Virus

DF-1 (an immortalized chicken embryo fibroblast cell line) and Vero (an African green
monkey kidney cell line) cells were obtained from ATCC (USA) and cultured in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Life Technologies Corp., Grand Island, NY, USA) sup-
plemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin and streptomycin (50 IU/mL
and 50 µg/mL, respectively, Sigma-Aldrich, Burlington, MA, USA) in a humidified atmo-
sphere of 5% CO2. All cells were cultured until they reached 70–85% confluence before use.
ARV strain GX/2010/1 (accession numbers KJ476699-KJ476708) isolated by our lab and
propagated in Vero or DF-1 cells was used in the current research. After three freeze–thaw
cycles, the supernatant was collected and stored at −70 ◦C. The virus titer of ARV was
examined by plaque assay. Cells were infected with ARV at a multiplicity of infection (MOI)
of 2.

2.2. Reagents

All restriction enzymes were purchased from NEB (USA). pEGFP-C1 and pDsRed-
N1 vectors were obtained from Clontech (USA). TurboFect was purchased from Thermo
Scientific. 40,6-Diamino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was purchased from Beytime Company
(Nanjing, China).

2.3. Cell Culture and Transfection

Vero cells were seeded in 6-well plates. Twenty-four hours later, when the cells had
reached 70% confluence, the cells were transfected with the plasmids using the transfection
reagent TurboFect according to the manufacturer's protocol.

2.4. Yeast Two-Hybrid Screen

The yeast two-hybrid screen was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol
(Clontech, Cat. No. 630489). The pGBKT7-p17 plasmid expressing the bait protein ARV
p17 was transfected into competent Saccharomyces cerevisiae AH109 cells. A chicken
cDNA library prepared from AVR-infected liver tissues using the pGADT7 plasmid for
the fusion of proteins to GAL4-AD was introduced by transformation into competent
Saccharomyces cerevisiae Y187 cells. Screening the interacting prey proteins by yeast
mating was performed, as previously described [20]. Yeast cells transfected with pGADT7-T
and pGBKT7-p53 or pGBKT7-Lam were used as positive and negative controls, respectively.
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Positive clones were transferred to quadruple dropout medium lacking tryptophan, leucine,
histidine and adenine (SD/-Ade/-His/-Leu/-Trp, Clontech, CA, USA) and assessed by a
PCR assay. The primers used are shown in Table 1. The results were sequenced and then
subjected to a BLAST search against the NCBI database.

Table 1. Sequence of PCR primers.

Gene Name Primer Sequence (5′-3′) Note Accession Number

AD-F
AD-R

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCT
GTGAACTTGCGGGGTTTTTCAGTATCTACGATT

Amplification of cDNA
inserted in AD plasmid

p17-GFP-F GCGAATTCTATGCAATGGCTCCGCCATACG Amplification of ARV p17
gene with GFP labelp17-GFP-R GCGGATCCCTCATGGATCGGCGTCAAATCG

p17-Flag-F ATTGGATCCTATGCAATGGCTCCGCCATACG Amplification of ARV p17
gene with Flag tag

Amplification of ARV p17
gene with GST label

p17-Flag-R
p17-GST-F
p17-GST-R

ATTCTCGAGTCACTTATCGTCGTCATCCTTGTAAT
CCTCATGGATCGGCGTCAAATCG

GCGAATTCTATGCAATGGCTCCGCCATACG
GCCTCGAGCTCATGGATCGGCGTCAAATCG

PQBP1-RED-F CGGAATTCATATGCCGCTGCCCGTTG Amplification of PQPB1
gene with RED label

Amplification of PQBP1
gene with Myc tag

AJ973596.1

PQBP1-RED-R
PQBP1-Myc-F
PQBP1-Myc-R

CGGGATCCACCTGCTGCTTGGTT
ATTGGATCCATGCCGCTGCCCGTTG

ATTCTCGAGTCACAGATCCTCTTCAGAGATGAG
TTTCTGCTCACCTGCTGCTTGGTT

IGF2BP1-RED-F CGGAATTCCCGTTGCTGTCGGG Amplification of IGF2BP1
gene with RED label

Amplification of IGF2BP1
gene with Myc tag

Amplification of FGF1
gene with RED label

Amplification of FGF1
gene with Myc tag

NM_205071.1

IGF2BP1-RED-R
IGF2BP1-Myc-F
IGF2BP1-Myc-R

FGF1-RED-F
FGF1-RED-F
FGF1-Myc-F
FGF1-Myc-R

CGGGATCCGTTCTTAGCCCCAT
ATTGGATCCATGCCGTTGCTGTCGGG

ATTCTCGAGTCACAGATCCTCTTCAGAG
ATGAGTTTCTGCTCGTTCTTAGCCCCAT

CGGAATTCATGGCCGAGGGGG
CGGGATCCGGCACGCTTGGATC
ATTGGATCCATGGCCGAGGGGG

ATTCTCGAGTCACAGATCCTCTTCAGAG
ATGAGTTTCTGCTCGGCACGCTTGGATC

KY747397

IGF2BP1-F AAGGCACAAGGCAGGATT Detect the expression of
IGF2BP1 by RT qPCR

NM_205071.1
IGF2BP1-R GCAGCTCATTGACGGTTTT

FGF1-F AAAAGCACGCAGACAAGAAC Detect the expression of
FGF1 by RT qPCR

KY747397
FGF1-R CATTGGAACACCAGGAAGG

PAPSS2-F TTGATGCAGGACACTCGC Detect the expression of
PAPSS2 by RT qPCR

XM_040674794
PAPSS2-R CAATGGTTGACTTGGGAT

RPL5-F
RPL5-R

TTTCCCTGGTTATGACTC
AGCATCTTCATCCTCCTC

Detect the expression of
RPL5 by RT qPCR XM_031614822.1

DHRS3-F
DHRS3-R

ATGCCTGTTGAGGTCTGC
AAAGTTTGGTGGAGTGGA

Detect the expression of
DHRS3 by RT qPCR NM_001277910.3

NEDD4L-F
NEDD4L-R

TGCGGATAGCACCCAATG
TCCTTTCCTCCCAACCAG

Detect the expression of
NEDD4L by RT qPCR XM_031609223.1

CDH2-F
CDH2-R

ATCCTACTGGACGGTTCG
TTGGCTAATGGCACTTGA

Detect the expression of
CDH2 by RT qPCR NM_001001615

PRPS2-F
PRPS2-R

CGTGGAGCGTTGGAGTCGT
GCGGGTTCTGCATACAGGTTAT

Detect the expression of
PRPS2 by RT qPCR NM_001006264.1

PQBP1-F
PQBP1-R
IFI16-F
IFI16-R

TGCCGAGGACTATGACGA
AGCTTCTTGGCCGATTTG
CTGGAACGAAAGGGAG

TTGGGTGGAGCTGAT

Detect the expression of
PQBP1 by RT qPCR

Detect the expression of
IFI16 by RT qPCR

AJ973596.1
NM_001131692.1

ARV-F
ARV-R

CGTATCATTCACCCGCGATT
TGTTCGCTGTACCATCACCT

Detect the replicaiton of
ARV by RT qPCR

GAPDH-F
GAPDH-R
Si-PQBP1

Si-IGF2BP1
Si-FGF1

Si-Negative

GGTGGTGCTAAGCGTGTTA
CCCTCCACAATGCCAA

UGGCCAAGAGAGGCAUCCUCAAACA
CAGUGGGCCAUGAAAGCCAUCGAAA
CGGAAGAUGUGGGCGAGGUCUAUAU

UUCUCCGAACGUGUCACGUUU

Detect the expression of
GAPDH by RT qPCR

SiRNA target of PQBP1
SiRNA target of IGF2BP1

SiRNA target of FGF1
Negative control

AJ973596.1
NM_205071.1

KY747397

The underline sequences represent the restriction enzyme cutting site.
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2.5. Functional Classification and Pathway Analysis

Functional classification analysis was performed using gene ontology and the UniProt
database. Pathway analysis was performed mainly using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes (KEGG) database [21]. A protein interaction network was drawn based on
the knowledge of the screened proteins. Based on the correlation between the proteins in
the STRING 9.0 database [22], the host protein interaction network was constructed using
Cytoscape v3.9.0 software.

2.6. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy Assay

For the subcellular localization assays, Vero cells were seeded on glass coverslips in
24-well plates and cultured overnight before transfection with pEGFP-p17 and pDsRed-
PQBP1/IGF2BP1/FGF1. Thirty-six hours after transfection, the cells were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde, and the nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 (10 ng/mL; Beyotime,
Beijing, China). The images were observed using a laser confocal scanning microscope
(LSM510 META; Zeiss, Germany).

2.7. Reciprocal Coimmunoprecipitation (co-IP) Assay

To further confirm whether the ARV p17 protein interacts with PQBP1, IGF2BP1 or
FGF1, co-IP assays were carried out. After cotransfection of p17-Flag with recombinant
vectors expressing PQBP1-Myc, IGF2BP1-Myc or FGF1-Myc for 48 h in DF-1 cells, immuno-
precipitation was performed using an anti-c-Myc or anti-Flag agarose affinity gel (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, 23620, Waltham, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
Briefly, cells were scraped from the culture plate and lysed with a mixture of RIPA buffer
(Beyotime, Beijing, China) containing PMSF. After centrifugation for 20 min at 4 ◦C, the
supernatant was collected, mixed with 10 µL of agarose slurry and incubated overnight
at 4 ◦C. The protein agarose mixture was washed 3 times with TBST and resuspended in
2× nonreducing sample buffer. Finally, the liquid was heated for 5 min, with 2 µL of 2-ME
added to the samples during denaturation, followed by analysis by Western blotting with
specific antibodies.

2.8. GST Pulldown Assays

The procedure for GST pulldown was described in a previous study [15]. Briefly, GST
or GST-p17 protein was expressed by induction in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA). Purified GST or GST-p17 protein (0.8 µg) was coupled to glutathione
agarose (Thermo Scientific, 21516, Waltham, MA, USA), followed by washing with 1:1
wash solution (TBS (25 mM Tris-HCl, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.2), pull-down lysis buffer (with
10 µg/mL protease inhibitor mixture)) and incubated for 4 h at 4 ◦C with recombinant
Myc-tagged host protein harvested from transfected Vero cells. The eluted proteins were
denatured and examined by Western blot analysis with the corresponding antibodies.

2.9. Transfection with siRNA

PQBP1-, IGF2BP1- and FGF1-specific siRNA oligonucleotides and scrambled siRNA
(negative control) were synthesized by GenePharma (Shanghai, China). The sequences
used are shown in Table 1. DF-1 cells grown to 70% confluence were transfected with siRNA
using TransIntro EL Transfection Reagent (TransGen Biotech, Beijing, China) in a 6-well
plate. At 24 h post-transfection, one group of cells was collected, and the mRNA levels of
specific proteins were assessed by qRT-PCR, while the remaining cells were infected with
ARV at an MOI of 2; the protein levels of ARV p17 were analyzed by Western blotting after
another 24 h.

2.10. Western Blot Assays

Vero or DF-1 cells were washed with PBS, collected, and lysed with radioimmunopre-
cipitation buffer containing the protease inhibitor PMSF (Santa Cruz, CA, USA). The lysates
were centrifuged at 12,000× g for 15 min at 4 ◦C. The concentration of solubilized protein
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in the supernatant was evaluated with the Bio-Rad Protein Assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA USA). The protein samples were mixed with 5× SDS–PAGE loading buffer
and then boiled for 10 min at 100 ◦C. After electrophoresis at 100 V, proteins were trans-
ferred to a PVDF membrane by a semidry transfer instrument. Expression of the individual
proteins was determined using the corresponding specific primary antibody and visualized
by HRP-labeled secondary antibodies (diluted at 1:5000). The results were detected using a
luminescent imager (Tanon 6600, Shanghai, China) after incubation of the membrane with
enhanced chemiluminescence reagent (ECL plus) (Beyotime, P0018, Beijing, China). The
intensity of the target protein was analyzed by ImageJ software.

2.11. Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR)

Total RNA was extracted from harvested DF-1 cells with or without ARV infection
using an RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). RNA quality was evaluated using
RNA Nano Chips on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
USA). Briefly, first strand cDNA was synthesized using 1 µg total RNA. Fivefold diluted
cDNA products were used as templates for qRT-PCR by using a SYBR Green master mix
(Takara, Dalian, China). The chicken β-actin gene was used as an internal reference to
normalize the transcriptional value. All the primers used are listed in Table 1. The relative
gene transcriptional levels were calculated using the 2−∆∆CT method.

2.12. Overexpression of Target Protein Mediated by Recombinant Plasmids

The PQBP1-Myc, IGF2BP1-Myc and FGF1-Myc recombinant vectors encoding PQBP1,
IGF2BP1 and FGF1, respectively, were used to study the effect of target protein overexpres-
sion on ARV replication. The recombinant plasmid was transfected into DF-1 cells using
the TransIntro EL Transfection Reagent. After 24 h, the cells were infected with ARV. At
48 h post-infection, the viral genome copies were assessed by qRT-PCR.

2.13. MTT Assay

The cell viability after silencing PQBP1, IGF2BP1 and FGF1 was tested by an MTT
method according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, DF-1 cells were cultured in
96-well culture dishes. Different siRNAs were transfected when the cell confluence reached
approximately 70%. After cultivation at 37 ◦C in an incubator with 5% CO2 for 24 h, the
cell culture medium was removed, and 50 µL MTT (2 µg/mL) was added to each well.
After incubation at 37 ◦C for 4 h, MTT was removed, and 200 µL DMSO was added. The
plates were placed in an electronic oscillator for 10 min. Cell viability was quantified using
a Multiskan FC Microplate Photometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

2.14. Statistical Analysis

All experiments were conducted with at least three independent replicates, and all
data analyses are expressed as the mean ± S.D. Statistical comparisons were made using
the Student’s t test. Values of p < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Identification of Cellular Proteins That Interact with the ARV p17 Protein through Screening
of a Chicken cDNA Library

The cDNA library was constructed by using chicken liver cells infected with ARV
GX2010/1 and then transformed into competent Y187 yeast cells. The pGBKT7-p17 plasmid
was transformed into competent yeast Y2H Gold cells, which were then mixed with 1 ml of
the Y187 cells that contained cDNA library and cultured at 30 ◦C and 50 rpm for 20–24 h.
The AH109 cells containing the negative or positive control plasmid indicated that the
cotransformation process was successful (Figure 1A,B). Then, the cells were spread onto
quadruple dropout medium plates and cultivated at 30 ◦C until colonies appeared. The
results are shown in Figure 1C. For the screened transformants, 65 clones grew on the
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quadruple dropout medium plates. After 3 repeated inoculations on the quadruple dropout
medium plates, 43 blue colonies were considered positive candidate proteins (Figure 1D).
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Figure 1. Screening for host proteins that interacted with ARV p17 in a chicken liver cDNA library by
yeast two-hybrid assay. (A,B) show the negative and positive controls of the transformed competent
cells grown on the SD/-His/-Leu/-Trp plate. (C) One of the transformed yeast strains cultured on
SD/-His/-Leu/-Trp plates. (D) One of the SD/-His/-Leu/-Trp/-Ade/X-α-Gal plates on which the
blue colonies indicate the positive proteins. (E) Identification of the positive clones. Plasmids were
extracted from the blue colonies, which was used to amplify cDNA by PCR in the colony.

3.2. Positive Protein Confirmation and Sequence Analysis

As shown in Figure 1D, out of 43 isolated yeast colonies, 35 were reconfirmed as posi-
tive after a second cotransformation with bait plasmid into the Y2H competent cells. The
positive samples were sequentially tested by PCR for the library plasmids, and the screened
cDNAs from the library were primarily between 500 and 2000 bp in length (Figure 1E). The
sequences were then aligned with the basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) on the
NCBI website against chicken nonrefSeq databases (Table 2). The BLAST results indicated
that there were 19 interacting proteins: ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 (PRPS2),
gamma-interferon-inducible protein 16 (IFI16), nucleolar GTP-binding protein 1 (GTPBP4),
polyglutamine-binding protein 1 (PQBP1), insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding
protein 1 (IGF2BP1), neutral cholesterol ester hydrolase 1 (NCEH1), fibroblast growth factor
(FGF1), 3′-phosphoadenosine-5′-phosphosulfate synthase (PAPSS2), cadherin-2 (CDH2),
Phasianus colchicus ribosomal protein L5 (RPL5), Coturnix japonica ribosomal protein L7
(RPL7), Gallus gallus discs large MAGUK scaffold protein 1 (DLG1), Gallus gallus dehy-
drogenase/reductase 3 (DHRS3), Phasianus colchicus NEDD4 like E3 ubiquitin protein
ligase (NEDD4L), Gallus gallus FERM domain containing 8 (FRMD8), Gallus gallus zinc
finger protein 598 (ZNF598), hypothetical protein and 2 predicted proteins.

Table 2. The positive proteins used for yeast two-hybrid analysis.

No. GenBank Protein Name Description ORF (bp)

1 NM_001006264.1
Ribose-phosphate

pyrophosphokinase 2
(PRPS2)

Activated by magnesium and inorganic
phosphate. Competitively or non-competitively

inhibited by ADP, or GDP.
1231

2 NM_001131692.1
Gamma-interferon-
inducible protein 16

(IFI16)

A predominantly nuclear protein involved in
transcriptional regulation, also functions as an

innate immune response DNA sensor and
induces the IL-1β and antiviral type-1

interferon-β (IFN-β) cytokines.

3012
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Table 2. Cont.

No. GenBank Protein Name Description ORF (bp)

3 NM_001006354.1 Nucleolar GTP-binding
protein 1 (GTPBP4)

Nucleolar GTP-binding protein 1 is a protein
that in humans is encoded by the GTPBP4 gene. 1983

4 AJ973596.1 Polyglutamine-binding
protein 1 (PQBP1)

A protein predominantly expressed in
lymphoid and myeloid cells was initially
identified in the pre-mRNA splicing by
interacting with splicing-related factors.

1133

5 NM_205071.1
Insulin-like growth factor 2
mRNA-binding protein 1

(IGF2BP1)

It serves as a post-transcriptional fine-tuner
regulating the expression of some essential

mRNA targets required for the control of tumor
cell proliferation and growth, invasion, and
chemo-resistance, and metastasis in various

types of human cancers.

2021

6 XM_040679547 Neutral cholesterol ester
hydrolase 1 (NCEH1)

Hydrolysis of intracellular CE is the
rate-limiting step in the cholesterol efflux from
macrophage foam cells. As the hydrolysis of CE

takes place at neutral pH, the enzymes
catalyzing it have been collectively called

neutral CE hydrolases (NCEHs).

5520

7 KY747397 Fibroblast growth factor
(FGF1)

Fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) that signal
through FGF receptors (FGFRs) regulate a

broad spectrum of biological functions,
including cellular proliferation, survival,

migration, and differentiation.

556

8 XM_040674794
3′-phosphoadenosine-5′-
phosphosulfate synthase

(PAPSS2)

Blood clotting, bone development
3′-Adenosine phosphate-
5′-Sulphate biosynthesis

6730

9 NM_001001615 Cadherin-2 (CDH2)

This protein plays a role in the establishment of
left-right asymmetry, development of the

nervous system and the formation of cartilage
and bone.

3203

10 XM_031614822.1
Phasianus colchicus
ribosomal protein L5

(RPL5)

The encoded protein binds 5S rRNA to form a
stable complex called the 5S ribonucleoprotein

particle (RNP), which is necessary for the
transport of non-ribosome-associated

cytoplasmic 5S rRNA to the nucleolus for
assembly into ribosomes.

1034

11 XM_015855784.2
Coturnix japonica

ribosomal protein L7
(RPL7)

The protein has been shown to be an
autoantigen in patients with systemic

autoimmune diseases. As is typical for genes
encoding ribosomal proteins, there are multiple
processed pseudogenes of this gene dispersed

through the genome.

921

12 XM_025153616.1
Gallus gallus discs large

MAGUK scaffold protein 1
(DLG1)

This gene encodes a multi-domain scaffolding
protein that is required for normal

development. This protein may have a role in
septate junction formation, signal transduction,

cell proliferation, synaptogenesis and
lymphocyte activation.

4586

13 NM_001277910.3
Gallus gallus

dehydrogenase/reductase
3 (DHRS3)

DHRS3 (dehydrogenase/reductase 3) is a
protein coding gene. Diseases associated with

DHRS3 include amphetamine abuse and
neuroblastoma. Among its related pathways

are vitamin A and carotenoid metabolism and
metabolism of fat-soluble vitamins.

4798
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Table 2. Cont.

No. GenBank Protein Name Description ORF (bp)

14 XM_031609223.1
Phasianus colchicus

NEDD4 like E3 ubiquitin
protein ligase (NEDD4L)

NEDD4Lis a protein coding gene. Diseases
associated with NEDD4L include

periventricular nodular heterotopia 7 and
periventricular nodular heterotopia.

7445

15 XM_040694238.1
Gallus gallus FERM
domain containing 8

(FRMD8)

It has confirmed the pathophysiological
significance of FRMD8 in iPSC-derived human

macrophages and mouse tissues, thus
demonstrating its role in the regulated release
of multiple cytokine and growth factor signals.

9815

16 XM_015294442 Gallus gallus zinc finger
protein 598 (ZNF598)

It plays an important role in regulating gene
expression, cell differentiation, embryo
development and other life processes.

2797

17 AJ720578.1 Gallus gallus mRNA for
hypothetical protein Hypothetical protein 838

18 XR_004306526.1
Coturnix japonica
uncharacterized
LOC116653138

Predicted protein 2760

19 XM_025145628.1

Gallus gallus
NADH-ubiquinone

oxidoreductase chain 1-like
LOC112530942

Predicted protein 1821

3.3. Functional Classification and Pathway Analysis

After identifying the 19 host proteins that interacted with the ARV p17 protein, GO
and KEGG databases were used to identify the main functional groups of the acquired
genes. The 19 identified proteins were divided into 41 functional groups, which belonged
to biological processes (BP), cellular components (CC), and molecular functions (MF).
Multicellular organismal processes, metabolic processes, and biological regulation were the
majority of the BP terms. The main subcategories in the MF category were catalytic activity
and translation regulators. The five main CC subcategories were cell, organelle, cell parts,
protein-containing complex and bindings (Figure 2A). In addition, 26 KEGG pathways
were obtained for the identified proteins. The pathways of metabolism, genetic information
processing, environmental information processing and diseases were associated with the
highest numbers of identified proteins (Figure 2B).
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Figure 2. Functional classification and pathway analysis of the screened proteins. (A) The classifica-
tion of the screened proteins was performed according to GO biological processes. All GO categories
with a p value were chosen. The vertical axis is the percentage of genes, and the horizontal axis is the
GO functional category. (B) Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment
analyses for the 19 host proteins interacting with ARV p17.
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3.4. Construction of the ARV p17-Cellular Protein Interaction Network

In the p17-cellular protein interaction network (Figure 3), GTPBP4, IFI16, and PRPS2
were the most remarkable node proteins, whereas PQPB1, IGF2BP1, FGF1, CDH2, DLG1,
NEDD4L and ZNF598 were less remarkable node proteins.
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Figure 3. The network of cellular proteins. The network of host proteins interacting with ARV p17
was constructed based on the STRING 9.0 database. GTPBP4, RPL5, RPL7, IFI16, and PRPS2 were the
most remarkable node proteins in the interaction network of the cellular factors.

3.5. ARV p17 Protein Colocalizes with PQBP1/IGF2BP1 in Host Cells

To determine the subcellular colocalizations of the identified ARV p17-interacting
host factors, we performed a confocal microscopy assay by cotransfecting three proteins as
fusions to the N-terminus of RED (PQBP1-RED/IGF2BP1-RED/FGF1-RED) with p17-GFP
in Vero cells (Figure 4). When cells were transfected with both plasmids, we observed the
p17-GFP, IGF2BP1-RED, PQBP1-RED and FGF1 all location both in the cytoplasm and the
nucleus in the transfected cells. However, the colocalization phenomenon exists between
p17-GFP with IGF2BP1-RED and PQBP1, but not with FGF1-RED (Figure 4).

3.6. ARV p17 Protein Interacts with PQBP1/IGF2BP1 In Vivo and In Vitro

Because the ARV p17 protein colocalized with PQBP1/IGF2BP1, coimmunoprecipita-
tion and GST pulldown assays were performed to further verify the interaction between
p17 and PQBP1/IGF2BP1. The p17-Flag plasmid was cotransfected with those expressing
PQBP1-Myc, IGF2BP1-Myc and FGF1-Myc in Vero cells for 24 h, and the cell lysates were
coimmunoprecipitated with anti-Flag or anti-Myc affinity gel. After the co-IP process, the
proteins in the complexes were assessed by Western blotting. As shown in Figure 5, the
ARV p17 protein could interact with IGF2BP1 and PQBP1 but not with FGF1.

The GST pull-down assay was performed to confirm the interaction between p17
and PQBP1/IGF2BP1 in vitro. Recombinant full-length p17-GST fusion protein and GST
protein were mixed with the proteins PQBP1-Myc or IGF2BP1-Myc expressed in Vero cells
and incubated at 4 ◦C overnight. As shown in Figure 5, PQBP1-Myc and IGF2BP1-Myc
were detected in a complex with p17-GST. These results illustrate that p17 can interact with
PQBP1/IGF2BP1 in vitro.
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after 36 h. All cells were stained with Hoechst 33342.
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Figure 5. The ARV p17 protein interacts with PQBP1/IGF2BP1. (A) A coimmunoprecipitation
assay demonstrated that p17-Flag bound to IGF2BP1-Myc and PQBP1-Myc but not to FGF1-Myc
in cotransfected cells. Vero cells were transfected with p17-Flag and IGF2BP1-Myc or PQBP1-Myc
plasmids for 36 h and then harvested. Cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with an antibody against
Flag, followed by Western blotting analysis. (B) Reciprocal co-IP experiments showed that the anti-
Myc antibody precipitated p17-Flag. (C) GST pulldown assay. Glutathione beads conjugated to GST
or the GST-p17 fusion protein were incubated with recombinant IGF2BP1-Myc or PQBP1-Myc protein.
After washing, proteins were eluted from the beads. The IGF2BP1-Myc and PQBP1-Myc proteins
were assessed by immunoblotting with an anti-Myc mAb. GST and GST-LC3 protein expression was
confirmed by immunoblotting with a rabbit anti-GST pAb.
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3.7. The mRNA Expression of Interacting Proteins after ARV Infection

To study whether the identified host factors play a role in viral replication, the mRNA
expression levels of 10 interacting proteins were assessed by using qRT-PCR analysis in
ARV-infected DF-1 cells. The results showed that the transcriptional level of IGF2BP1,
PAPSS2, RPL5, NEDD4L, PRPS2 and IFI16 were significantly upregulated after ARV infec-
tion for 12 h, whereas FGF1, CDH2 and PQBP1 were significantly downregulated (Figure 6).

3.8. The Selected Proteins Have Different Effects on Viral Replication

To further study the effect of selected proteins on ARV replication, IGF2BP1, PQBP1
and FGF1 were successfully overexpressed or knocked down in DF-1 cells, as shown in
Figure 7B,D. Then, the transfected cells were infected with ARV for 36 h. The qRT-PCR
and WB results showed that IGF2BP1 had a positive effect, while PQBP1 had an inhibitory
effect on ARV proliferation (Figure 7C,E–G). Under the same conditions, FGF1 showed no
significant effect on ARV replication.
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Figure 7. The effect of the selected proteins on ARV replication. (A) An MTT assay assessed cell
viability. (B) Knockdown of IGF2BP1, PQBP1 and FGF1 mediated by siRNA. (C) The replication level of
ARV assessed by qRT–PCR. (D) Overexpression of IGF2BP1, PQBP1 and FGF1 mediated by plasmids.
(E) The replication level of ARV assessed by qRT–PCR. (F,G) The replication level of ARV assessed
by Western blotting. Data in the graph represent the mean ± S.D. (error bars) calculated from three
independent experiments. ***, p < 0.001. Signals for all blots were quantified using ImageJ software.
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4. Discussion

ARV causes viral arthritis, chronic respiratory diseases, retarded growth and malab-
sorption syndrome, leading to considerable losses to the poultry industry. To successfully
infect cells, viruses always tend to manipulate or utilize many host factors through directly
interactions. The ARV p17 protein is also a multifunctional protein that regulates signal-
ing pathways, including autophagy, gene transcription, DNA binding and the cell cycle,
and interacts with several cellular proteins [11,12], but its molecular mechanism is largely
unknown. The identification of interacting host factors will provide insights into the p17
protein-mediated viral process. In the current study, we identified 19 host proteins that can
interact with ARV p17. The interactions of p17 with IGF2BP1 and PQBP1 were verified
by co-IP and GST pulldown assays (Figure 5). From our research, IGF2BP1 was shown to
play a positive role in ARV replication, while PQBP1 was shown to play an opposite role
(Figure 7). Through these host factors, we can further study the mechanism of the function
of ARV p17 and the pathogenesis of ARV infection.

IFI16 belongs to the IFN-inducible PYHIN-200 gene family, which contains the two
signature HIN domains that bind to dsDNA or ssDNA and a PYRIN domain that mediates
interactions with proteins [23–25]. Ribose phosphate pyrophosphate kinase 2 (PRPS2) is
a key enzyme in the synthesis of 5-phosphate ribose 1-pyrophosphate (PRPP), an impor-
tant raw material for DNA synthesis, and plays a critical role in promoting cell apoptosis
and inhibiting cell proliferation [26]. Gtp-binding protein 4 (GTPBP4), a member of the
GTPBPS family, is a novel G protein located in the nucleolus that mainly participates in
the synthesis and maturation of 60S subunits, which are closely related to cell proliferation
and growth [27]. Polyglutamine binding protein 1 (PQBP1), a nuclear protein expressed
mainly in lymphoid and myeloid cells, can bind to proteins containing poly Q regions and
participate in the transcription and RNA modification process, which has been shown to
lead to the production of type I interferon in retrovirus infection [28]. Insulin-like growth
factor 2 mRNA binding protein 1 (IGF2BP1) is a component of messenger ribonucleoprotein
particles, a conserved single-stranded RNA-binding protein family that mediates the tran-
scription of β-actin mRNA and related proteins, regulates cell metabolism and promotes
cell adhesion and survival [29]. Fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF1), a member of the growth
factor family, plays an important role in embryonic development, vascular growth, wound
healing and other processes [30]. 3′-Adenosine-5′-phosphosulfate synthase 2 (PAPSS2) is
an important enzyme gene that catalyzes the synthesis of active sulfate donors in vivo,
and its activity is important for normal bone development [31]. Cadherin 2 (CDH2) is a
class of calcium-dependent cell adhesion molecules that regulate cell–cell adhesion through
homozygous binding in fixed epithelial tissues [32].

Studies that include screening host factors interacting with ARV proteins are relatively
rare. In our study, we observed the colocalization of p17-GFP with IGF2BP1-RED and
PQBP1-RED both in the cytoplasm and the nucleus in the transfected cells. However,
FGF1-RED did not colocalize with ARV p17-GFP (Figure 5). The various distributions of
the screened host proteins implied that the ARV p17 protein is indeed a multifunctional
protein involved in distinct cellular pathways. As shown in the network of cellular proteins,
GTPBP4, FGF1 and IFI16 interacted with ARV p17 but were also involved in interactions
with other signaling pathway proteins (Figure 4). These notable node proteins tended
to be more essential than the other less notable proteins in the regulation and influence
of p17-mediated functions. As shown in Figure 5, the ARV p17 protein interacts with
PQBP1/IGF2BP1 verified by co-IP and GST-pulldown assays. PQBP1 is essential to induce
the nuclear translocation of nuclear factor κB (NFκB), NFκB-dependent transcription of in-
flammation genes, brain inflammation in vivo, and eventually mouse cognitive impairment.
As shown in Figure 7, PQBP1 had an inhibitory effect on ARV proliferation; interestingly,
ARV p17 can interact with PQBP1, and those interactions may play a key role in regulating
PQBP1’s function.

Several host proteins have been shown to specifically interact with structural ARV
proteins. In most of these cases, these interactions play a critical role in adjusting virus
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replication and, moreover, may be involved in host cell fate or viral virulence [33,34]. The
identified host proteins that interact with ARV p17 increase our understanding of the
molecular mechanism of ARV infection. We believe that further study of these host proteins
and their relationship with p17 can provide valuable information for better insights into
ARV's pathogenesis and the role of the p17 protein in this process.
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Abstract: The complete nucleotide sequence of the S1 glycoprotein gene of the Japanese infectious
bronchitis virus (IBV) strains was determined and genetically analyzed. A total of 61 Japanese
IBV strains were classified into seven genotypes, namely GI-1, 3, 7, 13, 18, 19, and GVI-1 using the
classification scheme that was proposed by Valastro et al, with three exceptions. These genotypes
practically corresponded to those defined in Japan, namely Mass, Gray, JP-II, 4/91, JP-I, JP-III, and
JP-IV, which have been identified through their partial nucleotide sequences containing hypervariable
regions 1 and 2. In addition, three exceptive strains were considered to be derived from recombination
within the S1 gene of IBV strains G1-13 and GI-19. By analyzing the amino acid polymorphism of the
S1 glycoprotein among Japanese genotypes, a diversity was observed based on the genotype-specific
amino acid residue, the proteolytic cleavage motif at the S1/S2 cleavage site, and the position of the
potential N-glycosylation sites.

Keywords: genotype; infectious bronchitis virus; phylogeny; S1 gene

1. Introduction

Avian infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) causes a highly contagious respiratory, and
sometimes urogenital, disease that affects egg production and shell quality in layer chick-
ens [1]. Mortality due to IBV infection alone is usually very low, but it can be significant
following secondary infections with bacteria such as Escherichia coli. Therefore, IBV in-
fection is considered the second most damaging poultry disease worldwide after highly
pathogenic influenza [2]. To protect poultry from it, live or inactivated vaccines are used [3].
However, the protection that is conferred by vaccination is incomplete because the high
mutation frequency of IBV leads to the emergence of new strains [1].

The causative coronavirus is an enveloped and positive-stranded RNA virus, contain-
ing an unsegmented genome of approximately 27.6 kb. IBV has three major virus-encoded
structural proteins: the spike (S) glycoprotein, membrane (M) protein, and nucleocapsid (N)
protein. The IBV spike is formed by the post-translational cleavage of S1 and S2 polypep-
tides [4]. Among these spike components, the S1 glycoprotein is associated with viral
attachment and is a primary target of neutralizing antibodies in chickens [5,6]. Therefore,
an analysis of the S1 gene is important to characterize the isolated IBVs.

Consequently, based on the nucleotide sequence of the S1 region on the spike gene (S1
gene), the genetic grouping of IBV has mainly been conducted [7–9]. As a result, prevalent
nucleotide diversity was revealed in this region containing three hypervariable regions
(HVRs) (aa 38–67, 91–141, and 274–387). Moreover, using complete nucleotide sequences
of the S1 gene, IBV strains recently distributed worldwide between 1937 and 2013 have
been classified into 32 phylogenetic lineages (GI-1 to GI-27 and GII to GVI) [10]. In contrast,
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IBV strains in Japan have been genotyped using partial nucleotide sequences containing
the HVR-1 and 2 regions [11,12]. Based on this classification, they were classified into
seven genotypes: the JP-I, J-II, JP-III, JP-IV, Mass, 4/91, and Gray. However, it remains
unknown if this classification system that was adopted in Japan corresponds to that which
was described in Valastro et al. [10] since the complete S1 gene has been determined only
for a limited number of IBV strains in Japan.

Furthermore, the cryo-electron microscopy structure of the M41 strain spike has
recently been resolved [13]. Therefore, to understand the infectivity and pathogenicity of
viruses, it would be imperative to examine the amino acids that are related to the receptor-
biding domain (RBD) of the virus. This study indicated that the S1 subunit comprised of
two independent folding domains: the N-terminal domain (NTD) (amino acids 21 to 237)
and the C-terminal domain (amino acids 269 to 414), with a proposed receptor-binding
site at both domains. Additionally, the glycosylation of spike proteins influences many of
the processes and outcomes of an IBV infection, including the antigenicity, infectivity, and
receptor-binding [14]. Therefore, comparing N-glycosylation sites among IBV strains is
also essential to examine such biological functions. However, little analysis on the structure
of such S1 glycoproteins, including the amino acids that are related to the RBD or potential
N-glycosylation sites, have been performed on Japanese IBV strains.

This study determined the complete S1 gene nucleotide sequences of 61 IBV Japanese
strains. Then, their genotype definitions were compared with those that were reported
in the classification by Valastro et al. [10]. Additionally, amino acid polymorphisms in
the S1 glycoproteins, such as the RBD, the motif at the S1/S2 cleavage site, and the po-
sition of the potential N-glycosylation site with reference strains, were analyzed among
Japanese genotypes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Viruses

The IBV strains that were examined in this study are shown in Table 1. The allantoic
cavities of embryonated eggs were used for virus propagation. After inoculation, the eggs
were incubated at 37 ◦C for 3–4 days unless the embryo died. The inoculated eggs were
then chilled to 4 ◦C, and the allantoic fluids were harvested.

Table 1. Japanese IBV strains employed in this study.

Strain Isolation
Year

Length
(bp) Clinical Signs Genotype Based

on HVR-1,2
Genotype Based on Complete

Sequence of S1 Gene
Cleavage

Site

JP/KH/64 1964 1632 Respiratory JP-I GI-18 RRSRR
JP/Shizuoka/71 1971 1632 Respiratory JP-I GI-18 RRSRR

JP/Chiba/74 1974 1632 Respiratory JP-I GI-18 RRSRR
JP/Chiba/77 1977 1632 Egg drop JP-I GI-18 RRSRR
JP/Chiba/80 1980 1632 Respiratory JP-I GI-18 RRSRR
JP/Mie/92 1992 1629 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 HRFRR

JP/Akita/92 1992 1632 Respiratory JP-I GI-18 RRFKR
JP/Nagano/95 1995 1629 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 RRSKR

JP/Yamanashi/95 1995 1632 Respiratory JP-I GI-18 RRSRR
JP/Shizuoka/98 1998 1626 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 RRSRR

JP/Chiba/98 1998 1632 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 RRFKR
JP/Toyama/2000 2000 1632 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 HRFRR

JP/Okayama-1/2000 2000 1632 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 RRFKR
JP/Okayama-2/2000 2000 1632 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 RRFKR

JP/Ibaraki/2003 2003 1632 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 RRSKR

JP/Ehime/2003 2003 1632 Depression,
respiratory JP-I GI-18 RRFKR

JP/Kagoshima/2008 2008 1629 Depression,
respiratory JP-I GI-18 RRSRR

JP/Kagoshima-1/2014 2014 1632 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 RRFRR
JP/Yamagata/2017 2017 1629 Rise in mortality JP-I GI-18 RRSRR

JP/Kumamoto/2019 2019 1632 Nephritis JP-I GI-18 RRFRR
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Table 1. Cont.

Strain Isolation
Year

Length
(bp) Clinical Signs Genotype Based

on HVR-1,2
Genotype Based on Complete

Sequence of S1 Gene
Cleavage

Site

C-78 1629 Vaccine strain JP-I GI-18 RRSRR
GN 1632 Vaccine strain JP-I GI-18 RRFKR
S95 1632 Vaccine strain JP-I GI-18 RRSKR

JP/Miyazaki/89 1989 1614 Nephritis JP-II GI-7 RRFRR
JP/Yamanashi/93 1993 1614 Nephritis JP-II GI-7 RRFRR

JP/Osaka/2000 2000 1614 Nephritis JP-II GI-7 RRFRR
JP/Kanagawa/2001 2001 1614 Nephritis JP-II GI-7 RRSKR
JP/Yamagata/2011 2011 1614 Nephritis JP-II GI-7 RRFKR
JP/Nagasaki/2015 2015 1614 Respiratory JP-II GI-7 RRFRR

Miyazaki 1614 Vaccine strain JP-II GI-7 RRFRR
TM86 1614 Vaccine strain JP-II GI-7 RRFRR

JP/Shimane/98 1998 1617 Respiratory JP-III GI-19 HRFRR
JP/Aichi/2000 2000 1620 Nephritis JP-III GI-19 RRFRR
JP/Fukui/2000 2000 1620 Respiratory JP-III GI-19 RRFRR

JP/Shimane/2002 2002 1614 Nephritis JP-III GI-19 RRFRR
JP/Okayama-5/2004 2004 1611 Egg drop JP-III GI-19 RRFRR

JP/Chiba/2004 2004 1617 Nephritis JP-III GI-19 RRFRR
JP/Wakayama-13/2006 2006 1620 Rise in mortality JP-III GI-19 RRFRR

JP/Saitama/2007 2007 1617 Egg drop JP-III GI-19 RRFRR

JP/Kagoshima-1/2009 2009 1620 Depression,
diarrhea JP-III GI-19 RRFRR

JP/Kagoshima-2/2009 2009 1620 Egg drop JP-III GI-19 RRFRR
JP/Kochi/2013 2013 1617 Rise in mortality JP-III Recombinant RRFRR

JP/Nagasaki/2013 2013 1620 Depression,
diarrhea JP-III Recombinant RRFRR

JP/Gifu/2015 2015 1620 Egg drop JP-III GI-19 RRFRR

JP/Nagasaki/2016 2016 1617 Respiratory,
diarrhea JP-III Recombinant RRFKR

JP/Chiba/2018 2018 1620 Respiratory JP-III GI-19 RRFRR
AK01 1620 Vaccine strain JP-III GI-19 RRFRR

JP/Ibaraki/168-1/2009 2009 1638 Egg drop JP-IV GVI-1 HRRKR
JP/Chiba/2010 2010 1638 Nephritis JP-IV GVI-1 HRRKR

JP/Kagoshima-3/2014 2014 1638 Respiratory JP-IV GVI-1 HRRKR
JP/Ishida/51 1951 1611 Respiratory Mass GI-1 RRFRR

JP/Nerima/53 1953 1611 Respiratory Mass GI-1 RRFRR
JP/Kagoshima-2/2014 2014 1611 Nephritis Mass GI-1 RRFRR

Nerima 1611 Vaccine strain Mass GI-1 RRFRR
Kita-1 1605 Vaccine strain Mass GI-1 RRFRR

KU 1611 Vaccine strain Mass GI-1 RRFRR
JP/Kagoshima-4/2014 2014 1623 Rise in mortality Gray GI-3 RRSRR

ON 1629 Vaccine strain Gray GI-3 RRSRR

JP/Wakayama/2003 2003 1617 Depression,
diarrhea 4/91 GI-13 RRFRR

JP/Okayama-7/2004 2004 1617 Nephritis 4/91 GI-13 RRSRR
JP/Saitama/2006 2006 1617 Respiratory 4/91 GI-13 RRFRR

2.2. RNA Extraction, RT-PCR, and Sequencing

Viral ribonucleic acid (RNA) was extracted from the infected allantoic fluids using
a commercial kit (QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit; QIAGEN, Valencia, CA, USA) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. The primer sequences that were used for polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) are shown in Table 2. These primers were designed to amplify the
complete S1 gene and were used for detection and sequencing. After reverse transcription
with Superscript IIi (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD) using with random 9-mer
oligonucleotides at 25 ◦C for 10 min and 42 ◦C for 60 min, cDNAs were amplified by PCR.
PCR was performed at the following conditions: 35 cycles at 94 ◦C for 30 s, 50 ◦C for 30 s,
and 72 ◦C for 30 s.
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Table 2. List of RT-PCR primers.

Name Sequence (5′-3′) Position a Length (bp) Reference

Forward Reverse
15F AGGAATGGTAAGTTRCTRGTWAGAG 20343–20367 671 Mase et al., 2004 [11]

26Rm GCGCAGTACCRTTRAYAAAATAAGC 21013–20989 Mase et al., 2004 [11]
19F GCAGTGTTTGTTACGCATTG 20689–20708 1333 in this study

1R CATAACTAACATAAGGGCAA 22021–22002 in this study
a Position is given for the S1 gene of strain Beadette42 (Acc.No.NC001451).

Each PCR product was purified with Montage (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. The purified PCR products were used as a template
for sequencing on an Applied Biosystems 3130xl Genetic Analyzer using dye terminator
cycle sequencing chemistry (Big Dye; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The
purified PCR products were sequenced from both directions.

2.3. Genetic Analysis of the S1 Gene

The sequenced fragments were assembled using ATGC-Mac ver.5 (GENETYX COR-
PORATION, Tokyo, Japan). The derived nucleotide sequences and deduced amino acids
were then analyzed using GENETYX-Mac ver. 18.0 (GENETYX CORPORATION). The
detection of potential N-glycosylation sites were also predicted using this software. The
nucleotide sequences of the complete S1 glycoprotein-coding region were used to construct
a phylogenetic tree in MEGA7 [15]. All tools were run with default parameters unless
otherwise specified. All of the sequences that were obtained in this study were deposited
in the GenBank database (accession numbers LC662545-LC662604).

2.4. Phylogenetic Analysis

As previously described, phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neighbor-
joining method [12]. Subsequently, to compare the Japanese genotypes with those that were
reported in Valastro et al. [10], phylogenetic trees were constructed using two portions of
the S1 gene (approximately from nt 1 to 1630 and from nt 1 to 600) (Figure 1a,b).

2.5. Recombination Analysis

Potential recombination events were further verified in SimPlot (version 3.5.1.) [16,17],
after which nucleotide identity was determined using the Kimura (2-parameter) method
with a transition–transversion ratio of 2 and a window width/step size of 200 bp and 20 bp,
respectively. Subsequently, BootScan analysis was conducted, employing a subprogram
embedded in SimPlot, in addition to signals of 70% or more of the observed permuted trees
to indicate potential recombination events [16,17].
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic trees that are based on the complete (a) and partial (b) S1 glycoprotein gene
of the infectious bronchitis virus (IBV), strain Beaudette (GI-1, GenBank Accession No. NC001451).
For (a,b), nucleotides 20368–21978 (1632 bases) and nucleotides 20368–20988 (621 bases), respectively,
were subjected to phylogenetic analysis. Subsequently, both trees were generated using the neighbor-
joining method in MEGA 7 [15] with 1000 bootstrap replications. All tools were run with the default
parameters unless otherwise specified. Then, horizontal distances were proportionally set to the
minimum number of nucleotide differences that were required to join nodes and sequences. The IBV
genotypes were defined as described previously [10].
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3. Results
3.1. Phylogenetic Analysis

DNA fragments of the expected size were successfully amplified from all IBV samples.
The complete nucleotide sequences of the S1 glycoprotein gene were generated from the
sequences of two overlapping PCR products. To follow the classification of Valastro et al.,
the complete length of the S1 gene was analyzed, whereas a partial analysis of the S1 gene
was conducted to follow the Japanese classification. To determine the genetic relationships
among the Japanese strains and foreign reference ones, a phylogenetic tree was constructed
using the nucleotide sequences of the complete S1 gene of the 61 Japanese and 45 reference
strains (Figure 1a,b).

The Japanese IBV strains were classified into seven distinct genetic groups (Figure 1a).
These groups corresponded to clades GI-1,3,7,13,18,19, and GVI-1, as defined in previous
report [10]. Subsequently, as shown in Figure 1b, they were also classified into seven groups
by the Japanese definition based on the partial nucleotide sequences, including the HVR-1
and HVR-2 [11,12]. Except for three strains, GI-1,3,7,13,18,19, and GVI-1, corresponded to
Mass, Gray, JP-II, 4/91, JP-I, JP-III, and JP-VI, respectively (Table 1). The exceptions were
the three IBV strains that were classified as JP-III in Japan based on partial sequences of
the S1 gene. Nevertheless, they were not classified as GI-19 when using the complete S1
gene. This result proposes that these strains were possibly recombinant, thus affecting the
above classification.

3.2. Recombination Analysis

For three strains (JP/Nagasaki/2013, JP/Kochi/2013, and JP/Nagasaki/2016), in
which the classification by Valastro et al. [10], and the Japanese one did not correspond (as
shown in Table 1), a Simplot and BootScan analysis was conducted to verify the possibility
of genetic recombination. These analyses were conducted to identify the recombinant
JP/Nagasaki/2013 and reference JP/Wakayama/2003 (GI-13) and JP/Shimane/98 (GI-19)
strains to be used as putative parental strains (Figure 2a,b).

Figure 2. Similarity analysis (a) and BootScan analysis (b) on the putative recombinant
JP/Nagasaki/2013 strain. Reference strains JP/Wakayama/2003 (GI-13, green) and JP/Shimane/98
(GI-19, blue) strains were used as putative parental strains. Additionally, the M41 strain (G1-1, red)
was used as an outlier sequence. The y-axis indicates the percentage of identity within a 200-bp wide
sliding window centered on the plotted position, with a step size of 20 bp between plots.

As shown in Figure 2, the JP/Nagasaki/2013 strain was genetically close to the
JP/Shimane/98 strain, belonging to the GI-19 (JP-III) genotype up to around 600 bp
on the N-terminal side; however, the remaining on the C-terminal side were close to
JP/Wakayama/2003, belonging to the GI-13 (4/91) genotype. Hence, in the S1 gene of these
strains (JP/Nagasaki/2013, JP/Kochi/2013, and JP/Nagasaki/2016), approximately 600 bp
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on the N-terminal side were derived from the GI-19 genotype. However, the remaining
region on the C-terminal side was derived from the GI-13 genotype. This result is consis-
tent with that of a previous analysis [10], which showed that most of the recombination
breakpoints of field IBV strains occur in the intermediate region between HVR1, HVR2,
and HVR3.

3.3. Proteolytic Cleavage Sites in the Spike Glycoprotein

First, to examine the association between the clinical signs and the motif of IBV strains,
we determined the amino acids sequences at the cleavage sites. The deduced amino acids
that were obtained from the nucleotide sequences at the cleavage site between the S1 and
S2 proteins of each strain are shown in Table 1.

The “RRFRR” motif was the most common (30/61) and was found in strains other than
the GVI-1 (JP-IV) and GI-3 (Gray) genotypes. However, in the GI-18 (JP-I) genotype, which
has the largest number of examined strains, there were only two RRFRR strains, and the
RRSRR motif, including various other motifs, was predominant. The second predominant
was the “RRSRR” motif, which was more common in the GI-18 (JP-I) genotype, while the
“HRRKR” motif was found only in the GVI-1 (JP-IV) genotype.

3.4. Amino Acids Related to the Receptor-Binding Domain (RBD)

It has been reported that the NTD of S1 (aa. 19–272, most N-terminal 253 aa of the
mature S1) is both required and sufficient for binding to the respiratory tract [18]. Moreover,
amino acids N38, H43, P63, and T69 of M41 S1 were critical to establishing binding within
the domain. Therefore, these amino acids’ polymorphism (s) were compared among the
genotypes. The results that are presented in Table 3 show that the amino acids at positions
38, 43, 63, and 69 were critical for binding to the trachea in terms of M41 spike attachment;
however, the diversity at the positions that are mentioned above in these amino acids was
also observed in Japanese IBVs.

Table 3. Amino acids based on their relationship to the receptor-binding domain.

Genotype Amino Acid Position of Amino Acids at the S1 Glycoprotein

26 28 29 34 36 37 38 40 42 43 63 69

Mass
(GI-1) Y Y Y F P P D/N W L H/Q P/S T/I

Gray
(GI-3) Y Y Y F P P N W L H S A

JP-I GI-18) Y Y Y F/L/Y P P/S/G L/F/P/S/V W L/V/I H S/H/A A
JP-II (GI-7) Y Y Y F P P D/N W L Q P/L/R S

JP-III
(GI-19) Y Y Y F P P/S D/N/T/E W L Q P/S/N/T/A/Q V

JP-IV
(GVI-1) Y Y Y F P P L/S W L H/Y G/H A

4/91
(GI-13) Y Y Y F P G P/Q W L H/Y P/S T

Recently, the motifs “26YxYY29” and “34FxPPxxWxLH43” of high-affinity aminopepti-
dase N (APN) peptides in chickens have been identified in IBV S1-NTD [19]. APN may
be one of the IBV functional receptors. When comparing these amino acid sequences in
Japanese IBVs, the motif “26YxYY29” was conserved in all Japanese IBV strains. However,
the motif “34FxPPxxWxLH43” was conserved in all the strains belonging to GI-3 and some
strains belonging to GI-1, GI-18 and GVI-1 (Table 3). Specifically, in all GI-7 or 19 genotypes
strains, the amino acid at position 43 was substituted from H to Q. However, this amino acid
was the H that was described above in the M41 strain [19], not the nephropathogenic strain.
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Nevertheless, QX-RBD amino acids 110 to 112 (KIP), considered important for binding
to the kidney in the nephropathogenic QX strain, and classified into GI-19 [20], were not
observed in Japanese IBVs, including the GI-19 (JP-III) genotype (Table 4).

Table 4. Amino acids related to the kidney binding.

Genotype
Corresponding Position of Amino Acids at S1 Glycoprotein

110 111 112

Ck/SWE/0658946/10
(QX) K I P

Mass (GI-1) M/V L/V/I Q
Gray (GI-3) F/I L P
JP-I (GI-18) L/F/R/S I Q/N/A/E
JP-II (GI-7) F V P

JP-III (GI-19) M/Q/L I P/K
JP-IV (GVI-1) K/I L D/K/G
4/91 (GI-13) M I P

3.5. Potential N-glycosylation Sites

N-glycosylation occurs at asparagine (N) residues in the amino acid motif asparagine-
x-serine/threonine (N-X-S/T) [21]. Therefore, the loss or acquisition of N-glycosylation
sites in the spike glycoprotein was predicted, including their positions on representative
strains of each genotype (Table 5). Similarities were observed between the positions of the
predicted N-glycosylation sites in each S1 glycoprotein of the different Japanese genotype
strains, with nine sites shared across all the strains (Table 5). Among these sites, the three N-
linked glycosylation sites (at positions 103, 163, and 237 at position in the M41 strain) were
considered critically important in previous studies [21], and they were also all conserved
in Japanese IBVs. However, their N-glycosylation sites differed among the genotypes.
Specifically, although we observed 15 to 17 N-glycosylation sites in the S1 glycoprotein in
the GI-1 (Mass) strains, as previously reported [14], 18 or 19 N-glycosylation sites were also
present in the GI-19 (JP-III) strains [22]. However, while 19 or 20 N-glycosylation sites in
the S1 glycoprotein were observed in the GI-7 (JP-II) strains, only 11 or 12 N-glycosylation
sites were present in the GVI-1 (JP-IV) strains. Furthermore, the predicted N-glycosylation
site at position 116 (unique to JP-II), and that at position 200, observed in the QX strain
(genotype GI-19) [22], were not observed in the GI-19 (JP-III) genotype strains in Japan.
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4. Discussion

The S1 glycoprotein determines the antigenicity and tissue tropism of IBVs [23],
playing a vital role in inducing neutralizing antibodies and attachment to the host cell
receptors [18]. Therefore, the genetic analysis of the complete S1 gene of IBV is critical.

To date, genotyping has been performed on Japanese strains using regions containing
HVR-1 and 2 [11,12], but the analysis of the predicted S1 glycoprotein amino acid sequences
was insufficient. Here, the complete S1 gene of 61 IBV strains, classified into seven geno-
types (including ten vaccine strains which were attenuated strains that were derived from
field viruses in Japan), was determined and analyzed.

First, the genotyping using the complete S1 gene was almost consistent with the
Japanese typing that was based on partial nucleotide sequences, including HVR-1 and 2,
with three exceptions. These strains (JP/Nagasaki/2013, JP/Kochi/2013, and JP/Nagasaki/
2016) belonged to genotype JP-III in the classification using Japanese typing. However,
they were classified into distinct genotypes from GI-13 and 19 when using the full S1
gene length, whereas most JP-III genotype strains were classified into the GI-19 genotype.
Therefore, these three strains that were derived from the GI-19 and GI-13 genotypes were
all considered recombinants. This result is consistent with that of a previous analysis [10],
which showed that most of the recombination breakpoints of field IBV strains occur in
the intermediate region between HVR1, HVR2, and HVR3. Recently, many such field IBV
recombinants of this kind have been increasing worldwide [24]. For example, the recent
Chinese isolate (CK/CH/SCMY/160315) was identified as a novel recombinant virus
that was derived from the H120 (GI-1), 4/91 (GI-13), and LDT3-A (GI-28) live attenuated
vaccine strains, and the LJL/08-1 (GI-19) field strain. Besides, in Japan, field strains that
are potential recombinants have also been reported through the analysis of S1 and S2 [12].
However, little analysis of Japanese IBV recombinants using the complete genome has been
reported. Therefore, it would be necessary to conduct a genetic analysis using the complete
genome to clarify the detailed genetic background of domestic epidemic IBV strains.

By analyzing the S1 glycoprotein’s predicted amino acid sequence, seven types of
S1 protein cleavage recognition motifs were observed among the Japanese IBV strains.
However, no association was found between the clinical signs and the motif of the isolates.
This finding was consistent with the cleavage recognition motif of the S1 gene being
reportedly irrelevant to viral pathogenicity and tissue tropism [25].

In general, IBV infects ciliated epithelial cells in the respiratory tract of chickens. While
some IBV strains replicate locally, others can disseminate to various organs, including the
kidneys [20]. By conducting studies using the IBV M41 strain, the reference strain of the
GI-1 (Mass) genotype, alpha-2,3-linked sialic acids were identified as IBV receptors [23].
Furthermore, it was shown that the amino acids at positions 38, 43, 63, and 69 were critical
for binding to the trachea in terms of the M41 spike attachment. By comparing the IBV
receptor-related amino acids that were detected using this M41 strain, various substitutions
were observed among Japanese IBV genotypes. For example, a recent study on the QX
strain, classified into the GI-19 genotype, reported that amino acids 110 to 112 (KIP) of the
S1glycoprotein were sufficient to extend its tropism toward the kidney [20]. However, this
KIP motif was not found in Japanese IBV strains, some isolated from nephritis, including
the GI-19 (JP-III) genotype. Nevertheless, although the two motifs that were found in the
recent APN study [19], the amino acid at position 43 of 34FxPPxxWxLH43 was substituted
with Q instead of H, they were found in genotypes GI-7 (JP-II) and GI-19 (JP-III). Since IBV
strains belonging to GI-7 and 19 are known to be the nephropathogenic type in foreign
countries [8,16], it would be interesting to examine the effect of this amino acid substitution
on the viral pathogenicity or cellular tropism.

Furthermore, studies have reported that the glycosylation of viral structural proteins
influences many of the processes and outcomes of an IBV infection, including antigenicity,
infectivity, and receptor-binding [14,26]. Therefore, comparing N-glycosylation sites among
IBV strains is essential to examine such biological functions. Using bioinformatic techniques,
previous analyses of IBV strains identified 17 sites in the S1 sequences of strains belonging
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to the Mass serotype. Additionally, they observed that the total number of predicted sites
was different from that of the QX-like strains [27]. Previous studies have also suggested
that some N-linked glycosylation sites were critically important for virus replication and
infectivity [21]. Furthermore, these sites were all conserved in Japanese IBVs (Table 5),
which is functionally important. For example, N to D/Q mutations in N212 and N276,
abolished the infectivity of the recombinant IBV [21]. However, the loss or gain of N-
glycosylation sites differed among the genotypes. Interestingly, the JP-II (GI-7) genotype
was composed mainly nephritis-derived strains and contained more numbers (20–21)
than those that were predicted in the S1 glycoprotein. Therefore, since the mechanism of
nephritis that is caused by IBV in chickens remains unknown, it was of particular interest
to analyze the virus’ nephropathogenicity and the effect of these glycosylations.

In conclusion, we have shown the phylogenetic relationship between Japanese IBV
strains and foreign strains in this study. Additionally, by analyzing the amino acid poly-
morphism of the S1 glycoprotein among Japanese genotypes, a diversity was observed
based on the genotype-specific amino acid residue and the position of the potential N-
glycosylation sites. This finding is significant since the glycosylation of viral structural
proteins has been shown to influence many of the processes and outcomes of IBV infections,
including antigenicity, infectivity, and receptor-binding. Thus, to unequivocally determine
the contributions of such amino acid residues to the virus’ pathogenicity, it is imperative
to generate viruses with specific mutations using reverse genetics [28,29]. This study’s
obtained findings would be useful for elucidating IBV’s pathogenicity and improving
vaccine development strategies.
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Abstract: Marek’s disease virus (MDV) causes malignant lymphoma in chickens (Marek’s disease,
MD). Although MD is currently controlled by vaccination, MDV strains have continuously increased
in virulence over the recent decades. Polymorphisms in Meq, an MDV-encoded oncoprotein that
serves as a transcription factor, have been associated with the enhanced virulence of the virus. In
addition, insertions and deletions in Meq have been observed in MDV strains of higher virulence, but
their contribution to said virulence remains elusive. In this study, we investigated the contribution of
an insertion (L-Meq) and a deletion in the Meq gene (S-Meq) to its functions and MDV pathogenicity.
Reporter assays revealed that both insertion and deletion enhanced the transactivation potential of
Meq. Additionally, we generated RB-1B-based recombinant MDVs (rMDVs) encoding each Meq
isoform and analyzed their pathogenic potential. rMDV encoding L-Meq indueced the highest
mortality and tumor incidence in infected animals, whereas the rMDV encoding S-Meq exhibited
the lowest pathogenicity. Thus, insertion enhanced the transactivation activity of Meq and MDV
pathogenicity, whereas deletion reduced pathogenicity despite having increased transactivation
activity. These data suggest that other functions of Meq affect MDV virulence. These data improve
our understanding of the mechanisms underlying the evolution of MDV virulence.

Keywords: Marek’s disease virus; Marek’s disease; Meq; CVI988; tumorigenesis; pathogenicity;
transactivation activity

1. Introduction

Marek’s disease virus (MDV) is an alphaherpesvirus that belongs to the Herpesviridae
family (subfamily: Alphaherpesvirinae, genus: Mardivirus, species: Gallid alphaherpesvirus 2). MDV
causes Marek’s disease (MD), which is characterized by neurological disorders, malignant
lymphomas, and immunosuppression in infected chickens. Although MD has previously
caused severe economic losses in the poultry industry, the disease is currently controlled
by administering attenuated and/or non-pathogenic strains as vaccines [1]. Meleagrid alpha-
herpesvirus 1 (turkey herpesvirus, HVT) was initially introduced to the poultry industry,
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followed by bivalent vaccines consisting of HVT and a strain of non-oncogenic Gallid
alphaherpesvirus 3, and an attenuated Gallid alphaherpesvirus 2 strain, Rispens CVI988, was
introduced and is widely used as a gold standard vaccine against MD [2]. Introduction
of the vaccines minimized the economic losses caused by virulent MDVs; however, the
virulence of MDV field strains has continuously increased. Sporadic occurrences of MD
are still reported even in vaccinated flocks in some countries [3–8], and the costs to the
poultry industry are estimated at approximately USD 2 billion annually [9]. The emergence
of MDV strains with increased virulence is considered to be a result of the selection of field
strains adapted to vaccine-induced immune pressure [10–12]. Therefore, MDV strains with
higher virulence may cause future outbreaks [13].

The meq oncogene encodes a 339-amino-acid protein that is expressed during the lytic
and latent phases of infection and is essential for transformation of chicken T-cells [14]. Meq
consists of a basic region (BR) and a leucine zipper (ZIP), similar to those of the oncoproteins
Jun and Fos, at the N-terminus, and a transactivation domain characterized by proline-rich
repeats (PRRs) at the C-terminal [14]. Meq can dimerize with itself, c-Jun, JunB, and Fos
through its ZIP domain [15]. Microarray analysis identified that the same genes induced
by v-Jun transformation, including JTAP1, JAC, and HB-EGF, were also upregulated by
the expression of Meq in transformed DF-1 cells [16]. Additionally, Meq upregulated the
expression of Bcl-2 and Ski and downregulated the expression of DAP5 and Fas, consistent
with its anti-apoptotic properties [16,17]. Furthermore, meq-deleted recombinant MDV
(rMDV) failed to induce lymphomas in infected chickens, indicating that Meq plays an
essential role in the transformation induced by virulent MDV [18]. The distinct diversity
in Meq proteins of MDV strains with varying virulence has been highlighted as a factor
involved in the increased virulence of MDV [19]. Among them, the polymorphisms in
the BR and PRRs in the transactivation domain have been associated with virulence-level,
and several amino acid substitutions in these regions affect the transactivation activities
of Meq proteins [20–22]. Moreover, in vivo studies using rMDVs generated based on the
very virulent strain RB-1B strain revealed that rMDVs encoding Meq from highly virulent
MDV strains showed higher virulence than those from low virulent strains [23]. Thus,
polymorphisms in the meq gene appear to be directly involved in the increased virulence of
MDV field strains.

In addition to the polymorphisms in Meq proteins, insertion or deletion in the transac-
tivation domain of Meq have been detected in several MDV strains [8,20,24–28]. A long
isoform of Meq containing an insertion (L-Meq) is characterized by a 59/60-amino acid
insertion in the transactivation domain [24,27,29], and its insertion causes an increase in
the number of PRRs. L-Meq was first identified in CVI988 [29] and has subsequently
been detected in low-virulence strains isolated in the USA [19]. Therefore, it was initially
believed that the L-Meq isoform contributes to decreased virulence of MDVs encoding this
form. However, it was clarified that virulent MDV strains circulating in Australia encode an
L-Meq, which also contains polymorphisms in PRRs [24]. Furthermore, recent in vivo ex-
periments using RB-1B-based rMDVs harboring L-Meq or Meq encoded by CVI988, rMDV
encoding CVI988-L-Meq exhibited markedly higher pathogenicity and tumorigenicity than
did CVI988 [30]. Surprisingly, the rMDV encoding CVI988-L-Meq showed similar or even
greater virulence than the rMDV encoding RB-1B-Meq, although RB-1B is an MDV strain
with high virulence. Thus, amino acid insertions into the transactivation domain appear to
contribute to enhanced virulence.

Since the 2010s, MDV strains encoding the short isoform of Meq (S-Meq) have been
detected in some countries [20,25,28,31]. S-Meq contains a 41-amino acid deletion in the
transactivation domain, resulting in a decrease in the number of PRRs. In addition, an
in vitro study revealed that S-Meq had higher transactivation activity than Meq, suggesting
that deletion in the transactivation domain enhances the protein functions of Meq [20].
However, MDV strains encoding S-Meq were observed in chickens without clinical signs
in Italy [25] and in diseased but unvaccinated chickens in Japan [20]. Therefore, the
contribution of S-Meq to MDV pathogenicity remains unclear. However, because deletion
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in the transactivation domain was observed in recent field strains and could enhance the
transactivation activity of Meq, this deletion may be involved in the evolution towards a
greater virulence of these strains [20].

In this study, we systematically investigated the contribution of a common insertion
and deletion in the transactivation domain of Meq and evaluated these for their effects
on transactivation and MDV pathogenicity. We analyzed the transactivation activities of
Meq, L-Meq, and S-Meq, the background sequences of which were identical to those of
RB-1B-Meq. In addition, we generated RB-1B-based rMDVs encoding each Meq isoform by
replacing the meq gene of the RB-1B genome cloned as a bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC) with the L-meq/S-meq gene that was introduced, and animal experiments were
conducted to examine whether insertion/deletion affected MDV pathogenicity.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ethics Statement

All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of Hokkaido University (approval number: 19-0081). All experiments were
performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations of the Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine of Hokkaido University, which is fully accredited by the Association
for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International.

2.2. Cells and Virus

Chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEFs) were prepared from 10-day-old fertilized eggs
(Iwamura Hatchery Co., Ltd., Shibata, Japan) as described previously [32]. CEFs were
cultured in Eagle’s minimal essential medium (Nissui Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan) supplemented with 10% bovine calf serum (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA),
10% tryptose phosphate broth (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI, USA), 0.03% L-glutamine,
100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, and 0.1% NaHCO3. DF-1 cells, a chicken
fibroblast cell line, were cultured with 0.5 mL of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corporation, Osaka, Japan), containing 10% fetal bovine
serum, and incubated at 39 ◦C under 5% CO2. Viruses were reconstituted by transfecting
BAC DNA into CEFs as described previously [33]. Viruses were propagated on CEFs
for seven passages, and virus stocks were frozen in Cell Banker 1 (Nippon Zenyaku
Kogyo Co., Ltd., Fukushima, Japan) and titrated on CEFs using plaque assays as described
previously [34,35].

2.3. Plasmids

The expression plasmids for S-Meq and L-Meq were constructed, and some mutations
were introduced by site-directed mutagenesis, according to a previous report [22]. The open
reading frames (ORFs) of the S-meq and L-meq genes derived from the MDV strains Kgw-c2,
an MDV strain isolated from unvaccinated chickens with MD symptoms in Japan in the
2010s (accession number: LC385874), and CVI988, an attenuated vaccine strain (accession
number: AF493555) were amplified and cloned into the pCI-neo vector (Promega, Madison,
WI, USA). The pathotype of Kgw-c2 has not been determined. To match the amino acid
sequences with those of Meq from the very virulent RB-1B strain, aside from deletion
or insertion in the transactivation domain, we introduced some mutations in the S-meq
and L-meq genes, as shown in Table 1, and their S-Meq and L-Meq were designated as
S-Meq (RB-1B) and L-Meq (RB-1B), respectively. In addition, we constructed an expression
plasmid for Meq from MDV strain RB-1B (accession number: HM488349.1). For the assay
to measure the transactivation activity, a c-Jun expression plasmid was constructed [22],
and a reporter plasmid was prepared by inserting the Meq promoter region upstream of the
firefly luciferase-coding region in the pGL3-Basic vector (Promega) [22]; a pRL-TK Renilla
luciferase plasmid (Promega) was used as the control plasmid.
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Table 1. Introduction of the mutation into the S-meq and/or L-meq genes.

Position in Meq Substitution Primers

71 serine–to–alanine
F 5′-GAA TCG TGA CGC CGC TCG GAG AAG ACG-3′

R 5′-CGT CTT CTC CGA GCG GCG TCA CGA TTC-3′

77, 80
glutamic-acid–to–lysine,
tyrosine–to–aspartic-acid

F 5′-CGG AGA AGA CGC AGG AAG CAG ACG GAC TAT GTA GAC AAA C-3′

R 5′-GTT TGT CTA CAT AGT CCG TCT GCT TCC TGC GTC TTC TCC G-3′

114, 115 cysteine–to–arginine,
alanine–to–valine

F 5′-GAG TGC ACG TCC CTG CGT GTA CAG TTG GCT TGT CA-3′

R 5′-TGA CAA GCC AAC TGT ACA CGC AGG GAC GTG CAC TC-3′

217 alanine–to–proline F 5′-ATC TGT ACC CCC CCT CCT CCC GAT G-3′

R 5′-CAT CGG GAG GAG GGG GGG TAC AGA T-3′

326 isoleucine–to–threonine
F 5′-GTT TCC CTC GGA TAC TCA GTC TAC GGT CT-3′

R 5′-AGA CCG TAG ACT GAG TAT CCG AGG GAA AC-3′

2.4. Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay

First, DF-1 cells were seeded in 24-well plates at 2.0 × 105 cells per well and incubated
for 24 h. The cells in each well were transfected with 300 ng of expression plasmids, Meq,
S-Meq (wild-type), S-Meq (RB-1B), L-Meq (wild-type), or L-Meq (RB-1B); 200 ng of the
c-Jun expression plasmid; 500 ng of the reporter plasmid; and 5 ng of control pRL-TK
using Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The transfected cells were lysed 24 h after transfection
using 1 × Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega). Luciferase activity was measured using the Dual-
Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega) and a Luminescencer-JNR AB-2100 (Atto
Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The luminescence intensity of firefly luciferase was normalized to
that of Renilla luciferase, and the results are indicated relative to the value of the luciferase
activity in cells transfected with the pCI-neo vector.

2.5. Generation of Recombinant Viruses

To generate recombinant viruses encoding S-Meq (RB-1B), Meq, or L-Meq (RB-1B), we
used a BAC clone of the very virulent RB-1B strain that lacks most of the internal repeat
long (IRL) region as described previously [35]. The deleted IRL region is rapidly restored
during virus reconstitution in the cell culture, resulting in a recombinant virus that harbors
the respective meq gene in both repeat regions [35]. Therefore, we replaced the meq gene in
the terminal repeat long (TRL) with the RB-1B-meq, S-meq (RB-1B), or L-meq (RB-1B) gene by
two-step Red-mediated mutagenesis as previously described [36,37]. To screen for clones
in which each meq-isoform was accurately inserted, the obtained plasmids encoding each
rMDV genome were digested with BamHI-HF (New England Biolabs Japan Inc., Tokyo,
Japan) overnight and subjected to electrophoresis on a 0.8% agarose gel. The insertion of
each meq-isoform was further confirmed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and DNA
sequencing, as previously reported [35]. The BAC-based infectious clones were transfected
into CEFs using a CalPhos Mammalian Transfection Kit (Takara Bio Inc., Kyoto, Japan)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The pCAGGS-Cre plasmid (Gene Bridges
GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) was co-transfected to remove the BAC sequence from the
virus genome. The reconstituted recombinant viruses were referred to as vRB-1B_Meq,
vRB-1B_S-Meq, and vRB-1B_L-Meq, respectively, and all viruses were passaged on CEFs.
As the IRL region is rapidly restored during viral reconstitution, the restoration of the IRL,
in addition to the deletion of the BAC sequence, in each virus was confirmed by PCR [35].
Each virus was titrated using a plaque assay and stored as described previously [34,35].

2.6. In Vitro Replication of the Recombinant Viruses

CEFs were seeded in six-well plates and infected with 50 plaque-forming units (PFU)
of recombinant viruses after reaching confluence. The infected cells were collected daily for
5 days. The viral loads in the infected cells were analyzed by quantitative PCR (qPCR) to
assess the replication and spread of recombinant viruses in vitro.
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2.7. Confirmation of Meq Expression Levels by RT-PCR

A reverse transcription (RT)-PCR assay was used to investigate the mRNA expression
of each meq isoform. In brief, we first seeded CEFs in 24-well plates at 2.0 × 105 cells per
well, and after 24 h incubation, the CEFs were infected with 50 PFU of recombinant viruses.
At 6 days post-infection (dpi), the infected CEFs were lysed with TRI reagent (Molecular
Research Center, Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA) and the total RNA was extracted according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. After the total RNA was treated with DNase I (Promega),
cDNA was synthesized using PrimeScript Reverse Transcriptase (Takara Bio Inc.). The
expression of each meq isoform in the cDNA samples was detected by PCR using TaKaRa
Ex Taq (Takara Bio Inc.). The primer sets used are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Primers used for reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction and quantitative poly-
merase chain reaction analyses.

Gene Sequence Application

meq F 5′-AGT TGG CTT GTC ATG AGC CAG-3′ RT-PCR
R 5′-TGT TCG GGA TCC TCG GTA AGA-3′

ICP4
F 5′-GCA TCG ACA AGC ACT TAC GG-3′ qPCR
R 5′-CGA GAG CGT CGT ATT GTT TGG-3′

iNOS
F 5′-GAG TGG TTT AAG GAG TTG GAT CTG A-3′ qPCR

R 5′-TTC CAG ACC TCC CAC CTC AA-3′

Abbreviations: qPCR, quantitative polymerase chain reaction; RT-PCR, reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.

2.8. In Vivo Characterization of Recombinant Viruses
2.8.1. Experimental Chickens

Fertilized eggs (Iwamura Hatchery Co., Ltd.) from commercial white leghorn chickens
were hatched in the authors’ laboratory and the chicks were raised in isolators. To analyze
the recombinant viruses, we performed animal experiments as follows:

2.8.2. 1st Animal Experiment

A total of 98 1-day-old chicks (Iwamura Hatchery Co., Ltd.) were randomly divided
into four groups and housed separately in different isolators. The chickens were inoculated
via the intraabdominal route with 5000 PFU of vRB-1B_Meq (n = 28), vRB-1B_S-Meq
(n = 27), vRB-1B_L-Meq (n = 27), or PBS (n = 16) as a negative control.

• In vivo kinetics of recombinant viruses

Four chickens per group were euthanized at 7, 14, 28, and 35 dpi, and the blood,
spleens, and feather tips were collected. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were
isolated by density gradient centrifugation using Percoll solution (GE Healthcare, Chicago,
IL, USA). DNA was extracted from the PBMCs, spleens, and feather tips, and the viral
loads were analyzed for each sample.

• Pathogenicity of recombinant viruses in unvaccinated chickens

The pathogenicity of the recombinant viruses in infected chickens, vRB-1B_Meq
(n = 12), vRB-1B_S-Meq (n = 11), and vRB-1B_L-Meq (n = 12) were compared by monitoring
the survival rate. After inoculating the chickens with recombinant viruses, we monitored
them for clinical signs of MD daily for 8 weeks, euthanized the infected chickens that
showed neurological symptoms and dysphagia during the experimental period, and exam-
ined the gross tumor lesions in the internal organs. In addition, we examined the tumor
incidence in infected chickens without clinical signs at 56 dpi. We collected the blood,
spleens, feather tips, and tumors from euthanized chickens and analyzed the viral loads in
each tissue type.
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2.8.3. 2nd Animal Experiment: Pathogenicity of Recombinant Viruses in Vaccinated
Chickens

A total of 29 1-day-old chicks (Iwamura Hatchery Co., Ltd.) were randomly di-
vided into three groups and housed separately. The chickens were subcutaneously inocu-
lated with 2000 PFU of HVT vaccine (strain FC 126; Kyoritsu Seiyaku, Tokyo, Japan). At
3 days post-vaccination, the chickens were superinfected via the intraabdominal route with
5000 PFU of vRB-1B_Meq (n = 9), vRB-1B_S-Meq (n = 8), or vRB-1B_L-Meq (n = 12), and
the survival rate and tumor incidence were monitored for 8 weeks. We collected blood,
spleens, feather tips, and tumors from euthanized chickens and analyzed the viral loads in
each tissue type. To monitor the viral loads, we also collected blood from the wing veins
of four chickens per group at 7, 14, 28, 35, and 49 dpi and monitored the viral loads in the
samples from the whole blood of infected chickens.

2.9. DNA Extraction

Total cellular DNA was extracted from the whole blood samples of infected chickens
using a DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen, Düsseldorf, Germany) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Total cellular DNA was extracted from the feather tips as
previously described [38,39]. Briefly, the two feather tips were cut and immersed overnight
at 55 ◦C in 1 mL of lysis buffer (0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8.0,
1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) containing proteinase K at a final concentration of
200 mg/mL. Total cellular DNA was extracted using phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol
(25:24:1), precipitated with ethanol, and treated with RNase A. The total cellular DNA
was extracted from the infected CEFs, PBMCs, spleens, and tumor lesions using SepaGene
(Sekisui Medical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All
samples were subjected to qPCR analysis to determine the viral load.

2.10. qPCR

The viral loads in CEFs and chickens infected with the recombinant viruses and
exposed to the HVT vaccine were determined by qPCR with primers specific to the infected
cell protein 4 (ICP4) gene of MDV and the HVT070 gene of HVT, respectively. qPCR
was performed using TB Green Premix DimerEraser (Takara Bio Inc.) and LightCycler
480 System II (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). The chicken inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS) gene was amplified as a reference gene. The viral loads are indicated as
ratios between each target and the iNOS gene. The primers used for the qPCR analyses are
shown in Table 2.

2.11. Statistical Analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using R Statistical Software (version 4.0.3; R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). The multi-step growth kinetics
were analyzed using the Kruskal–Wallis test. Kaplan–Meier survival curves were generated
to analyze the survival rate in infected chickens, and a log-rank test (Mantel–Cox test) was
conducted. Tumor incidence was analyzed using Fisher’s exact test. The transactivation
activities were analyzed using Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Statistical significance
was set at p < 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Transactivation Activity of Meq Isoforms

To determine whether the insertion/deletion in the transactivation domain of Meq
affects protein function, we analyzed the transactivation activities of S-Meq from Kgw-c2,
an MDV strain isolated in Japan in the 2010s, the Meq from RB-1B (parent), and the L-Meq
from CVI988. Because there are some polymorphisms among RB-1B-meq, Kgw-c2-S-meq,
and CVI988-L-meq (Figure 1A), we introduced some mutations in wild-type S-meq and
L-meq genes from Kgw-c2 and CVI988, respectively, and manipulated their sequences to
the same sequence as RB-1B-meq, aside from the insertion or deletion in the transactivation
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domain (Figure 1A). S-Meq (wild type) demonstrated similar transactivation activity to that
of RB-1B-Meq, whereas the transactivation activity of L-Meq (wild type) was significantly
lower than that of RB-1B-Meq and S-Meq (wild type) (Figure 1B). The mutation-introduced
S-Meq, L-Meq, S-Meq (RB-1B), and L-Meq (RB-1B) showed higher transactivation activities
than wild-type S-Meq and L-Meq (Figure 1B), suggesting that these amino acid substitutions
were responsible for higher transactivation activity. Moreover, the transactivation activities
of S-Meq (RB-1B) and L-Meq (RB-1B) were higher than that of the wild-type RB-1B Meq.
Interestingly, the L-Meq (RB-1B) exhibited the highest activity among the mutated L-Meq
and S-Meq, and RB-1B-Meq isoforms (Figure 1B). These data indicate that both insertion
and deletion in the transactivation domain have the potential to enhance the transactivation
activity of Meq.
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Figure 1. Analysis of the transactivation activity of the three Meq isoforms. (A) Schematic represen-
tation of the different Meq isoforms. The structures of short-Meq containing the deletion (S-Meq)
from Kgw-c2, a Marek’s disease virus (MDV) strain, Meq from RB-1B, and long-Meq containing
the insertion (L-Meq) from CVI988, and S-Meq (RB-1B) and L-Meq (RB-1B) whose sequences were
matched with that of RB-1B-Meq, except for the deletion or insertion in the transactivation domain,
are indicated. Meq comprises a proline/glutamine (Pro/Gln) rich domain followed by the basic
region (BR) and leucine zipper (ZIP) at the N-terminal region, and the transactivation domain at the
C-terminal region. The Meq isoforms include mutations in the BR, ZIP, and transactivation domain.
S-Meq contains a 41 amino acid deletion in the transactivation domain and L-Meq is characterized
by a 60-amino acid insertion in the transactivation domain. (B) Transactivation activity of the Meq
isoforms. The transactivation activity of RB-1B-Meq, wild-type S-Meq (Kgw-c2), wild-type L-Meq
(CVI988), S-Meq (RB-1B), and L-Meq (RB-1B) was compared on the Meq promoter-driven luciferase
activities. DF-1 cells in each well were transfected with 300 ng of expression plasmids, Meq, S-Meq
(wild-type), S-Meq (RB-1B), L-Meq (wild-type), or L-Meq (RB-1B); 200 ng of the c-Jun expression
plasmid; 500 ng of the reporter plasmid; and 5 ng of control pRL-TK. Luciferase activities were
analyzed 24 h post-transfection. Firefly luciferase activity is expressed relative to the mean basal
activity in the presence of pCI-neo after normalization to Renilla luciferase activity. Error bars indicate
standard deviations. * p < 0.01.
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3.2. Generation of Recombinant Viruses

To investigate whether insertion/deletion affects MDV pathogenicity, we generated
RB-1B-based rMDVs encoding each Meq isoform, as previously reported [30]. We inserted
the S-meq (RB-1B), RB-1B meq, and L-meq (RB-1B) genes into the IRL-deleted RB-1B genome
cloned as a BAC plasmid by replacing the native meq gene in the TRL with them (Figure 2A).
The resulting BAC plasmids were screened using restriction fragment length polymorphism
analysis (Figures 2B and S1), and the insertion of each meq-isoform was confirmed by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and DNA sequencing (data not shown). The BAC-
based infectious clones were transfected into chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEFs), and the
restoration of the IRL in the reconstituted viruses, termed vRB-1B_S-Meq, vRB-1B_Meq,
and vRB-1B_L-Meq, was confirmed by PCR (data not shown).
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Figure 2. Construction of recombinant Marek’s disease viruses. (A) Schematic diagrams of the
constructs cloned the RB-1B genome used in this study. In the RB-1B genome cloned as the bacterial
artificial chromosome (BAC) plasmid (pRB-1B), most of the internal repeat long (IRL) regions were
deleted, designated as pRB-1B_∆IRL, and used for mutagenesis. The meq gene in terminal repeat
long (TRL) was replaced with the RB-1B-meq, short-Meq containing the deletion (S-meq) (RB-1B), or
long-Meq containing the insertion (L-meq) (RB-1B) genes by two-step red-mediated mutagenesis.
(B) Restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis of the BAC plasmids obtained by mutagenesis.
The BAC plasmids were digested with BamHI to determine the accurate insertion of each meq-isoform
into the RB-1B genome. A dashed box indicates the variation of the recombinant Marek’s disease
virus genomes with each meq-isoform.
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3.3. Characterization of rMDVs In Vitro

To determine if insertion and deletion in the transactivation domain affect virus
replication in vitro, we analyzed the expression of each meq-isoform and viral loads in CEFs
infected with vRB-1B_S-Meq, vRB-1B_Meq, and vRB-1B_L-Meq. We confirmed the mRNA
expression of each meq-isoform in infected CEFs by RT-PCR (Figures 3A and S2), and
no significant difference in the growth kinetics among the rMDVs in vitro was observed
(Figure 3B). These results suggest that insertion and deletion in the transactivation domain
do not affect virus replication of the recombinant viruses in cell culture.
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Figure 3. Expression analysis and replication of recombinant MDVs in cell culture. (A) mRNA
expression of each meq-isoform in chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEFs) infected with vRB-1B_S-Meq,
vRB-1B_Meq, and vRB-1B_L-Meq was confirmed by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
(PCR). (B) CEFs were infected with 50 plaque-forming units of recombinant Marek’s disease viruses.
The infected cells were collected daily for 6 days. The viral loads in the infected cells were analyzed by
quantitative PCR. The growth kinetics among the groups were analyzed using the Kruskal–Wallis test.

3.4. Replication of rMDVs In Vivo

We then assessed viral replication in vivo. Day-old chicks were inoculated with
5000 PFU of each rMDV via the intraabdominal route, and the viral loads were analyzed
in the PBMCs, spleens, and feather tips from four chickens per group at 7, 14, 28, and
35 dpi. Although all of the rMDVs efficiently replicated in infected birds, vRB-1B_L-Meq
showed higher viral loads at 28 and 35 dpi than those of vRB-1B_S-Meq and vRB-1B_Meq
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Replication of recombinant MDVs in vivo. The viral loads in the (A) peripheral blood
mononuclear cells, (B) spleens, and (C) feather tips from chickens infected with vRB-1B_S-Meq, vRB-
1B_Meq, and vRB-1B_L-Meq were determined by quantitative polymerase chain reaction. Asterisks
indicate significant differences (* p < 0.01; Kruskal–Wallis test).

Remarkably, the viral loads in PBMCs at 28 dpi and in feather tips at 35 dpi from
chickens infected with vRB-1B_L-Meq were significantly higher than those infected with
vRB-1B_S-Meq and vRB-1B_Meq (Figure 4A,C). These data suggest that insertion in the
transactivation domain does not affect the growth kinetics in the early phase of infection
but resulted in a higher viral load during latency and in the transformation phases of
infection. However, deletion in the transactivation domain did not influence the replication
kinetics of rMDVs.

3.5. Pathogenicity of rMDVs In Vivo

To determine whether insertion and deletion in the transactivation domain affect
pathogenicity, we monitored the survival rate and tumor incidence in chickens infected
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with the rMDVs. The vRB-1B_L-Meq was associated with the highest mortality and tumor
incidence, whereas the mortality and tumor incidence of vRB-1B_S-Meq were lower than
those of vRB-1B_L-Meq and vRB-1B_Meq (Table 3, Figure 5A,B). In addition, we compared
viral loads in the PBMCs, spleens, and feather tips collected from chickens infected with
each rMDV at the experimental endpoint (euthanized chickens with clinical signs during the
experimental period and without clinical signs at 56 dpi). Higher viral loads were observed
in the samples from chickens infected with vRB-1B_L-Meq, whereas the viral loads of vRB-
1B_S-Meq were significantly lower in all samples (Figure 5C–E). Thus, the pathogenicity of
rMDVs was apparently dependent on the length of the transactivation domain.

Table 3. Survival rate and tumor incidence at 56 days post-infection.

rMDV Survival Rate Tumor Incidence

vRB-1B_S-Meq 90.9% (10/11) 18.2% (2/11)
vRB-1B_Meq 41.7% (5/12) 58.3% (7/12)

vRB-1B_L-Meq 0% (11/11) 100% (11/11)
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Figure 5. Mortality and tumor incidence in chickens infected with recombinant MDVs. (A) Sur-
vival rate in chickens infected with recombinant Marek’s disease viruses (rMDVs). Asterisks in-
dicate significant differences. (** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05; log-rank test). (B) Tumor incidence in chick-
ens infected with rMDVs throughout the study period. Asterisks indicate significant differences
(** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05; Fisher’s exact test). The viral loads in (C) peripheral blood mononuclear cells,
(D) spleens, and (E) feather tips from chickens infected with the rMDVs were determined by quan-
titative polymerase chain reaction. Asterisks indicate significant differences (** p < 0.01; Kruskal–
Wallis test).
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3.6. Pathogenicity of rMDVs in Vaccinated Chickens

Finally, we characterized the pathogenicity of each rMDV in HVT-vaccinated chickens
to further characterize the pathogenicity enhanced by the insertion in the transactivation
domain. At 28 dpi, no significant difference was observed in the viral loads in whole
blood of the vaccinated chickens infected with the vRB-1B_L-Meq strain and other rMDV
strains (Figure 6); however, the viral loads in the PBMCs of chickens infected with vRB-
1B_L-Meq alone were higher than those of chickens infected with other rMDV strains at
28 dpi (Figure 5A), suggesting that HVT vaccination reduced the viral loads in chickens
infected with the vRB-1B_L-Meq strain. However, the viral loads in chickens infected
with the vRB-1B_L-Meq strain were higher than those of chickens infected with other
rMDVs in the later phase of infection, although the difference in the growth kinetics of
rMDVs was not statistically significant (Figure 6). Clinical signs were observed in 2 of the
12 chickens infected with vRB-1B_L-Meq during the experimental period, whereas chickens
infected with vRB-1B_Meq or vRB-1B_S-Meq did not exhibit any clinical signs (Table 4).
In addition, tumors were observed in 4 of the 12 chickens infected with vRB-1B_L-Meq
at termination; however, in the other groups, a tumor was observed in only one chicken
infected with vRB-1B_S-Meq (Table 4). These data support the observation that insertion in
the transactivation domain of Meq contributes to the increased pathogenicity of this virus.
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Figure 6. Replication of recombinant MDVs in vaccinated chickens. The chickens were vaccinated
and superinfected with vRB-1B_S-Meq, vRB-1B_Meq, or vRB-1B_L-Meq. The viral loads in whole
blood were monitored using quantitative polymerase chain reaction with primers specific to the
infected cell protein 4 (ICP4) gene of Marek’s disease virus. The growth kinetics among the groups
were analyzed using the Kruskal–Wallis test.

Table 4. Survival rate and tumor incidence in vaccinated chickens at 56 days post-infection.

rMDV Survival Rate Tumor Incidence

vRB-1B_S-Meq 100% (8/8) 12.5% (1/8)
vRB-1B_Meq 100% (9/9) 0% (0/9)

vRB-1B_L-Meq 83.3% (10/12) 33.3% (4/12)

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the pathogenicity of rMDVs encoding Meq with inser-
tion or deletion in the transactivation domain of Meq in order to better understand the
contribution of Meq to MDV virulence. We compared the transactivation activities among
RB-1B-Meq, wild-type S-Meq (Kgw-c2), wild-type L-Meq (CVI988), S-Meq (RB-1B), and
L-Meq (RB-1B). S-Meq (RB-1B) and L-Meq (RB-1B) showed higher activities than those of
wild-type S-Meq and L-Meq, respectively. These data are consistent with the results that
several amino acid substitutions in Meq, such as a glutamic acid-to-lysine substitution, a
tyrosine-to-aspartate substitution, and a proline-to-alanine substitution at positions 77, 80,
and 217, respectively, contributed to the higher transactivation activity of Meq [21,22] How-
ever, the transactivation activities of S-Meq (RB-1B) and L-Meq (RB-1B) were higher than
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that of the parental RB-1B-Meq. Insertion and deletion into the transactivation-associated
domain caused an increase and decrease in the number of PRRs, respectively [19,20]. The
PRR, minus the last 39 aa of Meq has been considered to exhibit a transrepressive effect [14],
and therefore, an increase or decrease in the number of PRRs was predicted to induce a
reduction or increase in the transactivation activity. We previously reported that deletion
in the transactivation domain could enhance transactivation activity [20]. However, the
L-Meq (RB-1B) exhibited the highest transactivation potential among the Meq constructs,
contrary to the PRR theory. According to a previous study, an rMDV encoding CVI-988-L-
Meq demonstrated higher pathogenicity than did CVI-988-Meq [30], and these data imply
that the insertion in the transactivation domain enhanced the Meq functions related to
tumorigenesis. Thus, the enhancement of the transactivation activity observed in L-Meq
(RB-1B) seemed to be caused by an unknown mechanism(s) different from the previously
suggested theory. As the PRR is theorized to be highly disordered in structure and contains
likely binding sites for cellular proteins, alterations in this sequence could have myriad
consequences for differential binding of factors. Further analyses are required to clarify the
role of PRRs in the protein functions of Meq.

The rMDVs encoding RB-1B-Meq, S-Meq (RB-1B), or L-Meq (RB-1B) exhibited no
difference in viral replication in vitro, because Meq was not involved in lytic replication
in the infected chickens [18]. In vivo experiments revealed that the viral loads of rRB-
1B_L-Meq were higher than those of other rMDVs in the later phases of infection, which
could be explained by virus reactivation and/or an increased number of transformed cells
upon disease progression. Indeed, vRB-1B_L-Meq caused the highest tumor incidence
compared with the other rMDVs. In addition, the increase in viral loads in the feather tips
from chickens infected with rRB-1B_L-Meq could facilitate more efficient viral shedding,
because the feather follicle epithelium is a site for the production of cell-free viruses [40].
Thus, insertion within the transactivation domain could enhance MDV pathogenicity and
efficient virus transmission.

In the present study, vRB-1B_L-Meq showed the highest mortality and tumor incidence
rates. Conradie et al. previously reported that an RB-1B-based rMDV encoding wild-
type L-Meq from CVI988 was more virulent than an rMDV encoding wild-type Meq
from CVI988 [30]. Thus, insertion in the transactivation domain could enhance MDV
pathogenicity due to the increase in transactivation activity. In contrast, vRB-1B_S-Meq
exhibited the lowest mortality rate and tumor incidence, although the transactivation
activity of S-Meq (RB-1B) was higher than that of RB-1B-Meq. Meq has been reported to
have several functions, including inhibition of the cGAS–STING pathway [41], interaction
with tumor suppressors [42], and transcriptional regulation [43,44], and deletion in the
transactivation domain may reduce some of these protein functions or other unknown
functions. For instance, Meq could inhibit the cGAS-STING DNA-sensing pathway, which
plays a vital role in innate immunity in chickens [41] by interacting with STING through
the C-terminal domain in Meq, thereby suppressing the expression of type 1 interferon [41].
Therefore, insertion and deletion in the transactivation domain in Meq may affect the
immunosuppressive effects through the interaction of STING with the C-terminal domain
of Meq. Further analyses are required to elucidate the molecular mechanisms by which
insertion and deletion in the transactivation domain of Meq modulate MDV pathogenicity.

In the present study, we found that insertion in the transactivation domain causes
enhanced pathogenicity, whereas deletion results in reduced pathogenicity. Indeed, virulent
MDV strains circulating in Australia encode an L-Meq and exhibit the features of MDV
strains with high virulence [24]. Therefore, insertion in the transactivation domain may
be responsible for the high virulence of MDV strains in Australia, in addition to the
polymorphisms in Meq. However, there is a discrepancy between the emergence of MDV
strains with enhanced virulence and the years in which the MDV strains with insertions
and deletions were detected when we considered the timeline of MDV evolution. MDV
strains encoding L-Meq were originally found in field strains from the 1960s and 1970s with
low virulence in the US and an attenuated vaccine strain, CVI988 [19], whereas MDV strains
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with S-Meq have been reported in the field since the 2010s. Moreover, a very short isoform
of Meq, which encodes one copy of PRR in the transactivation domain, was reported in a
virulent MDV strain circulating in Iran [45]. Although the pathogenicity of such field strains
having the S-Meq is uncertain, MDV strains with short isoforms of Meq have emerged
more recently than MDV strains with L-Meq and Meq along the timeline.

In the present study, however, MDV pathogenicity was reduced by deletion in the
transactivation domain, which was inconsistent with the tendency of MDV strains to exhibit
enhanced virulence in the field. The reduced virulence following the loss of sequences in
Meq may result in the prolonged survival of chickens infected with MDV, thereby leading
to the efficient virus shedding and maintenance of MDV in the poultry houses; it may
indicate an aspect of virus evolution aimed at symbiosis with the host. In addition, although
the polymorphisms and insertion/deletion in Meq could be factors contributing to MDV
virulence, other viral factors may be involved in the evolution of MDV. This study could
improve our understanding of the mechanisms by which MDV alters the virulence and
survival strategy of MDV in the environment.

As limitations in the present study, we could not identify why the deletion in the
transactivation domain causes the reduced pathogenicity of Meq, despite the enhanced
transactivation activity. On the other hand, the insertion in the transactivation domain
enhanced the transactivation activity, contrary to the previously suggested theory. Thus,
the PRR domain in Meq appears to have unknown functions separate from a role in
transcriptional regulation. Therefore, to better understand the molecular basis of MDV
pathogenicity and its enhanced virulence, it is necessary to further investigate the functions
of Meq and the proteins that could interact with the various Meq isoforms. In addition,
in the present study, we used the rMDVs encoding S-Meq that the amino acid mutations
introduced, and we did not evaluate the pathogenicity of rMDV encoding wild-type Kgw-
c2 S-Meq by comparing with that of rMDV encoding S-Meq (RB-1B). Therefore, to evaluate
the risks of future outbreaks caused by MDV strains encoding S-Meq, the pathogenicity of
field strains encoding S-Meq with some amino acid substitutions toward higher virulence
should be investigated. Likewise, to investigate the contribution of amino acid substitutions
at positions other than the insertion in the transactivation domain to the MDV pathogenicity,
it is necessary to compare the pathogenicity of rMDV encoding wild-type L-Meq with
that of rMDV encoding L-Meq (RB). Additionally, we used the RB-1B-based rMDVs to
determine whether the insertion or deletion contribute to the pathogenicity, and then, the
mutations were introduced to L-meq and S-meq genes to match the sequences with that of
the meq gene of RB-1B. Therefore, the possibility that the artificially introduced mutations
affected the viral biology should be considered. The use of rMDVs from other strains, such
as the CVI988-based rMDVs, should be tested to determine their effect on pathogenicity.
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